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Mr. Secretary General of the
K U ~ L~EE V L K &r p a p p a ~ 8 aTOU
Ministry
of Culture, Ladies and
Ynoupy~ioun o h ~ ~ t o p oK
uu
, pi~q
KaL
Gentlemen,
Kup~o~,
This is the third time, since 1985,
Eival q ~ p i cpopa
~ q an6 TO 1985
that I have the privilegeto address such
nou &xw ~ q ~v ~ pvaf an~uOuv€Ih
l
OE
a distinguishedaudience at the opening
8Va TOGO ~ L ~ K E K ~ L aK~0ClTfl~10
~ & V O
session of the "Symposium on Ship
p& T ~ ~
V u ~ a ~~p qi a
&vapcqq
q
TOU
tupnooiou Apxaiaq NaunrlyL~flq. Construction in Antiquity". I am so
pleased to see in this amphitheater
Ethl~plva
xaipopa~ph8nomaq pCoa
colleagues and friends who were
o' a u ~ TO
o apcple~a~po
cpihouq KaL auva6~Acpouqnou cixav n a p a o ~U~TiL ~ present at our previous meetings of
1985 in Piraeus and of 1987 in Delphi.
npoqyoup~vsq
ouvavrflaeq, TO 1985
~ T O VI l s ~ p a t aKaL TO 1987 o ~ o u q
Arhcpouq.
Scientists and scholars from 16
En~mljpoveq
Kal ~ E A E T ~ an6
T&~
countries
are gathered here because
16xhp&q~ U ~ K E V T ~6618x0~ ~ ~ ~ K ~ V
of acommon interest: the ancient ship.
VTaq &va KOLVO ~v6~acpBpov:
TO apWe all want to learn more about how
xaio nhoio. 'Oh01paq B&houp~
va paooo y i v s ~ anl ~ p ~ o o o yLa
~ ~ p asea crafts were built and how sea crafts
80up~
sailed since the dawn of history. It is
TO ~ [ hKq~ T ~ O K E U ~ < O V Ta
T ~aV 0 i a KaL
n h q ~ a c i 6 ~ u aan6
v Ta paOq ~ q q really rewarding for my colleagues of
lo~opiaq.Eival n p a y p a ~ v~e a p p u - the Organizing Committee and for
myself who have worked hard during
VTLKOyia ~ o u o
qu v s p y a ~ pou
~ q ahha
K ~y L~ pCva,
a
nou 6ouh&$ap~
o ~ h q p a the last five years to establish this
symposium as an acknowledgedevent
Ta T E ~ E U ~T&~V ~T EX~ ~ O V L(;)CITE
~,
Va
~ae~&pwO&i
TO oupnoo~o
a u ~ wq
o &va on the international calendar of Marine
Archaeology, to see the continued,
an0 Ta K U ~ L O TYEE ~~O V~O T C I OTO qpEincreased interest that it generates.
pohoy~o
~ q vqa u ~ ~ ~
apxa~ohoyiaq,
flq
o ~ a pA&noup~
v
TO o u v ~ x h aucavoq
p ~ v EoV ~ L ~ ( P & P O V .

0 peyahoq apl8poq a v a ~ o ~ v h The great number of proposed
oewv unoxp&oos c p ~ ~ ~
oo
q u 61opq
papers for this year, obliged the
~
~ w v organizers to increase the days for the
y a v w ~ &va
q aucfioouv T Lqp&peq
L ~~ & o o & p l q . working sessions from three to four.
epyaolhv an6 T ~ E OE
'Exovraq6 l a p a ~ ~ l ~ l ~ ~TWV
~ p l h
f i ~ read
~ l ~
Having
the abstracts of the papers,
I can only say that we can look forward
a v a ~ o ~ v h o e wpnoph
v,
va oaq no OTL
npopA&ne~al
&va nohu &v6lacp&pov to a very interesting symposium.
Iu~oolo.
As President of the Organizing
n q n p 0 ~ 6 p Tqq
0 ~ Opya~wTlKfiq
Iwould like to thankall the
EnlTponfiq, 8a f i 8 ~ h aVa ~ u ~ a p l o ~ f Committee,
iow ohouq ~ o u ~q U ~ ~ E T & X O Vnou
T E ~ participants who have accepted our
~ & X T ~ TqV
K ~ np00Khrlofi
V
pa<. O&hw
invitation. Iwould like also to thank the
Ministry of Culture of Greece, under
va euxapto~ljow, enioqq, TO
which patronage the present and the
Ynoupyeio l l o h ~ ~ ~ o~p oquEhhadoq,
q
nou & ~ E O EK ~ T Wan6 ~ q av~ y i 6 aTOU
past symposiums have been held. My
warmest thanks go also to all the
TO (PETELVO ahha Kal Ta 6uo npoqyoupeva oupnoo~a.018eppo~epeq members of the OrganizingCommittee,
euxaplo~ieq pou aTa pChq ~ q q as well as the members of the Executive
Committeefor their valuable assistance.
O p y a ~ ~ T l K f iEnlTponfi<
q
Kal Tqq
V
EKTE~E~T
Ent~ponfiq
I K ~ ~ ~ YLOT ~ pofi8 ~ l TOUS.
d
Last but not least, we owe
T&h&UTaiaBa j8sha va e~cppaow T ~ V~ u y v w p o o u v q paq o ~ o gratitude to the Eugenidou Foundation
~ ~ to its director Mr. Costas Nestoridis
Euysvi6lo 'l6pupa KaL TOV ~ L E U ~ U V Tand
for their cordial hospitality.
Tau K. K h o ~ a
N e a ~ o p i 6 qyla TqV
ey~ap61a(Plhoc~vianou paq npoocp8pouv.
Iwill havetheopportunity at a later
Oa pou 6 0 0 ~ai p y o ~ s p aq EU~ a ~ pva
i aavacpspeh o ~ oupnapaq
stage to acknowledgethe contribution
oTaoq Opyavlophvnou npoocp&peq- of those organizationswho have kindly
Tv
O U ouv&6pouq.
~
Kav va 6 ~ c ~ w e o u
invited the participants at receptions:
Aq avacp8pw oe ouv~opiaTO Ynoupbut let me right away mention the
yeio ~ O ~ L T L O Kat
~ O U
TO I ~ O ~ E ~ Ministry
L K O of Culture and the Hellenic
N~UT~K
TOV
O ,K. r l h p y 0 ~ ~ ~ K O ~ ONavy,
U ~Mr.
O George Drakopoulos of the
TOU N~UTLKOU
M O U ~ E ~Alyaiou
OU
Kal
Aegean Maritime Museum , and Mr.
TOV K. Av6p&a l l o ~ a p ~ a v ~
o q q Andreas Potamianos of EpirotikiLines.
Hll~lpwTlKfiq
A~ponho'i'aq.
Kal ~ h p oav'Ehhqvaq,
a
8a figsNow as a Greek, I would like to
ha va nw o n TO 'E0voq paq, x p o o ~ a - say that our Nation owes enormously
ELnapa nohha o ~ o u q
apxaiouq Kato the ancient boatbuilders and ancient
papopapay~ouqK a l ~ o u apxaiouq
q
mariners. We all owe a lot to their skill

v a u ~ l ~ o u'Oh01
q . paq avayvwpi<oup~ in building sea crafts and to their ability
TO p ~ y a h paq
o X P & O ~oTq ~ E ~ L O T E X V ~ Oin sailing these crafts to the limits of the

known worlds. Greek civilization was
~ ~act6&+0uv
ava
m q v ~ o h p Tq O U va
not transported by carts but by ships
so it is obvious why we want to learn
TIC 0 a h a o o ~ q
oTa ouvopa ~ w TOTE
v
y v w o ~ h v~ o o p w v . 0 E h h q v ~ ~ o q more and more about the art of building
and sailing sea crafts.
~ O ~ L T L~OE~~VE
O T~O ( P & P ~ ~pE
~K
spaE
c ~ ahha
q
p~ nhoia, K a l y ~a' u ~ soi v a ~
euvoq~oOTI s p ~ i 01
q 'Ehhqvsq ~ v 6 1 a va pa80upe 000 y i v ~ ~ a ~
cp~popao~e
n~plooo~ep
yLa
a ~ q ~v& x v~q q vauq
We welcome you all in the land of
n j y r ( ~ q Kal
< Tau 0ahaoolou ~ a c d l o u .
hospitality, the land of Xenios Zeus,
t a q K ~ ~ W O O ~ ~o O~U(p~hoq~ E
crvq paq xhpa, a r q x h p a ~ o u
3 v ~ o u patron god of hospitality, and the land
of Posseidon, patron of seamen. May
Aia Kal o ~ xqh p a TOU noost6hva,
your stay be pleasant and may we all
npocrra~qTWV v a u ~ u ~ hAq
v . ~ i v aql
napapovj oaq euxap~crrqK a l x p l j o ~ - exchange information and knowledge
pq Oar&Va av~ahhayouv
nhqpocpothat will help us better to understand
Mediterraneanshipbuilding through the
~ q 8a paq poq8ljpieq KaL y v h a ~ nou
ages.
~ O U V V ~ K ~ T U V O ~ KahuTEpa
~ O U ~ E
T?lV ~ E o 0 y ~ l a
NaunrlylKfi
K~
ava TOUS
Previously, I did refer to those
alhv~q.
n p o q y o u p ~ v w qava(p&peq~a friends who have been returning every
second year, faithfully to our meetings.
mouq cpihouqnoun ~ m Cavapxov~a~
a
Unfortunately Federico LauresKU~E
6u0 XPOVLQOTq O U V ~ V T T ~pa<.
O~~
A u o ~ u x h qano TO K a h & ~ pheinel
a
o
Foerster,will not be among us this time.
Federico Laures-Foersternou &cpuy~ But Federico, who we all loved and
TOV n ~ p a o p ~A
vo
E K & ~ ~0~ayanqLO.
esteemed, did send me in time the
complete text of his paper. This will be
TO$ 01ohouq Federico npohape, oav
read in memoriam by one of his
KUT~vanpoalo8av8q~e,
KaL pou ELcolleagues. This was the last paper of
AE T ~ aVv a ~ o i v w oTOU.
j
Tlphv-raq ~q
p v j p q TOU, Ba napouotaooupe ~ q v a bright scholar, who so much lovedthe
ava~oivwoljTOU, ~ ~ h ~ uepyaoia
~ a i a ancient ship. Lets raise and lets observe
a minute silence in memory of Federico
E V O ~ E A E T ~ Tnou
Q 600 hiyol, ayaLaures-Foerster.
nqoE TO apxaio nhoio.
T O U cn-q
~
vaunjyqoq nheoup~vwv
Kal

I kindly ask the Secretary General
I l a p a ~ a ATO
h r e v l ~ rop a p p a ~ ~ a
TOU Ynoupyciou ~ ~ h l ~ l K.
o M.
p ~ uof the Ministry of Culture Mr. M.
Trikoukis, to inaugurate the 3rd
T~IKOUK~
va K ~ ~ U T~ ~E &vapcq
V
I
TOU
Symposium on Ship Construction in
Tpi~ou
A1~0vouq
tupnooiou NaunqAntiquity.
Y L K OTqV
~ ~ ApxaloTqTa.

KEIMENO XAIPE-I-IEMOY
TOY r.r.TOY YnoYPrEloY
IlOAITIIMOY
K. MAKH TPIKOYKH
I-IA TO 30 I Y M n O I l O

Kupisq Kal Kup~ol,

ADDRESS
OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL
OF THE MllVlSTRY OF CULTURE
Mr. MAKE TRlKOUKlS
FOR THE 3rd SYMPOSIUM

Ladies and Gentlemen.

Mnopsivopizw va nsi ~ a v e i avsq
I believe one can say unreserved
Ill(.p~haKTCl,
the O
International
Symposium
onO
0 T l TO & & 8 ~ 8 $I U that
~
O
L
yla Tq NaunqylKfi cTrqV A ~ x ~ L o T ~Ship
T ~ ,Construction in Antiquity has
become an institution. The fact that
anoT&A&inA8ov 0sopo. To yeyovoq
today is the openingday of the 3rd one,
OTL ofipspa o u v 8 p x e ~ a l TO 30
Iupnoo~o
navw aTo 88pa a u ~ oE
, ~ L - confirms this assertion.
L ~
Psfialhvs~ pia T ~ T OanoQq.
There are two sides to these three
Auo pou cpaivs~alnwq e i v a ~01
Symposiums, both distinctive.
O$EL~
TWV T ~ L W V
a u ~ h tupnooiov,
v
01l6uo.
~ a p a ~ T ~ p lKal
~T
~8~
Firstly, all of them were orgaa
l l p h ~ o vOTL
, Kal T a ~ p i bxouv
opyavw8si o ~ q EAAa6a,
v
y ~ a ~oqi ~ o nized in Greece; because this part of
the world had in antiquity the most
peio a u ~ TOU
o ~ o o p oan0~8Asoe
u
o-qv
frequent maritime communication, a
a p x a t o ~ q ~ aq nsploxfi
v
ps ~ q nuv
fact that presupposedbut at the same
KVOTEP~0aAaoo~a
s n ~ ~ o ~ v w npayvia,
pa nou npoun80e~eK a l ~ a u ~ o x p o v a time also inflicted thedevelopmentof
shipbuilding. This immemorialnautical
~
&n&paAs,T ~ CVI V U T ~ T UT~ ~Q~~Clunqyl~ f i q .H navapxala a u ~ fvi a u ~ ~na~ f i tradition, remains alive until our days.
pa6oor(, napapCv~1
wq TI$ p8psq paq
oAo<hwavq a ~ xhpa
q
pa?
Secondly the participation of so
OTL, onwq 6sixvsl q
AEUTE~OV,
E L ~ L K ~ V
auppe~oxfi~ o o w noAAhv
v
many specialists from different parts
of the world, shows that there is a
an6 6~aqopsq
xhpsq, unapxs~
8va yeVLKOTE~O
E V ~ L ~ ( P E ~yla
O V~q ~ E A E T ~ general interest concerning the study
of these first periods of the human
TWV I ~ ~ EKE~VOV
~ T nspto6uv
w v
TOU
civilization.
av0phn~vouI I O ~ ~ T L O ~ O U
.

n p a y p a ~q~onou6fl
,
~ q apxatq

Indeed, studying antiquity is

OTQT~C
an0TEhEi oh0 Kal ~E~LoCJOTE-becoming more and more an essential

condition for the development of the
contemporary civilization regardless of
opou, boo ~ L ~ C P O ~ E TKL
L av
K O~~ i v OL
a ~ the different terms and conditions in
which the latter is progressing.
opo~
KL01 o u v e f l ~ pCoa
~ q oTlq onoisq
po avay~aianpounb8~oq
yLa ~ q 161a
v

T ~ avarrrucq
V
TOU ouyxpovou n0hlTl-

0 T E ~ E U T &<&hi(~~&TCll.
~ ~ O ~

With these thoughts allow me to
welcome our guests and inaugurate
~ ~ O O K E K ~ ~ ~paq
E V KaL
O UV U
~ K V ~ U - this Symposium wishing you success
in your work.
50 T ~ Cvapcq
V
TCOV ~ p y a o ~ c b
TOU
v
tupnooiou, ~uxopevoq
Kahfl ~ n l ~ u x i a
OTO Cpyo oaq.
MEC I U T E ~ T(SUVTO~EC
L~
(SK&~ELS,

E ~ ~ T ~ pOU
E ~Va
~ KahCOoopi
T E
oCOTOUS

Thank you.

ANCHORAGE SYSTEMS
OF THE SECOND MII-LENNIUM BC AT TEL NAME

The Mediterranean coastline in Israel is very straight, sandy and shallow
and it possesses very few bays of any reasonable size. In the period under
discussion, the llnd Millennium, the knowledge of artificial harbor construction
was not yet known, thus the ancients had to find other means for anchoring their
vessels in this well traveled coast. A suggestion as to how the ancients might
have solved the problem of the absence of natural bays was suggested by A.
Raban. The theory states that ancient river mouthswere used as anchorage areas
(Raban 1985:ll-23). This theory is constructed on a geomorphological
reconstructionof the shore since nearly all the rivers and springs are sited today
and thus are not useful for navigation even of small craft. Support for the theory
exists in the paleogeographicalstudies at Akko where the Belos.Rivermight have
supplied the ancients with a natural harbor (Sivan 1981) and at Dor (Sneh 1981).
Tel Nami was chosen for exploration and excavation because of this theory. It
was originally considered to be a small site near a body of water and a spring. It
was settled almost exclusively during the llnd Millennium BC and it has suffered
little destruction in later antiquity after its last settlement period somewhere in the
early part of the 12th century BC. Although there is a modern destruction dating
to the 20th century, it is still not extensive enough to have obliterated much
evidence. It is in this area that we thus hoped to find the answer as to the type of
anchorages the inhabitants of the Middle Bronze Ila and Late Bronze ages, the
periods represented on the site with ceramics, used.
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In order to do so we have to understand the ancient geomorphology of the
Nami region. From present evidence it seems clear that the site was abandoned
in the middle of the Millennium, as well as post its last settlement. Today the area
does not have an excellent agricultural hinterland, and if it were not for the effort
of the modern settlers, it would have been dangerous to live in the vicinity due to
the swamps. Changes due to the tectonic movements or changes in sea levels
would have caused great geomorphological and environmental changes. Even
small sea level changes, as the evidence seems to point, would have caused the
inhabitantsto abandon the area. The lackof a large agricultural hinterland became
of paramount importance at the period in which the ancients learned to build
artificial harbors (Raban 1987:122-123) and thus Tel Nami was not settled again.
The Nami region is situated 15 km south of the modern city of Haifa, Israel
(Fig. 1). It is surrounded by the Carmel Mountain range and the sea. The coastal
stripwest of the Carmel Mountain range is characterizedbywave-like parallel series
of low sandstone ridges separated by basins filled with clayey alluvium. Tel Nami
is part of the westernmost ridge which is broken and partially submerged. Nami
itself forms a peninsula jutting some 150 meters into the sea, and to a height of
more than 8 meters above standard sea level. It is connected to the mainland by
what seems to be a broad tombolo which is inundated by water during the winter
storms. To the east there are two more ridges. On the easternmost one, later
settlements, from the Byzantine period and onwards have been noticed and on the
second, the "middle" ridge, southeast of the tell, a settlement of Middle Bronze Ila
was noticed. Yet another habitationwas noticed under the sand dunes, a mere 75
metres east of the peninsula. The site, which is referred to as Nami East has clear
signs of Late Bronze II remains as well as the Middle Bronze Ila, the two periods of
interest when anchorage systems are considered (Artzy 1986; Artzy 1990). The
importantfeature of the area, archaeologically, hydrologically and geomorphologically
is the course and outlet of the Me'arot River, originatingin the Carmel Ridge, crossing
the eastern Kurkar ridge and discharging into the sea in the vicinity of Tel Nami.
The location of its estuary in ancient times is of an utmost importance in the study
of the area. At present the spring does not have a distinct outlet, as its water is
trapped and utilized to supply the localfishponds. Aerial photographs and old maps
suggest that in the recent past the outlet has shifted repeatedly. Of equal interest
is a marshy basin lying between Nami East and the second Kurkar ridge. This basin,
now largelysubmerged by aseries of artificial fishponds is still surroundedby thicket
of reeds and other hydrophytes suggestingthat the basin must have been a natural
swamp, a shallow or brackish lake or a lagoon.
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The internationalnature of Nami can be verified by the numbers of imported
goods both in the Middle Bronze II periods. Among the finds of the earlier period,
which has been excavated only in about 2% of the known area there are bronze
goods, a bellow which seems to show bronze production in the area, imported
ceramics from Cyprus, a clay "weight" with an Egyptian scarab seal (Artzy and
Marcus 1990),and possibleimported food stuff. (Kislev, Artzy and Marcus). From
the later period which has been more extensively excavated numerous bronze
objects were found (Artzy 1990b), as were ivory, gold, silver and semi-precious
stones. Many of the objects could well be placed in the Aegean, Cyprus, Anatolia,
Syriaand Egypt. There is asign of a possible Aegean cult practice in a 13thcentury
sanctuaryon the summit of the peninsula of Tel Nami (Artzy 1991).
During the Middle Bronze Ila, which is dated to the first quarter of the llnd
Millennium BC, the habitation as we know it today was localized in at least three
areas in the Nami region: Tel Nami itself, Nami East and site 104-106, which is
located on the other side of the ancient body of water (Fig. 2). Of the three sites,
the Tel Nami must have served as aforward station, possibly storage area for the
goods which were brought aboard the boats, but it is small as can be seen in the
map (Fig. 2). Nami Eastwhich is still coveredby sand seems to have been inhabited
in an area at least twice as large as that of Tel Nami. It is hard to know exactly its
size because of the sand dunes and the later habitation, but from jetting done for
geomorphological studies some estimation is possible. Part of the 104-106 site
was covered by later Byzantine habitation and unfortunately much of it has been
plowed in the recent years and thus not much undisturbed architectural remains
can be expected. From the finds it is possible to surmise that the site was of an
agricultural nature and thus might have been part of a networkof regionalsettlements
which were connected in some form.
In area D, which is located on the southeastern side of the tell, a storage
area dated to this period was excavated (Artzy 1990; Artzy and Marcus 1991). It
had been burned, the roof collapsed and the ceramics which contained various
food stuff were left in situ. The area is located only asmall distance from a possible
river outlet to the sea. Across from it there is asmall area with habitational remains
underthe sand dunes. From seismic tests (Beck 1990) as well as jetting (Marcus
1991) it is possible to say that the river estuary ran south of the main part of Nami
East where it might have forms an oxbow and then continued southwest, south
of Tel Nami (Fig. 2) to the sea. The small unexplored habitation would thus sit on
thesouthwestern part of the estuary. A. Raban has suggested a possiblechannel
which led the waterto the sea (Raban 1985,20, Fig. 8). The possibility of achannel
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does indeed exist although the recreation of the geographical setting suggested
by him is not possible since the river, in his reconstruction crosses part of what
we know now to be the settlement of Nami East.
The question remains as to the relationship between the sea and the coast
during the period under discussion. It seems highly likely from the locationof some
of the architectural remains that the relationship is different than it is today. Both
in Nemi East, area 0 and Tel Nami, areas G and D (Artzy 1990:75) there are
buildings which could not have existed with present sea level. Some of them are
partially destroyed by the sea, others are overrun with sea water in the winter
storms. One has to consider the height of the ground water as well. It is hard to
imagine that the Late Bronze Ilb inhabitants were living in Nami East, as they
would have had to, had the water been the same height as it is today. It would
takeonly a small change in sea level, to affect the areaof settlement around Nami,
or any similar coastline site. If we consider the level of sea level and thus ground
water level to be even 75 cm lower than it is today, we could imagine that the
ancients existing in the areas mentioned above (Fig. 3).
The situation in the later part of habitation around the Nami area might be
of a different nature altogether. As we know now, the site was not settled during
the major part of the Middle Bronze Ilb and in the Late Bronze I,from the mid 18th
to the 14th century BC. It is clear from the archaeological remainsthat the peninsula
was re-settled by the newcomers, as was Nami East (Fig. 4). Site 104-106 was
left uninhabited during the hiatus. The reason for the abandonment might have
had little to do with the geomorphological changes and more with the political
natureof the periods, although wecan not rule out either. The lackof an agricultural
site of the Late Bronze II has caused us some concern. The absence is even more
perplexing if one considers that in the last period of habitation, the Late Bronze
Ilb, dated to the 13th century BC, a rampart was constructed on the peninsula,
thus diminishing the area of habitation on the tell. Furthermore, a good part of the
habitational area was utilized as a sanctuary. Nami East at the same time was
used as a necropolis and so far no signs of domestic architecture which could be
dated to the period have been located there.
It is hard to imaginethat those living in the area, involvedwith the sanctuary
or for that matter those inferred were fed with imported food brought in as tribute,
although that possibility should not bedisposedof off hand. As we see the situation
now, the ground water and thus the sea level are higher than they were in the
Middle Bronze Ila Age, possibly of the same height as they are today or even a
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small amount higher. We have to remember that the settlement was a bit higher
since it was situated on the remains of previous destruction and sand which
accumulated over the lengthy period of abandonment. On the peninsula, the
rampart which was constructed in the 13th century BC no doubt made it possible
for the inhabitants to continue living there. It is highly likely that construction of
the rampart was to counter the natural elements rather that man, although we
have no proof of it at this point, in Nami East the inhabitants would have had to
combat water in their houses from the sea during the winter and wet floors from
ground water. This may have beenthe reasonfor changingthe area into a necropolis.
We would like to expend on yet another possible interpretation. In theory it
could well be that the anchorage system of the Late Bronze period was not at all
like that of the one discussed above the Middle Bronze Ila. Stone anchors, which
should be taken as evidence of the maritime nature of the area were noticed in
two distinct underwater spots of the environs of Nami; south of the peninsula as
well as north of it. Anchors were located in the past by Galili (Galili 1985) and
recently by members of the Nami Project about 800 meters north of the tell. The
area in which they were found is in the vicinity of one of the possible estuaries of
the Me'arot spring which might have served as an anchorage in the later period,
namely the Late Bronze II. So far little research has been carried out in the area
north of Tel Nami East. Surveys have yielded small amount of data, which might,
with extensive examination and analysis help us understand the northern area
in future time. In order to reach any conclusions or at least further understanding,
large amounts of sand would have to be removed. Archaeological research in the
coast demands greater understandingof the ancient and modern geomorphology
as well as history, art and patience. In the case our coastal site one has to add
technical understandingin environmentallysound sand removal, as well as scientific
methods to remove it wisely before even starting to excavate. Bearing all this in
mind, we hold an optimistic hope that in the future regional will solve the puzzle
which is involved with the Nami area.

Michal Artzy
University of Haifa, ISRAEL
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Fig. 1

Map of the position of the Nami Region.

Fig. 2

Narni Area and its known sites.

Fig. 3

Possible reconstruction of Middle Bronze Ila anchorage at Tel Nami.

Fig. 4

Possible reconstruction of Late Bronze II anchorage at Tel Narni.
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NOUVELLE INTERPETATION DU DECOR
DE LA LARNAX DE GAZI NO 18985

L'intérêt pour la navigationet l'architecture navale antique a considérablement
augmenté au cours des dernières années, donnant naissance à des travaux
majeurs tels que ceux de L. Casson et L. Baschi ainsi qu'à diverses manifestations
internationalesz. Les sources qui sont à l'origine de ces travaux proviennent de
ladocumentationarchéologique, littéraire et surtout iconographique, quelles que
soient les périodes. Cependant, on déplore les mêmes lacunes sur la marine
militaire au deuxième millénaire av. J-C et pendant la période classique, car
aucune galère n'a encore été localisée. Si leur structure est assez bien connues,
on ignore tout de ce qui pouvait être embarqué pour subvenir aux besoins des
soldats au cours des expéditions militaires: vivres, armement, matériel d'appoint
pour le gréement etc... Au contraire, la marine marchande est beaucoup mieux
documentée, y compris à I'Age du Bronze, grâce aux deux navires échoués au
Sud des côtes anatoliennes, dans le courant de la première moitié du XlVe siècle,
à Ulu Burun (Kas), et à la fin du XIIle siècle àGélidonya4. Leur cargaison principale
est composée de lingots en forme de "peau de boeuf"encuivres, auxquels s'ajoutent
de la céramique et des objets de luxe de provenances diversess. D'autres points
restent obscurs sur le commerce maritime de la fin du second millénaire. La
documentation disponible àce jour ne nous donne aucun indice sur les capacités
des navires helladiques et minoens. Etaient - ils aptes à effectuer de longues
distances, c'est - à - dire à pratiquer une navigationdifférente du cabotage, mode
de navigation utilisé par les navires de Kas et Gélidonya sur la majeure partie de
leur trajet. On doit nécessairementconclure que ce fut le cas du fait desdistances
qui séparent Chypre du continent, certaines îles égéennes entre elles et les
derniers confins occidentaux de la Grèce de I'ltalie méridionale. Si les résultats
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de l'étude du bois de Kas, mieux conservé que celui de Gélidonya, ne sont pas
encore connus7, un certain nombre de sources écrites8 et de documents
iconographiquesnous informent sur le degréde développementde l'architecture
navale dès cette époque, nous privant toutefois de toutes indications sur le type
de transports qu'effectuaient ces embarcations.
Hormis les deux épaves de la côte anatolienne et les gisements isolés de
lingotsg, signalant les voies de navigation empruntées à la fin du deuxième
millénaire, nous ne disposons d'aucune trace archéologique du trafic maritime
pour cette époque, qu'il s'agisse du commerce d'autes matières premières que
le métal ou de denrées alimentaires, marchandises mieux documentées à partir
de l'époque classique. La caractéristiquedu commerce des lingots, entre le Proche
- Orient et l'occident, réside dans le fait qu'il s'est exercé essentiellement par
voie maritime, comme le confirment la très large répartition du matériel autour de
la Méditerranée, de même que la supériorité du nombre de lingots trouvés en
merlo.
Tableau I
Total des sites terrestres

Epaves

Gisements isolés

Sites

42

2 ou 3

6 ou 7

34

Milieu sous - marin

Milieu

+ 265

71

Total des lingots terrestres

+ 330

Dans cette optique, les recherches sur la localisation des gisements
métallifères11et des ateliers de fondeurs sont complémentairesde cellesqui sont
consacrées à la navigation, puisqu'aujourd'hui seul ce type de trafic maritime est
attesté (Carte 1). A partir de là, on peut tenter de restituer le réseau commercial
qui s'articule entre les voies de circulation reliant les zones d'exploitation et de
production et celles de distribution de la marchandise. La situation des épaves,
des gisements sous - marins et des gisements terrestres de lingots permet ainsi
de reconstituerapproximativementune route maritime entre Chypre et la Sardaigne,
deux pôles importants de la métallurgie à la fin du deuxième millénaire. Par
conséquent, les indices de plus en plus nombreux de relations entre I'Egée et les
pourtours de la Péninsule Italique que nous fournit l'archéologieterrestre à partir
de I'HR 112 permettent de supposer que les navires, partant de Chypre chargés
de cuivre, poursuivaient leur route vers l'Ouest après avoir longé la côte orientale. Le passage par Chypre est probablement évoqué dans les deux versets de
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l'odyssée ou Athéna dit: "... je vais à Témesa, chez les gens d'autre langue,
troquer mon fret de fer luisant contre du bronze..."l3. Le terme XCIAKOV que Victor
Bérard traduit par bronze est sans doute du cuivre et on peut voir dans la Témésa
dont parle Athéna la Tamassos de Chypre plutôt que la Téméssa italiquel4, ou
aucune trace d'exploitation ou de commercialisationde métal n'a été signalée. II
faut ajouter que ce commerce ne se limite pas seulement à la distribution de
matières premières mais aussi à la diffusion d'un modèle d' échanges, dont
témoignent les lignots en forme de "peau de boeuf" sardes de fabrication locale,
provenant de 13 sites dispersés dans toute I'îlels. Ce trafic revêt de ce fait un
caractère particulier et laisse entrevoir l'existence d'une organisation centralisée
chargée de contrôler16 et de comptabiliser les quantités de métaux produites et
mises sur le marché. A l'appui de ce raisonnement, il faut rappeler la présence
d'ateliers de fondeurs et de réserves de lingots dans les palais ougaritiques,
chypriotes, minoens ou mycéniens17prouvant le rôle de l'administration palatiale
dans ce commerce. On s'attend par conséquent à en trouver la trace dans les
tablettes en Linéaire 818, qui renferment par ailleurs des informations sur un
certain nombre de denréeslg.
Tandis que la destination des lingots transportés par les navires de Kas et
de Gélidonya fait l'objet de débats, la thèse de l'origine chypriote des lingots de
cuivre qu'ils transportaient semble désormais acceptée20. En ce qui concerne la
route empruntée par ces navires, il paraît acquis que celui de Kas navigait vers
l'Ouest le jour ou il a fait naufrage21. La destination de son chargement est
probablement la Crète ou la Grèce du fait qu'on ne connaît pas de parallèles du
matérielprécieuxqui était à bord autour du bassintyrrhénien,confins des contacts
avec I'Egée au XlVe siècle. En revanche, dans le cas du navire de Gélidonya on
ne peut pas aboutir à la même conclusion du fait que certains objets appartenant
à l'épave, ont été également trouvés en Méditerranée centrale22. L'hypothèse
d'une destination sarde, doit particulièrement être envisagée puisqu'il faut
considérer que les lingots recensés en Sardaigne sont des productions locales,
fabriquées d'après un prototype "égéen", introduit en Sardaigne à une date
ântérieure aux premières productions locales, datées des environs du Xle siècle.
Bien que la destination exacte de ces chargements reste inconnue, le nombre
considérable de lingots permet de supposer que les navires devaient effectuer
plusieurs escales sur leur route vers l'occident, laissant une partiedes lingots et
des objets précieux dans des ports égéens contrôlés par Mycènes et Knossos et
transportant le reste vers des ports de Méditerranée centrale (Carte 1). Quant au
gisement de Kymi23, deux interprétations sont possibles: soit l'accès à ce port
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était plus favorable, àcertaines époques de I'annèe, pour approvisionner la Grèce
continentale, soit il était destiné à la seule presqu'île eubéenne, où les ateliers
de fondeurs sont connus au moins à partir du Xle siècle24.
Parmi les documents iconographiques se trouve une représentation de
navire portant un nombre de détails techniques considérable. II s'agit du navire
peint sur un des grands panneaux d'une larnax minoenne trouvée à Gazi
(Skaphidara), à l'ouest d'Héracleion25. (Fig. 1) Cette larnax provient d'une tombe
taillée dans le rocher, datée par le mobilier céramique du MR III B (ca. 1200)26.
L'autre grand panneau de la larnax est décoré de deux poulpes géans placés
dans un cadre tracé de façon maladroite (Fig. 1). II est limité, comme les trois
autres faces, par deux bandes ornées de lignes ondées verticales partantdu haut
des pieds de la larnax, jusqu'au bord supérieur. Les deux petits côtés ont une
décoration similaire: la paroi est partagée en deux registres superposés, chacun
de ces registres renfermant un lingot en forme de "peau de bœuf"27 (Fig. 2.1).
Les lingots, un peu différents les uns des autres, appartiennent à la même
catégorie28. La séparation horizontale pourrait être la matérialisationdes étagères
de rangement, telles qu'on les voit dans les fresques égyptiennes (Fig. 2.1 ). Les
lingots sont placés en position verticale et sont entourés par un filet peint qui
adopte la forme de l'objet. Lasignification de ce filet n'est pas établie mais on peut
suggérer que l'artiste avoulu reproduire I'effect de profondeur de champ créé par
la succession des lingots posés de chant dans les magasins comme c'était semblet-il le cas à Haghia Triada et à Zakros29. S. Alexiou30, suivi récemment par L.
Watrous31, reconnaissait dans ce motif des autels biconcaves et non pas des
lingots, faisant reposer son raisonnement sur l'absence de représentation de
lingots en forme de "peau de bœuf" en Crète et au contraire sur l'abondance des
représentations d'autels biconcaves. II omettait cependant de signaler que plus
de 30 lingots avaient déjà été découverts en Crète et que des processions de
Crétois porteurs de tributs, et notamment de lingots, sont présentes sur plusieurs
fresques et reliefs égyptiens de Thèbes, dès le XVe siècle32. L'artisan a peint le
navire au cours d'un voyage en mer, comme l'attestent le décor d'ondes et de
spirales signalant la présencede vagues etd'écume dans la partie gauche, c'està-dire du côté de la proue.
Celle-ci est légèrement surélevée pour marquer l'effet du gonflement des
ondes sur la coque pendant sa progression. On note, en outre, la présence
d'oiseaux aquatiques et d'un poisson autour du navire, et surtout celle des poulpes
de l'autre grand panneau. La mer est évoquée enfin par le motif d'ondes verticales
qui encadre les quatre panneaux33. Le voyage et la mer symbolisent certainement
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le passage du mort dans l'au-delà, dont nous trouvons le récit chez Homère34.
Mais S. Alexiou envisage aussi de rattacher ce navire à l'expédition d'Idoménée,
roi de Knossos, qui s'est embarqué avec "80 nefs noires" pour combattre Troie35.
Selon nous, une autre interprétation peut être faire, n'excluant pas pour autant
la notion de voyage du défunt dans le monde des morts. Avec la larnax de Gazi,
nous possédonsla plusgrande représentationde navire du mondecréto-mycénien.
L'identification du décor des deux petits panneaux que nous proposons plus haut,
nous met en présencede l'unique scènede la fin du second millénaireprésentant
un navire accompagné d'une partie de son chargement. Le décor de la larnax où
apparaissent simultanémentdes lingots et un navire a nécessairementété imposé
à l'artisan et doit être interprété dans son ensemble. Les détails de l'architecture
navale, rendus avec un souci de fidélité à la réalité, révèle le degré de connaissance
des constructeursde la fin de I'Age du Bronze36, confirmé d'ailleurs par les textes
d'archives en Linéaire B37. On distingue nettement la quille droite, les couples,
le plat bord, une préceinte, l'amorce d'un éperon et une figure de proue, dans
laquelle L. Basch reconnaît une tête de cheval38. La quantité et surtout la qualité
de ces détails, de même que leur caractère exceptionnel pour l'époque, nous
autorisent à penser que ce décor a été peint avec le souci de représenter un navire
précis et une partie de sa cargaison, et non pas avec le simple but de symboliser
le voyage du défunt dans l'autre mondecomme le pensent S. Alexiou et L. Watrous.
Cette iconographie reste unique puisque les seuls navires peints sur des larnax
sont représentés sous forme de modèles de bateaux offerts au défunt et
appartiennent à une époque antérieure à la larnax de Gazi39. Mais,l'intérêt de ce
décor réside dans le fait que les lingots, objets de commence, nlappara;ssent pas
aux côtés d'un vaisseau rond, mais d'un navire de combat, comme l'atteste la
quille droite40. On sait que laflotte d'Ugarit était utiliséetantôt àdesfins commerciales,
tantôt à des fins militaires, comme le rappelle L. Basch: "...des navires servant
normalement au commerce pouvaient être mobilisés à des fins militairesV41.Si
ce cas a pu être observé encore au cours de ces dernières années42, l'inverse
est plus difficile à envisager. On voit mal pourquoi, en temps de paix, des navires
de guerre auraient été utilisés à des fins civiles, à une époque où la navigation
est en plein développement et où les deux types de vaisseaux se distinguent
parfaitemenW. Doit-onenfin mettre en parallèlele rôle de potnia d'Athéna, identifié
par Chadwich à Knossos44, peut-être à l'origine de la Iégendede l'Athéna Hippias
d'époque classique, protectricede la navigation, aveccelui de l'Athéna Guerrière,
le plus couramment invoqué à son sujet? Cela semble possible en raison de
l'importance du rôle de la mer dans la diffusion du métal et du métal lui même
dans la guerre45. Par ailleurs, aucune source n'indique la présence de navires
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marchands escortant des galères pour fournir aux soldats le ravitaillement et le
matériel de réparation ou de remplacementde piècesabimées46. Aussi, la présence
des lingots aux côtés d'un bateau de guerre laisse supposer que certains de ces
navires transportaient quelques réserves de métal, destiné à réparer des pièces
d' armement ou certaines partiesdu navire, endommagéesau cours des combats47.
Cela explique peut - être pourquoi sur les 9 gisements sous - marins connus, 6
rassemblent entre 1 et 3 lingots seulement. En conclusion, compte tenu des
caractéristiques militairesdu bateau et du réalismede lascène, on peut considérer
que le défunt était un guerrier plutôt qu'un marchand ou un marin, malgré l'absence
d'armes dans le mobilier de la tombe. Ce raisonnement, renforcé par la datation
de la tombe, nous incite à reconsidérer le rôle de ce personnage dans un combat
naval, peut - être dans l'expédition maritime lancée contre Troie, où la Crète
rassemblait la troisième flotte après Pylos et Mycènes.
Catherine Aubert
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Aubert, 1988,voir en partculier la bibliographie des notes 7 et 9.
Bass, 1987,722. Id., 1989,27.
Enparticulier les trépieds en bronze, dont des exemplaires sont connus à Piediluco - Contigliano
et dans plusieurs sites sardes, cf. Lo Schiavo et alii, 1985,36 - 50. Sur les deux exemplaires
trouvés à Gélidonya, cf. Bass, 1967, 107 - 109.
Cegisement doit êtreconsidérécomme un chargement d'épavedu faitqu'on a trouvé 19lingots
groupés a proximité du port Cf. Svoronos, 1906, 161 - 181 (168).
Popham et alii, 1980,93- 97.
Larnax no 18985,conservée au Musée d'Héracleion, Crète. Hauteur: 0,68 m; largeur: 0,39 m;
longeur: 0,85 m. Alexiou, 1973.3 - 12. Basch, 1987, 144 - 149.
Trois autres larnax et des statuettes en terre - cuite à corps cylindrique ont été trouvées dans
la tombe, cf. Alexiou, 1972,86- 98.
II existe une autre larnax ornée de lingots sur les petits côtés à lerapétra (Crète occidentale).
Elle ne présente pas le même décor sur les autres panneaux.
Définition des types par Buchholz, 1958,92 - 115; Bass, 1967.52 - 61.
Platon, 1974,232,fig. 39.
Alexiou. 1973.3 - 12.
Watrous, 1991,293.
Notamment la Tombe 119 (1490- 1436),peut - être la plus ancienne portant ce type de scène,
cf. Bass, 1967,fig. 62.
Watrous, 1991,289.
Odyssée, IV, 563 - 568.
Alexiou, 1972,94;id. 1973,7. Homère, L'Iliade, 11,650- 652.
Basch, 1987,144 - 145. Déjà dans Alexiou, 1973,3 - 7.
Palaima, 1991,298 - 299.
Basch, 1987,145- 146.
Watrous, 1991,290.
Je remercie Lucien Basch pour ses observations.
Basch, 1987,149.
Guerre des Malwines.
Artzy. 1985,138.
II s'agit de la tablette V 52 dans laquelle quatre divinités sont mentionnées: Athéna potnia,
Enualios (Ares), Paian (Apollon) et Poseda (O)(Poséidon), toutes liées à la guerre ou à la
navigation, cf. Chadwick, 1976,88 - 89.
Ce rôle était tenu antérieurement par I'obsidienne. Sur le commerce de I'obsidienne, cf. Tzalas,
1989,ll - 20 et récemment Basch, 1991.45 - 46.
La présence de vaisseaux ronds aux côtés de navires de combat est attestée sur le relief daté
du règne du roi Sennacherib, à Ninive ou flotte militaire et flotte de commerce évoluent
simultanément. Mais il ne s' agit pas ici d'un déplacement de troupes pour un combat naval au
cours duquel lesgalkresétaient assistées par des navires marchands, chargés du ravitaillement
des soldats. Sur l'interprétation de cette scène, cf. Basch, 1987,311 - 318.
Le travail du métal est attesté dans l'épave de Gélidonya par la présence d'un creuset à bord.
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LE "NAVIRE INVAINCU A NEUF RANGEES DE RAMEURS"
DE PAUSANIAS (1,29.1)
ET LE "MONUMENT DES TAUREAUX", A DELOS
Dans sa description de l'Attique, Pausanias écrit (1,29.1) :

Tou 6 s Ap~iourràyou rrAqaiov 6 ~ i ~ v uvaüq
~ a i rroiq0~iaaÉq ~ r j vTWV
navaûqvaiwv nopnrjv. Kai ~ a i i ~ pÈv
q v ijbq nou TIC U ~ E P E ~ ~ U A E TTOO .b È ÈV
Arjnwi nAoïov ou6Éva rrw vi~rjoav~a
o s a , K ~ ~ ~ &q
K O
ÉvvÉa
V
ÉpÉ~aqàrro TWV
~a~ao~pwparwv.
"Près de l'Aréopage, on montre un navire qui a été construit pour la procession
des Panathénées. II a été surpassé (par un autre) depuis. Mais on n'a jamais
vaincu le navire qui se trouve à Délos et qui accueille neuf rangées de rameurs,
en-dessous, auprès (ou: à partir) des ponts".
L'un des aspects curieux de ce texte est qu'il établit une comparaison entre
un navirequi n'était qu' une pseudo-coquemontée sur quatre roues et ce qui était
manifestement un vrai navire de combat: la raison de cette association d' idées
est loin d'être évidente et nécessite au moins une tentative d' explication, qu'on
trouvera plus loin.
Au vrai, jusqu'en 1987 on n'avait guère mis en doute que le navire de Délos
était un vrainavire.Acette date, J.Tréheux, "remis sur lavoiedroite par F.Chamoux"l
a trouvé comme "explication évidente'" que le navire délien était, lui aussi, un
char processionnel, accordant toutefois à A.Boeckh, dans ses Urkunden über
das Seewesendes attiçchen Staates (Berlin, 1840)la prioritéde cette identification3.
En fait, ce qui troublait Boeckh (op. cit., pp.76-77) était qu'il n'existait, à son avis,
aucun rapport (Keinen Zusammenhang) entre die Enneres zu Delos et le char
des Panathénées. Et qui ne serait troublé par le curieux Zusammenhang, le
rapport que voit clairement Pausanias - même si de tels rappochementsabrupts
ne manquent pasdans son oeuvre: ce n'est pas un motif suffisant pour approuver
Boeckh, car il est évident que Pausanias tenait le navire de Délos pour un vrai
navire, pour trois raisons.
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1.

II écrit du navire proche de l'Aréopage qu'il n'a jamais été surpassé
depuis. Depuis quand? Depuis, sans doute, sa dernière visite, ce qui
implique qu'il sait fort bien que depuis lors, cet "engin" a été remplacé
par un autre, plus perfectionnédans l'art de la machinerie. Mais du navire
&vArjAwi,ilécrit qu'il n'ajamais été vaincu. Or on se demande comment
un char processionnelpeut être vaincu. Cette diff érence ne se remarque
guère dans la traduction que donne de ce passageJ. Tréheux, qui rend
ilrr&p&@A&ro
par "on en afait de plus grands" - alors que le char proche
de l'Aréopage pouvait être surpassé autrement que par sa taille - et vi~rjoavrapar "surpassé", ce qui ne me semble nullement justifié.

2.

Le navire de Délos ne possède pas seulement un pont, mais plusieurs,
ce qui se comprend mieux si I'on considère une "hyper-galère"telle que
I'lsis dont l'image a été récemment découverte en Crimée et dont les
multiples ponts sont très caractéristiques4. D'ailleurs, le navirede Délos
n'aurait-il possédé qu'un seul pont, voilà bien un élément dont sont privés
les chars processionnels athéniens dont les images ne manquent pas=.

3.

Les neuf files de rameurs doivent s'entendre, étant donné leur nombre
impair, par côté, soit dix-huit rameurs par "tranche" de navire (et peu
importe ici ce qu'il faut entendre par tranche). Quel char pourrait être
mu par de telles tranches de "rameursfigurants@"' Or nousverrons que
cela ne pose aucun problème pour un "vrai navire".

On verra aussi plus loin pourquoi il est douteux que Pausanias, qui écrivit
vers le milieu du 2e S. de notre ère7 ait pu voir le navire de Délos; s'il en est bien
ainsi, faut-il une meilleure preuve de l'aura prestigieuse de ce vaisseau sacré,
encore vivacedans la mémoire collective grecque et romaine: Pausaniasn'éprouve
nul besoin d'être plus explicite auprès de son public de lecteurs que I'on dirait, de
nos jours, "cultivés".

W. W. Tarn, le premier, identifiacelui-ci comme le navire amiral qu'Antigone
Gonatas dédia à Apollon en ex-voto après sa victoire sur les amiraux de Ptolémée
II au large de Leucolla de Cos (Moschion, cité par Athénée, V, 209 e), victoire
datée très diversement par les historiens modernes en 262,258,256 et même
2458. Cette identificationn'ajamais été sérieusementcontestée, mais l'emplacement
du navire n'a cessé de faire problème.
Les premières campagnes de fouilles de I'Ecole francaise d'Athènes, qui
débutèrent en 1873, mirent au jour un édifice sans équivalent dans le monde
helléniques: un bâtiment rectangulaire, long de 69 m. 40 et large de 10 m. 375; il
avait l'aspect, écrit, de maniére aussi juste qu'imagées, G. Roux "d'une longue
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galerie ajourée, précédée au Sud par un porche dorique, complétée au Nord par
un local rectangulaireque surmontait un lanterneau ionique élevé au-dessus du
toit de la galerie, si bien que, vu de profil (cet édifice) offrait la silhouette, insolite
pour un monument grec, d'une église surmontée de son clocher"l0. Ajoutons que
la galerie contient essentiellement un long bassin revêtu de marbre, entouré de
banquettes et dépourvu de toute autre construction et que le "local rectangulaire"
abrite une structure trapézoidale en granit, interprétée soit comme une base, soit
comme un autel (Fig. 1 et 2). Pendant de longues années, les spécialistes s'
accordaient pour attribuer ce bâtiment au 3e S. av.J-C.
Cet édifice fut appelé "le Monument des TaureauxVenraison de ladécoration
de certains de ses chapiteaux en forme de protomes de taureaux géminés. II est
actuellement identifiécomme le Néorion des inscriptionsdéliennes et il ne fait aucun
doute que lagaleriecentraleacontenuun navire. Mais lequel?C'est ici que s'engagent
les controversesl1. C'est en 1921 que, dans un article fameux, P.L. Couchoud et
J. Svoronos déterminèrent, avecde solides raisons, lavraie destination de I'édifice:
abriter un navire de guerre (Fig.3)12. Se référant à l'article de Tarn de 1910, ils
écrivaient notamment:"Ce que Tarn n'a pas reconnu,c'est qu' à Délos on trouverait
peut-êtrejustement ce qui peut rester du colossal ex-votod' Antigone. C'est I'édifice
que nous avons examiné et qui nous a paru avoir pour destination probabled'abriter
un navire de guerre"l3. Toutefois, comme R. Vallois, 1' éminent spécialiste de
l'architecture délienne, avait indiqué aux deux auteurs que le Monument des
Taureaux "apu être, dans l'ensemble, antérieur à Antigone Gonatasn14,Couchoud
et Svoronos n'écartaient pas la possibilitéd'une initiativearchitecturale de Ptolémée
ler Soter (décédé en 285). Mais en vue de la consécration de quel navire? Sur ce
point, Couchoud et Svoronos restaient fort discrets.
Réagissant à cet article, Tarn suggérait que le Monument des Taureaux
p r )"le
~ )quinze"15) inventée
aurait abrité la "pentekaidékère" ( n & v ~ & ~ a l 6 & ~ r j(OU
par Démétrios Poliorcèteen 289, capturée par Ptolémée leret dédiée par lui dans
le Monument dû à son initiativel6. On verra que des hypothèses tout aussi riches
d'imagination seront publiées par la suite, mais il faut citer ici in extensoun passage
de l'article de Tarn de 1922, car il annonce d'autres théories qui envisagent que
le Monument des Taureaux a pu héberger successivement plusieurs navires
différents:

1should imagine that there may have been a sacred ship on
Delos from olden time, and that Ptolemy by his dedication
supplied Apollo with a finer avaer)pa in place of the old ship,
and built for if a finer house, which may have replacedan older
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building on the same site. WhenPtolemy made his dedication
the old sacred ship may have rotted away, or it may perhaps
have had associations with the hated rule of Athens which
renderedanew cult-objectwelcometo the Delians: andsimilarly
Antigonos, in dedicating his ship, provided a new cult-object
to signify the end of Ptolemaic rule. Though an object, once
dedicated, was Apollo's forever, there was no difficulty about
replacing an old QvaOqpaintended for some particular use or
purpose, by a new one, if the new one were better than the
old; for example, Stratonikeprovided new and more valuable
crowns for the statue of Apollo and for the little Graces'7.

Ainsi le navire d'Antigone Gonatas aurait succédé, dans le Monument des
Taureaux, à la dédicace du plus grand navire de Ptolémée ler, dépouille du père
d'Antigone, navirequi lui aurait lui-mêmesuccédé à un navire ex-voto plus ancien,
très ruiné ou même réduit à l'état de souvenir à l'époque du Lagidels.

R . Vallois avança une troisième hypothèse: celui d'une dédicace initiale par
Démétrios Poliorcètelui-même's. Ch. Picardse ralliaàcette idée et fit du Monument
des Taureaux "un trophée de la victoire de Salamine de Chypre" remportée en
306 par Démétrios sur la flotte de Ptolémée ler20. R. Vallois n'avança toutefois
que l'hypothèse d'une initiative architecturale de Démétrios: le monument aurait
été laissé inachevé et il serait revenu à Antigone Gonatas de mener à bien le
dessein de son père en terminant la construction et, surtout, en y installant son
propre navire celui que mentionnent Moschion et Pausanias21.
II revint à G. Roux d'observer qu'une difficultétechnique s'opposait aux vues
de R. Vallois: aprèsavoir jeté un coup d'oeil sur l'évolutionde l'architecture navale
militaire au début du 3e S., il apercut que de Démétrios Poliorcète a Antigone
Gonatas - ou, plus généralement, des Diadoques aux Epigones - une course au
gigantisme s'était produite, et il tira les conclusions suivantes: "... le navire d'
Antigone était plus grand que celui de Démétrios: c'était un de ces mastodontes
que se complurent à construire les souverains hellénistiques. II excédait les
dimensions du bassin prévu pour un navire long de 45 m. au maximum. La
construction du Néôrion était trop avancée pour que l'on pût songer à agrandir
l'édifice. On ne pouvait non plus raccourcir le vaisseau. On se résignadonc à loger
sa poupe dans le thalamosz2,sur l'emplacement réservéd'abord à un autel...Afin
... d'éviter à la longue un affaissement, sinon un effondrement de la poupe en
porte-à-faux,on construisit sous elle, en l'appuyant directement sur les fondations
du dallage, le monument trapézo'idal,simple étai de pierre revêtu de marbre dont

.
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nous voyons les pauvres restes aujourd'hui (Fig. 2). La précaution fut efficace: le
navire était encore, au Ile siècle de notre ère, une des curiosités de Délos. Car
on ne voit pas que le "vaisseau de Délos", TO ÈvArjAcy rrAoïov, le plus grand (il
avait neuf rangs de rames !) que Pausanias avait vu au cours de ses voyages et
qu'il mentionne au passage comme un monument notoire, ait pu être un autre
que celui d'Antigone abrité dans le Néôrion, seule consécration de ce type et de
cette importance connue dans l'île. Placé dans un local trop petit pour lui, qu'il
emplissait de sa masse, il devait paraitre, par contraste, plus énorme encore: 55
m. de long environ, soit 20 m de plus qu'une trière athénienne! On ne s'étonnera
pas qu'il ait fait sur Pausanias une forte impression."23 Nous voici donc revenus
au navired'Antigone, mais àquel prix: ladémolition d'un autel. Ceci n'est d'ailleurs
pas le plus grave: R. Vallois, Ch. Picard et, surtout, G. Roux, ne considèrent que
la longueur du navire. Or il va de soi, pour des raisons élémentaires de stabilité,
qu'une augmentation importantede la longueurs'accompagnait nécessairement
d'une augmentation de la largeur; logiquement, G. Roux, qui se refusait, à très
juste titre, à raccourcir son vaisseau, aurait dû prévoir, parallèlement à l'occupation
du providentiel "local rectangulaire" (ou thalamos), un déplacement latéral des
murs de la galerie centrale, dont on ne relève aucune trace. Tarn, lui, avait bien
vu que le Monument des Taureaux était bien trop étroit pour qu'on y loge une
"hyper-galère", mais il résolvait le problème en imaginant que le vaisseau avait
été amputé de ses "structures porte-rames" (outriggers), partie essentielle de
tout navire de guerre grec, à partir de la trière24. Une telle désinvolture surprend:
il est temps de cesser de considérer le Néôrion comme le lit de Procuste.
Et pourtant, les avatars intellectuels "posthumes" du Néôrion ne sont pas
terminés avec le traitement que lui fait subir G. Roux en 1981. En 1987, J. Tréheux
a présenté un (oudeux) nouveau(x) candidat(s) à l'hébergementdans le Néôrion,
sur les bases suivantes:
1.

Dès 1986, J. Tréheux démontrait que la stèle du Musée de Délos inv.
160, publiée en 1912 dans les IG, XI 2 sous le no 219, et qu'il date de
272 ou de 271, relatait, notamment, un salaire payé à deux ouvriers
pour avoir enduit de poix les boiseriesdu Néôrion, qui était donc achevé
à cette date. Ce qui permet à J. Tréheux de conclure: "Le compte 219
condamne irrémédiablement la thèsede R. Vallois et celle de G. Roux''25,
c'est-à-dire: le Néôrion n'a jamais, même s'il a été mis en chantier par
Démétrios Poliorcète, pu abriter le navire d'Antigone, puisque la date
de la bataille de Cos ne peut être abaissée avant 262, alors que le
monument était terminé et qu'aucun navire ne pouvait plus y être introduit.
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2.

"Quel type de vaisseau pouvait tenir dans une cale de 45 m sur 5 m?",
se demande plus tard J. Tréheux26, qui répond aussitot: "Aucun calcul
ne paraît capable de répondre à cette questionn27.

3.

Dans ces conditions, il était logique que J. Tréheux se tourne vers les
inscriptionsdéliennes relatives au Néôrion pour y chercher le nom que
les autorités du sanctuaire donnaient au navire. Ce nom se trouvait a
la ligne 16 de l'inscription délienne no 1403 (un inventaire du Néôrion
daté de peu après 166 av. J-C.), mais il est perdu à jamais. Vallois avait
cru pouvoir restituer une trièrèn, mais telle n'est pas l'opinion de J.
Tréheux qui commente ainsi la si fâcheuse lacune: "Neuf lettres selon
toute probabilité, dix à la rigueur. Cet indice élimine tous les composés
de -rjpqqinférieurs à onze et supérieurs à douze, à l'exception de I'E~Kourjpqq, qui est hors de cause. Le vaisseau du Néôrion était une &va&" 2c'est
8
à Démétrios Poliorcète, grand
~ r j p q ou
q une d ~ d ~ ~ r j p q qet
inventeur de navires aux combinaisons de rames très diverses, que J.
Tréheux, attribue, "sans hésitation", le Néôrion29.

II est fort difficile de savoir pourquoi J. Tréheux est absolument sûr qu'une
"endékère" ou une dodékère n'était pas large de plusde 5 m 50, condition nécessaire
pour tout candidat à I'hébergement dans le Néôrion, alors qu'il se dit convaincu
"qu'il faut admettre, à partir de la tétrère, plusieurs rameurs actionnant la même
rame, comme sur les galères modernes. L'heptère n' aurait pas présenté sept
rangs horizontaux superposés, mais sept rameurs per rame'"0. Quatorze rameurs
de front: nous voilà bien au delà de 5m 50. Que dire d'une endékère ou d'une
dôdékère? Je comprends que, donnant une suite à cet article de J. Tréheux, en
1989, G. Roux a eu "peine à I'imaginern3l.Dans cette suite, G. Roux propose une
v
nouvelle lecture de la lacune de la ligne 46 (ID 1403) et propose i ~ p a rplrjp@*.
IIserait outrecuidant de ma partd'oser trancher entredes lecturesdifférentes
d'aussi éminents épigraphistes. Je note toutefois que I'endékère ou la dodékère
ne s'imposent pas forcément, que hieran trierè n'est pas insatisfaisant.
G. Roux, dans ce même article, propose un nouveau candidat à I'hébergement
dans le Néôrion:"un char de luxe en formede navire offert par un diadoque pouvait
constituer un agalma offert au dieu, aussi bien que tout autre objet, et être abrité
dans un Néôrion construit pour lui, d'autant que le vaisseau conçu pour figurer
dans une procession n'avait pas nécessairementles dimensions de I'énnère réelle
dont il représentait l'image: il fallait qu'il fût manoeuvrable à terre"33. Voilà qui me
semble peu réfléchi: en 1981, G. Roux avaitjustement noté que le naviredu Néôrion
n'était pas "comme ces bateaux que des marins ingénieux réussissent à glisser
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à l'intérieur d'une bouteilleà travers un étroit gouIot"34 - et voici que, selon le même
auteur, un "char de luxe" long de 45 m pouvait être, à volonté, sorti du Néôrion
pour figurer dans une procession et, après avoir "manoeuvré à terre" (opération
difficile à concevoir dans les limites du Hiéron), être remise à nouveau dans le

monument. Dès 1981, G. Roux avait condamné lui-même son futur candidat.
II est temps, enfin, de se demander quelles étaient les dimensions prévues
par les constructeursdu Néôrion(peu importe, pour l'instant, leur identité) pour
I'espace réservé au navire qui était, ne l'oublions jamais, la raison d'être du
monument. Couchoud et Svoronos proposent, pour cet espace, un rectangle
de 49 m. 16 sur 8 m. 86, dimensions qu'ils n'hésitent pas à comparer à celles
des "hangars à trières de Zea: 37 m. de long sur 6 m. 50 de large"35. Cette
comparaison est fondée sur deux séries d'erreurs. La première concerne les
loges de trières du Pirée: 6 m. 50 est la distance qui sépare, à Zea, I'axe de la
colonne supportant le toit du hangar à I'axe de sa voisine; cette distance, aux
logesde Munychie, est de 6 m 25. Le diamètre des colonnes de Zea, à leur base,
est de 58 cm (il n'est pas connu à Munychie). L'espace utile total à Zea est donc
de 6 m 50 moins 58 cm, soit 5 m 9836. Une telle largeur est remarquablement
constante en Grèce, à quelques dizaines de centimètres près: 6 m 50 à 6 m 60
à Egine (5e siècle)37 et 5 m 72 à Oeniadae (4e s)38. Par ailleurs, D. Blackman a
attiré l'attention sur le fait que l'extrémité des neosoikoidu côté de la mer n'a
été nulle part retrouvée, au Pirée: il est donc loin d'être certain que la longueur
des neoria retrouvée, soit 37 m., ait été la longueur totale et, par voie de
conséquence, que 37 m ait été la longueur maximum d'une trièreau 4e $9. En
revanche, il est permis de déterminer avec une certaine précision la largeur de
la trière athénienne: compte tenu de la nécessité de pouvoir circuler autour de
la coque, on peut estimer la largeur maximum de celle-ci à 5 m 50 environ (ce
qui ne laisse guère que 50 cm de "liberté" au maximum!)40. Une seconde erreur
de Couchoud et Svoronos est d'estimer les dimensions de I'espace libre à 49
m 16 sur 8 m 86. En réalité, le bassin central de la galerie est long de 45 m 65,
large de 4 m 485 et profond de O m 5741. Certes, le vaisseau reposant dans le
bassin de marbre pouvait-il,dans ses parties hautes, déborder quelque peu sur
les banquettes latérales, larges de 1 m 3442. Toutefois, ces banquettes étaient
manifestement destinées à permettre de circuler autour de l'ex-voto: un navire
large de 5m 50 aurait empiété, sur chaque banquette, de 56 cm, laissant un
espace libre de 78 cm, espace bien chiche pour un couloir de circulation: on ne
pouvait exiger des visiteurs du Néôrion les acrobaties familières aux ouvriers
des arsenaux du Pirée.
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Ainsi, sur la seule basedes dimensions de lagalerie centrale, lacause aurait
dû, depuis longtemps, être entendue: sauf si I'on admet, avec G. Roux, une
mutilation de l'édifice initial en même temps (ce qu'avait évité le même auteur)
qu'une mutilation du navire, admise avec bonne humeur par Tarn, le seul type de
navire compatible avec la largeur utile du Néôrionest une trière grecque du 4e S.
Peut-être dira-t-on que les neosoikoi du Pirée, conçus et construits pour
des trières, ont été en mesure d'abriter des tétrères, qui apparaissent dans les
inventairesathéniensde 330129 et des pentères,que I'on aperçoit pour la première
fois dans des inventaires de 3251443. Mais n'oublions pas qu'en 330 (huit ans
avant la catastrophe dlAmorgos), Athènes possède 392 trières44 et 18 tétrères:
ces dernières ne forment donc que moins d'un pour cent de I'effectif total de la
flotte athénienne. Certes, la situation évolue, mais lentement, puisqu'en 32514,
la flotte comprend 360 trières, 50 tétrèreset 7 pentères: c'est-à-direque les trières
constituent encore 86% de la flotte. Les inventaires contemporains donnent un
chiffre total de neosoikoi inférieur à l'effectif total des navires: 372 (82 pour
Munychie, 196 pourzeaet 94 pour le Kantharos)45.Or on n'insisterajamaisassez
sur le fait qu'un nombre infime de ces loges de navires a été retrouvé et que leur
restes ont été insuffisamment étudiés par les fouilleurs46.
II faut conclure que ces loges ne peuvent fournir aucun renseignement sur
les dimensions des tétrères et des pentères athéniennes, dont on sait, avec
certitude, que leurs rames différaient decelles des trières47. II est plusvain encore
de spéculer sur les restes des loges du Pirée pour évaluer, comme le fait J.
Tréheux, la largeur d'une heptère ou d'une énnère48, types de navires qui n'ont
jamais figuré dans les flottes athéniennes.
En 1973, J. Coupry devait aussi conclure Li l'existence d'une trière dans le
Néôrion, mais sur des bases entièrement différentes des miennes: il se fondait
sur les inscriptions déliennes. Coupry relevait en effet que les "agrès de la trière"
( a ~ c u TOC
q ~p~rjpouq)
apparaissent dans un inventaire délien daté de peu avant
34211,alors que ces agrès étaient encore absents d'un inventairedaté dek3541249.
La mention O K E U ~~ p l r j p o u qOU O K E U ~TOC ~ p l r j p o u q
se retrouve dans des
inventaires postèrieurs50.
Les agrès des inscriptionsétaient-ilsceux d'une vraie trière ou d'un modèle?
La question mérite d'être posée: Seleucos dédia à Apollon, dans le "Temple des
Athéniens" (Figs 4, 12) une trière et une tétrère qui ne pouvaient être, comme
Tarn l'avait bien vusi, que des modèles. J. Coupry se prononce, sagement à mon
avis, en faveur de la première hypothèse52,suivi en cela par H. Gallet de Santerre53.
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J. Tréheux a fait observer que la trière à laquelle se rapportent les agrès
n'est pas mentionnée et que ces objets étaient entreposés dans I'Oikos des
Naxiens (Fig. 4,6), édifice qui ne pouvait pas, bien évidemment, accueillir la trière
elle-même54. II n'en reste pas moins vrai qu'un inventaire délien daté de 342 ou
peu après mentionne "les agrès de la trière7'55et on n'échappe donc pas à la
conclusion: il existait donc bien en 342 une trière consacrée à Apollon. Elle se
trouvait probablementen plein air, peut-êtresur le chantierd'un bâtimenten cours
de construction. Laconsécrationd'une trière dans le Hiéron,tel qu'il se présentait
en 350 (Fig. 4) était impossible: un emplacement aussi proche que possible du
sanctuaire proprement dit ne pouvait être trouvé, compte tenu des dimensions
du navire et de la présence de l'"édifice A" et du Prytanée (Fig. 4, 21 et 22),
qu'immédiatement à l'Est de ces deux bâtiments. Pendant la construction de
l'édifice destiné à I'abriterdéfinitivement, le corps de la trière pouvait être protégé
temporairement par un "hangar" de toile ou de bois, mais ses agrès étaient plus
fragiles: ils nécessitaient,en attendant l'achèvement du Néôrion, une protection
particulière, de mêmeque les agrès des trières, au Pirée, étaient entreposésdans
un édifice particulier, la Skeuothèque.
Pourquoi une (vraie) trière aurait-elle figuré dans des inventaires du
sanctuaire délien à l'époque où Athènes dominait encore Délos, c'est-à-dire
avant 314? A titre d' hypothèse, J. Coupry avançait une explication qu'il est
difficile de contredire: c'est entre 345 et 342 que les Déliens déposent une
plainte auprès de I'Amphictyonie de Delphes contre les droits qu'Athènes
s'arrogeait sur Délos. Or Apollon Pythien débouta les Déliens: "cela valait bien
qu'Athènes offrît en souvenir à Apollon Pythien, sur l'île de Délos, et quelles
que fussent l'origine et laqualification précises de cette offrande (on supposerait
plutôt un navire d'origine athénienne qu'une prisedeguerre), en tout cas comme
le symbole mêmede cette situation maritime que Pytho approuvait, une trière"56.
Cette hypothèse peut-elle être conciliée avec les données archéologiques et
stylistiques du Néôrion?
Une réponse définitive ne peut être fournie qu'avec la publication complète
du Monument desTaureaux, que prépareChristian Llinas57. En l'attendant, notons
quelques éléments de réponse qui, du moins, ne sont pas défavorables.
-

En 1963 et 1964, Chr. Llinas a procédé à des sondages à l'intérieur et
le long des murs extérieurs du Monument58; comme le résume Ph.
Bruneausg, le remblai intérieur, au vu des tessons les plus récents qui
s'y trouvaient contenus, daterait de la fin du Ive ou du premier quart du
Ille siècle, le même auteur ajoutant : "la datation de la céramique de la

-
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fin du Ive siècle et du début du Ille siècle est fort incertaine, surtout à
Délos où fait défaut toute couche solidement attribuable au Ille siècle"60.
Certes, les critères stylistiques sont fragiles, mais comment n'être pas
attentif à cet avis qu'émet J. Marcadé en conclusion de son étude de la
décoration sculptée du Néôrion: "A notre avis, si le Monument des
Taureaux n'est pas une dernière construction de l'époque
amphictyonique, on se gardera en tout cas d'en abaisser beaucoup la
date: à en juger d'après la sculpture décorative, les constructeurs - si
ce ne sont pas les Athéniens eux-mêmes - semblent bien avoir voulu
se poser en héritiers de la longue gloire d'Athènes terra marique"'.
II est vrai qu'il serait malaisé de faire remonter la construction du Monument
des Taureaux à l'année même de l'apparition dans les inscriptions de la C J K E U ~
~fjq
Tplrjpouq en raison de l'état des finances d'Athènes à cette époque, alors
qu'une date proche de 330 n'aurait rien d'inconcevable. Existe-t-il des raisons
d'expliquer cet écart? Sans tomber dans le travers du wishfulthinking,il me semble
raisonnable d'approuver J. Coupry lorsqu'il écrit à propos de cette ultime
manifestation de l'orgueil impérial et naval d'Athènes: "... le temps qu'on en ait
conçu l'ordonnance et le décor, les difficultés et les malheurs d'Athènes aussitôt
survinrent (guerre indirecte depuis 342, et ouverte depuis l'automne 340, entre
Athènes et Philippe, défaite de Chéronée en 338). On comprendrait qu'il ait fallu
attendre, par exemple, les effets de la restauration financière de Lycurgue, qui
fut aussi un restaurateur de cultes et de monuments, pour que fussent poussées
et achevées - dans les derniers moments de la présence athénienne à Délos aux
temps classiques - l'édification et toute l'ornementation d'un Néôrion consacré à
Apollon Pythien et dont les sculptures pourraient n'avoir été exécutées qu'entre
330 et 314 (cette dernièredate marquant le début de l'indépendancedélienne?)"62.
Ces considérations, pour importantes qu'elles sont, me paraissent presque
mineures si je les rapporte au fait que la largeur disponible du Néôrion exige la
dédicace d'une trière athénienne du 4e S. et ne permet l'abri d'aucun navire d'un
rang supérieur.
L'hypothèse, proposée ici, de la consécration à Délos par Athènes d'une
trière dans le Néôrion et non d'un navire d'un rang supérieur pose cependant
plusieurs problèmes qui ne seront pas éludés.
Le premier est celui de la longueur du bassin: 45 m. Si la largeur disponible
correspond à celle d'une trière athénienne, la question de la longueur est plus
délicate. On a vu pourquoi la longueur retrouvée, mais incomplète, des néôria
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de Zea n'oblige pas nécessairement d'estimer que la trière athénienne était
longue de 37 m. Les fouilles de ces loges furent très incomplètes et il est
malheureusement impossiblede savoir sur quelles raisons (ou documentation)
personnelles se fondait Constantin N. Rados, professeur d'histoire à I'Ecole
Navale de Grèce pour écrire: "Les restes des docks athéniens, c'est-à-dire des
VE~JOOLKOL,
dans le port de Zea, montrent qu'à l'origine ceux-ci avaient jusqu'à
S'il en était ainsi, et en
cent cinquante pieds de long sur vingt pieds de largeW63.
évaluant, avec Rados, le pied attique à O m 3083, on obtiendrait une longueur
de 46 m 24 et une largeur de 6 m 1664; ces chiffres étant approximatifs, on
obtiendrait une quasi-identité avec l'espace libre du Néôrion. On n'oubliera pas
qu'à Oeniadae la longueur des loges a pu être mesurée: 47 m65. Ceci ne signifie
pas qu'une trière, large au maximum de 5 m 50, mais à la flottaison tout au plus
de 4 m 5066 ait eu une longueur de l'ordre de 45 m hors tout: il me paraît que
des raisons de stabilité s'y opposeraient. Mais il est très probableque la longueur
totale de la rampe inclinéedes neosoikoicomprenait une petite partie immergée,
destinée à "recevoir" le navire, de telle sorte que la longueur totale de la rampe
était forcément supérieure à celle de la trière67. Deux raisons pourraient expliquer,
dès lors, que le bassin central du Néôrion, long de 45m 80, ait été destiné à
abriter une trière d'une longueur plus courte: ou bien cette longueur était
littéralement "calquée" sur celle des neosoikoidu Pirée (et je songe moins aux
chiffres de C. Rados qu'aux loges d'oeniadae), ou bien un excédent d'espace
était prévu pour loger, auprès de la trière, ses agrès - ces deux hypothèses ne
s'excluant pas mutuellement.
Un second problème est, évidemment, celui du début et de la fin de la
construction du Monument, s'il est dû à une initiative d'Athènes. Certes, on peut
penser "à la période qui précéda la Guerre Lamiaque (réforme navale et militaire
de Lycurgue, succès remportés sur les pirates, achèvement de la skeuothèque
de Philon"68, mais le début de la construction ne peut être postérieur à 322, date
de la défaite totale de la flotte athénienne devant Amorgos: on voit mal Athènes
entreprendre une telle construction, illustration de sa gloire sur mer, après une
telle catastrophe69. La marge laissée au début de laconstruction est donc étroite:
elle est malaisément imaginable avant la période 338-326, au cours de laquelle
Athènes avait reconstitué ses finances70. Mais la prospérité d'Athènes, même à
cette époque, n'était que relative et il est permis de douter qu'elle ait disposé des
moyens de mener une aussi vaste entreprise à son terme au cours d'une dizaine
d'années seulement. C'est ici, peut- être, qu'il faut songer aux chapiteaux à
protomes de taureaux qui ont donné au Monument son surnom: ils sont bien
singuliers pour un monument purement attique. "Ce motif, écrit J. Coupry," peut
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évoquer l'art achéménide (dont la connaissance fut réveillée par la conquête
d'Alexandre?)'Vl. On peut en douter: pourquoi un brusque rappelde cette conquête
à Délos, où les Athéniens n'avaient aucune raisonde flatter, ou même d'évoquer,
le Conquérant? En revanche, G. Roux peut avoir vu très juste en rapprochant les
protomes de taureaux d'un même motif qui apparaît sur un chapiteau de Salamine
de Chypre, au début du 3e S., époque à laquelle cette région fait partie du domaine
de Démétrios Poliorcète72. Or Démétriosvisita en 301, cinq ans après savictoire
de Salamine, Délos où l'on procéda à cette occasion à des cérémonies et des
sacrifices73. II est probable que cette visite se situa au cours du voyage qui, cette
année-là, mena Démétrios d'Athènes à Ephèse. Ainsi pourrait se justifier une
hypothèse émise en 1951 par J. Marcadé: "Libérateur" d'Athènes74, Démétrios
...a ... pu reprendre àson compte une réalisation commencée par les Athéniens75.
J. Marcadé ajoute: "pour en faire le monument de ses victoires de Chypre". Ce
propos doit être nuancé: un tel geste signifiait une usurpation au préjudice d'Athènes
-et un sérieux camouflet à une cité certes très affaiblie, mais dont les ports étaient
indispensables à la politique de Démétrios. II me paraît plus exact de penser que
Démétrios a pu reprendre une réalisation commencée par les Athéniens pour
glorifier son image de "libérateur et bienfaiteur" d'Athènes, dans l'esprit qui avait
présidé à cette entreprise, tout en y associant le rappel de sa propregloire navale
acquise cians les eaux de Salamine de Chypre: les chapiteaux du Monument n'en
seraient qu'un rappel, relativement discret.

R. Vallois avait songé, on I'avu, à une initiative architecturalede Démétrios
pour célébrer sa propre victoire. II est raisonnable de penser que, dans ce cas, il
aurait, comme, plus tard, son fils, consacré à Apollon son navire amiral, qui était
une heptère76. Ce type de navire était propulsé par des rames maniées chacune
par sept rameurs", selon le système appelé, dans la Méditerranéedu XVle et du
XVlle S. a scaloccio. Or une galère française ordinaire de ce type, au XVlle S., à
cinq rameurs par rame, était large de 8 m 3078: il fallait bien loger (notamment),
dix rameurs de front; ces nécessitésstrictement techniques étaient évidemment
les mêmes pour les grandes galères hellénistiques, ce qui exclut totalement
l'hypothèse de R. Vallois.
En conclusion: le Néôrion a été construit pour abriter une trière athénienne
et n'a jamais pu abriter un autre type de navire. Commencé par Athènes, le
Monument fut vraisemblablement achevé par Démétrios Poliorcète.
Puisque le navire d'Antigone Gonatas, auquel pense sûrement Pausanias,
n'a pu être logé dans le Monument des Taureaux, où se trouvait-il? Comme il
s'agit d'un ex-voto, c'est forcément dans le Hiéron qu'il faut le chercher79. La
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comparaison des agrandissements successifs du sanctuaire me semble devoir
conduire tout droit à la solution de ce problème.
Considérons les Figs 4, 5, et 7. On notera qu'avant la mise en chantier du
Néôrion, la limite orientale du sanctuaire n'est pas dilimitée par un mur de péribole.
Le Néôrion lui, sera honoré d'un mur de péribole propre, qui sera aussi celui du
Hiéron. On observera qu'il était, en partie tout au moins, pourvu de contreforts
dirigés vers l'intérieur de celui-ci (Figs 5 et 6). On relèvera aussi qu'avec l'adjonction
du MonumentdesTaureaux et de son murde péribole, qui rejoint lacourbe formée
par les murs postérieurs des "trésors" No 16 à 1980, l'Hiéron acquiert une structure
monumentalecohérente et bien définie, qui paraît lui avoir fait défaut auparavant.
Le "centre degravité" de l'ensemble est formé par les trois temples d'Apollon (No
11,12et 13).
II revenait - et nous sommes ici entièrement en dehors du domaine des
hypothèses - à Antigone Gonatas de modifier considérablement cet ensemble:
il donna au sanctuaire ses limites définitives en construisant, au Nord,
probablement pendant le 3e quart du 3e S. un portique double long de 120 m
et, à I'Est, un long mur de péribole, aux contreforts extérieurs, reliant le portique
à la partie méridionale du mur de péribole du Néôriofli, le reste de ce dernier
mur ayant été arasé. En avant de son Portique, Antigone avait dressé sur une
base longue de 21 m les statues de ses ancêtres mythiques ou historiques, qu'il
est convenu d'appeler le "Monument des Progonoi". Le Portique d'Antigone
présentait un autre élément de prestige non négligeable à Délos: il "enchâssait",
en quelque sorte, en son centre, la vénérable relique qu'était la tombe de deux
Vierges hyperboréennes, la Théké d'Opis et d'Argé (Fig. 6, no 32) - en fait un
tombeau mycénien.
A la Stoa d'Antigone, désormais - et de loin - le plus grand édifice du
sanctuaire, faisaitface, perpendiculairement,cequi était jusqu'àsaconstruction,
le plus majestueux bâtiment du Hiéron, le Néôrion, monument entièrement
dédié à la défunte gloire navale d'Athènes. Un tel plan n'est certes pas dû au
hasard, mais tel qu'il se présente sur la Fig. 7, il donne l'impression d'un net
déséquilibre entre la partieoccidentale du sanctuaire, encombrée de constructions
de toutes espèces, et la partie orientale, où subsiste un vide - apparemment
total -entre le Néôrionet le mur Est du péribole. Cevide est d'autant plus sensible
que devant le Portique d'Antigone s'alignaient une soixantaine de monuments
votifs82: pourquoi pas plus loin ?

H. Gallet de Santerre écrit: "La place ne manquait pas à I'Est du 'Monument
des Taureaux', où s'étendait une zone à peu près vide de constructions depuis
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I'origine..."as, après avoir notéque "l'exploration complémentairedejuin 1948avait
confirmé que l'ensembledu terrain n'avait jamais été bâti"84. ''Depuis I'origine" est
quelque peu flou; les fouilles ont mis au jour, à l'endroit marqué d'un X, Fig. 6, un
mur courbe dont Gallet de Santerre nous dit que "sa structure comme le niveau
auquel ilest arasé paraissentlui assigner unedate reculée, sansqu'il soit possible
de préciser davantage ... qu'il soit mycénien, géométrique ou a r ~ h ~ i q uilen'a
,
jamais dû, semble-t-il, servir exclusivement de rempart à la ville ... Etait-ce donc
le périboled'un ancien sanctuaire? On l'a cru parfois, et il est assez vraisemblable
qu'à l'époque classique il y avait là une sorte de bois sacré"B5 - un aAooq.
L'origine du "bois sacré" est singulière: elle repose essentiellement sur le
fait qu'au cours desfouilles de 1880, Th. Homolle, dégageant la région en surface
lors de l'établissement du plan du NéôriorF6 n'avait rien trouvé entre celui-ci et le
mur Est du péribole. Et c'est en raison de ce "rien"qu1ilavait, avec l'architecte
Henri-Paul Nénot, supposé qu'il y avait là un bois sacré, seule explication de ce
qui était, malgrétout, perçu comme une anomalie: I'absencede toute construction
dans un sanctuaire qui en regorgeait, partout ailleurs. Nénot, dans son plan de
1882 (Fig. 9) n'hésita pas a donner à son "bois sacré" une forme géométrique
aux contours très précisément définis, ce qui témoigne d'une belle audace
intellectuelle. IIfaut attendredes fouilles de 1904 une explorationplus approfondie,
dont on lit les résultats dans le rapport de la même année: "Dans l'espace triangulaire
compris entre le péribole, le "Sanctuaire des Taureauxnetle "Portiquedes Cornesn87,
il est notable qu'on n'a rencontré aucun vestige d'édifice. II est donc assez
vraisemblable que cette région non-bâtie était plantée d'arbres et qu'elle formait,
à I'intérieur du téménos, une sorte d'aAooq ou bois sacré, comme l'avaient
conjecturé MM. Homolle et Nénot"88. L. Bizard, dans un rapport de 1908, sera
plus précis encore: "Rappelons, en terminant cet exposé, qu'en 1904 de grands
travaux de déblaiement ont été accomplis à l'Ouest du péribole89 dans la partie
du téménos comprise entre cette enceinte et le Monument appelé "Sanctuaire
des Taureaux". II est notable qu'on n'a trouvé là aucun vestige de construction:
la découverte de trois puits (Fig. 7, A, 6,C,) et d'un réservoir a été le seul résultat
de cette exploration; il y a donc quelque apparence que cette région du téménos,
dont la terre est particulièrement noire et rempliede racinesd'arbres, n'était point
bâtie, mais plantée, et qu' elle formait, à I'intérieur du sanctuaire, une sorte d'
aAaoq"90. Une fois de plus, I'absence de toute construction est jugée "notable",
mais on ne pouvait, au début de ce siècle, procéder aux diverses analyses
auxquelles on n'eût pas manqué de soumettre, de nos jours, les racines d'arbres,
dont rien ne permet d'affirmer aveccertitude, ni même avecvraisemblance,qu'ils
auraient été d'époque mycénienne, classique, hellénistique, romaine ou byzantine.
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On voit donc que l'existence du "bois sacré" n'est qu'une explication facile,
faite a priori dès 1880, de l'étrangeté d'un espace vide; cette explication, qui ne
repose sur aucune base archéologiquesérieuse, n'a plus été remise en question,
à ma connaissance, depuis plus d'un siècle.
Un autrecandidat possible au "remplissage"(éventuel) du vide est un "jardin
proche du Néôrion" ( ~ r j r r o qTOV rrpoq TWI NEWP~WI),appartenant à Apollon. II
apparaît dans un compte de 15615 et était loué à 136 drachmes par ansi.
Ce jardin, dont rien ne nous dit qu'il était fort étendu, se trouvait-il entre le
Monument des Taureaux et le mur Est du péribole, ou à I'Est de celui-ci-donc
hors du sanctuaire?C'est àcette dernière hypothèse que se rallie Ph. Bruneau92.
Ainsi un espace apparemment vide s'étendait devant la Stoa d'Antigone,
du Monument des Progonoià la section méridionale, conservée, du mur de péribole
du Néôrion, vide que ne comblait, au Sud qu'un autel attribué par R. Vallois à
Zeus Polieus et Sôter (Fig. 4, No 25), peut-être construit vers 280, donc avant
les édifices dus à Antigone93. Cette identification a été contestée par Bruneau et
Ducat94, qui estiment que cet autel, anonyme, ne peut être qu'''hellénistique". On
ne peut toutefois contester que R. Vallois avait, en toute état de cause, raison
d'assurer que Zeus Sôter était le patron des navigateurs et I'on verra que cette
qualité n'est pas indifférente à l'égard de l'identification de l'autel.
Résumons: nous voici donc en présence d'un ensemble monumental
typiquement hellénistique, visant à l'effet, constitué par un cadre (au Nord, la
Stoa, à I'Est le mur du péribole, au Sud un autel, à l'Ouest le Monument des
Taureaux) dont le centre est occupé par ... rien - si I'on veut bien oublier le carré
de légumes du ~ g n o qet le très hypothétique "bois sacré". En revanche, nous
voici, aussi, en présence d'un embarrassant espace libre de plus de cent mètres
de long, large de 35 m environ à l'extrémité Nord du Monument des Taureaux (et
de 18 m environ au Sud): il y a de quoi rendre perplexe quiconque cherche à
comprendre le dessein d'Antigone et de ses architectes. (Figs 10 et 1 1) .
Cette perplexité cesse complètement si I'on place dans cet immense espace
vide l'ex-voto d'Antigone: il devient éclatant qu'il constituait le joyau dont les autres
constructions qui l'entouraient, dues pour moitié seulement à Antigone, formaient
l'écrin: à I'unedesextrémitésdu navire faisaient face la Stoad'Antigone,le Monument
des Progonoi et une soixantaine de monuments votifs, à l'autre un autel dont il
devient permis de croire, en raison de la présence du navire votif, qu'il était en effet
dédié à une divinité protectricede la navigation. En outre, IX'hyper-trièreWd'Antigone
Gonatas, déposée en strict parallèle avec la trière athénienne dédiée dans le
Monument des Taureaux, s'affirmait comme sa soeur puînée par l'âge, mais bien
plus grandiose encore (Fig. 12).
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IIest évident qu'un navire dont les dimensions avaient frappé Moschion et,
à sa suite, Athénée - cela à une époque où les souverains hellénistiquestentaient
de se surpasser mutuellement à coups dU'hyper-galères"- n'aurait pu être abrité
sous une structure de pierre: le naviredevait être exposé en plein vent, peut- être
sur une estrade, ou un châssis de bois95. II n'est donc pas étonnant que rien n'en
ait subsisté. II est plus curieux, sans doute que, mise à part la remarque de
Pausanias, nous ne possédions aucune donnée épigraphique relative à un
"monument" qui, par sa nature, dut requérir de fréquentes réparations, mais ce
n'est pas, loin de là, le seul exemple du caractère lacunairede l'épigraphie.Curieux
aussi, du moins en apparence, que cet imposant ex-voto n'ait pas servi de point
de référence topographique: pourquoi, en 15615, alors qu'il existait vrais
emblablement encore, un "jardin proche du Néôrion" et non "proche de la trière"
- ou de I'ennère (cf. Pausanias)? Probablement parce que les jardins d'Apollon
étaient localisés par rapport à des parties monumentales proprement dites - le
Néôrion n'en était pas le moindre - et non à des ex-voto, même prestigieux.
Quel fut le sort du navire d'Antigone? Sauvé des tarets par sa mise au sec,
les intempéries et, directement ou indirectement, les ravages exercés dans l'île
en 88 et en 69, durent avoir raison de lui sans que rien n'en subsiste après deux
siècles et c'est pourquoi il me paraît douteux que Pausanias, même s'il visita
Délos, cequi n'est pas du tout certain, ait pu voir le navire à I'époquedel'"abandonn
de I'i'le sainte96.
A défaut d'inscription relative au navire, il est possible que nous en possédions
une image.

Les 78 graffiti de navires de Délos qu'il a été possible de conserver97 sont
tous, à l'exception d'un seul98, des images qui, même si elles sont parfois dues
à un trait maladroit, représententdes navires qui n'ont rien de fantastiquesa. C'est
pourquoi il est singulier qu'un graffito tracé avec soin dans un stuc de la Maison
du Dionysos, retrouvé en grande partie intact (Figs 13 à 15) n'ait pas suscité de
commentaires, alors que son voisin immédiat, certainement dû à la même main
et qui montre une trière, a connu la célébritéloo.
Une photo (retouchée) de ce graffito fut publiée en 1922101 (Fig. 13), un
relevé graphique en fut exécuté vers 1930 par le capitaine de frégate Carlini et
publié par lui en 1934 (Fig. 14) et je pus encore le photographier, dans un état
proche de celui de sa découverte, en 1963 (Fig. 15). 11 est aujourd'hui bien mal
en point. On y distingue essentiellement une coque vue par tribord, d'une longueur
immense, si l'on prend pour échelle la taille des extrémités, soit une proue et une
poupe de facture très classique. Alapoupe, on remarque un épais barrottransversal,
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qui servait de point d'appui aux deux gouvernails latéraux. Et l'on note, surtout,
la présence de cinquante rames d'un seul bord. Le nom d'hekatontore, qui lui fut
attribué par le Commandant Carliniloz est certainement impropre: le suffixe "oros" désigne un navire dont les rames étaient actionnées par un seul rameur, le
nombre des rames étant donne par le chiffre précédantce suffixe: une triacontore
était un navire à trente rameurs et à quinze rames de chaque bord. Or il est
impossible de croire en l'existence d'un navire d'une telle longueur à cinquante
bancs de nage occupes par deux rameurs, un de chaque côté, maniant sa propre
rame : un tel "moteur humain" aurait été par rapport aux dimensions de la coque,
dérisoire.
En revanche, une galère propulsée par des rames actionnées chacune par
neuf hommes (cf. Pausanias!) est techniquementconcevablei03. Certes, on peut
être sceptique quand à I'existence de cinquante bancs de nage, occupés chacun
par dix-huit hommes, sur une telle galère. En matière de bancs de nage, le
maximum attesté par une source écrite me paraît avoir été celui de la galère à
36 bancs du corsaire turc Ucchiali, amiral de Sélim II, en 1572104. Y ajouter
quatorze bancs (et quels bancs!) n'aurait pas été une mince affaire, mais on ne
peut perdre de vue que le navire d'Antigone Gonatas, conçu spécialement pour
défaire un formidable navire construit par Lysimaque, le Leontophorosio5,faisait
partie d'une série dn'hyper-galères" gigantesques, construites au cours de la
première moitié du 3e S., dont les caractéristiques techniques nous échappent,
mais dont il faut bien admettre qu'elles furent efficaces - à l'exception, aux dires
de Plutarque, de la tessarakontère de Ptolémée IV, victime de la démesure de
son auteurlo6.
C'est bien par sa taille, anormale, même pour l'époque, que le navired'Antigone
frappa Moschion, de même que le souvenir de son efficacité était encore vivant
pour Pausanias.
IIconvient ici de revenir sur la surprenante association d' idées de Pausanias,
évoquant 1' immense navire de Délos à propos du modeste "char nautique" des
Panathénées,dont il ne nous livre qu'une seule caractéristique, plutôt négative: il
peut être surpassé par un autre "navire"du même genre. Voilà une particularité qui
n'est pas signalée, généralement, par les guides touristiques, mais qui peut s'expliquer
ici si Pausanias avait eu vent d'un projet de remplacement du char proche de
l'Aréopagepar un autre engin en voie d'achèvement. Or Philostrate a vu, quelques
années après Pausanias, un "navireVdela processionpanathénaiquequi comptait
mille "rames" et se mouvait le long d'un raili07. Si, comme on peut le supposer,
Pausanias était au courant, par un cicerone local, de ce projet, l'associationd'idées
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devient explicable entre ce "mille-pattes" mécanique surtout remarquable, sinon
unique au monde, par le nombre effarant de ses rames et un navire qui, lui aussi,
était célèbre par un nombre différent, mais en fait tout aussi effarant, de rames.
Je conviens volontiers que le graffito de la Maison du Dionysos ne permet
pas de distinguer les katastrômata mentionnés par Pausanias108et que l'unique
et gigantesque voile dont l'auteur du graffito a muni son navire paraît peu réelle
- surtout si l'on pense que le navire de Délos était un trois-mâts (le triarmenos
d'Antigone, cité par Pollux (1,82)109. Mais comme le graffito est probablementde
peu postérieur soit à la catastrophe de 88, soit à celle de 69, l'ex-voto se trouvait
livré aux dommages des éléments et des hommes depuis au moins un siècle et
demi: son gréement ne devait pas, depuis longtemps, avoir résisté, ni même,
probablement, ses superstructures.
En résumé, les hypothèses suivantes sont proposées ici:
1.

Consécration d'une trière par Athènes à Délos, probablement à
l'emplacement du futur "Monument des Taureaux", peu avant 342, à
l'issue du litige tranché en sa faveur par Apollon Pythien. En attendant
que soit construit l'édifice majestueux destiné à abriter I'ex-voto(qu'il
était fort aisé de construire sur place), ses agrès étaient mis à l'abri dans
I'Oikos des Naxiens, et comptabilisés.

2.

En 330 ou peu de temps après, à un moment où la situation financière
d'Athènes s'améliore sensiblement: début de laconstructiondu Néôrion.

3.

Interruption (ou, en tout cas, net ralentissement)des travaux après la
défaite navale d'Athènes devant Amorgos.

4.

Cessation probable des travaux en 314, date généralement admise
pour l'Indépendance de Délos; la situation devait cependant être
embarrassante pour les Déliens: consacrer des ressources, probablement
maigres, à l'achèvement d'un monument à la domination athénienne
dont ils venaient d'être affranchis n'était guère raisonnable, mais détruire
un agalma déjà consacré à Apollon était sacrilège.

5.

11 est vraisemblable que Démétrios Poliorcète, maître d'Athènes à partir
de 307, fournit la solution: en achevant le Néôrion, à partir de 306, date
de sa victoire devant Salaminede Chypre, il atteignait des fins multiples:
- flatter Athènes, qui lui était stratégiquement nécessaire en raison
de ses ports;
- suivant une tradition remontant à Polycrate de Samos et qui voulait
qu'une thalassocratie égéenne s'affirmât en honorant DéIosilo, il
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soulageait les Déliensdu fardeau que leur avaient légué les Athéniens
tout en embellissant le Hiéron d'une manière éclatante;
célébrer sagloire personnelle: àdéfaut de pouvoir, pour des raisons
techniques, loger dans le Néôrion I'heptèrevictorieuse à Salamine,
il réussit à y insérer un motif qui vaut signature, à tel point que le
Néôrion, dont l'identité était inconnue au moment desadécouverte,
fut, pendant des décennies, appelé "Monument des Taureaux".
Peut-être la visite de Démétrios en 301 à Délos fut-elle l'occasion de
la consécration de l'édifice lui-même. IIfaut noter ici que le prodromos
du Néôrioncontenaitdeux proues dorées, votives, dont l'une était ornée
de la stephané, le diadème royal macédonienul. Or Antigonos
Monophtalmos avait élevé son fils, Démétrios, à la royauté après sa
victoire de Salamineil2.

6. Antigone Gonatas, après sa victoire de Leucolla de Cos, décide de
suivre l'exemple de son père, mais de manière plus complète et plus
grandiose: il agrandit le sanctuaire tout entier, lui assignant ses limites
définitives, en choisissant pour centre de ses constructions son navire
amiral, I'ennère victorieuse, posée parallèlement à l'écrin offert par son
père à l'ex-voto athénien: il réalisait ainsi la fusion de sa propre gloire
avec lacontinuité des hommages navals rendus à Délos par les maîtres
successifs de la mer Egée.
Aujourd'hui, il demeure, à Délos, ceci: un espace long d'une centaine de
mètres, entre le Monument des Progonoi et l'autel (dit) de Zeus Polieus et Sôter,
dont le vide total113 n'est qu'apparence: là gît l'ombre de l'un des plus fameux
vaisseaux de tous les temps -et ce vide même suffit à témoigner de sa grandeur.
Lucien Basch
Avenue Armand Huysmans, 206, Bte. 9 1050 Bruxelles

NOTES
1.

2.
3.
4.

Tréheux (1987), pp. 178, 179. Le même auteur admettait encore en 1986 que l'identification
faite par Tarn en 1910 du navire d'Antigone Gonatas était fondée sur "de bons arguments"
(Tréheux (1986), p.303).
Ibid.,p.179,n.67.
Ibid.J.TréheuxestsuivisurcepointparG. Roux(1979),p.271,n.38, maisavecuneimportante
nuance.
Basch, L., "The Isis of Ptolemy II Philadelphus", The Mariner's Mirror, 71,1985, pp. 129-151 et
Basch (1987). pp. 493-496.
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Basch (1987). p. 228, Fig. 475; p. 347, Fig.732.
L'expression est de J. Tréheux (1987), p. 179.
Ce n'est pas ici le lieu de préciser davantage la date de la composition et de la publication,
controversée, de la Périégèse.
Tarn (1910); on trouvera de nombreuses références relatives à la date de la bataille de Cos in:
Bruneau (1970).
. p. 554.
Du moinsjusqu'à unedate récente:depuis 1986, I'Ecole américaine fouille. à Samothrace, dans
le Sanctuaire, un édifice - appelé provisoirement"Ship Monument"- qui a abrité un navire dédié
enex-voto. IIserait datédela première moitiédu3e S. av. J. - C. Les fouilleurs ont émis l'hypothèse
d'un ex-voto d'Antigone Gonatas après la bataille de Cos, d'Andros ou une autre victoire navale
(Archaeological Reports of British School, Archaeology in Greece 1986-87. p. 51 et 1987-88,
pp. 62-63.
Roux (1981), p. 61.
IIen existe une autre, importante, au sujet des fonctions du Néôrion: était-il, en outre le Pythion
mentionné par les inscriptions? Cette controverse est étrangère à notre sujet. Pour un état
récent de la question: Gallet de Santerre (1982).
Couchoud et Svoronos (1921).
Ibid., p. 276.
Ibid., p. 285.
Tarn (1922).
Ibid., p. 474.
Ibid.
II est juste d'ajouter que Couchoud et Svoronos avaient déjà évoqué l'idée d'un édifice plus
ancien qui aurait aussi abrité un navire sacré (art. cité, p. 281).
Vallois (1944), pp. 35 et 39.
Revue Archéologique, 1952,11, pp. 79-83.
Vallois (1944), pp. 35 et 39.
Nom donné parfois au "local rectangulaire"le nom de thalamos: cf. Vallois (1944),p. 33 et n. 5.
ROUX(1981). pp. 69-70.
Les "porte-rames"de la trière(parexeiresia) ne supportait qu'un seul rang de rames; a partir de
l'époque ou Démétrios Poliorcète domine la mer, une structure plus complexe, la "caisse de
rames" (le nom grec est inconnu), qui supporte deux ou trois rangées de rames, lui succède.
Cf.: L. Basch, "La "caisse de rames" hellénistiqueet le relief No 13533du Musée de l'Acropole",
Cahiers d'Histoire, 33, 1988 (Navires et commerces de la Méditerranéeantique - Hommage à
Jean Rouge), pp. 291-301.
Tréheux (1986), p. 306.
Tréheux (1987). pp. 179-180.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 181.
Ibid.
Roux (1989), p. 272.
Ibid., p. 271.
Roux (1989), p. 271, n. 38.
Roux (1981), p. 69.
Couchoud et Svoronos (l921), p. 273.
D. J. Blackman (1968), p. 182.
Basch (1987), pp. 295,296.
Basch (1987), p. 348.
~
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La trière "reconstituée" en 1987 par J. S. Morrison et J. Coates, en Grèce, est longue de 36m
80 (J. Coates, in: An Athenian Trireme Reconstructed- The British seatrialsof Olympias, 1987,
British Archaeological Reports. International Series 486 (1989). p. 20).
La largeur adoptée pour la "trière reconstituée" dont il est question à la note précédente est de
5 m 45 (J. Coates, ibid.)
Vallois (1944). p. 39, n.1 (longueur et largeur); Bruneau et Ducat (1983), p. 138 (profondeur).
Bruneau et Ducat (1983), ibid.
GOS.p. 286; Casson (197 l ) , p. 102et p. 364.
Le chiffre de 492 trières, dans mon livre de 1987, p. 337, est évidemment une coquille.
Blackman (1968), p. 187.
On a même pu se demander si les vestiges trouvés à Munychie étaient bien ceux de neosoikoi:
Blackman (1968), p. 181.
J. S. Morrison a démontré que le système de propulsion des tétrères athéniennes différait de
celui des trières, puisque les rames des unes étaient différentes de celles des autres ("Notes
on certain Greek nauticalterms and on three passages in I.G. 2,1632". ClassicalQuarterly, 41,
1947, pp. 132-135). J'ai dit ailleurs (Basch (1987), pp. 337-342) pourquoi les tétrères et les
pentères, invention de Carthage,
.probablement peu après la destruction de Motya en 397,
étaientdes navirespropulsésrespectivement pardesramesarmées par quatreet cinq hommes,
système que L. Casson (1971, p. 105)admet pour laquinquéreme romainede la première guerre
punique (264-261).
Tréheux (1987). p. 179.
Coupry (1973), p. 148. il s'agit de 1'I.D. 104-25.
- O K E U ~~pfrjpouqdansI.D. 104-29, ligne 13;
- O K E U ~~ r j rpirjpouqdans
q
I.D. 104-26, face 8, ligne 16.
W.W. Tarn, Antigonos Gonatas (Oxford, 1913). p. 81, n. 36. Cf., aussi, W. Deonna, Le mobilier
délien (ExplorationArchéologique de Délos, XVIII, 1938). p. 197, no 87.
Coupry (1973), p. 148.
Gallet de Santerre (1982), p. 225.
Tréheux (1986), p. 308.
voir ci-dessus n. 50.
Coupry (1973). p. 156.
Je saisiscette occasion pour dire à M. le professeur Llinas toute magratitude pour les réponses
qu'il a bien voulu donner à mes nombreuses questions.
RapportsdeChr. Llinas in: BCH. 88,1964, pp. 901-905et BCH, 89.992-996 (Chroniquedesfouilles).
Bruneau (1970), p. 556.
Ibid., p. 557.
Marcadé (l951), p. 89.
Coupry (1973), p. 156.
C.N. Rados, La bataillede Salamine (Paris, 1915), p. 82.
Rados donne d'abord ses mesures en pieds (p. 82) et lavaleur du pied à la p. 83. Si l'on adopte
la valeur de O m 296 (pied attique solonien), on obtient une longueur de 44 rn 40 et une largeur
de 5 m 92.
J. Sears, "Oeniade. The ship sheds", American JournalofArchaeology, 8, 1904, p. 227.
Au maximum. Avec un déplacement de 40 tonnes, la largeur de la "trière reconstituée"de J. S.
Morrison et J. Coates est, à la flottaison de 3m 62 (J. Coates, op. cit. (note 23), p. 20). La
différence entre la largeur hors tout et la largeur à la flottaison s'explique par la présence des
"porte-rames" (parexeiresia)qui débordent la coque.
Au 3e Symposium "Ship Construction in Antiquity" (Athènes, 1989), J.S. Morrison, dans une
communicationa cependant admis que la longueur de la trière pouvait excéder quelque peu 37 m.
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Marcadé (1951), p. 89, n. 2.
Athènes n'a pas été totalement paralyséesur mer après la défaite d'Amorgos: voir: H. Hauben,
"An Athenian naval victory in 321 B.C.", Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik, 13, 1974.
pp. 61-64; mais ce n'était plus la qu'une grosse escarmouche: après 322, la marine de guerre
d'Athènes, en tant que force dominante et organisée, a cessé d'exister.
J'entends par "construction" la mise en place effective des soubassements définitifs au moins.
Le plan a pu être délimité sur place à une date antérieure.
Coupry (1973), p. 149.
Roux (1981), p. 71 et n. 58. Voir aussi les référencescitéesparGallet de Santerre (1982),p.221,
n. 98.
Gallet de Santerre (1982), p.222.
Qu'il occupe en juin 307.
Marcadé (l951), p. 89, n.1.
Diod. Sic., XX. 50.3.
Sur les heptères: Basch (1987), pp. 338-342.
J. Humbert, Lagalére du XVllesiècle (Grenoble, 1986). p. 150.
II est impensable que le navire ait été mouillé à demeure dans le port mal abrité de Délos: non
seulement il aurait sérieusement gêné le trafic dans un espace déja exigu, mais, surtout, en
raison de sa taille qui donnait prise au vent, il aurait rapidement été jeté au rivage et détruit.
Au sujet de cette jonction, voulue: Vallois (1944). p. 37. Pour les fouilles: Holleaux (1908).
Ph. Bruneau et J. Ducat écrivent, dans les trois éditions de leur indispensable Guidede Délos
que ce mur "date d'un agrandissementqui est contemporainde la construction du Monument
des Taureaux" (3e édition, p. 141). 11 doit s'agir ici d'un lapsus calami, d'autant plus que les
auteurs ajoutent immédiatement:
"Le sanctuaire fut agrandi une seconde fois vers 250 au moment où fut édifié le Portique
d'Antigoneu;or le mur Est du péribole est précisemerit la matérialisationde ce second et ultime
agrandissement.
Bruneau et Ducat (1983), p. 144.
Gallet de Santerre (1982), p. 219, n. 87.
Gallet de Santerre (1982), p. 219, n. 87.
Ibid.
Th. Homolle, "L'autel des Cornes à Délos", BCH, 1884, pp. 417-438; plan par H.P. Nénot: pl.
XIX. Aussi: Revue Archéologique, 1880, pl. XV. Le Néôrionn'ajamaisétécomplétementenfoui
et figure déja sur le plan de Délos par Stuart au XVIIIè S., qui, faute de fouilles, en fait plusieurs
monuments distincts.
Nom donné, en raison de la décorationde ses métopes, au Portique d'Antigone, qui n'avait pas
encore été identifié en 1904.
Holleaux (1904), p. 729.
En réalité: à l'Est.
Bizard (1907), p. 34.
Inscriptions de Délos no 1417.6, II, lignes 110-111.
Bruneau (1979). pp. 93 et 95.
Vallois (1944). p. 44.
Bruneau et Ducat (1983), pp. 140-141, qui attribuent à cet autel une date "hellénistique".
Laquestionde son transporta cet endroit, compte tenu, notamment, desconstructionsexistantes,
est évidement ardue, maiselle se posequelquesoit l'endroit de laconsécration.On peut songer
à un démontage suivi d'un remontage, maisilfaut bienconvenirque lestechniques deconstruction
navale antiques rendaient une telle opération fort difficile.
Sur l'"abandonwde Délos: Bruneau (1968). Pausanias a-t-il visite Délos? Ce qui permet d'en
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douter estqu'il écrit que Menophane,général de Mithridate,détruisit Délos"jusqu'asesfondations"
(111,23,4) (il s'agit de l'invasion de 88 av. J-C.): si Pausanias a visité l'île au 2e S.de notre ère,
il n'aurait pu écrire une aussi évidentecontrevérité. En revanche, il décrit avec un luxe de détails
une antique statue de bois d'Aphrodite (un xoanon) qui se trouvait à Délos (lx, 40,2), mais il
n'est pas exclu qu'il utilise une source écrite ou orale.
Basch (1987), pp. 351,373-380 et 498.
Basch (1987), p. 382 et Basch, "Graffites navals à Délos", BCH, Supplément 1, 1973, Etudes
déliennes, pp. 65-76.
D'une manière générale, il est tout a fait exceptionnel qu'un graffito de navire représente un
navire imaginaire, ce qui peut être vérifie sur plusieurs centaines de graffiti navals, du Moyen
Age au XVllle siècle, tant en France qu'en Grèce. La maladresse de certains auteurs de graffiti
peut entraîner une déformation de certains aspects du navire, mais elle est alors involontaire
et souvent facilement explicable.
On la retrouve, par exemple (mais "améliorée"!) dans l'ouvrage de J. de la Varende, destiné au
grand public (et d'ailleurs excellent), La navigation sentimentale (Paris, 1952), p. 59, fig 30.
J. Chamonard, Le Quartier du Théâtre, I (Exploration archéologique de Délos VIII), 1922. p.
203, Fig. 286.
Carlini. "Les galères antiques", Bulletin de I'Association technique, maritime et aéronautique,
1934. p. 77. Blass, dans l'édition Teubner de Bacchylide, introduit l'épithète 6~arovropovpour
le navire de Thésée, ce qui semble bien peu approprié. Pollux mentionnece terme (1,82) à une
époque ou le terme a pu désigner un navire mythique, équivalent a I'hekatozugos d'Homère
(Iliade, 20,247), qui doit être consideré comme une hyperbole:cf. Casson (1971). p. 46, n. 19).
Le navire d'Antigonefut conçu pour vaincre le Leontophorosconstruit par Lysimaque, un navire
gigantesque propulsé par des rames actionnées par huit hommes. Dès lors, il est permis de
supposerqu'Antigoneait voulu réaliser unegalèrea neuf hommespar rame. Etait-cetechniquement
possible? Le capitaine Pantero Pantera, homme de mer, écrit dans son Armata Navale(Rome,
1614): "Le galeazze; che sono utilissime nelle impresi grandi; essendo corpi gravi, e tardi; non
si deveno armare a meno d'otto huomini per remo. e de i migliori, che si habbiano" (p. 152). "A
meno": neuf hommesest donc un effectif implicitementadmis parce technicien. Sur les rapports
du Leontophoros et du navire d'Antigone (probablementnommée Isthmia): Basch (1987), pp.
345-347.
A. Jal, Archéologie Navale (Paris, 1840), 1, p.386.
cf.note 75 ci - dessus.
sur ce navire: Casson (1971). pp. 108-112.
Philostrate, Vit. Soph., 550.
Sur ce pluriel, cf. la note 4 ci /dessus.
Nous possédons une image d'un navire de guerre hellénistique à deux mâts (Basch, (1987).
p. 346, Fig. 731) et celle d'un navire de commerce romain a trois mâts (Basch (1987), p.477,
Fig. 1076).
Polycratede Samos avait consacre Rhénée à Apollon Délien (Thucydide, 1,13) en la rattachant
a Délos par une chaîne (Thucydide, 111, 104).
Tréheux (1987). p. 172.
Plutarque, Vie de Démétrios, 18.1.
Je n'oublie pas que ce vide ne fut pas, tout au long de l'histoire de Délos, total: des maisons
furent tardivement adossées au mur Est du péribole, à l'intérieur du téménos, et leurs restes
furent détruits lors des fouilles. Etaient-ellesbyzantines (F. Durbach et A. Jardé, BCH, 29,1905,
p. 256, n.4) ou plustardives (Bruneau (1968),p. 704)? Peu importeici: ilest évident qu'àl'époque
byzantine plus rien ne subsistait du navire proche du mur.
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LEGENDES DES ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig.1.

Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.

Le Néôrion (ou "Monument des Taureaux"), plan simplifié, d'après Bruneau et Ducat
(1963).
A. Le porche dorique (ou prodomos).
B. La galerie centrale; en son centre, le bassin rectangulaire, entouré de "banquettes".
C. Le "local rectangulaire" (parfois appelé thalamos), avec, en son centre, la base
trapézoidale faite de blocs de granit (cf. Fig. 2).
Le Néôrionvu du Nord. Au premier plan, la base trapézoidale. au second plan la galerie
centrale. Photo de l'auteur, juillet 1967.
"Essai de restitution provisoire du monument dit "des Taureaux", à Délos", d'aprés
Couchoud et Svoronos (1921), p.283.
Le Hiéron vers 350. (schémafondé sur la pl. I de: Bruneau et Ducat (1983)).
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.

Fig 8.

Fig. 9.

Fig 10.

Fig. 11.
Fig. 12.
Fig. 13.
Fig. 14.
Fig. 15.

6:
"Oikos des Naxiens" (premier temple d'Apollon à Délos). 7e S.
1 1. "Porinos naos". Fin du 6e S. (?).
12. Temple des Athéniens. Vers 425-420.
16 à 20: "Trésors". Le No 16 date du 6e S., les autres de la première
moitié du 5e S.
21. Edifice A. Première moitié du 6e S.
22. Prytanée. Première moitié du 4e S. (?).
23. Autels, du 6e et du 5e S. Ils ne faisaient pas partie du Hiéron.
35. Graphe. Fin du 5e ou début du 4e S.
36. Stoa des Naxiens. Fin du 6e S.
39. "Monument à abside". Commencé au 5e S.
42. Sanctuaire non identifié. Commencé au cours de la première moitié du 4e S.
43. Monument non identifié. 6e siècle?
44. "Monument aux hexagones". Vers 500.
45. Portique. 4e S.
46. Artémision. Remonte, quant à ses fondations, au 7e S.
47. Ekklésiastérion. Début du 5e S. (dans son premier état).
48. Edifice à cour péristyle (hestiatorion?). Millieu ou second quart du 5e S.
Le Hiéron vers 300. (schéma fondé sur la pl. I de: Bruneau et Ducat (1983)).
24: Le Néôrion, ou "Monument des Taureaux", entouré de son mur de péribole. En S:
section du mur représentée à la Fig. 6.
Section Norddu mur de Péribole du Néôrion (partie S du mur, sur la Fig. 5). Photographie
prise au cours des fouillesde 1907. Document: Ecolefrancaised'archéologieà Athènes.
Le Hiéron vers 225. (schéma fondé sur la pl. I de: Bruneau et Ducat (1983)).
25: Autel dit de Zeus Polieus et Sôter.
29: Portique d'Antigone Gonatas.
31 : Monument des Progonoi.
32. Théké des Vierges hyperboréennes Opis et Argé X. Emplacement des vestiges
d'un mur courbe de date inconnue (mais pré-classique). A. 8,C: puits.
Modèlede la région du Hiéron,vers 100av.J.-C. Agauche, legrandquadrilatère représente
I'AgoradesItaliens,commencéevers 11O. On distingue nettement l'emplacementcentral
qu'occupait le Néôrion, de même que I'espace vide à l'Est de celui-ci. Modèle du Musée
de Délos. Photo de I'auteur, avril 1980.
Leaboissacre, d'aprés le plan restauréd'Henri - Paul Nénot (1882). D'après lecatalogue
de l'exposition"Paris-Rome-Athènes.Le voyage en Grèce des architectesfrancais aux
XlXe et XXe siécles" (Paris, 1982), p. 260.
Vue, prise du Sud, de I'espacevide entre le Néôrion, à gauche, et le mur Est du péribole,
à l'extrême droite. Au premier plan,-mur d'enceinte de l'autel (dit) de Zeus Polieus et
Sôter. Photo de I'auteur, avril 1980 (avec un objectif de 50 mm, correspondant à lavision
normale).
Même vue que celle de la Fig. 10, mais avec un objectif de 28 mm, permettant d'inclure
l'autel (dit) deZeus Polieuset Sôteret le Néôriontout entier. Photode I'auteur, avril 1980.
Emplacementprésumé (et approximatif) du naviredédié à Apollon Délien par Antigonos
Gonatas.
Graffito de la Maison du Dionysos: I'hekatontore. D'après: Explorationarchéologique de
Délos, Vlll(1922), p. 203, Fig. 286.
Graffito de la "Maison du Dionysos: I'hekatontore. Relevé du Commandant Carlini, vers
1930.
Graffito de la Maison du Dionysos: I'hekatontore. Photo de I'auteur, juillet 1963.
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TROPIS III

SOME PROBLEMS OF SHIP OPERATION IN HARBOUR

In my contribution to the 1987 Symposium, I discussed the evidence for the
use of timber on shipshed ramps, and the type of operationswhich could be carried
out in the shipsheds. I start this paper by producing some additional evidence,
from Carthage and from Kos.
The evidence from Carthage comes from a small supplementary excavation
carried out on the 118t de I'Amiraute in 1980, on one of the ramps (13) on the west
side of the island.' It was not a simple slipway like those previously found (e.g.
16)2,but was divided into a series of small chambers or pits cut slightly below the
general slope of the ground, separated by low walls and with their sides retained
in place with mud bricks; to the excavator they looked as if they were secondary
features cut into a regularly sloping ramp. Carbonised remains of two substantial
squared timbers lay across the ramp at the divisions between the lower three
pairs of pits, more widely spaced than the similar timbers found in the surface of
Ramp 16. Hurst plausibly suggests that Ramp 13 was designed for repairs or
maintenance of ships' hulls, with the keel resting on the central division, and
working space being provided by the pits on either side; the cross timbers would
have served, Hurst presumes, for the surface on which the keel itself, or a timber
cradle carrying the hull, slid when a ship was moved. (Hurst does not mention the
possibility of longitudinal runways laid on the sleepers; evidence of these was
found on Ramp 16, but not on Ramp 13).
Thus we have more evidence that easier access was provided to the ship's
bottom in at least some shipsheds.
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Theevidence from Kos comes from recent and so far unpublishedexcavations.
A shipshed of the Hellenistic period has been discovered, which has well cut slots
in opposed pairs on the inner side of stone courses running down well within the
full width of the shipshed; in my estimate the sleeper length would have been
under 3m in a total shipshed width of just under 6m. We look forward to more
details from our Greek colleagues on this important find.3
There is thus no doubt about the use of horizontal timber sleepers on slips.
The alternative explanation, that they were slots for timber shores, can be put
aside; this is not to say, however, that shores were not used to support a slipped
ship - Basch has recently plausibly so interpreted two frescoes from Pompeii
which show timbers apparently projecting from the oar-box of a slipped warship.4
One feature of the shipshed remains at Rhodes, which I discussed at our
last symposium, deserves more emphasis: there is clear evidence now of at least
two widths of shipshed. The first is the "traditional" type,with a clear width of about
6m, which is rightly associated with the trireme (but also, we must assume, with
the tetreres and penteres, since there is no clear evidence of alternative provision
for them, e.g. at Piraeus). The second type can now be roughly defined, having
a clear width of somewhat over 4m; further finds may call for further refinement.
The narrower group of shipsheds at Rhodes have a clear width of 4.20-4.40m;
those at Dor 3.80-4.50m; the possible remains at Phalasarna 4m; the possible
remains at Antikirrha 4.20,4.50,4.70m (apparently widening seawards). These
would have been forsmallerwarships such as hemioliae or possibly trihemioliae.5
Not all shipsheds will fa1 into these groups: for example the narrow ones for
the two guard-ships at Sounion (2.60m wide).
One aspect of the use of timbers in slipping ships seems to have been
overlooked: we do have the ancient Greek word for them - @tmayy&qor@aAayyla. The word @tr/laycmoreusually means a trunk or round piece of wood, but
the word is used in two literary descriptions of the launching of the Argo, by
Apollonius Rhodius (1375) and in the OrphicArgonautica(270). Apollonius Rhodius
describes how the Argonauts dug a launching trench "deeper and deeper" down
the beach, and in the trench laid "smoothed timbers" (&v6 ' o A ~ q<caraq arop8aav-ro @d'nayyaq)and tilted the ship on to the first timbers6.
In the Orphic Argonautica the Argo, answering an Orphic call, "ran down so
quickly that she scattered theclose-set timbers (8aplvaq... @aAayyaq)which lay
under the keel; one sole stretched cable sufficed".'

SOME PROBLEMS OF SHIP OPERATION IN HARBOUR
The grammarian Pollux lists phalanges and phalangiaamong the equipment
of the "ship-hauler" (neolkos),8 and there are other such references to phalangia
in the lexicographers: normally translated "rollers", though the timbers could of
course be fixed skidways. That is certainly the case with their use in a dry dock,
attested in a fragment of Callixenus' On Alexandria. He describes a huge "forty"
(reign of Ptolemy IV: late third century BC) which needed special arrangements
for its launching - a cradle said to have been put together from the timbers of 50
pentereis, pulled into the water by a crowd. Then a Phoenician later had the idea
of adrydock into which the shipcould befloated, for ease of launchingand perhaps
also for periodic maintenance. When the water had been pumped out "the ship
sat securely on the above-mentioned phalangesV.gThe term p(h)alangaeis used
with the same meaning in Latin.10
I turn now to the subject of epigraphic evidence for harbour operations. It is
admittedly sparse (with the obvious exception of the Athenian Naval Lists which
still await a definitive study and publication), but what we have needs to be fully
analysed and exploited.
Adecree regulating harbour operations in second-century AD Ephesus has
received little attention. This decree by the Roman governor of the province of
Asia tried to control abuses in the harbour. Merchants importing marble must not
unload it on to the quay, because its heavy weight imposed a heavy strain on the
piers that supported the quay. Furthermore, importers of timber must not saw
their timber on the quay, because the sawdust was threatening to choke the
channel of the harbour (a problem already attested for Ephesus). A fine was
prescribedfor these offences, and offenders also had to appear before the governor
"since his supreme majesty the emperor has a special concern for the efficiency
of harbours".ll
This last remark confirms the conclusions of Boyce's persuasive study of
harbour coinage of the second century AD on the degree of imperial concern for
harbour development in the Eastern Empire.12
The text as a whole provides that rare shaft of light about harbour operations
in detail, something which we badly need and which primary sources such as
inscriptions can provide. The value of inscriptions is that in many cases they
illustratethe typical and the routine rather than the untypical and the extraordinary,
unlike most ancient ship descriptions in literary texts and probably also the ship
monuments from Samothrace and Delos which are the subject of much present
discussion.
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Houston has argued that the lack of epigraphic reference to harbour operations
or repair in the Roman period indicates alackof harbours needing much maintenance
or administrativeinvolvement.13 I am not sure how valid is the argumentumexsilentio,
and particularly not if it is projected back to the Classical and Hellenistic Period.
That harbour regulations were never a large body of material could perhaps
be deduced from the fact that in the literary evidence for Rhodian sea law only
one harbour regulation is preserved.14
I turn now to my main subject of discussion: the harbour regulation, on an
inscription from Thasos, dating from the second half of the third century BC. The
marble slab was discovered in 1930 in the Genovese fourteenth-century tower
near the port, demolished in 1931, and was published by Launey in 1933. The
inscription must have originally been displayed in the harbour area.15
Launey reported that the four sides of the stone are preserved; itwas broken
in two during extraction from the wall, causing the loss of a few letters in the first
line. The inscribed side faced outwards when re-used in the tower and, being of
friable local marble, suffered severe weathering. The text was thus extremely
difficult to read, and Launey was unable to make a legible photo or squeeze. The
beginning and end of the lines are difficult to define except by a slight apparent
inset or cartouche, surrounded by a less polished border. Launey dated the text
by the letter forms and published a majuscule text, republished in miniscule in the
supplement to lnscriptiones Graecae Xlll6.

The text is of a decree, but simply publishes the regulation voted in the
decree, without any traditional formulae. It was intended as a public notice and
starts straightaway with the key words of the prohibition: "Do not haul out a
merchant ship...". Lines 1-3 give the full regulation; the rest of the inscription
describes the penalty imposed on those contravening the regulation, and the
obligations of various officials involved in exacting the penalty.

-

--

- --

-
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The regulation forbids the "hauling out" of merchant ships below a certain
tonnage: for each of two places (parts of the port?) the minimum permitted tonnage
is specified. The second numeral is clear: 5.000 talents (line 213); but the first
numeral is not certain. Launey read "three thousand" but alternatives must be
considered. All that can be read i s ] ~ o , y ~ [ ~ w v .
The missing words in line 112 are fairly well defined by the sense required
(and repeated in the second clause). We must restore a participle ayovagreeing
with nAoiov; the only doubt concerns the object of the participle: simply GAa[m]
as a neuter accusative plural (sc. rdAav~a),or a noun in the accusative singular,
such as Q O ~ T O Vor yopov, with &A~[oDw] in agreement? Launey preferred the
latter, which leaves little space to restore any numeral longer than ~p]laxl[A]iwv.
If we accept the former alternative,then, as Launey rightly pointed out, the numeral
r.z~pa~]la,y~[A]iwv
would fill the space better. Launey acknowledged that
epigraphically the restorations &<a~]laandBrrra~]locannotbe excluded, but felt
that they fit the space less well; he was also unhappy about a reference to such
high tonnages: "if we restore such a high numeral we should be banning the
majorityof ships from the shoreof the port". On this point let us reserve our position.
The main objection to r&rpa~]iaisthat 4.000 in the first clause is too close to
the (certain) numeral 5.000 in the second clause, providing too small a margin
between the two categories of ships. This argument I find plausible, and it applies
equally to &<a~]ia,6.000. But it does not prove the restoration ~p]io,3.000, for there
remain the alternatives & r r ~ a ~ ] i7.000
a,
(we can hardly go higher, I think), or 6]ia,
2.000 (which Launey finally admitted to be possible, but did not take seriously).
Therefore, if we accept that the margin between the two figures is likely to
have been 2.000 or 3.000 talents rather than 1.000, then we are left with the
alternatives 3.000 (as Launey), or 2.000 or 7.000 talents. I do not conclude that
the restoration 3.000 is definitely wrong, but simply that it is not definitely right;
and that it is unfortunate that the publication in Inscriptiones Graecae does not
transmit (e.g. in a footnote) any of the points made in Launey's discussion, but
only his conclusion - which, admittedly, he expressed with confidence.
Thus my conclusion on the numeral has to be negative -that it is difficult to
use as evidence of merchant ship size. This point was made against Casson by
Hopkins in 1983, but Hopkins ignores the point that Casson adduced other evidence
as well.17 Casson, a believer in large ships, had concluded (using the reading
3.000 in this inscription as one of the pieces of evidence): "the smallest craft the
ancients reckoned suitable for overseas shipping was 70-80 tons burden". What,
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I wonder, is Casson's reaction to the possibility of the reading 2.000 (some 52
tons burden)?
There are some other points in the inscription which deserve discussion.
First, we have evidence that merchant ships were hauled ashore, within a port.18
The technical term is used: ~v&AKEIv(II.1,9) and the alternative ~ V E I ~ U E I V ( ~ .a~ ,
NO more precision is given. Were the ships
poetic and Ionic form of ~VE~UEIV).
slipped in shipsheds? - something we have thought unlikely becauseof the beam;
or on open slips? - if so, they were special ones; or simply on an open beach? It
should make one cautious in assuming that the shoreline of commercial harbours
was entirely lined with quays; though of course the evidence of this inscription
from Thasos can strictly only be applied to Thasos.
The very fact that the ships could be hauled out is, perhaps, an argument
against a high numeral in the first clause, even if we assume that winches were
used and that they were dealing with unladen weight. What sort of net tonnage
were they dealing with? Icompare Coates' estimate of atrireme's weight at slipping
of 25 tons.
Secondly, the regulation specifies the minimum size of ship which it was
permitted to haul out within two parts of the port. Why was a minimum size of ship
specified? Casson, accepting the reading "3.000n,argued: "the clear implication
is that the 80-tonner was a small ship -the smallest that the harbour authorities
cared to use the facilities". In response to this Houston has commented that "the
very issue of a decree limiting the inner harbour to large vessels, however, also
shows that there were in fact many smaller ships, so many that they caused
congestion, and that it was thought necessary to exclude them from the inner,
protected harbour. Had there been no smaller ships, there would have been no
need for any such regulation"; and he adds: "Perhaps it was thought that the
smaller ships could more readily make do with the beach outside the protected
inner harbour: the smallerthe boat, the more easily it could be beached anddrawn
out to aposition of safety". Houston seems to have overlooked that the regulation
allows larger ships to be beached within the harbour; perhaps the difference was
between slips (inside) and open beach (outside).'g
Launey argued that in a period of known insecurity at sea (he refers to the
pirates' attack on Samothrace between 288 and 281 BC)*O the "closed port" of
Thasos offered a welcome refuge, that "perhaps one did not want the shoreline
of the port to be encumbered with too small ships", and that "this measure was
taken in favour of more valuable ships"; "small ships could of course remain afloat
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in the reserved areas and there was plenty of space in the "open port". Launey
argued that we have here evidence of the value of ellimeniaas income for a harbour
city such as Thasos.
One must note that the regulation limits the hauling out of ships within
specified parts of the port; Launey is right that it does not forbid the mooring of
smaller ships. Ellimenia could no doubt be charged for mooring a ship, but less,
one assumes, than for hauling it out; quay space for unloading cargoes does not
seem to be involved.
Thirdly, what are the two areas specified? The key to the answer lies in the
first line, which is damaged; Launey was not able to restore with confidence.
Pouilloux provided the solution, reading 8vroq rdv[o]pqv, and referring to the
horoi of ports such as Piraeus.21
Thus the regulation forbade the hauling out
1.

of ships of less than (???) talents burden within the first horos;

2.

of ships of less than 5.000 talents burden within the second horos.

What precisely is proposed? What are the first and second horoi? I can only
argue as an outsider, and look for a response from those working on the ports of
Thasos.22 My assumption is that either the first horos is the entrance mark to an
outer harbour, and the second horosis the entrance mark to an inner harbour; or
the horoi are outer and inner marks within a single harbour. Though I have no
proof, I assume it to be logical that "first" and "second" count from seawards.
If this is so, can we reach any firmer conclusion about the first numeral? At
first sight one would expect the regulation to have encouraged larger vessels into
the first (outer)harbour and medium-sizedvessels into the second (inner) harbour,
taking into account, for example, shallower depths there; in this case one has an
argument for a larger numeral in the first clause, e. g. 7.000 talents. But perhaps
Launeywas right after all, that the Thasians were anxious to offer the best facilities
to the richest cargoes, and encouraging the largervessels into the inner harbour,
or innermost parts of the harbour (even if, to be precise,the text deals with beaching
rather than unloading). Modern practice would indicate the latter alternative.23
Let us hope that the new work on the ports of Thasos will throw new light on this
interesting document.
David Blackman
European Parliament Brussels
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N.A.F. Smith, "Roman Canals", Transactionsof the Newcomen Society, 49,1978,83; Casson,
op. cit. (n.5) 108-9, n.48.

10.
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I'organisation ducommerce maritime en Mediterranee sous I'empire romain, Paris 1966, 180ff.

11.
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SARDINIAN, VlLLANOVlAN AND ETRUSCAN CRAFTS
BETWEEN THE X AND THE Vlll CENTURIES BC
FROM BRONZE AND CLAY MODELS.

Archaic figurative documents show very clearly that drawing techniques did
not develop in paralell with building techniques, they had a wide delay which was
solved only occasionaly in Hellenistictime. Archaicfigures, at least for the examples
found in Italy, show a mix of traditional elements, realistic and up to date details,
overemphasizedornamental aspects, such as animals or parts of them. The result
is that on the figure of a boat or of a ship there is the superimposition of different
aims, among which the realism of technical details became less important as far
as the artist wanted to put more art in his work to achieve a graphical synthesis
in terms of geometric fitness to other subjects or to the shape of the object. The
following aims can be summarized as follows. According to late Villanovian,
orientalizing, Corinthianand early Etruscanstyles, the ship could have been given
a zoomorphic appearance, as shown by the Padula amber or by the Cerveteri
vase at the Louvre or some Corinthian figures, where ships were idealized as
fishes, sea monsters or birds. Another aspect is the purpose of these figures as
emblematain painting, in modelling lamps or exvotos in shape of boats, in engraving
Heracles lying on the raft, or in reproducing Egyptian boats (as in Palestrina gold
dish). As we can see in Pythecussae (Ischia) vase, technical features may well
be deduced, but as a remembrance which is similar to the appearance of cars in
road signals; agood instance is the comparison of no-overtaking signals of 194050 with the present ones: we cannot say that they are not realistic, but we are far
from a good description of cars. The delay of drawing vs building techniques is
clear also from the fragmentation of figures. Something similar can be observed
in many Minoan, Mycenaeanand Geometric figures and this appears to be bound
certainly not to lack of drawing ability, but to the mind of the painter or of the
sculptor. A good instance of this mind is shown by the figures of men in Minoan,
Mycenaeanand Geometric art; they are parts put together, not coordinated bodies;
similarly the literary procedure for describing a human body was a list of its parts
and only later, after the VI Century BC the comprehensive word soma was used.

Similarly the description of boats is by single parts, not necessarilycoordinated
among them. The prow may be well described, but then only one or two benches
or cross beams are indicated, to show the type of ship, but not to tell us how many
these benches were (Fig. 4C). Therefore, with this background, the analysis of
our anchaic models first of all lets us take the superimpositions (e.g. animals or
their parts not part of the ship) away, then concentrate on the details. If the quality
of the model allows, the details can be more or less coordinated, to build the
possible appearance of the original boat, otherwise we discuss only the details.
Being the models tri-dimensional objects, there are some better chances to
come to technical conclusions, because even if the sculptor interpreted the ship
as described earlier, he could not overlook completely the aspects of a basic
description. Generally it is difficult to find big distortions in the shape of posts, in
the angles and slopes of surfaces and details; flat bottomed crafts can be well
distinguished from round hulls, even if these latter have been made a little flat to
let the model stand.
Sardinian bronze models belong to a period between the X and the VII
centuries BC, with some later specimen; a lot of them has been found in Sardinia
and in Etruria and the studies made sofar did not cover the analysis of nautical
aspects. They can be devided into two categories: flat bottomed and round hulled
boats. Flat bottomed models appear to have been made more realistically and
their features can be bettercoordinated. Structural details, such as posts, wales,
bindings and sewings in many cases are well identified, although general proportions
or the proportions of parts among each other are not respected. There is the
tendency to build too short, broad and tall hulls, and too large animal heads, when
present. By taking thesedistortions into account and selecting the most indicative
examples we can identify smaller and larger flat bottomed crafts.
Small crafts (Fig. I ) , well described by Tula (Sassari), Lula (Nuoro), and
Oliena (Nuoro) bronze models, appear to have been built around the flat bottom
with the addition of posts. These can be straight or slightly curved, to follow the
similar shape of the sides. Connection between the bottom and the sides is
strengthened by a thicker strake, which was sewn to the shell by sewings which
went also in the outer surface of the strake. The upper wale was sewn in a similar
way, while the other boards of the shell could have been sewn by spartawhich did
not go to the outer surface of the shell, as in the Etruscan wrecks of Bon Porte and
of Giglio. There is little doubt about these sparta: Oliena model (Fig. 1 B) shows
clearly the sewings of the wales, while no trace is indicated on the rest of the surface
of the hull, moreover the Tula model shows how the ends were connected. The
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end parts of the shell, of the upper whale and of the topgallant bulwarks were bound
by the system A in Fig. 1, while the akrostolion, the post and the end parts of the
other structures were bound by the system B which followed. There are no indications
about inside structures, but it is obvious that there were bottom frames and ribs,
not necessarily connected, and the posts. As far as proportions are concerned,
they depend on the size of the original boat, but the general knowledge of flat
bottomed crafts and the connections among single parts (bottom, sides and their
slope) lets us propose those given conjecturally in Fig. 1 A. The shape of the
topgallant bulwarks astern, which is common to other Sardinian models, is made
in order to give room and a leaning point to the steering device.
Larger Sardinian flat bottomed crafts (Fig. 2) are well described, among the
others, by the Costa Nighedda (Oliena, Nuoro), Is Caniles (Padria, Sassari) and
the "Noha's Ark" found in the Tomba del Duce in Vetulonia, bronze models. It
appears that the increased size of the boat made it necessary to put an intermediate
whale for increasing sturdiness of the hull and as a fender. The interest of this
double system of whales lies in the fact that, later, Hellenistic and Roman ships
were built ideally in "slices", i.e. the shell was growing around a basic single part,
with the addition of other "slices" as far as the hull was larger. The references for
the shape of the "slices" were the whales or fixed boards of the shell at their
boundaries. The presence of the two series of whales in these Sardinian ships
appears to be with the same purpose and confirms the nature of similar hints in
Geometric figures, thus bringing back to at least the Vlll c. BC a procedure which
in the past was documented only from the Vth c. BC onwards (tumb of Vele Caicna;
Bologna).In some specimen of this type of ship the posts do not protrude outside
the planking surfaces (figs 2 A & C): they are just only internal supports for the
end parts of the planking of the shell. Its boardsjoin at the prow edge with no scarf
at the post and sewings can have been very simple. The type of lashings at the
end (Fig. 2 C) indicates that they enclosed the ends of the whales, of the shell, of
the internal post and the base of the akrostolion: a heavy sculpture of a deer's
head. All these elements indicate that the sculpture was fixed to the post by means
of a simple scarf and the fact that the post did not protrude was helping tightness
of bindings around the end part of the shell. In addition to the lashings, the heavy
akrostolion was fastened by two side stays (Fig. 2 C) or by a prop (Figs 7 and 8).
In addition to these details we can induce that the hull was open, probably
with partial decks at the ends of the larger specimen, but nothing is indicated
about the presence of the mast (which almost obviously should have been present
at least in the larger crafts) nor about rowinglpaddling. Measures can only be

conjectured, while proportions can be reasonably proposed; small crafts could
have been from 10to 15 metres long, larger crafts about 20 to 25, however these
assumptions are highly conjectural.
Some clay and bronze models as lamps or ex votos coming mainly from
Cerveteri and Vulci represent a symmetrical flat bottomed craft. They are from
the X to the VII centuries BC; a little later (VI-V c.) some buccheri represent the
same type of boat, in an idealized and heavily decorated way (Boston, Haifa),
while a similar shape was given to some clay models of the Vlll cent. found in
Sasso di Furbara (Cerveteri, Fig. 3C). The original boat had aflat bottom, slightly
curved sides, similar ends with posts and protruding points. These points are
present in round boats according to the models from Selciatello (Tarquinia, IX
century, Fig. 6 ) , and Sardinian models from Sini collection (Nuoro, Fig. 78) or
from Sa Sedda e Sos Carros (Oliena, Nuoro, Fig. 8); with a recent name we could
call these points bittalo, like those of the traditional speronareof Naples, Catania
or Malta. In addition to the structural simplicity of this solution which helps easy
connections of the end parts of the whales, these bittalo could have been used
also as a holding tool for lifting the boat when taking it ashore. The information
we have about this type of boat is sufficient to give us further details. Bottom
frames and ribs were certainly present, stringers were fixed against the ribs to
support the beams for partialdecks and the benches for the rowers or the paddlers.
The hull was painted in stripes of bright colours, as shown by lines and cross
markings on two lamps; similar ornamental patterns were present in Cypriot
models of XI-XI1 centuries BC and in subsequent Etruscan frescoes (Tarquinia,
VI cent.). We cannot go further with assumptions: mast and sails, number or
rowers or paddlers, number of benches, steering devices ... we can only assume
a hypothetical length of about 12-15 metres.
The presenceof the above flat bottomed crafts along the Thyrrhenian shores
can be connectedto the preferencegiven to lagoons or mouths of rivers as landing
places. In fact many nuraghiin Sardinia are near still existing or ancient coastal
lagoons. Moreover the distribution of Etruscancenters and the ways of penetration
inland confirm the importance of rivers and lagoons: Aleria in Corsica, the mouth
lagoons and the courses of the Volturno, Garigliano, Tiber, Fiora, the Lake Prile,
the Ombrone and Arno are the framework into which the positions of centres like
Capua, Rome, Orvieto, Todi, Perugia, Roselle, Vulci, Ansedonia, Florence and
Arezzo fit well with inland navigation. A similar aspect can be found in the later
Etuscan centres in Nothern ltalywhich were boundto inland navigation: Ravenna,
Spina, Adria, La Bologna, Mantova ( Bagnolo S. Vito), the course of the Panaro
(named Scultenna, an Etruscan name).
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But these flat bottomedcrafts did not appear suddenly on these coast lagoons
or river mouths around the X century BC. They were certainly the result of the
evolution from rafts to flat bottomed plank boats, which, at an undetermined step
of our nautical history took place on our rivers and internal lakes. This step could
have been occured in the neolithic or eneolithic periods, accordingto the technical
stage of these periods and to the revelant needs for transport, but it is clear that
seagoing flat bottomed crafts, like those discussed above, were adaptations and
developments of boats used on the internal courses of rivers and lakes, or on
coastal marshes and lagoons for limited local usage (fishing, short transport of
materials, hunting, ferrying).
Round hulled models are a little more difficult to interprete, because, if flat
bottomed models have acertain realism (or their features are easier to correlate),
with an involvment of whom is conscious to represent part of a reality into which
he is much bound, and probably proud, round hulls were easier to be distorted,
or oversimplified, according to the artistic background of the sculptor.
Villanovian clay models show a variety of types. Avase from Bisenzio of the
Vlll century BC has a livelyfigure of a boat with three rowers (Fig. 4A), with a deer
in the background. The boat is very simplydrawn: a round hull, something protruding
at prow, which appears to be the simplification of an animal head with an open
mouth, with teeth or beard or similar. This type of boat is obviously connected to
some Villanovian clay models (Fig. 4B), like those of Tarquinia (one is in Haifa
Nautical Museum). The represantation is very schematic, but basic features and
asize larger than that of the Bisenzio boat may be drawn as proposed in thesketch
of Fig. 4. A similar type of craft is described also by some Sardinian bronze models:
an ex voto found in Corinth (Fig. 4C) is very detailed, while a large series of
simplified models appears to refer to the same type. The model from Corinth
shows one bench, partial decks, keel and posts and the central keelson; the hull
has a beautiful hydrodynamic shape. As far as the size is concerned, the Bisenzio
painting shows three oarsmen with six oars; the Corinth model shows only one
bench. By keeping in mind the function of these models and figures as emblemata
and the fragmentation of the figures, it is most possible that the benches for the
rowers were many more: I proposed six to give the measure of the problem.
However, as hinted earlier, Bisenzio boat was smaller than that described by the
models, the originals of which should have had more than six rowing benches.
This type of boat, although represented very simply, confirm a kind of common
nautical traditions along the shores of the Thyrrhenian sea, both on the Etruscan
and on the Sardinian side. The Bisenzio vase confirms that Villanovian models
were not imitations of Sardinian figures, or vice versa. Connections with Eastern
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Mediterranean refer to the ornamental patterns of the akrostolion: we have at
Bisenzio a simplified head which could be compared to the head of a vase of the
VII c. BC. at the British Museum or to a similar animal head of a bronze cauldron
found in the Bernardini tomb in Palestrina (VII century BC), a specimen of the
orientalizing style. The duck's head belongs to the widely discussed, and not yet
solved, problem of derivation from the civilization of the "fields of urns" of central
Europe; this detail went down to the Mediterranean during early iron age, as
shown, among the others, by some bronzes of Macedonia (Tsansitsa, Museum
of Thessaloniki, Fig. 4E), by the well known akrostoliaof the ships of the Peoples
of the Sea of Medinet Habou (Fig. 5,11,B) and of the ship painted on the Skyros
vase, which is almost contemporary to Medinat Habou relief (XI1 century BC).
Other Villanovian models from Tarquinia area, always between the X and
the IX centuries BC refer to larger crafts, real seagoing ships. One type has
symmetrical hull, with birds heads as akrostolia at the top of high posts. Posts
may have been slightlycurved (Fig. 5 1 and II) or straight and in onecase (Tarquinia
Museum, Fig. 5 11) the keel protrudes at both ends. The hulls of these models
generally have been flattened to let the model stand, but the shape of the posts
and the curve of the sides indicate that the original hull had a keel. The model of
Fig. 5,ll has a series of holes for oars and for the mast, which originally were of
wood. These types of ships are not new in the Mediterranean.Curved symmetrical
ends with high posts similar to these are represented in a vase from Phaestos
(Stratigraphic Museum, Fig. 5,11), in a clay model from HagiaTriada at Heraklion
Museum (reconstruction proposed can be corrected to symmetric posts), in a
small clay model from Mycenae at Athens National Museumor in one of thegraffiti
in Tarxien (Malta, Fig. 5,l). Comparable straight posts with protruding keels are
present, among the others, in Medinet Habou relief and in a clay model in Athens
National Museum (Fig. 5,ll). The implications of the ships of the Peoples of the
Sea to Thyrrhenian seafaring can be hinted also by the possible indentificationof
the Mycenaeans, Etruscans and Sardinians among them. The shape of the model
of Fig. 5 11 leave little doubts about the technical links with the above comparisons,
although the more recentage of the Villanovian models may also indicate acertain
delay of technical developments of Thyrrhenian shipbuilding or the repetition of
a shape used in ealier times.
Among the Villanonian models published by Montelius one show a very
schematic hull, nicely round, with a cutwater at prow and an animal head as
akrostolion. This cutwater reminds very closely that of the clay model of Palaikastro
(Fig. 5, 111) and similar solutions will be used in later times to improve handiness
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of the hulls under sail; the Aristonothos vase from Cerveteri (VII century BC) is a
good example of such later cutwaters (Fig. 5, Ill),thus indicatingthat this technical
detail was actually used in the Thyrrhenian in Villanovian times.
To end with seagoing ships of Villanovian culture, there is a nice clay model
from Selciatello (Tarquinia, Fig. 6) of the 1X century BC. It represents a round hull,
well shaped, with a thin prow ending at its highest part with a bittalo, like that of
the flat bottomed boats discussed before. The stern is high and shaped to give
the hull agood hydrodynamic behaviour;this is improved by acutwater which has
a hole, probably for a suspension thread, but it may have been the reproduction
of a hole actually driven in the cutwater, to bind the ship with ropes when hoisting
it ashore. The presence of such cutwaters in Mediterranean shipbuilding is
confirmed by Aegean models and Minoan gems: the bronze model from Crete at
the Cincinati Museum is the best comparison. It can be induced that such cutwaters
were connected to steering with a single side rudder. The same function of
contrasting lateral displacement was played in some similar way by the shape of
the stern of one of the Punic (or Roman) galleys found in Mozia (Marsala); similar
devices are present in recent traditions in the gaita of Missolongi lagoons or in
Northern American or Indonesian canoes. The high stern of this Villanovian ship
has a short fence, which most probably surrounded the rised or partial part of the
deck where the helmsman was sitting. All these elements indicate that this was
a sailing ship, a well developed one, as some details will be found in later Attic
figures and the shape of the hull appears to have been accurately studied.
This is what can be derived, with a reasonable confidence and technical
realism, from Villanovian clay models. As discussed earlier, they are schematic,
but technical details have not been overlooked, mainly if we compare the above
models with other Villanovian ship-like objects: parfume burners, lamps or an
uncommon bronze found in Bologna. In these cases ships were not the scope of
the figures: they just fit, ideally, into the shape of the objects, with a lot of idealization.
Also some later Etruscan figures represent ships in such an idealized manner,
like in the parfume burner of Artimino (VI century)ora bucchero boat at the Nautical
Museum in Haifa: they are graphical devices, but useless nautical documents.
Sardinian bronze models describe also seagoing ships with round hulls,
which can be classified as small and large crafts. From the little details given by
these simplified figures, the structure of the hull was similar to that of the flat
bottomedcrafts, i.e. sewing with spartaand lashingthe akrostoliontothe stempost;
the presence of a keel and of posts, at least internally, is indicated by the model

of Corinth (Fig. 4) and upper wale and partial decks at the ends were common to
all these ships. A model from Sini (Nuoro) collection (Fig. 7) shows external
bindings around three sections of the hull: bindingswere fixed to protruding cross
beams at midship and in correspondence of the partial decks at both ends of the
ship. Both large and small ships havegenerally astempost obliquous with respect
to the keel, but some cases are also of stemposts and akrostolia perpendicular
to the keel. These ships had a mast with aforestay and different fittings for securing
it. The type of sail and of rigging can be deduced from earlier documents (Phaestos,
Skyros, Medinet Habou, etc.), i.e. a rectangular sail (widerthan high) was fastened
to a yard, which was suspended by two braces and the sail had two sheets and
a series of brails. Sardinian models show the top of the mast with elaborated
ornamental details: rings, spheres, birds, horns, etc; hints to a karchesion with a
superimposed ornamental sculpture could be guessed, but not proven. Small
round ships had asupportforthe steering device, which wascut in the stern upper
edge, like in the small flat bottomed boats (Fig. 7). The suspension systems and
the simplification of the lower part of the mast in the models of small ships appear
to indicate that the mast could have been bound to a trestle (Fig. 7), like that
appearing is some Geometric figures. This structure has interesting implications
with the general structure of the hull and with rigging. The impression is that the
use of such trestles was dictated by a certain weakness of the hull, in line with
early lashing and sewing technique. Moreover this trestle could have been used
to support a tent and to bind the ends of ties and brails. A possible indication of
the size of these small round ships can be drawn by the Golo wreck, which was
about 13 metres long. The shape of this boat, although much more recent, is
closely comparable to that of Sardinian small round ships of early Iron Age, while
the structure, made of bound ribs, and the half deck, appear to belong to a more
developed stage of technics.
Larger seagoing Sardinian ships are identified by a rail and a couple of
shrouds at each side of the mast. A bronze model at the Archeological Museum
in Florence and a fragment from Sa Sedda e Sos Carros (Oliena, Nuoro, Fig. 8)
indicatethe presence of arches inside the rails,which are not part of the suspension
system of the model as a lamp, but describe a feature of the original ship. They
appear to have been part of a light structure, possibly to support a tent or a cabin
covering the open part of the hull enclosed by the rails.
The shape of these oared and sailing Sardinianships follow an archaic pattern
comparable to that of Minoan ships and in our case the Homeric epithets koronis
or eise appear as appropriate. The shape of crescent will be found in Etruscan
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figures and in Golo wreck. Figures like a graffito from Veio (VI century), the reliefs
of urnes from Volterra or a similar clay model at the British Museum (IV century)
show the superimposition of a light ram to a crescent shaped hull. These rams
are similar to that of the Ill c. found off the coasts of North Africa and now at the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. These developments of the cresent shape
are still to be studied in detail: it is sufficient here to have hinted at the problem,
as a comparison to the old shape of Sardinian ships.
In comparison to the fairly archaic appearance of Sardinian ships of early
Iron Age, ships used at that time around Tarquinia area appear to have been
sturdier and more nautical. In order words they were, even if with some delay, in
line with the development of Eastern Mediterranean shipbuilding. The sturdier
lines of these Ponentine ships, when compared to their Aegean relatives, remind,
not as a coincidence, that in XVI century Ponentine galleys had taller hulls than
the Levantine, due to the conditions of the sea and this comrpelled to use widder
sails. The number of different types betokens a lively nautical activity and in one
case (Selciatello) the study of the shape of the hull is particularly accurate.
Subsequent Etruscan documents appear to be interested to a more limited range
of types, but this appears to be only the effect of artistic preference:the development
of a multiplicity of crafts certainly continued and, later, Roman art came back to
describe different types.
Marco Bonino
Via S. Petronio Vecchio No 42
1-40125 Bologna
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig.1

Small flat bottomed Sardinian boats:
from the bronze models of Tula (SS) and Lula (NU),Lilliu n. 316,325; the details show
the different bindings of the ends of the sides (A) and of the bow tip (B).
B model from Oliena (Lilliu n. 323), conjectural section with sewings.
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Large flat bottomed Sardinian crafts:
A model from Oliena, Costa Nighedda (NU), inv. 59612 Sopr. Arch. SS.
B bow of the model from Is Caniles, Padria (SS), S. E. XLII, 1974, pp 547-548, f. Clll a; f, n.7.
C Conjectural proportions of the original of A.
D The Noha's Ark, Vetulonia, Tomba del Duce, with conjectural details of the original
structure (M. Bonino, 1985, f.2).
Etruscan coast boat:
A Lamp from Vulci (VII cent. B.C.), Mus. Etrusco Vaticano, Inv. 15329.
B Conjectural reconstruction of the type of craft.
C Terracotta from Sasso di Furbara cemetery (Ceweteri), X c. BC (M. Cristofani, 1985
1.8:ll).
A Painting of avase from Bisenzio (M. Cristofani, 1985,2.10.5).
B Villanovian clay boats (Basch 1987,841,844).
C Sardinian bronze model from Corinth (Basch, 1987,496.3).
D Sardinian bronze model (Lilliu, n 271-273).
E Animal heads: from Palestrina (VIII c.) and from Tsamitsa lron Age (Macedonia,
Thessaloniki Museum).
F Conjectural reconstruction of the boat type.
A Villanovian double ended clay model (Basch, 1987,841).
B From a vase in Haghia Triada (Phaestos Stratigraphical Mus. F 6370A).
C From a graffito in Tarxien (Malta, XVI C . BC).
D Conjectural reconstruction of the ship type.
II A Villanovian clay model (Basch, 1987,843).
B From Medinet Habou relief (Basch, 1987, pp 66-69).
C Clay model from Athens (Basch, 1987,299).
D Conjectural reconstruction of the ship type.
Ill A Villanovian clay model with cutwater (Basch, 1987,846).
B Detail from the clay model from Phylacopi (Basch, 1987,296).
C Detail from the Aristonotos vase, with the indication of the
extension of the cutwater (M. Cristofani, 1983, cover and f. 15).
Clay model from Selciatello site (Tarquinia)(M. Cristofani, 1983,f. 7) and graphical interpretation
of the lines.
Small round Sardinian ships:
A Conjectural reconstructions from Lilliu n. 281,283,294.
B External bindings of a model of Sini collection (M.Bonino, 1985, f.3,D).
C Suspension systems of models n.282,289,293 (Lilliu), possibly indicating trastles for
the masts.
D Geometric figure with trestle for the mast (Basch, 1987,401).
Large round Sardinian ships:
A Models from Bultei and Sa Sedda e Sos carros (M.Bonino, 1985,Fig. 1,3).
B Conjectural reconstruction from A(Bultei).
C Perpendicular stempost from A(Sa Sedda e Sos Carros).
D Large ship with a tent laid among the mast and the arches (model in the Arch. Mus. of
Florence, Lilliu 295 and above A).
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IMBARCAZIONI SARDE, VILLANOVIANE ED ETRUSCHE
DAL X ALL'VIII SEC. AC DA MODELLI Dl BRONZO E Dl TERRACOTTA
Una serie numerosa di modelli di bronzo e di terracotta documenta in mod0
schematico, ma riconducibile a caratteristiche tecniche precise, alcuni tipi
d'imbarcazioni. Vi sono barche a fondo piatto, sia in Sardegna che in Etruria,
costruite con la tecnica delle cuciture ed in relazione con la scelta delle foci dei
fiumi e delle lagune quali approdi e vie di penetrazione all'interno.
Gli scafi afondo tondo mostrano, peril Villanoviano, una multiplicita collegata
a tipi mediterranei piu antichi e forme ben sviluppate ed anche locali.
I tipi sardi tondi appaiono stilizzati, con poche varianti, tuttavia i particolari:
cuciture, cinte, attrezzature, mostrano caratteri tipici del Tirreno, oltre che il
substrato mediterraneo.

SARDINIAN, VlLLANOVlAN AND ETRUSCAN CRAFTS BETWEEN THE X
AND THE Vlll C.BC FROM BRONZE AND CLAY MODELS
A large series of bronze and clay models shows in a schematic way, but with
some exact technical details, a number of types of crafts. There are flat bottomed
crafts, both in Sardinia and in Etruria, which were sewn and connected to the
choice of mouths of rivers and lagoons as landing places and for penetration
inland.
Round Villanovian crafts show a multiplicity bound to older Mediterranean
types and well developed and local shapes.
Sardinian round ships are simplified models, with little variations, however
their details (sewings, wales, fittings, rigging) show a Mediterranean basis and
some typical Thyrrhenian features.
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Fig. 8

THE CARPENTER'S CALIPERS FROM THE PRE-CLASSICAL WRECK AT
CAMPESE BAY, ISLAND OF GIGLIO, NORTHERN ITALY (c. 600 BC)

The pre-Classical wreck off the Island of Giglio in the Tuscan Archipelago,
was found in 1961 by Mr. Reg Vallintine. The remains of the vessel, which can
be dated to c. 600 BC (or soon after), were situated in 45 to 55m of water at the
base of an off-shore reef known as Secca i Pignocchi in Campese Bay on the
north west side of the island. Excavation of the site was carried out between 1982
and 1986by Oxford University MARE in strict collaborationwith the Superintendency
of Archaeology for Tuscany, under the direction of the present writer (Bound &
Vallintine, 1983; Bound, 1983; 1985A; 1985B; 1985C; 1986; 1990A; 1990B;
1991).
The fine wares from the wreck consisted of aryballoi (Figs 1-3), craters,
oinochoe and skyphoi from Corinth, mugs and aryballoi from Sparta (Fig. 4), lonian
bowls, bucchero kantharoi and an aryballos from Etruria (Fig. 5). The amphorae
were of Etruscan, Samian, East Greek and Phoenician-Punic origin. Three intact
Greek lamps were excavated, two of which were charred at their beaks thus
indicating shipboard use (Fig. 6). The metal finds included fishing weights, ship's
fittings, arrowheads, lead and copper ingots, and an ornate Greek helmet which
was found in 1961 and is now in Germany (Figs. 7-9).The ship was also carrying
iron bars, small nuggets of copper (aes rude) and amber, all of which we interpret
as currency. The organic remains include gaming bones, a wooden writing plaque,
an elaborately carved wooden lid, a fragment of inlaid furniture, and a series of
musical pipes (auloi). A number of the Etruscan amphorae were full of olives,
while others contained pine pitch. A section of the keel (Fig. 10) and its associated
plankingwas also recovered;these showed that thevessel was of laced, or sewn,
construction.
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The calipers: find spot

One of the most remarkable artefacts to have come from the wreck was a
pair of carpenter's calipers; to our knowledge the only ones to have survived from
antiquity. We cannot becertain whether these were part of the cargo, of belonged
to the ship; the latter seems more likely.
The wreck was located in 1982 when a metal detector signalled a metallic
presence of considerable size beneath the sand. This turned out to be a large
amorphous concretion from which protruded the handle of an Etruscan amphora.
Because the concretion itself had little appeal, and because it was firmly adhering
to a boulder, it was decided that, for the time being, it could safely be left in situ.
During the final days of the 1985season, theconcretion was freed from the boulder
using a car jack and then raised to the surface with the aid of air-filled lifting bags.
Directly underneath the concretion asmall assemblage of interlocking pieces
of worked wood was found. Because of its close resemblance to modern calipers,
identification was not difficult. If these did indeed belong to the ship then it is
possible that the overlaying concretion represented the remains of a tool bag.
State of preservation

Only the heads survived. The beam, or shaft, was broken off where it emerged
from the sliding, or mobile, head. This was unfortunate, for it is likelythat the beam
would have been calibrated, and could have given us information on the unit of
measure. In figures 1 1,12 and 13 the draughtsman has recreated the remainder
of the beam to give an impression of the intact tool.
Measurements

Ht. of heads 94 mm. Width of fixed head at ends 10mm. Width of fixed head
at centre 22 mm. Width of mobile head at ends 12 mm. Width of mobile head at
centre 24 mm. Thickness of heads 13 mm. Section of shaft 15x6 mm. Surviving
length of locking pin 49 mm. Section of pin 11x5 mm.
The fixed head

The beam passes right through the fixed head so that the end of the shaft
is flush with the outside edge of the head. The head is fixed permanently to the
beam with four wooden pins (Figs 13 & 14).
The sliding or mobile head and braking mechanism

The function of the sliding head is to move up and down the beam so that
the object to be measured can be accommodated between the jaws. The beam
passes through the centre of the sliding head. For the purpose of freezing the
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head in position while the measurement is being taken, a wooden braking pin is
passed through an oblong cutting in the head. This second cutting is perpendicular
to the beam. In figures 15 to 19 it can be seen that the upper cutting which takes
the locking pin, slightly overlaps the cutting through which the beam passes. In
this way, when the braking device is removed, one millimeter of the upper side of
the beam is visible as a slight lip in the bottom of the upper cutting.
The purpose of this lip is to provide a surface which can rub against the
braking pin and freeze the sliding head by means of friction. At first glance the
braking pin appears to be oblong in form, but this is deceptive, for the pin, in fact,
is slightly wedge shaped (Figs 20 & 21). If it were a perfectly symmetrical oblong,
then, through repeated use, it might become slightly worn, so that its efficacy as
a restraining and halting mechanism would be impaired. Being slightly wedge
shaped ensures that there will always be an adequate surface area in contact
with the top of the beam.
The tool would have been held by the shaft, just behind the sliding head.
The sliding head's braking capability would have been activated by the application
of pressure from the thumb on the broad end of the pin. Since the dimunition of
the pin is slight the braking mechanism would have been fairly sensitive and would
have responded to only slight pressure. The head would be remobilized by the
simple means of applying a little pressure with the forefinger on the narrow end
of the pin.
Retaining stud

One feature of the sliding head was, at first, apuzzle. Just beneath the cutting
for the beam on the rear side of the head, was a little rounded niche.The explanation
for this came from looking at one of our calipers in the draughting office. On the
side at the end of the shaft was a metal retaining stud to stop the sliding head
from slipping off the end of the shaft. The ancient calipers would clearly have
required a similar device, and so the tool maker put a stud at the end of the beam
(Fig. 22). Such a placement on the side for the ancient artificer, would have been
too conspicuous, so instead he put it on the underside of the beam. The problem
now was one of aesthetics, for when the jaws were fully open there would have
been about acentimeter of the beam protruding from the backof the sliding head.
Although this, does not in any way, offend modern taste it must have been
displeasing to the ancient tool maker. He therefore notched the backof the sliding
head in such a way that when the jaws were wide open the retaining stud was
absorbed into it, so that the backof the head would have been flush with the back
of the beam (Fig. 23). In this way, when the jaws were at maximum extension,
the tool would have had a balanced symmetrical profile. Attention to such detail
reveals the tool maker's pride and sense of craftmanship.
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Metal pointers or pins

At the bottom of each head was a metal pin. With the possible exception of
the retaining stud, this was the only metal to have been used in the tool. The pins,
which were either copper or bronze, have not survived, but we know them to have
been there from the holes that were used to contain them and the greenish copper
staining and salts that were surrounding the holes.
Similar pointers can be found on the heads of some modern calipers. They
are used for taking precise measurements where the jaws are ineffective (such
as the interior rim diameter of a pot). In carpentry, they are also used for scoring
measurements on to wood.
The holes to take the pins were drilled, and thus were round in section. This
presented a problem for the tool maker for if the posts of the pins were also rounded,
then, no doubt, it would not be long before they began to turn in the holes and
slowly work their way free.
To prevent this the posts of the pins were carefully beaten so that they were
square in section. They were then inserted into the bore holes with little wooden
shims on each side, four per hole. These were flat where they abutted the sides
of the post, and were rounded on the sides in contact with the surrounding wood.
Five of the shims survived. To inhibit slippage it is likely that glue was used with
the shims.
The locking mechanism

Acomplex instrument of this nature would have been expensive. It was also
adelicate tool which would need to be stored properly when not in use. The snipenose ends of the heads, and the precision fitting of the sliding head over the beam,
would have been aparticularcausefor concern in the constanlty moving environment
of a ship at sea. To overcome these worries the heads would need to be locked
together so that theywould buttress each other and prevent any loose movement
that might cause the tool to damage itself.
We have described how the top of the beam was not flush with the bottom
of the upper cutting. One millimeter of the top edge of the beam passed through
the upper cutting so as to provide a surface against which the braking pin could
rub. This lip had a secondary function as part of the tool's locking mechanism.
That part of the shaft which was aligned with the cutting for the pin when the jaws
were closed, was notched (Fig. 24). In this position, when the pin was inserted,
it passed between the edges of the notch, thus preventing any movement of the
sliding head until the pin had been removed or partially withdrawn. So simple; yet
so effective.
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The calipers, it is worth noting, were found in the locked position.
The modern appearence of the calipers might tempt one to query whether
they could be of later date and of an extraneous origin. This is impossible because
of the sealed context from which they came directly beneath a large concretion
deep in the sand. If this were not enough, there is proof of an even more categorical
nature. Along one side of the lockinglbraking pin, and down either side of the
sliding heads, are the fugitive remains of several letters in Archaic Greek script.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
A Corinthian aryballos from the Giglio ship.
Combatting warriors on an aryballos from the Giglio ship.
Heraldically positioned sphinxes on a Corinthian aryballos from the Giglio ship.
A Laconian aryballos from the Giglio ship.
Wild boars on an Etruscan aryballos from the Giglio ship.
Ship's lamps (charred at their nozzles).
Corinthian helmet from Giglio ship at time of recovery.
Same helmet after conservation.
A tracing of the decoration on the helmet from the Giglio wreck.
Section through the keel of the Giglio ship showing the "sewn" method of construction.
Thecord is laced through holeswhich have beendrilledthrough the keelandthechamferred
edge of the garboard in the rabbet. The holes for the lacing were plugged with dowels.
Figs. 11 to 24
Drawings of the calipers which were recovered from the Giglio wreck (all except 18 and
19 are at half scale). Drawings by Caroline Caldwell.
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BYZANTINE DROMON AND ARAB SHiNi:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AVERAGE BYZANTINE AND ARAB WARSHIPS AND
THE PROBLEM OF THE NUMBER AND FUNCTION OF THE OARSMEN

It is a commonplace that little has been accomplishedin the study of Byzantine
and Arab warships. Much of the relevant material lies still buried in unpublished
Greek and Arabic manuscripts. Underwater archaeology, which has yielded
valuable clues relating to Byzantine and Arab merchant ships, has yet to reveal
anything important concerning Byzantine and Arab warships. Arab and Byzantine
crude graffiti and pictorial evidence, because of their limited nature, shed little
additional light.
The aim of this paper is, first, to offer a cursory account of the origin and
development of the average Byzantine warship, most commonly known as a
dromon, and then to examine the question of the number and function of oars and
oarsmen in the Byzantine dromon of about the tenth century AD and in the Arab
shini. These appellations seem to be interchangeable, at least by the tenth century,
with the terms pamphylos and chelandion in Greek (H. Ahrweiler, 1966,45) and
ghuaab and shaland in Arabic (D. Nakhili, 1979,78-85).
The word dromonappears at least as early as the sixth century AD (Procopios,
Bell. Vand. 1.11.15-16). Meanwhile the term trieres used in Ancient Greek as a
general term corresponding to dromonfor the average Greek warship continued
to appear in late Byzantine sources, but as a bookish imitation deprived of its
actual meaning. (See G. Makris, 1988, passim.)
Dromons acquired great importance in Justinian's expeditions. The sixthcentury Byzantine historian Procopios reports that Justinian's general Belisarios
in his expedition against the Vandals for the reconquest of North Africa, in which
the author himself participated, made use of 92 cataphract dromons and 500
transport ships. The Byzantine dromon of Belisarios' fleet was very small. This is
usually considered as a sign of weakness, i.e. the Byzantines' lack of proper
technology. In reality, this type of ship was especially constructed to suit long
voyages. The Byzantine dromons had to be small to sail to the inhospitable ports
of North Africa.
There is no doubt that the conquest of North Africa by the Vandals in 406
AD and the creation of their maritime empire weakened the western part of the
Byzantine Empire, but, as correctly pointed out by F. Meijer, Constantinople in
the fifth century continued to build warships successfully, in the tradition initiated
by Constantine the Great. (Meijer, 1986,234). If we believe Zosimos (5th c. AD),
the construction of the longer triremes was abandoned since 323 AD and instead
thetriaconters, 30-oaredvessels, were built (Zosimos, 2.23.3). Whether Belisarios'
warships were constructed smaller specifically to meet the needs of sailing to
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North Africa and along the African coast, or whether the change merely reflected
the fifth-century tradition reported byzosimos, is a matter of conjecture. Perhaps
it was a combination of the two.
For Belisarios' long voyage and the run along the coast of North Africa with
few suitable ports, ascorching sun overhead and huge quantities of water needed
to quench the men's thirst, a small number of dromons accompanied by a huge
fleet of merchant ships was called for. This explains why there were only 92
warships in contrast to 500 merchant ships, as reported by Procopios (op.cit.).
It is worth comparing Belisarios' trip to North Africa with a similar venture by
Scipio. Scipio, in his effort to conquer Carthage, sailed from the port of Lilybaeum
in Western Sicily with 400 transport ships escorted by only 40 warships. Before
his departure from Lilybaeum he mustered the navigators and captains of all the
ships and made sure that they had put on board adequate quantities of water for
the crew and animals: quaesivit Scipio siaquam hominibus iumentisque in totidem
dies quot frumentum imposuissent (Livy, XXIX, xxv. 8).
In contrast, Belisarios' supply of waterwas spoiled, except for some in glass
containers buried in cool sand by Belisarios' wife. It must be mentioned here that
in the wreck found in the little port of Mazzameni (at the southeastern tip of Sicily),
dated a little after Belisarios' expedition, a large water storage capacity was found
(F. van Doornick, 1972, 136).
Both Scipio and Belisarios tookgreat precautions to land undetected. Scipio
pretended to land elsewhere but actually disembarked at Utica, since no specially
constructed landing ships existed at that time; they were not invented until much
later (Christides, 1988, 319 ff.). Belisarios moved cautiously and made a great
effort to avoid being sighted by the Vandals. The enormous difficulties of landing
without specially constructed vessels are vividly described in a hagiographical
text, The Martyrium ofArethas, reporting events of the sixth century. A huge force
of Yemeni infantry and cavalry waited in a trap on the Yemen seashore where the
Ethiopian fleet was to land. After 600 Ethiopians had died from thirst and hunger
while theywaited in indecision, the Ethiopiansdecided to use a ruse to land safely.
Leaving their ships anchored offshore, they boarded small boats (~apd.pia)and
proceeded to the land, where the enemy was waiting for them. They disembarked
in the shallow waters, keeping the small boats in front of them as a protective wall,
and thus managed to land safely (Martyrium Sancti Arethas et Sociorum, Acta
Sanctorum, October 24,755).
Concerning the number and size of Belisarios' ships, Procopios reports that
the 92 dromons were manned by 2000 men who were simultaneously oarsmen
and fighters, which means that there were about 22 men in each ship.
Procopios states explicitly that the fighting men in each ship were also
n a v ~ s qThe
. term ailrsp&raiwas taken,
oarsmen 6ioxiAioi Errhsov ail~&p&~al
according to Procopios' common practice, from Thucydides (see, for example,
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Thucydides 111. 18.3-4). Needless to say, any crew that had the duty of rowing
and fighting would have performed a herculean task on such a long voyage. One,
wonders, therefore, whether Belisarios'crews were actually au~&p&~alorwhether
this is simply another bookish but misleading imitation of Thucydides' style by
Procopios. We should not forger that these crewmen had to handle the sails too.
There is no concrete information about the type of sails of these dromons.
Casson has convincingly argued that most probably they were equipped with
lateen sails (Casson, 1982,25).
I believe that the most important element to be found in Procopios' narrative
concerning the Byzantines' sixth-century dromon - which has hitherto passed
unnoticed - is that the Byzantines relied mainly on the standard naval tactic of the
ancient Greeks, i.e. the use of the ram (&r-lpoAiopoq). This is clearly shown in a
naval battle which took place between the Goths and the Byzantines at Sinigalia,
near Ancona, in 551. Procopios expressly states that the Byzantines used the
P ~cit.,
O CVI11.23.31).
O ~ ~ O S , This is the last notable
ram: K U T U ~ O V U ~ & ~ ~ ~ . A ~ & ~ V (op.
instance of the use of the ram in a naval battle.
The ram, the typical main weapon of ancient warships, was recently studied
thoroughly on the basis of a recent discovery in a bay near Athlit, twelve miles
south of Haifa (Fig. 1). The Athlit ram, a mass of bronze weighing 465 kg., is 2.26
m long, has a maximum width of 76 centimeters and a maximum height of 96 cm
(L. Casson and J.R. Steffy, 1991, 11).
In a short but succinct and comprehensive article by Casson in this book,
"The Evolution in Shape of the Ancient Ram", the author makes a controversial
statement (Casson, 1991,69): "Agalley had still to have a ram, but even before
Trajan's time it had become nothing more than a symbol". As correctly pointed
out by L. Basch, this is an oversimplification (Basch, 1991, 438). Procopios'
evidence offers definitive proof of the last notable use of the ram in the middle of
the sixth century.
Thus the Byzantine dromon of this early period functioned on completely
different military principles, which had little in common with the dromon par
excellence of the ninth and tenth centuries.
Inthe following centuries, speed, the most important characteristicof theearly
dromon, is sacrificed for the sake of heavy equipment. The loss of speed and the
needfor additional power led an unknown Byzantineauthor to suggest the construction
of a vessel powered by oxen driving two great side paddles (Fig. 2).
We cannot trace the development of the Byzantine dromonfrom Procopios'
time (middle of the sixth century) to the eighth and ninth centuries, when it was
stabilized.
I believe that the battle of Dhat as Sawin in 655-56 AD was a turning point.
The Greek and Arabic sources state explicitly that neither the Greeks nor the
Arabs used the ram.
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At least a century after Belisarios' expedition, at the time of the naval
engagement of D h i t as Savvifi, a new type of dromon emerges, a slow-moving
ship equipped with catapults and manned by heavily-armed marines. Speed, from
which the dromon took its name (from 6pap~iv= to run, to move quickly), was
lost for ever. This naval engagement, which sometimes is considered a proof of
the newly acquired Arab seamanship, was in reality a conspicuous example of
naval incompetence of both sides. Both the Arab and Byzantine fleets spent the
whole night before the battle praying unceasingly. No attention was paid by any
of the sides to take profit of thedawn winds, so important in such naval engagements.
The Byzantines made no attempt to break the ropes with which the Arabs tied
their vessels with their own and thus abandoned any effort to use their nautical
expertise against an unexperienced enemy. In any case the speed played no part
any more in naval engagements and the ram is conspicuously absent. (For the
equipment of the ships involved in this naval engagement and the naval tactics
employed there, see Christides, 1985. For a secondary use of the ram by both
Byzantine and Arab ships for delivering blows and holing the enemy ships, see
A. Abdelfatah, 1912,366).
It was this heavy type of warship that the Arabs used as a model to start
building their own warships after the conquest of Egypt, completed in 645, and
these were the vessels they used in their first raids against the Byzantine islands.
Information about the development of Byzantine and Arab warships from
the middle of the seventh century to the ninth and tenth centuries, the peak of
their activities, is sadly deficient. By the tenth century the average Byzantine
dromon and its Arab equivalent, the shini, both look like floating fortresses - an
expression which often appears in Arabicpoetry - strongly resembling each other.
This is hardly surprising, since there are numerous documented cases of both
sides capturing each other's warships with their crews. Moreover,the Byzantines'
main manual of naval warfare, Leo Vl's Naumachica, was translated into Arabic
(Christides, 1982, 1993).
On the evidence of both Arab and Byzantine sources, it appears that stonethrowing catapults and large siphons mounted in the bows and smaller ones
amidships and aft were the salient characteristics of the warships of the time.
(The standard workon the Byzantine dromon is still R.H. Dolley's article on "The
Warships of the Later Roman Empire", 1948,47-53. Likewise, his article concerning
naval tactics is still of value, although certain statements can no longer be accepted
(1953). For other relevant problems see Christides, 1982, 1984, 1989, 1991,
1993 and J. Lirola Delgado, 1992.)
In spite of some progress in the study of Arab and Byzantine warships certain
problems have remained unanswered, such as the various names used for Arab
vessels by the Byzantine authors, the exact function of the Arab and Byzantine
fire-throwing warships and, most important of all, the number of oars and the
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function of oarsmen in both Byzantine and Arab warships.
The big warships were sometimes accompanied by smaller vessels; these
auxiliary craft appear frequently escorting Greek and Roman merchant ships,
under the names ~apapoq,etc. Such ships would naturally be needed to escort
the now big and slow-moving Byzantine dromons. In the Arabic sources one such
type of vessel is called shakhhr. This Arabic type of ship also appears in the
Byzantine sources that mention Arab ships. Thus, Theoph. Cont. reports that a
squadron of Arab ships from Crete included ~ouppapiwvaxpl &ikoo~,
&nra yaA&aq ~ anvaq
i
oaroupaq... (Theoph. Cont., Bonn ed., p. 196). (H.AntoniadisBibicou's statement, 1966, 168 "nous savons tres peu de chose des oa~o0pal"
is inaccurate).
The typical shakhhr is of small size and carries one mast in the middle:

(s.v. in the dictionary Muhit al-Muhit). Arab illustrations of merchant ships
show small vessels escorting them, while a small escort vessel without a mast
appears in the picture of an Arab warship (Fig. 3). The Arabic sources report that
the shakhhr was one type in a vast group of smaller escort vessels, including
the qarib (Greek ~trpapoq,
also an escort ship), barkah, etc.
The term barkahcorrespondsto the barcede canteria, escort ships of Western
Europe. (For an example of a small vessel of this kind with its sail hoisted, see
the interesting depiction on a mediaeval Muslim bowl imitating Western models
in J.H. Pryor, 1990, 100, pl. 1,2).
In addition to this type of accompanying ship called shakhfir, with the same
name is labelled a river ship on the river Nile or other rivers (Nakhili, 1979,74 ff.).
a word
The Byzantine authors frequently call the Arab warships ~oupmjpla,
not used by the Arabs themselves, perhaps a misspellingof the Arab word m a i k i b
kubar (big ships), although it does appear in the Geniza document (Christides,
1982,62). Perhaps the appearance of the word kubarin the Geniza documents
solely, should be related to the etymology expounded by Antoniadis-Bibicou
(1966, 168).
To return to the typeof the Byzantine dromonand Arabshini, while abundant
evidence in the Byzantine and Arabic sources and illustrations convincingly prove
that the averagewarshipswere three-masted (Dolley, 1948,51; Christides. 1993),
the problem of the position and number of oars and oarsmen in Arab and Byzantine
warships is complex and difficult to solve. According to Leo Vl's Naumachica,
there were the following arrangements for the two main types of dromon (ed.
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Dain, 1943, 1,7-8):
"E~aaroq
6.2 rdv dpophvwv~uprj~qq
Earw Kai oupp8rpouq Exwv raq AEyop&vaq duo, rrjv TE uvw ~ arrjv
i ~drw.
V &V oiq oi ~wnT)/\aral
KaraE~darq
6.2 &xi.rw Suyouq TO & A U X ~ ~ T OKE'
arrjaovral h q ~ i v aSuyouq
l
rouq anavraq KUTW p&v KE ', avw 6.2 opoiwq KE ',
opou V : KaB'Eva 6.2 aurdvbuo ~aB&<&oBwaavoi~wnqAaroOvr&q,
~iqp.2~6~h q ~ i v arouq
i
~wnr)ndraq
opou~airouq aurouq ~ aarpai
<la, &iq6.2 ciplar~pa,
i
KUTW avbpaq p '.
nhraq rouq TE avw ~ arouq
According to this text the first type of a two banked dromon carried a crew
of one hundred, divided in four units of 25 oarsmen each placed two on the upper
level (2x25=50) and two on the lower level (2x25=50).
More complicate and controversial is the calculation of the number of oarsmen
in the second type of dromon mentioned in another passageof Leo Vl's Naumachica
(ed. Dain, 1,9):
KaiEr~poi
b& 6popwv~q~araa~~ua<&oBwoavaol
rourwvpci<ov&q,and
b ~ a ~ o o i w v ~ w p o u vavbpdvo
rcq
rrh&ov rourwvi EharTovKaT~rrjvxpsiav rrjv
&Aaoiav
680uoav &ni ~ a l p o u
~ a r rdv
a Cvavriw v. 6 v oi p&v v' &iq rrjv ~ a r w
i
8 o r d r ~ anavr~qE~onAo1pa~&aovrai
q
roiq
unoupyrjaoua~v,oi b & p ' ~ av'avw
noAEpiolq.
According to this passage 50 oarsmen were placed on the lower level and
150 oarsmen, who were simultaneously fighters, were placed on the upper level.
I believe that there were three units in which 25 oarsmen (3x25=75) and the rest
were kept in reserve, taking task in turns. (This view is expressed by C. Torr, 1895,
16 ff.; repeated by L. Casson, 1973, 149,n. 3 and M. Redde, 1986, 120 ff.; for a
different view see R. Dolley, 1948,48).
No literary evidence reports that more than one oarsman was put in each
oar - a practice which started much later, in the fourteenth century - and in none
of the numerous illustrations of ships in Skylitzes' manuscript we notice any
depiction of such practice.
As regards the Arab shini, we face again the same problems concerning the
number of oars and oarsmen and their function. Paradoxically, these problems
have not been discussed in any modern work. Thus, while there are scattered
references to the subject in the work of Nakhili (1979), and H. Ziyat(1949), the
simple questions how many banks of oars and oarsmen there were in the Arab
warships and how many oarsmen sat on each bench have not been asked.
To start with the first question, the Arabic sources clearly differentiate between
the soldiers (jund, muqatila) and the sailors (malahirn, naw2ta) and report that in contrast to the Byzantine warships - there is a clear demarcation between these
two categories. This practice is rooted in the original strict differentiation between
the two categories, dated to the middle of the seventh century, when the jund
received better pay and better bread than the malahun (Christides, 1984,54-55).
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The Arab average warships were definitely two-banked.The artistic evidence
is too poor to illuminate this point, since there are only sketchy Arabic manuscript
illuminations and vague paintings on ceramics. (See, for example Figs. 3-4). In
contrast, many Byzantine illuminations depict clearly two-banked Byzantine
vessels (Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the literary evidence in the Arabic sources shows
persuasively that the average Arab warships - shiny, shelandi, ghuriib-were two
banked.
Ibn al-Mamatiexplicitly states that the muqatilafought on higher level while
the oarsmen rowed below them. Concerning the number of oars and oarsmen,
Ibn al-Mamati, who is the most reliable of the writers on seafaring, states in the
above mentioned passage (ed. A.S. Attiya, 1934,340):

"The shin: sailed with 140 oars and on it there are the fighters (marines),"
and speaking about the sheland, "the sheland is a decked warship carrying the
fighters on it and the oarsmen row under it."
While Ibn al-Mamati's reference is the most concrete evidence of the number
of oars in an average Arab warship, it leaves open the problem of how many
oarsmen there were to each of the 140 oars and the exact position of both oars
and oarsmen.
If we accept the theory that one person manned one car, then the average
Arab shini must have been longer than the Byzantine average dromonestimated
by Dolley at 130 feet (Dolley, 1948, 48). Most probably there were two rows of
oarsmen below the fighters.
It was in the lower area that the wounded were placed along with the
doctors. Physicians are reported in the Arabic sources on every average warship
(Christides, 1984, 143). The presence of physicians are also reported in the
Greek and Latin sources and while there are no such references in the Byzantine
sources, there is no doubt that physicians must have existed in their warships
(Christides, 1992,38).
It is noteworthy that in a Spanish source, written in later time, ca. 1500, it is
suggested that: "wounded men must be sent below, for they are in the way and
intimidate the others" (F. Foerster Laures, 1987,26).
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The number of marines in each average dromonand shinivaried in accordance
with the distance they had to sail and the mission they undertook. Numerous
scattered references collected by Nakhili suggest a figure of about 50 marines
(jundor muqatilah in each Arab shini or Byzantine sheland (=dromon) (Nakhili,
1979, 80). The same number of 50 marines appears in a passage of the tenthcentury Arab author Ibn Myyan (P. Chalmeta, 1979,366-67). (See other relevant
passages reporting the average number of 70 marines in Christides, 1982,85ff.)
In general by the tenth century the average Arab and Byzantine three-masted
and oared warships must have looked very similar and been indistinguishable
from a distance. This was natural since, as the Arabic and Byzantine sources
reveal, whole ships were often captured by both sides with their crews from early
in the ninth century, following the revolt of Thomas the Slav (821-823 AD). This
revolt opened the way to the conquest of Crete and Sicily by the Arabs and was
the catalyst for the rapid improvement of the construction and efficiency of Arab
warships. (The interdisciplinary study of historical events and naval technology
is a must for the understanding of both history and seafaring, otherwise any
research remainsfutile; see, for example, A.N. Stratos' work (1980) and Treadgold's
monolithic approach basedsolely on literary evidence (1988). Both are conspicuously
lacking in even a rudimentary knowledge of naval technology). Treadgold does
not seem to understand either the importance of the Byzantine navy in general
or the disastrous impact of Thomas' revolt on it, which opened the way to the
conquest of Crete and Sicicly. (See H. Kopstein, 1991).
On close examinationof the Arab shiniand the Byzantine dromon, of course,
the flags and banners would make their identity obvious. In addition to the flags
which appear in Figs. 3,4 and 5, see also Fig. 6 where there is also aclear depiction
placed
v
in the middle of the ship.
of the ~ u h o ~ a a r p o
Concerning the painting of ships, according to an Arab poet, the Arab ships
were painted black and their sails were white (Nakhili, 1979).
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Redde believesthat the Romantradition of painting the ship's side blue must
have continued for purposes of camouflage (M. Redde, 1986,27). In Byzantine
ships such camouflage would have been needed only for scout smaller bank
dromons.
Finally, it should be noted that after the ninth century the part played by
oarsmen on long-distance trips was strictly limited in both Arab and Byzantine
warships, because of their enormous weight. This explains why the Byzantine
admiral Adrianos' fleet, sent on a mission to Sicily, was immobilized in the port of
Gerax in Laconia because of adverse weather. Skylitzes explicitly mentions that
Adrianos refused to use oars to cope with the calmness of the sea: pipouhop&vou ~ a raq
~ vqv~piaq
a
~ipqaia
xpqaeal (ed. Thurn, p. 159).
The effectiveness, of Arab and Byzantine oarsmen - both free citizens and
selected after trials - was greatly reducedby the extreme heavinessof their vessels
in contrast to their counterparts in the ancient triremes. (On the performance of
the latter, see V. Gabrielsen, 1991,180, and A.F. Tilley and V.H. Fenwick, 1973,
96-99.)
Vassilios Christides
University of loannina
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LE MAT DU NAVIRE: REALITE ET IMAGINAIRE EN GRECE ANCIENNE

Grace aux recherches consacrees a la construction des navires antiques
pendant lesdernieresannees on a pu elargir notre connaissance en ce qui concerne
la technique de fabrication. Grace aussi a une etude systematique des sources,
on a egalement acces a des details disperses mais concordants qui ouvrent des
vastes perspectives d'analyse et d'interpretation des donnees sociales relatives
a la navigation. Ainsi, pour rappeler les choses essentielles, on sait que le mat
fait son apparition dans l'histoire du bateau avant m6me que cette histoire ne
nous soit revelee par des temoignages ecrits ou figures. Les premieres voiles
qu'on peut reconnaitre avec certitude sur les representations des navires sont
celles que I'on apper~oitsurdes dessins des bateaux egyptiens qui datent a peu
pres de 3100 av.J-C.; mais il reste toujours possiblequ'en Mesopotamieles marins
se soient servi du mat deja avant 3400 av.J-C.1 II convient, donc, de preciser que
lorsque le mat entre dans I'histoire nautique hellenique, il est deja le fruit d'une
technique prouvee et elaboree.
Deja dans I'epopee homerique sont precises les termes qui designent les
principaux elements du greement d'un navire. L1histos(lemat), I'histion (lavoile),
la mesodme (poutre transversale ou s'emboite le mat), I'histopede (la douille au
pied du mat), I'histodoke (le support du mat lorsqu'on I'abaissait), les protonoi
(les etais), I'epitonos (le galhauban), I'epikrion (la vergue). On sait par Homere
que lavoileetait levee a I'aidedecargues, qui servaient aussi a reduire ou augmenter
sa surface en fonction de la puissance du vent.* Lorsque le vent tombait, la voile
pouvait &re amenee au creux du navire.3 Pour fixer le mat dans I'histopedeon le
levait de I'histodokeau moyen des etais. Lorsqu'on ne voulait pas s'en servir on
le maintenait couche vers la poupe. Mais il se pouvait aussi que le mat reste fixe
dans I'histopedesans pour autant porter lavoile. C'est, justement, ce qui se passe
a bord au moment ou le navire d'ulysse s'approche de I'ile des Sirenes.4
Pour pouvoir ecouter le chant des Sirenes, Ulysse doit 6tre lie, pieds et
mains, contre le mat de son navire. Sa position exacte est soigneusementprecisee
a plusieures reprises dans le texte (12, 50-51, 160-163, 178-179, 193-196): il
reste fixe contre I'histos, debout au pied du mat. A travers tout ce qui a ete ecrit
sur I'episode des Sirenes, on s'etonne de voir qu'en realite on s'est tres peu
demande pourquoi Ulysse devait &re attache debout contre le mat et pas dans
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une autre position ou contre une autre partie du navire, puisque le texte decourage
toute tentative de penserqu'il pourrait jamais voir les Sirenes; elles sont, de toute
f a ~ o nles
, btres les plus invisibles de I'Odyssee.
Quelques siecles apres Homere, les commentateurs anciensvoyaient dans
cette position d'ulysse I'attitude du savant qui, seul parmi les hommes, peut
raisomer et resisteraux tentations mortelles.5 Une autre explication est, bien sOr,
la difference qui separe a prior; et surtout aux moments critiques du voyage, le
roi de ses compagnons; cette difference serait ici manifestee aussi sur un plan
visuel. Deja le privilege d' ecouter le chant des Sirenes souligne cette distance
qui doit &re rappelbe. Cependant, la distance la plus importante a rappeler est
celle qui separe la vie de la mort. Car la mort, dans son aspect le plus seduisant,
avec le savoir absolu et conclusif qu'elle entraine, est I'enjeu de cette promesse
musicale des Sirenes. Et un homme debout, c'est surtout un hornmequivit. Dans
toutes les societes, dans tous les systemes rituels, dans toutes les forrnes de vie
collective qu'on puisse etudier, on devient temoin d'ordalies, initiatiquesou autres,
dont le but est toujours de prouver qu'un individu est capable de faire face aux
difficultes qui le menacent. On sait que I'epreuve d'une ordalie consiste souvent
a attacher quelqu'un contre un pieu ou un arbre et a lui y faire subir le danger
auquel il devra survivre.6 La position d'ulysse sur le navire a c8te des autres
aspects semantiques dont elle peut &re chargee, reflete aussi cette idee de
I'epreuve qu'on subit attache. Mais cette fois c'est le m%tqui se substitue au pieu
d'attachement en devenant en quelque sorte un arbrede la rner, ce cette merqui,
a elle seule, suffit souvent a representer I'espace d'une ordalie.7
Les liens qui attachent Ulysse au m%tde son navire ne font pas seulement
allusion aux etais qui retiennent la voile mais aussi aux liens insinues par le norn
meme des Sirenes. Car, en faisant un rapprochement probablement paretymologique, les anciens Grecs voyaient deja un rapport entre le mot seirenet le mot
seira (lien, corde).8
L'image dlUlysse attache au rn%tde son navire, comme si les deux n'en
faisaient qu'un, fait, je crois, partie d'une conception plus vaste qu'on arrive a
devoiler lorsqu'on se souvient de I'usage propre auquel lacire est destinee a bord:
il's agit surtout de couvrir les fissures du bois, proteger les planches de I'eau salee.
Ainsi, la ruse dlUlysse qui bouche les oreilles de ses compagnons avec de la cire
et se fait, quant a lui, attacher contre le mgt ne consiste, au fond, qu'a assimiler
I'equipage au bateau rnGme, a identifier le capitaine au mat et les rameurs au
corps du navire en leur assurant cette meme protection qui empeche I'eau de
des navigateurs.
penetrer dans la coque et la mort de penetrer dans I1%me
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Or, si le mat sert deja a assurer la survie du commandant c'est que souvent,
dans I'imaginaire collectif de I'antiquite, il s'identifie a lui. Dans une epoque assez
eloignee d'Homere, Artemidore ecrivait encore que lorsqu'on r6ve d'un navire "le
mgt du navire indique le commandant, laproue le timonier,.. les agres les matelots'g.
La comparaison du mat avec le corps humain est refletee aussi dans les noms
des parties de I'histos; Asclepiade de Myrlea, cite par Athenee, en conserve les
principauxtermes: talon (pterna) pour la partie bassedu mat, cou (trachelos) pour
la partie du milieu, torse (therakion) pour la partie rectangulaire du carchesion
(=paste du vigie).lo
C'est peut-&re le moment de rappelerque,dans I'Odyssee,Ulysse s'accroche
encore une fois au mat de son navire. La plus terrible des temp6tes homeriques
se dechaine en mer quand le bateau d'ulysse quitte I'ile de Thrinakia ou les
compagnons ont impieusement tue les vaches sacrees d'Helios. C'est le depart
final, le dernier voyage du dernier vaisseau, la course la plus courte.1 Le mat
emplante (pour la derniere fois, v.402) dans I'histopede n'est plus soutenu par
les etais rompus (v.409); il tombe vers I'arriere et frappe la t6te du gouverneur
qui en meurt. Ainsi, par la rupture du mat, la mort s'empare du navire foudroyel*
et lamer "disloque sa membrure" (421). Jusqu'ici I'histos, fidel a son etymologie,
restait, tout comme Ulysse, debout sur le bateau;l3 ici commence I'aventure du
mat flottant. Mais sur ce mat qui flotte contre la quille, I'un des contre-etais, un
cuir de boeuf, reste encore attache. Ulysse y voit le moyen de lier ensemble mat
et quille; puis, fixe pour ladeuxieme fois sur son mat, il se laisse porter par le vent.
C'est la partie du voyage que les auditeurs apprennent de la bouche d'Ulysse lui
m6me. En une seule nuit Ulysse raconte aux Pheaciens ses aventures maritimes
depuis son departde Troie. Grace a une des inventions structurales de I'Odyssee,
le temps reel des aventures vecues est reduit au temps raccourci de ce recit
nocturne. Cette duree parait, tout au moins, suffisante pour illustrer le passage
du danger vecu collectivement au danger experimente individuellement, de la
metis agressive a la metis defensive, de I'acquisition des richesses a la perte des
biens, de la merdominee a la merdominante. C'est dans cette m6me perspective
qui I'on voit Ulysse se croiser, dans son nostos, a pratiquement toutes les etapes
temporelles, sociales et techniques de la navigation. Partant a la t6te d'une flotte
dominante, il perd successivement les bateaux qui I'accompagnent, il perd par la
suite son propre vaisseau, pour 6tre enfin emmene aux temps recules precedant
la navigation, a I'epoque ou I'on traversait I'eau assis sur un tronc. Lorsque ce
tronc incontrblable, voire ce mat brise, va de nouveau ramener Ulysse au gouffre
de Charybde, la seule chance de survie sera de quitter la mer, de s'accrocher,
comme une chauve-souris, aux rameaux du figuier au-dessus de la grotte, en
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sautant du bois flottant vers le bois enracine, de I'espace maritime vers I'espace
terrestre, en interposant entre les deux I'espace vital, I'espace humain. Quand le
mat et la quille sortent de nouveau du gouffre, Ulysse plonge dans la mer et
remonte dessus; mais cette fois, il ne se laisse plus porter par le vent: come pour
evoquer une idee et une pratique plus avancees, il essaie de diriger sa course en
ramant des deux mains. Apres avoir passe neuf jours dans la mer, il atteint enfin
le littoral d'ogygie, I'ile de la nymphe Calypsol4, ou une autre vie I'attend.
Le mat et la voile etant constamment presents dans la vie quotidienne de
nombreuses cites grecques, il n'est etonnant qu'ils aient influence aussi la vie
culturelle en Grece ancienne. Ils ne sont pas seulement decrits ou evoques par les
peintres ou par les poetes lorsqu'il s'agit d'un recit maritime, mais ils inspirent aussi
souvent des metaphores qui dbsignent la poesie elle-meme:ce n'est plus la poesie
qui parle du mat, c'est le mat qui parle de la poesie. Cela ne pouvait, evidemment,
arriver que dans une epoque ou les bateaux grecs ont deja acquis un haut degre
technique de construction et une importante assurance, parfois meme une fierte,
d'avoir dompte de longs parcours maritimes. C'est le passage du Vle au Ve siecle
av. J-C. Les bateaux de cette epoque n'hesitent plus. Dans sa Ve Nemeenne,
composee probablement vers 489 av.J-C., Pindare incite le poete qui est en lui de
ne pas hesiterdechanter maisde "hisser lavoile": "si tu viens pour chanter Themistios
n'hesite plus: donne de la voix, hisse la voile jusqu'a la vergue de huneW.l5Le m6t
est equipe d'une hune (karchesion), le chant poetique respire d'un souffle qui gonfle
la voile du navire et neuf ans seulement separent les bateaux grecs du combat
naval victorieux de Salamine. Ces metaphores nautiques sont destinees a celebrer
la victoire d'un jeune athlete d'Egine, d'une ile qui a toujours su justifier sa grande
reputationen matiere de navigation. Mais ces metaphores ne sont pas, pour autant,
les seules a s'inspirer du mat et de la voile dans la poesie de Pindare. Ainsi, la "voile
empliedu vent" (histion anemoen) evoque, dans la premiere Pythique, la generosite
qui doit etre, pour un chef d'etat comme Hieron, une des vertues politiques exigees.
Cette generosite va de pair avec la justice qui est compare, dans le meme poeme,
au gouvernail du navire.16 Les citesgrecquessont deja en pleine expansion. L'image
du navire se veut tres proche de la realite de la polis qui devient, pendant cette
periode, le coeur de I'evolution historique. Le changement des voiles (histion
metabolai) dans la IVe Pythique de Pindare, se veut significatif des changements
d'ordre politique qui doivent se passer dans la cite. Les temps qui changent,
exprimes, dans cette metaphore, par I'idee du vent qui tombe, donnent lieu aux
modifications propres aux circonstancesactuelles de la cite.17C1estle moyen dont
dispose Pindare pour intervenir aupres d'Arcesilas, roi de Cyrene, en faveur d'un
exile politique qui, d'apres lui, doit retrouver sa place dans la ville.
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La voile, le vent, le changement et le navire. La ville et le bateau se mirent
I'un dans I'autre. Parfois meme ils ne font qu'un. Alcee I'a dit carrement: la ville
c'est le bateau. Et le bateau, dans le plus celebre des poemes d'Alcee, navigue
dans la tempete.18 "Je suis deroute par la melee des vents la vague qui roule
vient tantdt d'ici et tantdt de la; nous cependant, au miliu desflots nous sommes
emportes avec notre noir vaisseau, ballotes violemment par la grande ternpetre;
I'eau, dans la sentine, couvre le pied du miit toute lavoile est dechiree;-elle pend
en grands lambeaux; et les cables cedent. "(Puech-Reinach). Le desordre des
vents qui soufflent de tous les cdtes est appele stasis pour designer directement
le desordre dans la cite, les vagues roulent dans des sens opposes comme des
partis politiques et le pied du mat (histopeda) est couvert d'eau. La menace du
naufrage est accentuee par I'image de la voile abimee. Dans cette descriptiondes plus terrifiantes, quant B un bateau, que nous a leguees la poesie antiqueon doit toutefois, souligner quelques points interessants. Contrairement au
naufrage d'ulysse, le risque ici ne previent pas d'une brisure eventuelle du mat.
Le danger represente par I'eau qui couvre le pied du mat est, en realite, I'inondation
du vaisseau. Le bateau, voire I'espace politique, risque de couler entier sans etre
casse. Excepte lavoile dechiree, les autres parties du navire restent etrangement
intactes malgre les vents violents. II est certain qu'entre Homere et Alcee la
construction des bateaux se veut deja plus solide. Mais ce n'est pas cela qui
preoccupe Alcee; c'est la conscience politique qui compte. Ce n'est plus le mat
qui symbolise le commandant, ce n'est plus I'individu qui est vise, c'est la cite
dans son integralite qui est impliquee, c'est un corps collectif qui meurt. Dans la
poesie d'Alcee ce "corps" collectif vit en mer, dans les bateaux, et en ville, dans
les banquets. Et, c'est, justement, le dieu de ces banquets, le dieu Dionysos, qui
a construit le mat le plus original qu'on n'ait jamais pu implanter ou, tout court,
planter dans un navire. Sur une coupe d'Exekias (Vle siecle av.J-C.)'g on voit
Dionysos dans une position qui renvoit aux habitudes du banquet plutdt qu'a
cellesdu marin, naviguer seul, dans un bateau. La bateau est en formede poisson,
et porte un mat qui aboutit a une hune. La voile est emplie par le vent. Au milieu
du bateau, comme si elle etait enracinee acdte du mat, une enorme vigne surgit.
Elle occupe tout I'espace au-dessus du bateau, comme un vrai parasol. Sept
grappes prouvent lafertilite de cette vigne qui s'accorde tres bien avec le caractere
fecondde Dionysosappelesouvent, on le sait, Endendros, Dendrites, Problastos,
Auxites et, aussi, Pelagios. Le nombre des grappes correspond aux sept dauphins
qui occupent I'espacemaritimeautour du vaisseau. L'impression devrait evidement
etre encore plus forte lorsque la coupe etait remplie d'une liquide plus ou moins
transparente. Mais Dionysos etait souvent representeen bateau, meme aterre.
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Ceci est, peut Gtre, un souvenir de I'arrivee du dieu par voie maritime. Dans ces
representations Dionysos etait porte sur un bateau roulant.20 II va de soi que la
peinture dlExekias a ete mise en repport avec I'histoire racontee dans le premier
des trois hyrnnes homeriques a Dionysosselon laquelle le jeune dieu aeteenleve
au bord de la mer par des pirates tyrrheniens qui esperaient I'echanger contre
une ranqon interessantez'. Mais une fois au large, des choses prodigieuses se
passent; Tout d'abord, le vaisseau se remplit de vin. Puis, une vigne se deploie
de chaque c8te jusqu'en haut de la voile, dont on voit pendre de nombreuses
grappes et un lierre charge defleurs s'enroule autourdu mat. Le dieu se transforme
en lion et un ours apparait dans le bateau. Le lion devore le capitaine et les pirates
sautent dans lamer et deviennent des dauphins. Grace est accordee au pilote.22
Dans la version dlApollodore (lll.V.3) Dionysos transforme le mat et les rames
en serpents. Ceci est interessant en ce que le mat affecte, cette fois, la forme
d'un Gtre vivant; c'est encore un bateau qui vit mais d'une vie qui evoque la terre
dans son aspect le plus chthonien: le serpent. Au fond, il n'y a rien d'etonnant
devoir Dionysos de faire d'une vigne, c'est a dire d'une plante qui lui est si chere,
le mat d'un navire. Mais le dieu est aussi en relation etroite avec un autre arbre
qui fournit aux constructeurs des navires le bois lie par excellence aux m3ts:c'est
le pin.23 Plutarque precise24 que le pin est I'arbre sacre de Dionysos aussi bien
que de Poseidon parce que ces dieux sont tous les deux "maitres du principe
humide et fecond" (rqquypaq~ai
yov~pou~i;0ioi
6 0 ~ 0 ~apxrjq
~ 7 1civai),
~
parce
que les pins poussent souvent pres de la mer et parce qu'ils aiment, tout comme
la mer, le vent (QiArjvcpoq).Mais surtout, le pin, le pin parasol et le sapin sont
necessaires a la construction des bateaux (aAAd.bid. raq vaurrrlyiaq pdhlo~a)
pour leur bois, la poix et la resine de I'enduit. En ce qui concerne la vigne, le pin
s'y associe, entre autres, parce que les les regions piniferes donnent un vin plus
doux et parce que la resine est souvent ajoutee au vin.
Mais ce n'est pas seulement les arbres vivants qui se substituent au mat,
c'est aussi le m8t qui, separe du bateau, est dresse sur la terre pour se substituer
a un arbre, la ou les arbres ne poussent pas. Ainsi, dans les jeux funeraires en
I'honneur de Patrocle decrits par Hornere,250nassiste a un tir a I'arc sur une cible
originale: une colombe attachee par la patte au bout d'un m8t d'un navire. Ce mat
n'est plus sur un bateau. Achille ledresse sur le sable. Le premier archer, Teucros,
atteint seulernent la corde; le deuxieme, Merion, transperse avec sa fleche la
colompe qui vole. L'oiseau, juste avant de tomber mort sur le sable, vase poser
d'abord sur le mat, le seul objet entre I'air et la terre, aussi entre la vie et la mort.
L'arbre et le mat sont, naturellement, associes a la vie dans I'irnaginaire
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hellenique: sur la terre I'arbre est, le plus souvent, la preuve meme de la vie; dans
la mer, le mit, I'arbre maritime, porte en lui la meme valeur. Et c'est encore des
arbres que se preoccupe Ulysse dans I'ile de Calypso ou nous I'avons deja vu. I1
y est reste durant sept ans. Mais on sait qu'il est reparti. Pour cela, il a construit
un radeau, une ox~diq.Mais la naissance de cette ox~diq,comme d'ailleurs,
toute deuxikrne naissance,porteen elle le souvenir du v&u et du savoir prkedant,
le souvenir de quelqu'un comme Ulysse qui a navigue sur un vrai bateau. C'est
aussi pour cela que, comme le montre L. Casson ("Ships.." p.p. 217-219), ce
radeau ressemble si bien A un navire. IIest interessant de constater que Calypso
emmene Ulysseau bout de ITlepour lui fournir le bois necessaire a la construction
du vaisseau. IIy trouve du bois "seche depuis longtempset leger a souhait"; aune,
peuplier et sapin. C'est de ce bois qu'ulysse construit son vaisseau dans lequel
il dresse un gaillard pour planter un rnit. (Horn. Od. 5,252-254). Ce mat, on le
sait, sera casse en deux et le bateau sera encore aneanti par Poseidon. Ulysse
devra nager pour arriver A I'ile des Pheaciens qui vont I'aider a regagner Ithaque.
Mais avant que la schedie soit detruite on a le temps d'observer un detail. C'est
que la voile du radeau est tissee par Calypso.(Hom.Od.5,62,258-260). On se
souvient maintenant qu'on la voit souvent devant son metier. Ici, plus qu'ailleurs,
il sera necessaire de se rappeler du champ semantique tres large du mot io-roq.
Car, si le retourd'ulysse est directement associe au mAt de son navire, il y a, dans
I'Odyssee, un autre io~oqauquel
son sort est egalement lie: c'est I' i a ~ o metier
q
a tisser. Plus on entre dans I'imaginaire inspire du mAt, plus on se rend compte
que des analogies constantes se presentent entre les deux: le mst, comme le
metier, est le support d'une toile; le rnit et le metier sont les domaines ou excellent
par &finition lacapaciteet I'ingenuositede I'homme et de lafemme respectivement;
le m i t pour le commandant, le metier pour la maitresse de maison sont les objets
ou se concentrent leurs occupations et leurs preoccupations majeures.
Linguistiquementet sernantiquementapparentes, le m i t et le metier sont souvent
places au meme registre, dans les categories de la pensee grecque ancienne.
La plus haute partie du m i t (au-dessus du carchesion) s'appelle T ~ A u K u ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~
Dionysos punit les filles du Minyas qui ne lui rendaient pas hommageexactement
comme il punit les pirates tyrrheniens: il fait jaillir une vigne de leur metier a tisser.
Artemidore precise que "si quelqu'un en mer voit (=en songe) un metier a tisser,
qu'il estime qu'il voit le rnit du navire. Quoi que se soit, donc, qui arrive au metier,
la meme chose arrivera aussi au mit."27 Rappelons que le metier n'est pas
seulement I'instrument avec lequelon fabrique une toile; souvent, dans la pensee
hellenique, il evoque aussi le tissage d'une ruse (doAoq). Ruse d'une femme
habituellement, puisque ce sont les femmes qui s'occupent du tissage. Mais,
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justement, I'histos, le miit d'ulysse, I'emmene souvent vers une femme. Une
femme qui tisse. Circee. Calypso. Et, bien entendu, Penelope.28 II ya toujours un
fil, un lien, une corde qui attache Ulysse a son sort. Le fil du temps tisse le nostos,
le retour. Ce retour aura lieu au moment ou Penelope vient de finir son histos, sa
toile elle-m6me raconte comment elle s'est mise a ce tissage (19.137-156). Elle
tisse pendant la journee et la nuit elle defait son ouvrage. C'est IUhistosdont la
toile s' etend le jour et se defait la nuit, tout comme I'"histos" dlUlysse sur lequel
la voile se dresse le jour et se cargue la nuit.
C'est, donc, ce mot seul avec ses deux significations qui se repondent et
qui se croisent, ce mot du voyage et du tissage, du pontoset de IC'oikos,
de I'homme
et de la femme, qui constitue ainsi un des elements thematiques majeurs de
I'Odyssee. Et c'est par ce theme de I'histos, a la fois mat et metier, fil conducteur
et fil du temps dans ce poeme, que I'on acheve ce bref voyage dans la realite et
I'imaginaire lies au mat du navire en Grece ancienne. A travers son histoire, le
mat a su realiser ce que I'homme n'a jamais pu faire: rester debout sur les flots.

Menelaos Christopoulos
Universite de Chypre
B.P. 537
Nicosie

NOTES
1.

2.

3.

Ce sont les hypotheses retenues par L. CASSON aussi dans "Les marins de I'antiquitb", (tr. fr.
Paris, 1959, p. 12) que dans "Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World" (Princeton, 1971,
pp. 5-29 reed en 1990) avec une differentiation pour la datation des documents egyptiens: 2
9OOav.J.C. en 1959et3 1OOav.J-C. en 1971,lesdeuxdates restant, detoutefa~on,approximatives.
Les bateaux egyptiens en question sont representes sur les rochers ou sur les vases trouves
au Sud de I'Egypte. L'existence d'une voile dans les bateaux rnesopotamiens de 3 400av.JC. parait surtout probable acaused'une mortaise succeptible de re~evoirun mat dans un modele
de bateau en argile qui date de cette bpoque (fouilles d'Eridu).
Rappelons que jusqu'au sixierne siecle les vaisseaux grecs etaient equipes d'une seule voile
carree. L'expression histiasignifie toujours cettevoile unique en designant, peutetre, les toiles
v r r j o a v ~ ' a v 6g'ics~ia
cousues ensemble dont elle Btait cornposee; cf 11.1.480-482 o i b ' i a ~ o a
AEUKU ni.rauav/ dv 6 ' avcpoq npilu.zv pCuov iariov, ap@i6.z ~ljpa/ar.zipr],nop@up.zovp.zyaA'ihx& vqoq iouuqq. "M&aov iariov"indique que la puissance du vent s'exerce a la partie
centralede la toile. C'est au croisement du 6eet 5esiecle que lesdocurnents sernblent indiquer
I'apparition d'une deuxieme voile qui jouait, en tout cas, un rBle secondaire. Voir L.Casson,
"Ships..", p.70.
p.ex.Horn.Od.12,169-170.
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4.

5.
6.

Horn.Od. 12.165-200
'H TO1 d ~ TU
d &KOOTO Adywv6r6poiui ~ ~ ~ Q O U U K O V ' 165
roQpo 68 K0pI70Aipwq &<~K&To vqOq &u&pyrjq
anqpwv.
vrjuov Z & ~ p r j v o ~ ~ v . & nyap
& ~ yoOpoq
&
o u r i ~ ' & n c ~ r ' a ~ c p ~ q p & ~ d n qo u u o r ~
68 yoA jvq
GrrAcro vqpcpiq, ~ o i p q u c6&K U ~ O T O60ipwv.
170
avuravr~q
6'&ropoi vcoq iuriopqpuuovro,
~ oTOi pdvdv vqi yAo@uprjptr/\ov,oi 6'dn%pcrpa
& < O ~ E V O IAEUKOIVOV i j d ~ <&urrjq
p
&ha~qUi
V.
ourup dyd Kqpoio pdyov rpoxov o<d~XOAKQ
rurea 61arprj<oqxcpui ur~poprju~
nic<ov.
oiuo 6 ' i o i v ~ r ~
o q p o qdnci
,
KdA&rop&yM~
i'q
UVOKTOC'
'HcAiou r'ouyrj 'Yn~p1ovi600
&<&iqq6 ' & ~ ~ ; 0 0v1dn'ouoro
~1
nauiv ~A&I@O.
oi 6'Ev vqip'&6quov opou xcipaq re no6aq rc
opeov dv iurond6q. EK b'ourou n&ipor'avfjnrov.
ouroi 6'd<op&vo1nohirjv aAo runrovdpcrpoiq.
180
aAA'ow rouuov anrjv ouuov TE yEywv& poquaq,
p u ~ ~o I ~ K O Vraq
T E6'0u
~ , Aae&v d ~ u o A o qvquq
EyyuB~vopvupdvq, A I ~ u ~ ~ v ~ ' ~ v ~ u v o v ~ o ~ ~ ~ v ~
'
pdyo ~ l j b o qAxo~Ov,
'Zcup'ay 'idv, ~ O A U O I V'Obuu&(i,
Vfja KC~TC~UT~UOV,
iv0 V U ~ T & ~o ~~ V' ~ K o u u ~ ) ~ . 185
ou yap nO nq rrjb.~,noprjAou~vqipcAoivq,
npiv y'rjpEwvp~Aiyqpuvano oroparwv on'ci~ociuoi,
d-nA ' o y& rcpij@~voq vciroi ~ orrhsiovo
i
ci6dq.
i'6pcv yap TOI nave' u'6vi Tpoiq &up&ir]
Apy~ioiTpOdq TE BEOVi o r q r ~poyquov.
190
i"p&v 6'ouuo ydvqroi 6ni xeovi nouhupor~ipq."
"Oq Qauov i ~ i u oon0
i
~ M A i p o vourap
'
dpov ~ f j p
ije&A' ~ K O U ~ ~ Auuai
E V O ~I ,' ~ K ~ A E&roipouq,
UOV
oi 68 n p o n ~ u o v &pcooov.
~~q
oQpuui vcuu~a<wv~
195
ouri~o
6'avuravr~q
ncp~prjdqqEupuAoxoq r~
nAsiouip 'dv 6cupoiui 6dovpMAov r& ni&<ov.
o u r p d m i 6rj raq y~ rraprjAouav, ou6'&r'&n&iro
QBoyyov Zup jvwvrj~ouopsvou6E r'ao~brjv,
Epoi dpiqpcq draipol,
oii,!i'ano ~ q p o &AOVTO
v
ov ~ Q ~ v d n ' B u i v a 6pE
A ~ ~T ' &~K' ,6cupOv avdhuoov. 200
Le mat reste dresse pendant le calrne non "presumably" cornrne le pense L. Casson ("Ships.."
p.47 n.32) mais certainement et expressernent, car, quelques vers plus baut (160-164) les
compagnons d'Ulysse sont avises qu'ils devront bientbt lier Ulysse debout sur I'ernplanture du
mat d'apres les conseils de Circe. C'est, d'ailleurs, une des raisons pour lesquelles ils ne sont
inforrnes que peu avant le danger qu'ils vont encourir. Ainsi, le recit est, aussitbt, suivi des
reactions qui en constituent la suite immediate. Le rnerne schema sera reproduit plus tard lors
du passage du detroit de Charybde Ulysse avisera ses cornpagnons une fois en route en leur
epargnant le ternpsd'une hesitation craintive; c'est, d'ailleurs, pour la rnerne raison qu'il ne leur
revele pas la presence de Scylla.
Voir le cornmentaire d'Eustathe sur I'Odyssee (1708, 1709).
Une des interdictions qui seraient irnposees A Ulysse par rapport aux Sirenes pourrait etre
aussi, a rnon avis, le silence qu'il doit observer pendant I'epreuve; les Sirenes s'adressent a lui
de f a ~ o ntres personnelle et les compagnons d'ulysse ont les oreilles bouchees pour ne pas
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entendre non seulement les Sirenes rnais Ulysse lui-rndrne. On n'a jarnais su comment ils ont
eteconvaincus que le moment etaitvenu pourdetacher Ulyssepuisque surce plan ils ne devaient
pas lui obeir; ceci prdte aussi a penser que I'idee de la cire serait une des innovationsdu poete
sur un rnythe connu.
A travers I'Odyssee, les aventures d'Ulysse sont, en quelque sorte, des epreuves qui touchent
a I'ideede I'ordalie. De toutesces aventures, les Sirenes sont, a rnon avis, uniques en cequ'elles
arrivent a mobiliser cette volonte interieure qui rnene le heros vers la rnort.
Sur I'ideede I'ordalieen general voir GLOTZ, "L'ordalieen Grece prirniltive".Sur I'aspectinitiatique
de certains rites des cites grecques et en particulier de 1"'ephebie" athenienne, voir P. VIDALNAQUET, "Lechasseur noir", Paris, 1983, pp. 125-207.
Le norn a ete rapproche aussi des mots "Seirios" et "Zeirene" de faqon peu convainsante. Voir
P. CHANTRAINE, Dict. Etyrn. (Paris 1968-80), H. FRISK Etyrn. Wort. (1959-60), K. MAROT,
"Die Anfange d. gr. Lit. (1960). V. BERARD, "Les navigations d'ulisse", Paris, 1971, pp. 374471. L'idee d'une racine sernitique (sir-hen) n'est pas tout A fait invaisernblable. Voir aussi G.
GRESSETH, "The homeric Sirens", TAPA, 1960, pp. 202-218.
La traduction citee est de A.J. Festugiere, Arternidore, "La clef des songes" (Onirocritikon), II,
2-3, 116 iuroq 6& njq v~cirqr o v ~ u p ~ o
qpaivzl
v
... avnnpouwnov 66 rov npqpda ... onAa
rouq vauraq.
Athenee, Deipn. ll, 474 d - 475 a rou yapiorou ropdv~arwrarwnr&pva~aA&iral,
ij&pninr&r
&iqrov AIJVOV,
TO 6 ' 0 i o ~ & i q p & urpaxqAoq.
o~
ro 6&npoq rQ3rdA&r ~apxrjuiov.
EXEI 6&TOOTO
~ c o a i aavw
c v ~ u o u u. a.~' d ~ a r c p rafldpfl,
a . . . ~ ad in i ~ c r r a
TO
~A& ~ O ~ E V Oaur@
V
ewpa~iov,TErphywvov ndvrr/ rrArjv rr)qpdu&wq~ arrjq
i ~opu@rjq.
aljrar 68 npoOxouur pr~pdv&n'&lje&ii
yiyvopdvq doriv r j A~yopdaq &<wrdpw.&ni 6& TO^ Bwpa~iouciq u@oqavrj~ouua~ ao<&ia
VIJ fiklKaT7l.
Karchesion etait aussi une sorte de verre dont la forrne allongee etait expliquee par la partie
hornonyrne de rndt (Athenee, loc. cit.)
Hom.Od. 12,401-425.
11 y avait des rnatieresdontles rnarins envelopaient les pointesdes rndtscar,d'apres lescroyances
de I'antiquite, ces matieres possedaient uneforce d'opposition et pouvaient resister a la foudre.
Plutarque rnentionne le bois du figuer et la peau du phoque et de I'hyene. Plut. Oeuv. Mor.
... Exwv duvaprv avrlnaeq KaPropos de Tables, D, 664c PoApoq ba@&uy&rrov ~&pauvov
eancp r j u u ~ ~
q aTO
i bdppa q q @ ~ K I Oq
J ~ @aui~ aTO
i q q uiaivqq, oiq ra a ~ p rOv
o iurdv oi
v C ~ U K A I J ~~Oa~T a b i @ 6 & p 0 ~ 0 i ~ .
L'etyrnologie de I'histos est toujours rapprochee du verbe histemi.
'E<qpapp&vEn&rra&poi dpiqpsq dmipoi
6aivuvr' 'HEAioro~ O W VdAauavr&qapiuraq'
E
MA'i)r& 6fi Epdopov fipap dni ZEUSO ~ K Kpoviwv,
~ aror'~n&rr'Bv&poqp&v&nauuaro
i
AaiAarn Oirov,
400
rjp~iq
6'ai@'avapd.vr&qd v r j ~ a p &up&i
~ v novrq,
ava e'imia A E U K ' & ~ U U ~ V T & ~ .
imov urr/oap~voi
;4AA'i)r&6rj T ~ / Vvtjuov &A&inopEv,0u6d nq aAAq
@aiv&royarawv, aM'oupavoq rj6& eaAaoua,
JV
Kpoviwv405
60 TOTE K U ~ V ~ I v~@&AqvEurr/u~
vqoq un&p yAa@uptjq,I~XAUUE6& novroq un'aurtjq.
r j 6'EB&ioupMa n~AAov&ni~povov-ai@a
yap
~~~Aqy(i)qZd@upoq,
pcyaAq uuvAaiAan~ouwv,
iurou 6& nporovouq Eppq<'avdporo @u&AAa
ap@ordpouqioroq 6'oniuw n d u ~ vonAa
,
TE navm
6'apa
dvi vqi
~ i ~qV T A O V K C I T ~o X
U V ~rrpupvq
'.
rrAq<&K U @ ~ V ~ ~
KEQQA~~v,
T E W uuv 6' oor&'Sipa<&
~'
d01~0q
rravr'dpu6rq K E Q ~ A Fo~ 6'dpiP'apv~~rr7P1
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K d I l K & U ' d ~ ' i ~ p i dAim
@ l ~~, ' O U T &eC~J p d ~ d ~ l j ~ ~ p .
i
v ~~ i~ p a u v o v '
4 15
Z&US6' tipu6iqPpovrque ~ aEpPaAc
r j 6'&A&AixBqnaua Aloq nAqy&iua~&pauv@,
nAqro' n&uov 6'&K vqoq &raipo~.
&v 68 BEE~OU
oi 6&~ o p h v r ] u LKEAOI
~v
n&pi vrja ~ & ~ Q I V Q V
~upauiv&p@op&Ovro,
@&oq6'anoaivuro vourov.
Aurap dyci,61a vqoq &@oirwv,d@p'anoroixouq
ADUS K A U ~ W V~ p d l 7 1 0TGV
~ . 6&(IliArj~@&p&
~Upa.
&K 6&oi iurov apa<& nori rpon~v.aurap
sn'aur@
~rrirovoq~&PAqro,
Pooq pivoio r~r&u,yhq.
r@p'ap@w
uuv&&pyovopou rponiv j6& ~ aiurov,
i
&<&&voq 6'&ni roiq @&popqvoAooiq av&poiuiv.
euwv,
'Evf3'i rol Z&@upoqp&v&nauuaroAaiAan~
a
rjA0.z 6'&niNoroq &a, @&pwv&p@M y ~ BupQ,
p
Xapup61v.
o@p'Ennjv oAojv a v a p ~ rrjua~pi
navvux~oq@&popqv,apa 6'j.zAiw aviovn
TE Xdpup61v.
@eov&ni 1~uAAqq
u~on&Aov
6~1vrjv
r j p&v av&ppoip6qu&f3aAauqq Mpupov u6wp.
v
u ~ o u ' a ~ p ~ ~ i ~
aurap & yD nori u a ~ p o &piv&ov
.. .

.

.

Oi<aal yap b ~ b sixov,
q
dnrjwpoi 6'Euav B<oi,
pa~poiTE p&yaAoi TE,K ~ T E U K ~ ~6&
O VXapuP6iv.
vwA&p&wq6' &xQqv, o@p'&<&p&u&i&v
oniuuw
iurov ~ arponlv
i
acinq.&&Adop&vq6&poi iABov
ow. ipoq 6'dni bopnov avljp ayoptje~vav&urq
Kpivwv v&iK&anoAAa & K ~ < O ~ & V U Vai<qOv,
rrjpoq 6 j ra y& doupa Xapup61oq&<&@aaveq.
r j ~ 6'd
a yD ~ a O u r r ~ p
nobaq
6 ~ ~ aXE@
i
@Q&uBai,
p&uuq 6'&v6ounquanap&< rr&piprjK&adoljpa,
&<op&voq6'dni roiui b r j p ~ u ,y&puiv&prjoi.
a
.Z~itWAqv6'ou~&r'Eauc
nanjp av6pOv r& e&Dv m
&uI~&&Iv
ou
' ycjp KEV un&~cpuyov
ainuv r)/\&@pov.
V ps v u ~ r i
"EvBcv d'dvvqpap @&popqv,~ E K ~6&
vrjuov &qRyuyiqv n&Aauav Osoi, Evea KaAu(Ild
~jE~O, C
au6rj&uua,
vai&l~ u ~ T A o K6 ~~ ~i vo
i j p ' & @ i AT'&K@EI
~~
TE.ri TOI ra6&pueoAoy&uw;
&vi o i ~ w
ij6q yap roi x&<oq &pu@&opqv
u o i ~ ai@Bipr]
i
aAoxq &,ytIpov6&poidunv
aciriq api<rjAwq cipqpdva puBoAo y&u&iv.
15. Pind.Nem. V.50-52
O&piunov LK&IKE(S
/(;jur' a&i&lv, p q ~ &
ri Piyci' 6ibor /@wvav,ava 6'
iuria r&ivov/npoq<uyov ~apxauiou.
La date est proposbe sous reserve par Puech qui suit, sur ce point, Gaspar. Voir sa notice sur
la Ve Nemeenne, Pindare (Bud&),p. 62-63 et n.2 et 3.Pour I'analysede la metaphore ainsi que
pour I'ensemble des allusions qui touchent B la mer et A la navigation dans la meme ode voir J.
PERON, "Les images maritirnes de Pindare", Paris, 1974, p.49 et suiv.
16. Pind.Pyth, 1 86: vhpa 6i~aiw
a q /imiov ~ V E ~ O E V .
nq6aAiw urparov et 91 :6<ia 6'Oump ~ u r n v a ~ avrjp
cf. aussi Isthm. 11,30-42 ou6& nor& <sviav/ofipoq&pnv&uuaiqun&ur~~'iurio~ap@i
rpan&V ~ NciAou npoq a ~ r a v .
<av /aAA '&n&panorip6v @duivBcp~ialq,/&v 66 X E I ~ BnAkwv
ou I' imaged' une voile jamais cargu&e s' applique B I' hospitalit&.
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Pind. Pyth. IV 291-293: dv 6d xp0vq/p&Tapo~aiArj<avroqoupou/iuriwv.
Les vers font partie des reflexions du poete qui plaident toutes pour le retour de Darnophile a
Cyrene d'ou il etait banni pour avoir participe adeserneutes politiques d'aspiration aristocratique.
L'idee du changernent du vent et des voiles que le temps arnene s'applique probablernent a
I'espoir d'une moderation attribuee aux deuxc6tes. Le plus long poernede Pindare, undes plus
irnpressionnants aussi, conclut sur cette notion du changernent ordonne par le temps (&v6&
XP~~W).
Alcee, 54 (Reinach-Puech)
aCJU<V>dT~plT & v ~ v & ~ OT~CJIV.
wv
T O ~ & Vyap & v ~ &KvU ~ U
~uAiv6cra1,
TO 6'&ve&v.' X p p ~ 6
q ' 0 ~~o p d u u o v
vai poprjp~eauuvp~Aaiva,
X&@WV~~ ~ x ~ & u v T & s ~ & Y u pdz\a'
A$J
m?p p&&v yap ~ V T A iu~orrd6av
O~
&x&I,
68 nav (a6qAov ij6q
Aaipo~
~ aA6~16&qp&yaAal
i
KQT'~~TO.
...
~ 0 A a i u6'ay~uAai
i
II est, evidernrnent, inutile de rappeler I'irnportance de la rner dans plusieurs poernes d9Alcee,
aussi bien politiques que syrnposiaques: cf. p.ox. fts 41, 49, 53, 59, (74a), 82, 146, 159 etc.
Munich, Musee d'Etat, 2044; Beazley ABV, 146 (21).
P.ex le skyphos du "Peintre de Thesee" (peu avant 500 av. J.C.) qui represente ce farneux
bateau a roues.
L'histoire nousestaussi connuepar Euripide (Cyclopev.1Osq). K.Kerenyi("Mythologie..")n'est
pas sirr qu' il faut reconnaitre la legende de I'enlevernent dans la coupe d' Exekias. M. Daraki
("Dionysos", Paris, 1985, pp. 31-35) voit un deplacernent de I' espace terrestre vers
I'espace rnaritirneet vice versa en la personnede Dionysosqui "fait pousser ses jardins au beau
milieu du flot rnarin et change en voies rnaritirnes les rues des villes ou il se plait 8 circuler sur
des bateaux a roues" (p. 34).
II n'est pas impossible que la nature des anirnaux apparaissant prodigieusernent a bord soit
inspiree des constellations du Lion et de I'Ours. Une rnauvaise orientation et une fausse route
dues, eventuellernent, a I'ivresse des rnarins peut heurter un navire contre la terre. Cette idee
qui releve du vecu reel et redoute reste aussi, je crois, irnpliquee dans ce naufrage rnythique
ou I'univers terrestre se croise de faqon terrifiante a I'univers rnarin.
Les cornrnentateursanciens ne sont pas toujours tres precis quant a I'ernploi des mots r r ~ ~ i ~ q ,
rri~uqet souvent r n h e dnarq pour le bois du rnst, de la vergue et des rarnes. La tradition
poetique, les diversites techniques, et la croissance variee des arbres dans les differentes
regions de la Grece sont les plus irnportantes raisons de cette confusion.
Plut. Oeuv. Mor., Propos de Table V.3.1,675d-676c.
Horn. 11 23,852-881.
Athenee, Deipn. 11,475 a.
Arternidore, Onirocr. 111,36. (trad. Flaceliere)
Horn. Od. 10.222,5.62, 19. 137-156,24.125-150, etc.

THE TRIERES RECONSTRUCTION
"OLYMPIAS": SOME UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS

Building and operating OLYMPIAS have demonstrated many things about
the trieres which have been matters of conjecture for centuries. Much has now
been proved by experiment, or disproved beyond reasonabledoubt. Yet a number
of questions remain unresolved as might be expected. Of the more important,
three concern construction namely
Design of oars
Use of rudders
Hypozoma
and three concern ship operation
Selection and training of oarcrew
Command and control of oarcrew
Passagemaking
We know how long oars were in triereis and nearly everyone now agrees
that they were of the same length, except at the ends of the ships. So, they are
in OLYMPIAS, but the present oars are too heavy and, as originally designed, too
unbalanced to use rapidly and with power. These shortcomings arose from:

1.

My fear of oar breakage by clashing together on acostly and demoralising
scale at the start of learning how to row this crowded ship.

2.

Difficulty,at the time of placingthe building contract, in obtaining supplies
of suitable spruceorfir, so that adensertimber, pseudotsuga Menziesii,
had to be used.

3.

Lack of working knowledgeof high-geared oars for fast sea-boats, such
as gigs, which are now extinct. Those of a 1829 British racing "eightn,now
in the Science Museum in London are among the very few of such oars
still to be seen.

To achieve the attested performance of a fast trieres under oar, which is to
maintain at least seven knots continuously for up to about 24 hours, calls not only
for a fit, keen and skilled oarcrew but also for exactly the right oars and oar rig,
the best possible with the materials and techniques available in antiquity.
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The effective power (Fig. 1) needed to propel a trieres in good condition at
7 knots can be shown to be 8% kilowatts (+I-)5% or so if rudders are immersed
so littlethat their resistance is minimal. That callsfor an effective power from each
oarsman of 50 watts if all oars are in action, or, as is more likely during a long
passage under oar, 75 watts if only two files are manned at a time. While a man
can produce 200 watts effective power with an oar for a matter of a minute or two
(Fig. 2); 130 watts would be a good figure to achieve for half an hour or so, given
a good oar and a good oar rig. For longer periods power would fall still further, and
the crowded conditions in a trieres would also have their effects on the freedom
of oarcrew to develop power. Thus, if a reconstruction is to achieve the attested
performance, there is little room for inefficiency of oar or oar rig.
The weight of the present oars in OLYMPIAS could, after the experience now
gained, be reduced to half of their weight, 17 kg (including lead counterweighting
in the loom), without undue risk of breakage (Fig. 3). Of course, less robust oars
will be more easily broken in the hands of an unskilled crew, by clashingtogether.
With such lightened oars, OLYMPIAS could be expected to exceed nine knots in
a short sprint and hold not far short of seven knots on a long row, given a suitable
oarcrew capable of maintaininga long stroke. To date the two-cubit interscalmium
in OLYMPIAS has limited length of oar-stroke (Fig. 4). With the heavy oars, oar
handle-strokehas been no more than 0.6 metre:with lighter oars and crew training
it might be possibleto lengthenthe stroke of the handles nearer to the geometrical
maximumof 0.85 metre. By that means nine knots shouldbe attainable for ashort
time.
The Trireme Trust proposes progressive experiments with a few new oars
made of fir or spruce (Fig. 5), with the aim of developing the best design for the
trieres to find her potential performance under oar. These oars must be made by
techniques known to have been practised in antiquity.
No sprint speeds for triereis have been attested. So we do not know whether
their oars were, in effect, optimised in gearing or blade area for endurance or for
sprint speed. The fastest recorded average speed by a fixed-seat "eight" known
to the author is 9.7 knots in a race lasting just over seven minutes in 1870. The
average effective power of each of those oarsmen has been calculated to have
been about 190 watts, with a power on the oar handle of nearly 250 watts, a rate
of rowing of 40 strokes to the minute and astroke of about one metre. Long strokes
are essential for high power, but as anyone who has tried to row fast in waves
knows, waves interfere with making long strokes and therefore limit power, as
several accounts of battles between triereis testify.
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The steering and manoeuvring of OLYMPIAS are quite outstanding. She
could be turned in a circle of a diameter of less than two ship (waterline) lengths.
The ruddersare lightto handle but their resistance in the water when fully immersed
is enormous, as indicatedby the plume and wake created by them. Maybe Ioverdid
the diameter of the rudder stocks, by comparisonwith the one shown in the Lindos
Relief, but not by very much. I certainly did not want stocks to break and there
have been many breakages of stocks of side-rudders in recent reconstructions.
The resistance of these rudders is due mostly to the stock, so its diameter
should be reduced where it is immersed as much as one may progressively dare
to do. Idoubt if it could be reduced by much more than 15%, after which it would
still be responsible for adding about 50% to the resistance of the hull when both
ruddersare fully immersed. Some further reduction in resistancecould be achieved
by fairing the rudder section. But when were both rudders fully immersed?
Experience in OLYMPIAS has highlightedthis question.
When triereis entered, left and manoeuvred within harbours both rudders
would certainly have been fully immersed. Indeed any other state could well have
been forbidden by regulations. In battle and of course during manoeuvring and
battle exercises they would also have been down. Under sail and on passage
under oar they would surely have been immersed (and probably only one) to the
minimum degree necessary to keep course and general control in the prevailing
conditions. More operating experience in OLYMPIAS is needed to find that best
usage and to develop rudder gear so that they may be more readily pivoted and
hoisted.
The hypozoma has been a difficult feature of the reconstruction. What we
had hoped to rig in OLYMPIAS was a tension tourniquet, by which ropes are
tightened by twisting them together so that it would indeedbe "a well-twistedrope
from withinnaccording to the words of Apollonios of Rhodes. This device is often
but wrongly called a "SpanishWindlass". However an insuperable problemcropped
up with the arrangement proposedf0rOLYMPlAS at the last moment before launch,
and we had to substitute a rather unsympathetically unyielding steel hawser for
the intended fibre ropes. I hope this will be only a temporary expedient.
The problem just mentioned is not fundamental to the tourniquet. Indeed
experiments with one-eigth scale tourniquets have since confirmed the need for
an initialtension high enough todispose of it. These experimentswere necessary
because Iwas unable to find any information of practical use about rope tension
tourniquets, devices which have probably not been in any heavy constructional
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use since the arrival of iron rods and opposed-threaded bottle screws centuries
ago. The capacity of this kind of tourniquet as a device for increasing the tension
in ropes seems to be limited, largely on account of the unwanted but additional
strain imposed on the ropes as they are bent into helices round each other when
the tourniquet is twisted. Twisting cannot do more than treble the tension in a flax
tourniquet (Ref. I ) , and it cannot sustain more than a quarter of the combined
breaking tension of its constituent ropes,though that could be improvedif twisting
were limited to little more than maintaining tension as the ropes stretched under
prolonged loading, as in a hypozoma. Thus the ropes of hypozomata should be
rigged with the largest practicable initial tension before being twisted. This view
of the matter goes far to explainwhy fifty men were, by the accepted interpretation,
decreed to be needed to rig a hypozoma. It was to apply the initial tension, which
would then have to be transferred from tackles by seizingthe endsof the hypozoma
ropes to their standing parts to form the tight loops between strong points at bow
and stern. Onlyseizing can do this job without slipping, which is why it was always
used in hemp standing rigging of ships, an analogous structural problem.
The combined breaking tension of four 47 mm diameter flax ropes could be
expected to be about 65 tonnes force, and so a hypozoma, twisted to the limit to
maintain tension as its ropes stretched with time, and made of such ropes could
be expected to sustain a tension of between 15 and 20 tonnes. When rigged, it
should be given a tension approaching 15 tonnes, that is 4 tonnes in each rope
passing the length of the ship. A gang of fifty men with luff tackles (4 to 1 ratio)
seems about right for the job if frictional forces are taken into account as well as
some unavoidable slip in the seizing.
The extent to which flax, like all naturalfibres, relaxes and therefore stretches
under load amply explains the need for triereis to carry a spare pair of hypozoma
ropes on board. It would only have been a matter of time, though we do not know
how long, before a hypozoma, progressively twisted to maintain its tension,
reached its limit (or even broke). A new hypozoma would then have to be rigged,
quite often presumably by the ship's crew. Two of my model hypozomata broke
unexpectedly, so until we can learn more about flax under heavy loads it must be
regarded as too unsafe to use in a hypozoma. If we are to move towards a more
authentic arrangement than the present, we should out of prudence adopt a
synthetic fibre. Polyesterwouldbe the most suitable because under load it stretches
and relaxes with time relatively little. It is much stronger than flax so there would
be no risk of unforeseeable rupture. So, equipped, OLYMPIAS would need no
spare hypozoma ropes.
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Atension tourniquet would, in my opinion, serve satisfactorily as a hypozoma
in OLYMPIAS and it seems to be the most probable mechanism to have ben used
in triereis. More experiments are however called for to investigate ancient
hypozomata including not only the relevant physical properties of flax and any
other possible fibres, but also other conceivable mechanisms. In that way future
work with this ship could be separated from the question of the hypozoma itself.
Passing now to operational questions raised by experimental work in
OLYMPIAS to date, we may first consider the selection and training of oarcrew.
The care demanded by both of these processes can now be seen to increase
quite sharply with the level of performance to be expected. It is enough to say that
a speed of 8 knots calls for 60% more power than 7 knots, while 9 knots would
call for 150°/0 more, adifferent league of performance. So far crews have reached
only 7 or 8 knots and for a short time only. Over longer periods the ship has been
rowed at speeds varying between 2 and 5 knots according to the strength and
direction of the wind.
As far as can be judged, OLYMPIAS is about 2 knots short of the attested
endurance speed under oar and this shortfall may be ascribed in roughly equal
degree to oars and to crews. 2 knots may not seem too much but in terms of power
it is a lot: the effective power required at 7 knots is about three times that at 5
knots. It is reasonable to suppose that on a long haul under oar ancient keleustes
would not have had much of even one rudder in the water, whereas in OLYMPIAS
both rudders have generally been fully immersed. The power shortfall is therefore
more like 100% and not 200%. We have nevertheless a way yet to go to do as
well as those tough ancients with theirfullydeveloped ships. If we try hard enough
I believe we can close the gap.
Crews will have to be strictly selected for fitness, physique and stature as
well as for keenness on the project. There is little doubt that crews aiming at
attested performance will have to be male for strength and selected from a large
field of volunteers to meet the demanding criteria now being proposed for this
purpose. Recruiting powerful crews demands careful organisation across possibly
more than one country.
On training crews for OLYMPIAS a whole symposium could well be held for
no consensus seems yet to be in sight. Rowing the trieres has been found to differ
from rowing any other craft, sea or river, more than most people have expected,
indeed so much so that previous experience with an oar seems in many cases to
have been of little help. Added to that, a large proportionof sport oarsmen nowadays
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are too large to fit the interscalmium of the trieres. The best field from which tc
draw the high quality of oarcrew requiredfor the attested performance is therefore
a more open question than it might at first sight appear to be.
Probably the most severe training problem of all arises from the short time
forwhich most oarcrewswill be available, becausepaidcrewswill be very expensive
and volunteers will have only limited time between their main commitments.
Achievement of significantly improvedperformance is likely therefore to turn upon
the development of some form of "off -shipwtraining in, for example, a rowing mockups on land (Fig. 6 ) or afloat (Fig. 7) which could be duplicated in a number of
recruiting centers. The future programme of experimental archaeology for the
trieres will largely depend upon the proper selection and effective training of
oarcrews.
Much has been learnt about commanding and controlling the large oarcrew
in a trieres. They are discussed in the reports of the trials of OLYMPIAS. It seems
clear that different kinds of oarcrew (eg. paid, volunteer, young or mature) need
different treatment to give of their best: there is much yet to be learnt.
On one point, keeping the large crew in time, we have found the notes of a
high-pitched pipe very effective and it seems very likely indeed that this was the
quite practical purpose of the auletes, much needed at higher powers or after long
periods at the oar. Drums may be used in the paddled boats of the East but among
the "clunking" noises of oars, their note would be too low to penetrate to the ends
of the ship. We have not yet tried to extend the use of the pipe into passing orders
to the oarcrew after the manner of a modern bosun's call. The number of oar orders
would be quite large: nine distinguishable"pipes" would be necessaryjustto make
any combination, port and starboard, of "Pull Ahead", "Easy" and "Back Down",
without also being able to pick out particular files and parts of files, which would
by our experience be necessary in any confined harbour.
OLYMPIAS has so far made only one coastal voyage and that was permitted
only because an accompanying naval accomodation ship could be provided, no
doubt at some appreciable expense. Much of the attested performanceof triereis
concerns making certain passages which are identifiable, so there is a desire to
gain experience in that aspect of operations. Fleets of triereiswere deployed over
long distaces and it was of course essential to be able to do so to exercise long
range naval power. It follows that the ship's programme should include a number
of representative passagesto gain some understandingof the realities of deploying
triereis in antiquity.
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However the safety of this expensive ship with two hundred lives on board
must be the first consideration and there is naturally less than full confidence in
the seaworthiness of this rather fragile and virtually novel vessel. It will take some
years of operating experience with OLYMPIAS to enable the authorities responsible
for her to judge her safe sea-going capacity. We should remember that losses of
triereis at sea in antiquity were not uncommon, and certainly more frequent than
would be acceptable today.
In the tightlyprogrammed and financed modern world, the inabilityof a trieres
in face of the weather to keep to any preplanned itinerary with any certainty raises
practical problems of servicing her large crew in unpredictable locations and for
unpredictable lengths of time, and that assumes that the right kind of crew could
be recruited with such an open commitment in the first place. To make some
progress with this difficult part of the ship's programme of experiments, some
voyages might be synthesised within an accessible area to gain experience,while
mitigating the problems raised by any more extended itinerary.
The resolution of the questions raised in this paper and of many others
besides would involve OLYMPIAS in quite an extensive programmeof experimental
archaeology in the years to come. Carrying out such a programme calls for clear
aims based on a firm grasp of the physical factors involved, determination and
good organisation, and money, even if oarcrews are all volunteers, and a lot more
money if they are not.
John Coates
Sabinal
Lucklands road
Bath Avon BA14AU England
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Effective Power v. Speed for OLYMPIAS.
Power sustainable by a man during various periods of time.
A modification of OLYMPIAS's present oars.
Positions at Catch and finish to achieve a handle stroke of 0.85m.
An experimental oar in spruce.
Rowing mock-up at Boston, USA, July 1988.
Trieres trial section at Hanley, England, July 1985.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Dr. Fanouria Dakoronia's communication "War-ships on sherds of LHllil
Kraters from Kynos?" was published in TROPIS /I.
As t h e quality of the if lustratienwas not satisfactory-for reasons independent
of the author's w~ll-we are presentingthe photographsof this important early warships under a better aspect.

ILLUSTRATIONS
-- -Flg. I . Two ~ h e r d s
of LHIII C krater with a nearly complete ship.

Fig. 2. Part of a tHII1 C krater with a nearly complete ship.

Fig. 3. Part of a LHlll C krater with the prow of a ship and a warrior.
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SOME VESTIGES OF OLD PROTECTIVE RITUAL PRACTICE
IN PORTUGUESE LOCAL BOATS

According to the title, the present essay is circumscribed to a very particular
subject of an almost "utilitarian" kind: the formulas to protect the work, the goods
and the lives of all those depending on some boat-trade. So I am not considering
boats as ritual or mythical vehicles in a conception where life is seen as transient,
namely
transiency = navigation
And I leave out every connotation with sun cults, the problem of the last
journey on the cult of the dead -thefunction of the holy boatswhich, in hagiographies,
miraculously carried the remains of the martyrs, etc. (O.L. Filgueiras 1978,5-11,
78)(Fig. 1).
Resuming our subject, distinction has to be made between the formulas to
protect the building of the boat and those propiciatory to its future "life" or those
for the moments of peril or needs.
As far as I could determine, in the Portuguese local shipyards, the acts of
selecting, cutting and fixing the pieces of wood were not the subject to mythical
precautions (O.L. Filgueiras 1978, 17). Even when the shipbuilding was made
after geometrical rules - as for the drafting of the moulds of the ribs, the stem post
and the stern post - and with the help of the ribands, the masters have never
referred any connection between this method and a conception of mystical
numerology (O.L. Filgueiras 1978, 18-20; R. Barker, 75).
The shipwrights real concern was about the quality of their own work and
how to protect it from bad luck and the evil eye. And the most usual practice is the
nailing of an olive-branch, or of a cross made of olive branches', on the stem post
at the beginning of the building (Fig. 2). As a variant, others would rather nail a
, 1 10).
leek on the outside of the prow (Povoa do Varzim; Santos G r a ~ a78,
In the Douro valley there was also a very curious fashion: a spurge-laurel
(DauphnaeLaureola, Lin.) cross, with four equal arms, was nailed inside the stem,
lacingthe stern and overlookingthe inner part where the carpenters were at work
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(Figs3,4). It is possible to notice here some peculiarity: the universally recognised
virtues of olive-branches-also used to protect dwelling houses when fixed on the
roofs or painted on the doors (Figs 5,6), symbols of good luck, peace and wealthbeing put together with the spurge-laurel and the leek, both of them well-known
agencies against the evil eye and witchcrafts.
There are otherformulas, as the nailing of horseshoesof sheephorns on the
stem; the insertion of a coin, stamped with a cross* (Fig. 7), in the joint of the keel
and the stem post (Povoa do Varzim) or in the boxing of the mast foot (Douro);
and the sprinkling with wine (baldea~io),after the setting of the keel +stem and
stern posts and stem, or after the setting of the ribs. Apparently all these formulas
were intended to protect the existense of the boat rather than the builders' work
(O.L. Filgueiras 1978,25,26,33); Santos Graqa includes the nailing of the leek
in this group ( S.G., 78, 110).
However the most significative examples of practices to protect the future
of the new boat can be found in the launching ceremonies. The most well-known
is the "baptism"with redwine, which could be accompaniedwith prayers,blessing
by the priest or even by a Mass. Usually the boat was decorated with flowers
(rivers Minho and Douro, Aveiro), with branches of olive (Povoa de Varzim, river
Douro) and of spurge-laurel or holly (Viana do Castelo), with pennants and flags
(Aveiro), etc. (0.L.Filgueiras 1978,29,30).
But in the Douro, this ceremonial had very peculiar characteristics,convening
all the people of the place where the boat belonged to (Fig. 8). No religious
proceedings - not even a prayer - would interfere with its magical nature. An olivebranch was fixed on the stern (Fig. 9) and a branch of flowers or a wreath of paper
flowers on the stem (Fig. 10). And that was all until the boat was launched, many
of the participants helping.
Then wine and biscuits were served by kindness of the owner and of the
shipwright (mestre) and his mates (Fig. 11). All this has nothing to do with the
naming of the boat - if, later on, there was a name, it would be painted by the owner
on the side boards.
There is a remarkable difference between the rituals to protect the work at
its beginning - a spurge-laurel cross nailed by the builders - and at its end, ready
to enter adangerous life. As in Douro, where wine offering has nothing to do with
the naming of the boat, in Algarve the adiafa (a sherry-party at the owner's
expenses) has the sense of a kindly offer. On the contrary, the sprinkling of the
boat with the red wine -the baptism of the finished work- has an occult sense that
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is worth examining. J. Amades presents a complete and complex example of a
tradition that used to occur in Catalonia (Spain). A feminine name was always
given to fishing boats (barcas). The "godmother", usually the mestra, would break
a bottle of wine against the stern, and the craft was launched. Then all the participants
jumped into the boat to make sure it was properly built. During this initial ride a
cock was sacrificed and its blood spilt over the boat. The celebration was finished
ashore with a supper (J.Amades, 13).
In this case, besides the double baptism (religious and magic) we also find
a connection between the animist conception (boat = living being) and the magic
practice that turns a lifeless object (the unbaptised boat) into an animated being
by the sacrifice of an animal. That is life is conveyed by the spilling of blood, later
on replaced by red wine. And all this is reinforced by giving the boat a name that
no one may ever change or suppress.
The point is that animism is not absent from our nautical traditions. Quite
the contrary! And it is manifest not only in these baptism ceremonies but also in
the "decoration" of boats. I am using here the word "decoration" for there is no
one better. However the present lack of (sacred) significance of the ornaments,
the fact they are becoming meaningless from this point of view requires a note
on the original meaning of such practices. Indeed until recentlyevery detail in the
decoration of traditional crafts wasconnected with either the expression of beliefs
or some particular magic-religious function.

In Portugal boat decoration clearly illustrates the dominant cultural differences
between the two main regions:the Atlanticand the Mediterranean (cfr. 0. Ribeiro).
River Douro appears as a boundary at least in what concerns the distribution of
nautical species and of the humin groups more closely related with them (Figs
12/01, 02). To the North of that river, the decoration of seafishing crafts has a
mainly religious (Christian) character (Fig. 13),according to the historical process
of independence in the Xllth century, and the cultural identity of Northwestern
Portuguese and Galician fishing centres and their presumptive connections with
the Norths(Fig. 14). We can also find some scarce magic symbols as well as
frequent family marks similar to those used by Danish and Baltic fishermen (Fig.
15).These are illustrative of the underlying veryold features (O.L. Filgueiras, 19).
To the South, the religious (Christian) invocation fades out, despite the
numerous cases of syncretism (Fig. 16). The dominant feature is now the persistence
of old Mediterraneanlorientalbeliefs prior to Christianization. This is exactly where
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the plainest expressions of animism prevail. As a "living being" the boat must have
his face - an area upon the bows - marked with a different colour and with eyes
(Fig. 17). Such mark subsist seven when the eyes are replaced by any other sign,
where it is still possible to find the memory of the primeval symbol:
"The colonizing aptitude of the Phoenicians and Greeks and later the
naval supremacy of Rome carried the oculus custom far and wide, so
that to-day we find it prevalent and vigorous in Sicily, Malta and Portugal,
and present but lessned strength on the South coast of Spain, in the ports
of the mainland of Italy and in some of the Greek islands and in Cyprus;
on the southern coast of France and sometimes in Italy, stars take place
of eyes in token of dedication to the Madona." (Fig. 20; J. Hornell, 287).
Despite the fact that our documents on this dominant symbol date from the
Age of Discoveries (ref. Cadamosto, 1455 in Quirino da Fonseca, 435) there is
no doubt we have to accept its prior existence on account of the contacts with the
Mediterranean navigatorseven beforethe arrival of the Phoenicians (O.L. Filgueiras
1975, 1977). Though they now appear merely as amulets, the meaning of the
eyes cannot be understood but in connectionwith the belief in the sacred character
of a boat that has been consecrated to a deity:
"The older and essential religious belief that eyes represented upon the
bows of a boat signify intimate association between a specific deity and
thevesseldedicatedthereto, sketchesfar back in pagan times! At Knossos
evidence has been found that the Great Goddess of the Cretans, in
addition to herotherfunctions,looked after the safety of seafarers,thereby
antecipating the role filled in classical times by lsis Pelagia. In later days,
when Christianity began to spread throuhgout Europe, belief in the
protectiongiven by these goddesseswas transferred to the Madonawho
thereby became the Stela Maris of Catholic seamen and fishermen; to
her they look for a safe conduct on their voyages and to her they present
votive offerings when saved from shipwreck." (J. Hornell, 285, 286).
When studying the specificities of this belief in other parts of the world - as
India- the same Author adds some important facts for us to understand the essence
of the phenomenon:
"The custom of opening the eyes and the ritual followed are analogous
to those that are obligatory before the image of a Hindu god may become
a part of the godhead and thereby suitable for adoration in temple or
in the home shrine of a Brahman. Whenever such an image is made
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by a Hindu craftsman, he omits to indicate the pupil until just before
the instalmentor consecrationof the image. (...)Till then they are lifeless
images without sanctity. When, therefore, we find a similar custom of
opening theeyesof a newly built boat immediately previousto launching,
this fact confirms the statements, made that the puja ceremonies are
specifically intended to instal the deity herself in the craft and to merge
its individuality in that of the goddess whose protection is sought." (J.
Hornell, 286).
In Portugal,the evolution of signs - eyes (Figs 17,18), circles (Fig. 19), stars
(Fig. 20), crosses (Figs 21,22,23), holy images (Fig. 21,24,25) - corresponds
to the evolution of belief, as referred by J. Hornell and the lost of this traditional
meaning (Figs26,27,28). And there is something more striking: the study of the
boat wigs that can be found from Peniche down to Algarve (incl.) On their rather
high prow these boats used to wear a fleece like a scalp (Figs 29,34).
It was commonly explained by the need to protect the lateen sails so that
they would not be torn when rubbing against the stem head. However, J. Hornell
presents atheory that clearly accountsfor this. At the origin there was the sacrifice
of a goat whose head was placed on the prow just before the boat was launched
- a practice still in use in many Arabian ports. But this is probably the survival of
much older ritual like those Herodotus refers when describing the sacrifice of a
sheep during Amon's feast. Then the fleece of the victim was placed upon the
statue of the god so that it could be identified with him:
"the similarity of this ceremony of draping the Amon's statue in the skin
of the sacrifice with the ceremonial wrapping of the skin of a sacrificed
goat around a ship's stemhead, is extremely suggestive of a common
origin, but this is asfar as we arejustified ingoing."(J. Hornell, 282,283).
Indeedfrom the remotest days Egyptian crafts used to wear the head of their
votive animal on the prow (B. Landstrom 1961, Fig. 15 & 1970, Figs. 1 1, 12, 13,
Fig. 30) in order that the close identification of the oblate victim with the votive
deity was transferred to the boat so decorated (J. Hornell 283). This theory also
explains the practice of nailing horns on the prow as if they were part of the boat
itself (Figs 16, 31). And it settles the problem of the lack of accuracy of other
explanations:
Peut-&treles bateaux devaient avoirdes cornes pourles mauvais esprits.
I1n 'estpas rare, chez les peuples Semites (sic), qu 'au trace de tel object
usuel s'attache un sens esoterique. (La Poerie & J. Vivielly 1,35)
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Distinctionshould be made between the original symbolism and the ritualism
underlying the use of what has now become a mere amulet. This change into an
amulet, already patent in the use of sheephorns to protect the building of the
boat(4) is more clearly seen in the use of oxhorns on the stem (Fig. 24) or on the
top of the masts (Fig. 32) as well as of cornichos hanging from the ropes around
the stem heads (Fig. 33) or placed on the prow as a head (Fig. 17,34). Still the
sight of sheephorns "properly" placed on the prow (Fig. 31) is enough for us to
recognise the trace of something deeper than the simple use of an amulet (Fig.
20). And all this is very (much) olderthan the modern religious ornaments as seen
in the last pictures.
In general terms, these are the main features that can be found on the matter
in Portugueselocal boats. The underlyingconcepts and their embodiments clearly
manifest two opposed worlds: the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. And this in
spite of the chronological differences and of the changes or acculturations suffered
by each original expression. Obviously this is a very difficult subject. But any
investigation on it should reflect the love we devote to boats.
Octavio Lixa Filgueiras Rua S. Tome, 762,4200 Porto, Portugal

NOTES
1

In Povoa do Varzim, sometimes this cross was made of two pieces of wood.

2

According to L.V. the coins turned into amulets on account of the images, symbol or religious
devices stamped on them.

3

The Northwestern river boatsare not usually decorated, except forthe rabelosthat carried the
spirituous wines from Douro down to Vila Nova de Gaia and that must be seen as an urban
influence.

4

In some cases (r. Lavos, Fig. Foz and the Tagus varinos) we find the marking of the face with
no trace of the opening of the eyes. Nevertheless the basic idea subsists.

5

In this case the horns were not seen as a part of the boat itself, "decorating" its stem head, but
were nailed, inside the prow and turned to the inner part of the hull.

.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 01

Portugal: the rivers (A. Vasconcelos)

Fig. 02

Portugal: the "ports" (c. 1895lA. Vasconcelos)

Fig. 1

The holy bark of the St. Vicente (arms of Lisbon1b.r. 14th cent.)

Fig. 2

An olive branch and across made of olive branches to protect the shipwrights'work (Vila
do Conde; O.L. Filgueiras).

Fig. 3

The nailingof aspurge - laurel cross, insidethestem of aboat under construction (Castelo
de Paiva; O.L. Filgueiras).

Fig. 4

The carpenters at work under the protection of a spurge-laurel cross (id. ib.).

Fig. 5

An olive-branch (together with a Solimon's Sign) painted on a door of a peasant house
(id. ib.).

Fig. 6

Detail of the same paintings (id. ib.).

Fig. 7

A current old coin stamped with cross: a portuguese "cruzado"/1767 (by kind off. by Dr.
Jorge Valadares Souto).

Fig. 8

The launching of a boat in the Douro river, convening all the people of the place where
the boat belonged to (Escamar'o; O.L. Filgueiras).

Fig. 9

Id. ib.: the nailing of an olive-branch on the stern (id. ib.)

Fig. 10

Id. ib.: the nailing of a wreath of paper flowers on the stem (id. ib.).

Fig. 11

The wine party (at theownersexpense): theshipwright and his mates (Pedorido, by kind
off. by A.D.E.P.).

Fig. 12

Portugal: types of boats: 1 - Germanictradition; 2 - Box-like river barcs;3 - Rafts;4- Local
crafts; 5 - Masseiras; 6 - Mesopotamian tradition; 7 - Nordic tradition; 8 - Double-ended
Mediterranean barcas; 9 - Aft transom craft (O.L. Filgueiras)

Fig. 13

"Old" decorations of Povoa do Varzim boats (A. Santos G r a ~ a ) .

Fig. 14

The progression of the "colonies"of fishermen along the NW coast, starting from Galiza,
13th Cent. (O.L. Filgueiras, 1970).

Fig. 15

The fishermen family marks of the NW coast.
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Fig. 16

Fishing boat in Costa Nova with a religious symbol and a pair of sheephorns nailed on
the prow (Knut Weibust,2l).

Fig. 17

The face of a boat marked with a different colour and with eyes; the name of the boat is
"Morning Star" (Lagos, 0.L.Filgueiras).

Fig. 18

The first step of an evolution of signs: theeyes painted on the bow (Tavira, O.L. Filgueiras).

Fig. 19

The second step: the circles (Nazare, id. ib.).

Fig. 20

The third step: the stars. Notice the horns nailed at the top of the stem post (Lagos, id.
ib.).

Fig. 21

After, the cross inside a circle. Notice the holy image (St. Peter) painted on the upper
part of the bow (Furadouro, id. ib.).

Fig. 22

Or a Christ cross inside a circle. Notice the snake head on the cutwater (Monte Gordo,
id. ib.).

Fig. 23

And an isolated Christ cross (Nazare, id. ib.).

Fig. 24

Finally the holy images like that of our Lady of Fatima encercled by two vine branches.
Notice the bull horn at the top of the prow (Murtosa, id. ib.).

Fig. 25

Or the image of St. Peter, crowning a sort of relics shrine, at the prow (Torreira, id. ib.).

Fig. 26

The lost of this traditional meaning is documented by a painting of a tishwoman inside a
circle at the face of the boat on the left; notice the horseshoe nailed on the upper part of
the face, the guirland of flowers and the fetiche-doll at the prow. The other boat, on the
right shows a painted wooden pair of (bull) horns (Ria de Aveiro, id. ib.).

Fig. 27

The prow of a moliceirocrowned by an olive wreath and with apainted panel with decorating
(but not magic) elements: a sea-horse and a siren (Ria de Aveiro, Estrela Santos).

Fig. 28

The floral decorations on the face of the Tagus cargo boats were exempted of any magic
connotation (Photo by F. Moura Machado).

Fig. 29

At the top of the stem-posts of these lanchas, the (artificial) scalps (cabeleiras) made
with pieces of ropes (Algawe, id. ib.).

Fig. 30

"The foreign ship (A) carved on the Gebel-El-Arak knife compared with (B) an Assyrian
vessel figured on a sculpture at Khorsabad by Layard; the other figures represent
petroglyphsofforeign ships found on rocksin the Eastern Desert of Egypt"(afterJ. Hornell
/ Winkler).

Fig. 31

~ e r e t h e s h e e ~ - h o ron
n sthe prow of a bateiraas if they were part of the boat itself (Vieira
de Leiria; Fernando Galhano).

Fig. 32

Ox-horn on the topof the mast of a motorisedfishing boat; hangingfrom a cable awooden
painted figa, a little hand with the fingers clinched, and the thumb sticking out between
the fare and middlefinger; the horsemanfigure corresponds to a weathercock (Matosinhos;
O.L. Filgueiras).

Fig. 33

A"cornichon(wooden little-horn) hanging from the rope around the stem head of a varino
(Lisboa; id. ib.).

Fig. 34

A calso, from Algawe, with eyes, cabeleira (scalp), and a cornicho placed on the prow
as a head (Monte Gordo; id. ib.).
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WHERE DID BRONZE AGE SHIPS KEEP THEIR STONE ANCHORS?

The question might seem trivial unless one actually gets the feel of such
anchors. Imagine your largest suitcase turning into stone and - instead of a handle
- having a hole through it! Its weight would have increased to about 100 kg. This
would make it well nigh impossible to lift, even if it happened to be standing upright,
but supposing it was lying flat on the ground? Having no handle, it would have to
be levered up, so that ropecould be passed underneath, then looped through the
hole, as asubstitute handle. Meanwhile if the stone fell over accidentally, it would
probably break. Sorcerised suitcases are mythical, but the present corpus of
Bronze Age anchors is both real and significant. The weights of such piercedstones range from less than a kilo to over a ton, depending on the kind of floating
objectthey were intended to immobilize (from fishing tackle to largevessels). The
weights relevant to this discussion are in the order of 100 to 200 kg.
Technically, anchors made of stone are a most inefficient means of immobilising
any vessel so, in order to compensate for this, and bearing in mind that square
sails forced Bronze Age craft to drop anchor on dangerous mooring places, all
Bronze Age cargo ships had to carry very large complements of anchors.
Typologically, the date and shape of certain Bronze Age anchors can be gauged
from the speciments offered in such places as the four Late Bronze Age Temples
at Kition in Cyprus1 and various sacred contexts at Ugarit Ras- Shamra in Syria,
particularly in one of the two Temples on the Acropolis*. This temple was dedicated
to the Weather God, Baal Sapounah; whereas its twin temple, standing on the
same hill, was dedicated to the Earth God Dagon (the latter, being of little use to
sailors, got no anchors offered to him).
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On these two Late Bronze Age sites there was a high percentage of very
heavy anchors, whereas in the Middle Bronze Age temples at Byblos, only one
anchor weighed as much as 200 kg3. At Kition, the number of anchors weighing
over half a ton suggests that some Late Bronze Age craft must have been giants,
analogous to the great Corn Ships of Rome (probably represented by the 4m.
lead stock weighing 1,860 kg., found off Malta, now in the Maltese Maritime
Museum Fig. 1). Bronze Age giants are, for instance, suggested in Temple No.
4 at Kition, by6 anchors each of which weighs in the order of 850 kg., while another
(so far unique) weighs 1,350 kg. The average weight at Kition can, however, be
considered as around 100 to 200 kg.
Considering that a man cannot be expected to handle much more than 50
kg., especially on a moving boat, anything larger would have had to have been
lowered mechanically (with the exception of certain pyramidal anchors with a
wooden handle, designed to be lifted by two men4). The traditional mechanism
used for loweringweights is a mast-derrick,such as the one appearing on a Cypriot
jug in the British Museum (Fig. 3). This painting shows a vessel whose cargo is
symbolised by two pithoi; at the prow, a sailor is depicted in a characteristic pose:
with one of his hands steadying the wooden bar, or derrick coming from the mast,
the other guiding the cable from which hangs a heavy stone anchor. Admittedly
the jug is 8th ratherthan 13th century BC, but the device it shows is so simple that
it probably came into being with the mast itself.
I must, however, draw attention to an iconographic pitfall which might
puzzle anyone looking at a drawing of this much reproduced painting instead
of either the jug itself, or a well-angled photograph of detail such as Fig. 2.
Because the jug is round, when the painting is traced off it, the result looks
distorted; as on Fig. 4, the hull of the ship curves like a half moon; the steeringoars are nearly horizontal, while the anchor at the end of its cable flies off
obliquely. Looking again at the photograph, it becomes absolutely clear that
the artist meant to show the boat floating horizontally and the anchor dropping
vertically.
Mast-derricks being still in use, Fig. 3 shows a contemporaryversion of the
jug painting; both the ancient and the modern sailors are in the same position:
with one hand steadying the derrick, the other guiding the cable. Curiously enough
the contemporary sailor is raising aconcreted mass of Bronze Age ingots, for this
photo was taken by the late Joan du Plat Taylor, at Cape Gelydonia, Turkey, during
George Bass' first excavation in 1960.

WHERE DID BRONZE AGE SHIPS KEEP THEIR STONE ANCHORS?

Naturally, all stone anchors dangling in the air from ropes, are liable to hit
something hard and so get their bottoms chipped. But once in the denserelement,
water, thedanger is minimal. I will not demonstrate the point by dropping acarafe
of water on the floor, because you all know it would break, whereas if I threw it
into the sea, it would not. This law of nature is signifcant, because it relates to
deductions regarding damage to anchors, made by two scholars of such eminence
(the late Prof. Claude Schaeffer and more recently George Bass) that they are
liable to be handed down to generations of students. Consequently, the causes
of chips and breaks on ancient anchors need to be scrutinized, before passing on
to the related subject of how and where stone anchors were placed on board a
boat.
In the last volume of Ugariticas, Prof. Schaeffer himself, commenting the
Ugaritic Temple anchors, stated that the fact that their bottoms were chipped,
proved that they had been used at sea before being "re-used as building stone"
on land. Both statements are missaprehensions. Bass, writing recently in the
American Journal of Archaeology about anchors still in situ on the magnificent
B.A. ship (which he is at present excavating with Cemal Pulak, off Ulu Burun, near
Kas, in Turkey) states that all the "Kas" anchors have chipped bottoms. He then
quotes Schaeffer, agreeing with him that the damage must have ocurred when
the anchors landed upright on rocks on the bottom of the sea and reiterates the
viewthat the anchors in the hill-top Temple at Ugarit had been re-used as building
stone6.
Current research at Ugarit Ras-Shamra bears out the opposing view. I am
grateful to the present Director of this excavation, Prof. Marguerite Yon, for the
opportunity to re-examine the Ras Shamra anchors in the light of new evidence
and revise the summary catalogue which I made of them some 25 years ago'. It
is now clear that only some of the Ras Shamra anchors had chipped bases and
that this damage had ocurred in the air and not undersea. The 4 largest and most
important anchors from the Temple of Baal were dug, for instance, during an
Ottoman excavation in the late 19th century (Schaeffertookoverthe site in 1922).
Inevitably, these like other anchor-stones were moved around and, since their
significance was not understood until the 1960s, they were handled none too
tenderly; most of them have ended in the Excavation's headquarters by the sea.
By contrast the bases of anchors which remained built into temple walls had unchipped baseswhich weregood as new. In addition, it has gradually become clear
that on all the principal temple-sites : Ugarit, Kition and Byblos, not onlywere most
of the anchors evidently new and without any certain sign of wear, but also there
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were unfinished anchors on each of the sites. These unfinished anchors appear
to have been made on the spot, indeed at Kition, examples were found in the
Workshops attached to the Temples. Modern stone anchors (for it must be
remembered that they are still used in the Mediterranean on small boats, see Fig.
5) are not, incidentally, characterised by chipped bottoms, but of course they are
much lighter - in the order of 20 kg. - so that they can lie on deck and be lowered
manually; I have often watched them underwater (Fig. 6) and have never seen
one getting damaged on the bottom.
The chipped bases of the Kas anchors, as described by Bass in the American
Journal of Archaeology, are more likely to be attributable to having had to have
been kept upright - like amphorae - on board the boat, rather than to accidental
damage on the bottom. Had they not been stowed upright, rope through their
apical holes could not have been quickly tied to the end of the mast-derrick. This
derrick had not only to drop anchors overboard, but also to pull them out of the
sea again, then drop them back into their alotted positions on board. During the
second operation the base of a dangling anchor would almost inevitably knock
against something hard, especially if the sea were choppy. It follows that those
anchors which survived long enough to be used twice (for losses must have been
frequent) would not only have had to have been kept upright, possibly in
compartments, they would also have had to be kept within easy reach of the
derrick's "arm". Conversly, some 20 slabs of stone each about a metre long could
hardly have been laid out on a fore-deck (nor were they so laid out, according to
the plan of this wreck-site).
The latest, splendid phase-plan shows that the ship landed on a steep slope
so that everything topled over, then started slipping downwards. At the top of the
slope we see a concentration of small cargo including Canaanitejars; then a stack
of ox-hide shaped ingots; then a row of 6 large and 1 small anchors; then a row
of 4 large pithoi which, because of their shape, because of the air originally trapped
inside them etc. became displaced, rolling downwards around a rockwhich sticks
up out of the bottom. There follows a second stack of ingots (which because of
the increased gradient have slipped); a second row of 7 anchors (which for the
same reason are also in worse order than the first). Beyond this point, at the other
extremity of the hull, there are small finds (not shown on the plan). The full
complement of anchors, so I am told, now stands at a total of 21 ! Fig. 7 is a
hypothetical sketch (suggested to me by the published plan) showing how the
many anchors might have been placed within reach of the derrick arm, some
distance from the mast, which is itself forward of the ship's centre.

WHERE DID BRONZE AGE SHIPS KEEP THEIR STONE ANCHORS?

To sum up : a main complement of big anchors wasessential for immobilizing
Bronze Age vessels on the dangerous stops which their square sails forced them
to make. On the wreck at Ulu Burun there appears to have been only one small
anchor; I should, however expect that one or two might have been kept on deck
forthe ship's dinghy, for kedging and so on, but detailed descriptions of the "Kas"
anchors are yet to be published; very wisely, the stones themselves are being left
on the bottom to hold down and protect the wood of the buried hull until the time
comes to excavate it.
That the anchors on this Bronze Age wreckare as many as 21 is not surprising
to me, but two otherfindings are. Firstly that (although it is irrelevant to the present
discussion), all the Kas anchors appear to be I-holed weight-anchors. Secondly,
it is unusual that a whole complement of anchors should be found in situ on any
wreck, since the first thing to be done by a ship in distress is to drop anchors.
Evidently the Kas ship must have sunk exceptionally quickly, unlike the two other
Bronze Age wrecks have been excavated to date.
On the wreck at Newi Yam in Israel, paradoxically, it is the complement of
15anchors which has survived, with only one adze, one chisel and afew haematite
weights ... just suficient to testify the existence of a vanished cargo, thus proving
the site to be awreck rather than some kind of mooring improvisedwith 15 anchors.
The site was excavated by Ehud Galili. The anchors are grouped within an area
of 7x7 m., in shallow water near the beach. In antiquity, the depth is estimated to
have been 1.50 m., consequently at the time when the ship ran aground, she
could easily have been salvaged. Like most people, Galili was so surprised by the
number of the anchors, that he has suggested that at least some of them must
have been used as ballast (particularly on the grounds that he has not been able
to trace missing fragments of 2 of the anchors)8.
Unlike "Kas", the Bronze Age cargo which Bass excavatedat Cape Gelydonia,
Turkey, in 1960 did not represent a complete wreck : there were two groups of
finds, but no hull. At the time, it disappointed me that no anchors were found, but
after over 20 years hope may be renewed, for the site has been revisited and a
trail of artifacts discovered; if this trail is followed, it might eventually lead to the
place where the distressed ship started casting her anchors.
Other Bronze Age wrecks will doubtless crop up, although it would be
optimistic to suppose that many could be ascomplete as the Kas wreck. It confirms
that anchors of the period could be too big for one man to handle and that their
numbers could reach as many as 21. Both weight and bulk would have required
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a mechanical means of lifting - in all probability a mast derrick - consequently the
anchors would have had to have been kept in rediness, well within the reach of
the lifting gear. To have laid such a number of such bulky anchors on a fore-deck,
would have given Bronze Age cargo-ships the appearence of mini aircraft-carriers.
I suggest the anchors were stowed upright in the areas implied by the two rows
of anchors which show on the most recently published plans of this Ulu Buriln,
"Kas" wreck.

Honor Frost
31, Welbeck street
London WIM 7PG
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4 m long lead stock being exam~nedby Gerhard Kapitan; it is now In the National Museum,
Vallatta, Malta.
Cypriot Bichrome lVjug (British Museum, 1926,6-28,9) showing sailor lowering a round shaped
stone anchor, from a vessel's prow, by means of a mast-derrick.
Sailor using a mast-derrick to lift an object from the sea (photo : Joan du Plat Taylor).
Distortion caused by tracing (correctly) the painting on the Cypriot jug fig. 2 above.
A contemporary stone anchor ready to be used, on the deck of a small fishing boat (Island of
Arwad, Syria, 1970).
The modern anchor in (Fig. 5) seen underwater as it was being lowered.
Schematic reconstruction howing stone anchors in an upright position, within reach of the mastderrick, based on (below)thewreck-formation at Ulu Burun, Kas, as shown in the 1987 excavation
plans (referred to in the text).
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FURTHER IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL PARTS
OF THERA FRESCO'S SHIPS

The archaeological work being supervised and directed by S. Marinatos near
Akrotiri at Santorini during the season of 1972 uncovered the now well-known
fresco that illustrated, for the first time, watercraft of the Minoan era. The fresco,
when discovered, was extensively fragmented, due mostly to the volcanic eruption
blast with accompanying earthquakes and the final covering of volcanic ash. This
was based on geological investigation and research that the eruption of Thera
approximately at 1510 BC.
So we are looking at a fresco with ships, presumably 3500 years old, plus
or minus a factor of 100 years to account for variations of carbon dating and the
painting's age before Thera was destroyed. This fresco is an illuminated picture
for us in time, surrounded by centuries of dark and unknown nautical experience
and activity. We must make of it what we can by logical reasoning, using parallel
situations, knowledgeof nautical science, and speculation based on archaeological
knowledge. There is no way of knowing with certainty that the ships depicted, or
for that matter the painting, is contemporary with the cataclysm of Thera.
Since the discovery of this important art work, there have been many and
innumerable interpretations. This fresco is in the form of a frieze (originally), of
which less than half has been recovered. Our major interest in the painting lies in
the flotilla of ships, of which there are seven larger vessels proceeding from left
to right, and of these there isonly one which is nearly intact in its detail. Theothers,
however, are with various amounts missing, fragments and in various locations
on the ships. It is possible to see that the major ships are all very similar, and the
missing parts of some are present in others, and vice versa, and that all together
they match closely with the intact ship. Their sizes are also variable, but not
excessively different. At any rate, our attention will largely be concentrated for
obvious reasons on the intact vessel, the second from the left in the procession
beginning with the very interesting island village scene.
It is not the intention to describe the entire fresco here. It is assumed that
the majority of readers and audience are familiar with this remarkable and most
valuable ancient art. It is necessary to begin this short discussion , however, by
referring to Fig. 1, a reproduction of the portion of concentration on this famous
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fresco. It shows the vessel referred to above, the most intact ship. Its actual length
in the fresco is75 cm. from end to end, but eliminating the long, stem-like extension
on its forward end, the basic vessel is but 62 cm. Quoting Professor Marinatos,
this projection, which he refers to as a bowsprit " is an additional, thin wooden2
spar, attached to the prow when necessary ...... apparently a device for the ship's
festive decoration." The archaeological drawing taken from the fresco of this ship
is shown in Figure 2 and this decorated extension can be easily identified.
Referring to the related paper presented at the first Symposium, "Ship
Construction in Antiquity", Athens, 1985, "Theories on Ship Configuration in the
Bronze Age Aegean,"' this same ship as above was identified and discussed. It
was determined by reconstruction that it was a vessel whose dimensions were:
Overall length = 24 meters
Waterline length = 16.2 meters
Draft of water = 1 .O meters
Beam (extreme) = 5.0 meters
Displacement = 24 tons
Sail area = 61.5 square meters
Fig. 3 is the profile drawing, and Fig. 4 is the lines drawing (three view
configuration) as reconstructed. These illustrations are repeated with the kind
permission of the Symposium Administration merely to provide a basis for further
discussion.2 The validity of the reconstruction has been reasonably argued and
for purposes of this paper it must be considered the basic ship.
Perhaps the most controversial focus in the ships of this fresco has been
the appendage on the stern of the larger ships. It appears on each one except the
vessel under sail. Let us concentrate on this feature. It appears to be as it was
first described in the first official report,2 Excavations at Thera VI, (1972 Season)
..."attached to the stern and well over the sea's surface ... it is clear that the object
is composed of a bifurcated wooden shaft and of a massive piece also of wood
fastened vertically to it". This writer would agree that this is a good description of
the object from which to proceed. It would be proper to add that the vertical
"massive" piece is shaped like a wooden knee historically used in ships of wood
for stiffening and strengthening. The bifurcated shaft is quite probably in two parts,
being lashed or fastened at the after extremity of the vertical knee with a single
common junction from which each extends forward one side to port and the other
to starboard to fasten just below the rail's edge. This is visable, Fig. 5, in each of
the major ships showing the stern appendage. In the profile views of the fresco
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ships in which they all are proceeding from left to right, we are looking only at the
starboard side, unless there was an identical part on the port side lying in exactly
the same place. As it is described, it is an assembly making a three-point attachment,
port, starboard, and center on stern. (Fig. 5A).
In order to demonstrate the practicability as well as the basic function of the
stern appendage, it has been assembled as described and attached as shown in
Fig. 6 on the scale model first introduced in reference'.
This assembly has been constructed to scale and configuration according
to Fig. 2 as was the model. Fig. 7 is an extension of the lines drawing (Fig. 4)
showing the profile with the stern appendage located as attached. The three
attachment points on the model were as described above, and the actual attachment
was accomplishedwith very simple touches of rubber cement. The solidity of this
three point suspension was surprising. The assembly is convincing as one which
is removable and re-attachable with a feature of stowability. When it is removed,
it folds into a flat package that could very easily be hoisted inboard for stowage in
the ship at some suitable place in the hold. This latter feature has been discussed
elsewhere and assists in the explanation of temporary usage as a landing platform
or gangway astern.
Further shown in the model illustration, Figure 6, there is the clearance
question when the vessel is moored stern-to on a beach. There is a common
phenomenon on sandy and gravel beaches of the world's seas that involves the
gradual slope of the beach to the water and to an extent beyond. This slope is at
an angle that remains within narrow limits at approximately60. This is something,
of course, related to the constant force of gravity rearranging the washed sand
or aggregate of gravel inside the surf line as the waves surge onto the beach in
continual reversal of flow.
Referring to the model of the photograph in Figure 8, it has been set up in a
position with its stern to a beach angle of 6" and the model on a horizontal plane
at the waterline, a situation that would exist when such avessel as the Thera ship
places her bow at an anchor to seaward and allows the stern to touch lightly the
slope of the beach below the waterline. It will be observedthat the stern appendage
just clears the beach slope as it reaches aft toward solid, dry land. From the end
of this projection, when diagrammed on the scale drawing (Fig. 7), there measures
a step down in this position of 25 cm (9.8 in). Such measurement closely
approximates the height of one riser used by carpenters in making a standard
stair step.
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Actually, it is believed that the mode of attachment of stern appendage is
such to make it removable and available when and as needed. It is held by two
strap arrangements that pass through the stern knee piece and up to the hull's
after deck, where they most probably are tightened up and secured inboard. This
would allow adjustment to a higher position on the stern when needed for a stern
landing at a stone-built embarkation(Fig. 9).
This mode for embarkation and disembarkation very naturally adapts to the
classic usage in the Mediterranean in antiquity. There are abudant illustrations
of Mycenaean ships and later Attic paintings showing vessels carrying ladders
on the stern or actually with some in place and boarding, illustration.3
The stern-to beaching or landing custom seems to have extended into the
Minoan culture, which may even have established it as the common standard. It
truly is for the experienced sailor, a natural and simple way of going ashore. The
boat may be hauled up lines ashore or merely touching the bottom with anchor
to seaward and lines ashore from port and starboard quarters. It is for either a
friendly of hostile shore the most simple; the quickest and safest way of getting
to sea. It can be done gracefully and graciously in departing from a friendly host.
From a pursuing host, the well-organized crew can take to a ship presenting the
minimum target, cast off, and haul to aseaward anchor while underway with oars,
sail, and/or other propulsion.
Tying up to a quay or slip, it is still considered best seamanship to have the
stern to shore and bow to seaward. Only for cargo vessels and large commercial
ships in protected harbors or rivers is it considered more practical to load and
discharge cargo and passengers from the side. The stern-to bow-out system has
been practiced universallyfor centuries. It had its beginnings in the Mediterranean
- nodoubt with the Eastern civilizations, it has been known among maritime people
forthis indefinite time as the "Mediterraneanmoor". It is forthese reasons together
with the natural adaptability in model experiments as indicated that the stern
appendage of the Thera ship is most believably an embarkation platform.
As far as a trimming device4 is of alternative possibility, it must be pointed
out from the fresco that the few additional people in the stern will not cause a
significant change in trim. The vessel was determined to be 16.2 m (53.2 ft)
waterline length and approximately 5.0 m (16.4 ft) beam. This means that it would
have a trimming moment which would allow five men to be in the stern, where we
see them in the fresco, without changing the trim on the waterline at the stern
more than 5 cm (2 in). This result is computed as afunction of the vessel's length
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and waterline area, and involvesacommon parameter in examining and predicating
performance in ship design. It indicates that for every 5 cm (2 in) change of trim,
it is required to move 349 kg (770 Ibs), 8 m (26.25 ft) aft from amidship.
Leaving the stern appendage, it is of further interest to examine the function
of the objects shown on the forward ends of each of the large vessels on the rails.
It is very clear on the rail of the intact subject ship, Figs 1&2, that this attachment
is similar to the modern-day chock or fairlead for a rigging line or rope of some
kind. Itwill be noted in the illustrations that the opening or hole in this rail-mounted
"fairlead" type object falls almost directly below the end of the sail's yard arms,
which are supported in the fore and aft positions by crutches or in modern
terminology, "gallows".
The type of sail used on these vessels is apparent on the vessel under sail,
and by the accumulation of furled sail and yards on the above-named gallows, to
be a square sail with upper and lower yards. Such a sail is raised and lowered by
a multiple halyard system, which is visible in some detail. The mast heads fitted
with sheaves for these separate halyards are visible on mast head as eye-like
sheaves lashed in vertical arrangement to each side of the mast. This system is
identical to that used on Egyptian ships of the same and earlier periods.
These nearly identical mast head halyard sheaves in the Egyptian vessels
we know to be essentially of wood, with rope lashings. This is an unquestionable
thing, as well as their use, essentially becausethere are many more contemporary
Egyptian illustrations of ships as well as funerary models of their ships. It is quite
reasonable,with no evidence to the contrary, to judge that the mast head halyard
sheaves are also of smooth polished wood on these Bronze Age Aegean ships
which parallel the 18th Egyptian Dynasty of the New Kingdom. They also would
appear much like the today's similar object of rigging which is used in Aegean
fishing vessels as well as in other contemporary working rigs of Europe. They are
called "bull's eyes" in English and serve well the need for changing the direction
of a rigging line under a pulling force without the complexity and expense of adding
a rotating sheave to a block of wood. Their multiple use in this case lightens the
strain on each as the yard is raised. This function today would be accomplished
through a three or four part tackle in one block with as many rotating sheaves.
The arrangement of upper suspension points distributed on the yard allow
for canting it down forward at a leading angle to the horizontal wind force, which
improves the sail's aerodynamics. These conclusions have been arrived at by
sailors over the millennia without the advise of ship designers technology'.
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The ends of the lower yard as the sail is braced around to beam wind or
somewhat forward of the beam as is the condition of the model, Fig. 5, would be
most effective when the leading (forward) edge of this square sail is stretched
taught. This sort of hardening down can be accomplished by hauling hard in on
the two forward lower boom braces, which are shown rove through the rail-attached
fairleads described above. (Fig. lo). At the same time, the after end of the upper
boom must be hardened down by that brace. This sail can thus be set very
effectively, aerodynamically, in this manner, athough in today's world of fore and
aft rigged vessel, the term must be relatively applied. We can at least see that the
single square sail rig as is most clearly illustrated in this famous fresco of Thera,
is a flexible, workable rig of the age in which it was used.
This ship, under sail, is rather an enigma. There is no question that it is
sailing, believably so; there is no after landing gear rigged, the helmsmen (here
there are two) are standing, both well braced with legs apart, indicating they are
maintaining the head-up to wind in a stiff breeze. Because of the extensive
fragmentation, we depend on the restoration with some misgivings. It is for this
reason that the rigging is very sparse. There is evidence of taught halyards to the
left on the upper yard and a pair to starboard on the lower yard as well as a portion
of two braces coming off the yards. There also appears to be halyards coming
down on the aft side of the sail forward of the mast. All of this is correct, but the
whole forward end of the ship is missing from the original fresco, as is the stern.
It is difficult to tell whether the ikrion was rigged, although the restoration
seems noncommittal on this, having inventively been painted in a shapeless lump
at this location. It is felt in this analysis that there should be this aft structure shown
even under sail. The ikriaapparentlywere of considerable importanceto the owners
and/or captains of these Thera ships. In the house where the ship's fresco was
found these command stations are exhibited particularly as wall frescos, each one
individualized and painted apparently at some scale between half and full size.
Each exhibits different decorations,which indicate something of the reverence
or elevated rank associated with them. According to Professor Marinatos, the
owner of the house was the commander or "Admiral" of the flotilla2 portrayed in
the fresco. It suggests itself as a possibility that his murals of various ikria may be
thosefrom his past commands. Their placement on the ships indicate the location
of command as in the later profiles of trireme5 and/or war vessels which exhibit
very prominent throne-like chairs.3
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In further examination of the fresco ship #2 of the procession, we observe
In it, and at least on one other ship, an object rising from a forward location just
~eyondthe rail sheaves that appears to be a two-pronged fork or cradle. It is very
listinctly delineated, and seems to be standing approximately 0.75 m (2 1/2 ft)
~igherthan the rail or forward deck, if there were such. At first sight, this would
lppear to be the top of a crutch, and with considerable further examination and
:omparative considerations, one still returns to this conclusion. There is strong
widence - archaeological evidence as well as practical requirements - that lead
o the identity that this crutch is an installation to receive the end of the mast when
: is being lowered and stowed in its horizontal position as shown in five of the
;even ships. The mast, when not in use, would, for practical reasons, be stored
I an overhead arrangment where tall post-likegallows can support it. These mast
itowing structures are seen in the fresco on the ships where the masts are not
itepped. There are in the abundant Egyptian iconography, largely in Middle
Cingdom and earlier, detailed paintings and reliefs of ships in the process of
swering and raising masts.5 Many of these examples show a crutch forward
vhere the mast's lower end is apparently being braced or held temporarily when
he upper portion is held up by a taller post-like crutch amidships.5
The detailed procedure in unstepping the mast is not entirely clear. It must
)e lifted vertically, however, from its support (mast step) in the bottom of the ship
)y means of a rope sling or slings. A mast of the dimensions shown in the fresco
;hip#2, approximately8.8m (28.9ft) in overall length and with an averagediameter
mid diameter) of 16.5 cm (6 112 in) would weigh approximately 267 kg (588.6
bs). (This is assuming the mast was of some appropriate wood native to the
iegean areasuch as pineor cedar). It isobvious from this weightthat such a mast
vould be handled byacrew of sailors, approximately6 to 10 men. Lifting it between
wo parallel crutches with a rope slings would bring it up to a position where its
lpper portion must rest on one of the taller post-like crutches. The lower end, or
,eel of the mast, could then be carried forward to the lower forward crutch, where
t would rest safely for an indefinite time. It could at least be secured, until the
nidship crutches are in place, the sails made up between their yard arms, and
~theritems stowed and ready for landing. At this time, it would no doubt be raised
it its upper end, which now points aft, and lifted and moved to the upper stowage
eve1on the supports. These supports can be seen on Fig. 2, where there are four
n place supporting the furled sail and sail yard as well as an assortment of poles
)elow them.
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It suggests itself when comparing all the ships in the fresco, notable in the
areas of the painting where there was no restoration necessary, that these upright
post-crutches or gallows are fashioned to receive the masts and sail-yards
separately. The upper ends have a "T" bar shaped as in a shallow, side by side
double cradle, seen on close examination, Fig. 2. This can be seen on vessels
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7. Inasmuch as can be seen in unrestored portions of
vessel number 5, which is under sail, there are no such vertical supporting posts,
and it is reasonable to conlude that these, like other non-sailing or seagoing gear
like the stern appendage, must be removable and stowable.
Examination of ship number 5 must be necessarily restricted because of the
extensive fragmentation and missing portions. It may be seen in this vessel #5 that
there is a portion of the original fresco in it that clearly shows just forward of the
second helmsman's legs a corner of an object that must be the after portion of a
weather cloth or wind screen. This is broken off by a missing fragment, but continues
again to include the lower portion of the mast above its edge and including several
heads and arms of crew or passengers above it until it ends at a forward stanchion.
These weather cloths are shown in many ancient paintings and reliefs of ships from
the late Egyptian dynasties. Greek paintings on pottery of the 7th and 8th century
and down through the centuries to our own time, not only on Aegean fishing craft,
but on modern yachts that go to sea. Any watercraft with low freeboard will find that
these fabricshields along their sides are a usefull adjunct to their low rails in keeping
their decks dry and crew more protected from flying spray.
The various details as noted in this paper are all of them a part of maritime
culture that utilizes functional equipment that is recognizablestill after3500 years.
It is of satisfaction to see that there is such constancy in facing the forces of the
sea, but it is not surprising. It is, on the other hand, surprising to this writer that
some of these recognizable things in the beautiful fresco from Thera are so often
contested. It has been pointed out in pastwritings and interpretations of the fresco
that I have accepted this painting too literally, that I have lifted the ship's profile
line by line to be the basis for a blueprint. It is said with truth that before accepting
ancient iconography, it must be submitted to a deep critical analysis. This has
certainly been done, and because of the many realities in the fresco beyond the
ships; the very identifiable species of dolphins, as well as other animals and flora,
it is most believable. What else must we find to doubt?
One most credible critic says we must see the entire fresco as fantasy because
it contains one rampant griffen. True enough, there is among the other fauna,
lions, stags, fowl chased by spotted cat, a panel from the east wall (the ship panel
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was on the south wall) , a single rampant griffen. It is drawn in much by outline
and not filled in with color as are the other animals, as though perhaps the artist
knew and appreciated that he is illustrating a supernatural beast. This strange
beast is all there, just as our modern dictionary defines agriffen; lion's body, eagle's
head and wings. It certainly, rather than stamping the whole fresco as a figment
of some overcharged artist's imagination, does for this analyst, give the painting
a mark of authenticity. The griffen is most accurately drawn.
To paraphrase and apologize to the poet Gelett Burgess, it is not resistable
to conclude with the following:
I never saw an ancient Griffen,
I never hope to see one;
But I can tell you here and now,
That this one is a real one.
It is not in the details of this fresco that any major and very few minor details
should cause doubt. Perhaps we are misreading some of them or putting some
unrelated interpretation on others. This is not where the trouble may lie. It is an
extensive and major archaeological milestone with considerable importance.We
can easily see the portrayal of ships and people , towns and hillside of animals
and saltwater with dolphins. We can count the paddlers on the ships and thus
judge their dimensions with reasonable accuracy; we can even, from their profile
and mast and sail extent, judge theirthird dimension and reconstruct their shape.
The greatest question in this beautiful fresco has not been answered nor has it
even been asked, perhaps indirectly once by Professor Casson, and that question
is; how old are these ships and when did they sail? It may be, as has been assumed,
that they are contemporary with or shortly before the destruction of Thera, which
has been dated both geologically and by carbon dating. The age of the fresco
and/or the scene of the fresco may be presumptuous.
There is evidence that may be quite supportive of this in the similarity of the
masts as well as the profiles and other features of Egyptian ships in the reign of
Sesostris Ill from the Twelfth Dynasty or Middle Kingdom of Egypt. This would
date them only as late as 1780 BC or older, if the similarity could be substantiated
with theirtime. Theveryvisible stripes, on the masts both parallel and spiral, could
be the woldings to hold together composite wood assembled masts or the stripes
may be decorative. There is no evidence that Egyptian masts were composite
assemblies and this question's answer is irrelevant in either case. The masts
appear the same in the Egyptian tomb painting ship procession and the ship's
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profiles, as do the Thera ships. The low mast crutch on the forward deck as well
as the higher supporting crutches are also the same. These similarities seem
more than coincidental.
In closing, Ibeg forbearance and ask the kind consideration of all the Scholars,
classicists, archaeologists, and others here assembled for this form of direct
examination and analysis taken by an old sailor, teacher, and successful practitioner
of ship design for many years.

Thomas C. Gillmer
Professor of Naval Architecture
U.S. Naval Academy (Ret.)
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Lines Configuration of Thera Ship #2, Three Views. T. Gillmer.

Fig. 5

Unrestored Fresco Fragments Showing Stern Appendage of Ship #4

Fig. 5A

Detail of Stern Appendage Attached.

Fig. 6

Model With Stern Appendage Attached.

Fig. 7

Drawing of Stern Appendage In Place on the Lines Configuration.

Fig. 8

Model With Stern to Beach Showing Slope.

Fig. 9

Illustration Showing Landing and Embarkation From a Stone Mole

Fig.10

Square Sail Leads for Bracing Up Sail for Windward Sailing.
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note
- - --

Since Professor GiIImer presented his communication the chronology of the
Thera eruption has been much debated. Ice-coredating is giving a date of around
f 645 BC, while tree-ring chrono!ogy a date around 1628 BC.
At the Third International Congress on Thera and the Aegean World, held
In Santorini, Greece beheen the 3rd-9th September 1989no less than 28 papers,
dealing with the chronology, were presented. At his closing address Professor
Colin Renfrew among other said, "When we turn to the historical dates, the
archaeological chronology is still a matter of debate: whether it shoujd be the
traditional date of around 1500 or 1520 BC or much earlier in the middle of the
17th century ..."
The Proceedings were published in 1990 in Thera and the Aegean World,
Editors D.A. Hardy with A.C. Renfrew, The Thera Foundation, London, 1990.
Volume Ill deals with the chronology and it was thought appropriate to provide
the reader with t h e above reference.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL
ARCHEOLOGY:
THE PUNIC SHIP OF MARSALA AND THE TRIREME "OLYMPIAS"

I would like here to render homage to Auguste Jal, whose Glossaire Nautique
we are re-editingat the LaboratoiredlHistoire Maritimeof the Sorbonne, homage
as the father of naval archaeology and of experimental archaeology. In the latter,
he did not hesitate in urging Napoleon Ill to reconstruct a trireme. I studied this
case which is usually now hold up to ridicule but we must remember Dupuy de
LBme supplanted Jal and constructed a monster. If Dupuy de LBme had accepted
collaboration with Jal, he would have certainly missed considerably, for instance
the knowledge of mortise and tenon joint construction or the Zea shipsheds; but
he would have had the epigraphy and, so, made a light vessel instead of a boat
like a "trois-ponts". Thanks to the texts, he would have put 170 rowers instead of
130 in his giant. Unlike Dupuy, a military engineer of genius, Jal was an erudite
who thought that science advances progressively by the trial and error system,
according to the experimental method of their contemporary Claude Bernard.
Since then, underwater archaeology has revolutioned our data. Nevertheless
the act of interpreting an excavation is not neutral and it can't bedone without the
texts and epigraphy as we shall see in relation with the Punic Ship of Marsala. On
the other hand, excavations, even after correct interpretation, don't show everything
-which justifies experimental archaeology.
Coming back to the Punic Ship of Marsala, excavated, emerged and partially
reconstructed by Honor Frost, she is the only ancient war vessel we possess,
even if we don't know her row system. According to the authors of the Excavations
Report,she seems to be a30 row (approximatively)vessel, that is eithera triacontor,
light boat used as a scouting vessel or for piracy, or an actuaire, a combined ship
(sail and rowing) used as support ship. The friaconforsdate back from pre-homeric
times, even if later they were used marginally; the mere existence of actuaires is
questionable. That is why the authors did not give none of the two names to the
ship, but they called her liburne, a later word than the year 241 BC, in ancient
literature that simply means (war) galley and not biremeas it has been repeatedly
mistranslated despite the texts (c. for instance Suetonius, Caligula, 35)
Actually, the ship of Marsala, sunk in 241 BC in the Aegades Islands, formed
part of a homogeneous Carthage fleet that fought at undoubtedly equal number
the 200 Roman penferes. According to Polybe, we know that this fleet wasn't
composed of any transport, due to the tactics of Hamilcar.

Near 200 punic quinqueremes charged with wheat, material and young
recruits should have disembarked by surprise at the foot of the mount Erice in
order to reinforce the camp of Hamilcar Barca, and to embark him and his veterans,
instead of the cargo, to fight the battle.
Neither slow cargo ships, nor extremely light triacontors were chosen for
such a task but only powerful and fast war ships, charged with provisions (just as
the Japanese supplied Guadalcanal with heavy destroyers and cruisers at the
end of the fights). But the Cartaginians were attacked before by the Romans and
taken or sunk, that put an end to the First Punic war.
The Carthaginians were sure of their superiority in speed thanks to the hull
deflectors inaugurated on the quadrireme the Rhodian, captured shortly before
by the Romans. But this enabled the Romans to construct a fleet based on the
model of the Rhodian, therefore as fast as the Punic fleet which, despite having
the wind astern, could not break the blocus of Lutatius Consul that intercepted it
at the last moment.
For Polybe, only penteres are present in the Aegades battle. According to
Honor Frost, the Punic Ship had 17 rows on each side, all at a single level and at
1.40m one from another. But this 1.40mspacing corresponds only to the attachment
spaces of an outrigger or a fighting deck. Between each space, two rows fit as
well as a single one, and the existence of two of them is more plausible since a
1.40m space per row seems excessive as the Olympias example shows. On the
other hand, since the topsides were not kept, we could think of a ship with three
ranks of rows - the most common during the Roman age in epigraphy - while
moneres are very rare - this is certainly not an effect of a hazardous finding.
The reconstitued measures of the Punic ship (37m x 4,8m), minimized in
my opinion, means she would fit inside the 40m x 6m dockings discovered in 1977
by Hurst in Carthage (Admiralty Island)where we know quinqueremeswere kept.
Everything seems to prove that the Punic ship is a pentere, statistically probable
if we remember that "during this war, there were lost for sure: 700 by the Romans,
those in the wecks included, and around 500 by the Carthaginian" (Polybe,
Histories, Book 1,63-6), 50 of them sunk only in the Aegades ...
Epigraphyfinally confirmsour thesis since, even if we do not have a reproduction
of the monoreme endowed with the beak-shaped ram so particular of the Punic
ship, the Trajan Column offers the whole of the Danube fleet entirely composed of
polyremes - biremes, normal for a fluvial fleet - and also an admirable trireme,
Trajan's own admiral ship. No need then to make such a big effort of imagination
to see the resemblances between Trajan's triremeand the quinqueremeof Marsala.
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My opinion on the dimensions of the ship of Marsala is confirmed by the
essential workof Michel Redde, Mare Nostrum(Ecole Franqaisede Rome, 1986,
pp 36-37). According to him, the Punic Ship has at least the size of a trireme;
which is not surprising when we know that the hellenistic port of Carthage housed
"3" and later "5", without modifyingthe dockings. We are therefore far away from
a small vessel and closer to a quinquereme.
Despite its great contribution and the fact it is an unforgettable fragment of
the past, the Punic Ship - emerged and reconstructed once then dismantled by
"unknown" interests and reconstructed again thanks to the unrestless activity of
Miss Honor Frost - is yet not enough for the researcher. In my opinion the error
of making her a 68 rowers liburne explains itself by the intellectual backgroundof
the time when most experts denied the possibility of ever finding a warship for
lack of freight. Therefore in the excavation report, (Lilybaeum, Honor Frost and
alii, 1976) dating from 14 years ago, a compromise was made that, as we have
said, explains itself by the sociology of knowledge.
Since then, we have had Hurst's excavations confirming those of Blackmann
in Zea; the ram of Athlit, whose weight - in default of the form -should be compared
with that of the reconstitued ram of Marsala; the "sockets" of the Trophee of
Actium from which the size of the Athlit ship can be deduced; and specially the
discovery of the ship of Giens (that explains the Forodelle Corporazioniin Ostia
where merchantships are seen with what is believed a ram) confirm that 68 men
couldn't have manoeuvred a vessel such as the Punic ship and even less used
her ram, since she surely did have a ram and not a stem bulge. This fades away
the existence of actuaires while generally Polybe shows clearly the distiction
between warships (penteres)and support ships but never the existence of dualpropulsion ships.
The last discovery, if I may say so, was the trireme of John Morrison,
reconstructed according to the texts and the epigraphy. The total lackness of
archeological fragments could be criticized; but consideringthe abundant references
of John Morrison and John Coates' knowhow as a naval architect, as well as what
both have told us about the Olympias's performancescomparableto the Ancients,
I would say that the trireme is 90% authentic and that the other 10% can be
discussed in one sense or the other, this is considerable (who would say as much
for a Physical theory?)
Now Olympias is smaller in beam than the Punic ship consideringthe fusion
of the outrigger with the fighting deck:

Olympias

37m

5,5m

Punic Ship

37m

6m

which explains why the latter has two men per row on the topside according
to Honor Frost, this was not possible for the Olympias, and it could form the
thranites of a quinquereme.
On the other hand, we think the speed of "3" and "5" must have been equivalent.
And we have several hypothesis: first during the battle of Amorgos the Athenians
could not escape, I think they would have it if they could! Second, the lack of "3"
as scouting vessels during the First Punic war (Polybe would have mentioned it)
- their uselessness made them soon disappear from Roman fleets. Another
example is the "5" that captured the Rhodian (a "4") and finally Anthony who
escaped on a "5" to come up with Cleopatra, leaving his decere.
We may conclude that the speed of "3" and "5" was more or less the same,
which means a "5" needed much superior human engine: adding seaman and
"marines", a vessel charged on the topside therefore ballasted, that the human
engine had to reckon with.
Now that we have reconstructed a trireme, theoretically nothing keeps us
from reconstructing a quinquereme, the largest ship useful to thalassocracies
after the trireme, with three ranks of rowers an two men per row on the two upper
levels (cf John Coates, American Scientific, 1989). We think this task is possible
only on the basis of the ship of Marsala that we are fortunate to have, under the
condition, of course, that she is repaired and housed in a museum protecting and
exposing her. If still somedoubtsexist regardingthevessel, the hull can be finished
using the CAO (computing aided conception) and then the method by segments
used for Olympias to reconstruct the rowing system. Acombination of both models
would be a real scientific breakthrough. I would like to try from 68 to 268 rowers,
I think the latter is the appropriate solution, nearer the speed of this one "5" - had
approximately that number of rowers according to what we can deduce from
Polybe. In exchange, such a vessel could offer useful information on the "3".
This is my conception of science and the reasonwhy I don't think there should
exist any conflict between ExperimentalArchaeology and Underwater Archaeology.
Alain Guillerm
Laboratoire d' Histoire Maritime
CNRSISorbonne
Paris

LEAD HULL SHEATHING I N ANTIQUITY1

Thin exterior sheathing of lead is a relatively common feature of ancient
shipwrecks in the Mediterranean. It normally consists of large sheets, one to two
millimeters thick, laid over some sort of fibre impregnated with resin or pitch and
held in place by copper tacks in a characteristic "quincunx" pattern. It has been
suggested, perhaps on analogy with the development of copper bottom sheathing
in the 18th century CE, that ancient hull sheathing was intended to protect the
underlying wood from attack by marine borers, such as the mollusc Teredonavalis,
and other destructive sea life.2 Such protection would certainly be useful in the
Mediterranean, where wooden vessels have exceptionally short working lives,
even with modern anti-fouling paints and preservatives. Metal could provide a
barrierto such organisms, and, indeed, was eventually chosen as the most effective
means of preservingmodernwooden vessels travelling to the even more destructive
tropical waters of the West Indies.3 Alternatives to metal include the use of light
wood sheathing, which could be stripped off and replaced before infestation
reached structural timbers.
Careful examination of the way lead sheathingwas used in antiquity suggests
that the primary purpose was not, in fact, protection against borers. Where sheathed
hulls have been sufficiently preserved, the lead (or evidence of it) usually extends
well above the waterline, generally to the limits of preservation.4 Borer protection
is not needed on most of the topsides, and modern copper sheathing stopped just
above the load waterline. More importantly, several of the sheathed hulls seem
to have been poor candidates for this sort of protection. The Kyrenia ship was
already old and teredo-riddled when it was first sheathed in lead,= and the Nemi
barges were employed on a freshwater lake with no navigable connention to salt
water, and thus no shipworm.
Surely protecting aworn-out, infested hull such as the Kyreniaship was false
economy; could sheathing be reasonably expected to extend the life of timber
already seriously deteriorated? It has been suggested that the Nemi barges were
covered in lead because they were imperial state vessels and as such should
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have reflected the best techniques of Roman shipwrights, whether appropriate
or not.6 While I am not qualified to interpret Roman attitudes towards conspicuous
consumption, many construction features on the Nemi barges indicate that they
were not typical of Roman commercial shipbuilding. The framing system, if system
it is, is unique in the ancient Mediterranean and must have been a deliberate
solution to the problems presented by the wide, flat floors of these immense
vessels. Similarly, the heavy spikes used as edge fastenings in the planking and
iron strapping in the deck structure are quite clearly responses to the peculiar
requirements of floating pleasure palaces rather than examples of contemporary
deepwater practice. Nevertheless, while the vanished upperworks of these hulls
were the height of extravagance, there is nothing frivolous or superfluous about
the underwater structure that supported them. Should there not be a more rational,
practical explanation for lead sheathing on the Kyrenia and Nemi vessels? What
need do they share that lead might satisfy?
All three must have leaked quite badly. As vessels age, the timbers work
against each other, compressing and wearing adjoining surfaces. Joints and
seams become loose, and more and more caulking is required between the plahks.
For largervessels, the problem is exacerbatedby the greater difficulty in providing
adequate initial stiffness in long, heavy structures made of elastic materials (such
as wood). The trials of the replica Kyrenia II have shown that when new, the Kyrenia
ship was quite watertight,' but the soft, worn-out hull of the Kyrenia ship as
excavated was probably well past the point where plank swelling and mortise and
tenon joints could keep all the seams watertight. The Nemi barges, because of
their sheer size and weight - they must be two of the largest mobile wooden
structures built in the ancient world - must have been nearly impossibleto provide
with much stiffness. Large Roman seagoing ships, such as the Madrague de
Giens wine carrier, used complex curvatures and deep sections to create a boxgirder effect within the hull, increasing the overall strength and stiffness of the
structure, but the relatively shallow, flat shapes of the Nemi barges add little to
overall rigidity, which must then depend on the properties of the materials and
the fineness of the joinery. The barges have extraordinarily large mortise and
tenon joints in the planking, plus the heavy iron spikes mentioned above, but
working and leaking must have been a problem even when new. Fortunately, a
small inland lake does not usually produce the waves and extreme differential
hull stresses that the open sea does.
Mortise and tenon joints are effective at keeping the seams closed in new
construction, at least in smaller vessels such as the Kyrenia ship, but they also
discourage the use of driven caulking between the planks when the hull starts to
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leak. While there is written evidence of driven caulking in the later Roman period
(see below), careful examination of several Hellenistic and earlier Roman hulls
has failed to produce any evidence of caulking in the seams.8 Seam caulking, in
the form of resin-impregnated fiber, has been found on a late (4th century CE)
Roman vessel, Port-VendresI, but it is not apparent from the published information
whether the caulking was driven in after planking or laid between planks during
construction.9 If caulking cannot be driven into the seams, it must be applied to
the surface of the planking, either outside or inside. Many excavated hulls, both
sheathed and unsheathed, display evidence of extensive coating with resinous
products on the interior, either as bedding underthe frames oras acomplete coat.
Whether this was done to keep seawater outside or to prevent the interior of the
hull form absorbing rain and bilge water, which foster rot, it is difficult to say. Pitch
coatings on the outside must be for caulking, as they are certainly not antifouling.
Lead is extremely effective for sealing joints and seams, as it is malleable
enough to be beaten into and around lumpy, irregular contours with ease. It was
widely and cheaply available in the ancient world and could be had in large sheets
of uniform thickness.10 It has been a common material for roofing, flashing, and
marine patching from classical times to the present. The earliest evidence of
the use of sheet lead on a ship's hull is from the Porticello shipwreck, which
dates to the 5th century BCE. The excavation produced several narrow strips
of lead sheet with tack holes; these strips have been interpreted as seam
patches.11
Unlike medieval cathedral roofing, lead sheet in marine usage does not
usuallyform the watertight barrier itself. It is normally laid over some sort of resinimpregrated fiber, such as woven cloth, felt, fur, or leaves. The lead limits ingress
of water to the seams between sheets, but it is the resin that actually displaces
water. The lead serves to hold the tarred fiber in place and protect it.12 Lead may
also have performed an anti-fouling function, as bare pitch collects all sorts of
floating trash.13 Hardening agents may be added to the resin to reduce tackiness,
but if they make the compound brittle, they greatly reduce the effectiveness of
the caulking, which should give with the swelling and shrinking of the wood.
The Kyrenia ship was first sheathed when old and already infested. While
this makes little sense if the lead was to protect against borers, it is a practical
way to squeeze a few more stadia out of a tired, leaking hull without extensive,
uneconomical repairs such as major replanking or structural reinforcement. One
might think of it as patching expanded to cover the entire hull. Worm protection
well above the loadwaterline also makes little sense, but caulking is needed quite
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high in the ship to accommodate rolling, heeling, pitching, and heavy seas, all of
which put substantial portions of the upperworks under water.
The concept of sheathing as expanded patching suggests that it was first
applied to old, decaying ships, but there is ample evidence that it was eventually
used as part of new construction. The Marsala ship, from the mid-3rd century
BCE, seems to have been quite newwhen it sank, but was completely sheathed.14
If, as Honor Frost suggests, the ship was built in wartime haste,15 a thorough
caulking job might be a more economical use of labor and time than precise fitting
of seams. Large vessels, such as the Madrague de Giens ship, might also profit
from lead sheathing as part of original construction. Sheathing could well be an
economical alternative to the massive structures necessary to assure sufficient
rigidity and limit working. Note that the immense ship built for Hiero of Syracuse
in the 3rd century BCE. was equipped with lead sheathing when new.16 This is
not to say that ships were built "soft" or sloppily and that caulking covered a
multitudeof sins, but that sheathingwas a practical solution to problems encountered
in the construction of large vessels. Alternatively, one could say that a larger ship
is susceptible to leakage earlier in its working life than a smaller one and thus
should be sheathed earlier; thus it follows that eventually, a large enough ship
should be sheathed before launching. The double planking found on some large
Roman merchantmenfrom the2nd and 1st centuries BCE may also be a response
to the same probleml'.
It may seem that adense substance, such as lead, placed around the perimeter
of the hull could serve as aform of external ballast.18 In fact, the ballasting action
of lead sheathing is minimal. First, the total weight of sheathing is relatively small.
Richard Steffy has calculated a total sheathing weight of under 1200 kg for the
Kyrenia ship, of which about 200kg is the weight of the copper tacks used to hold
the lead sheets to the hull.19This represents less than four percent of a total loaded
displacement of thirty-two metric tons.20 As the sheeting used varies little in
thickness for a wide range of hull sizes, and largervessels have less surface area
per unit of volume (and thus less surface area per unit of displacement),the weight
of sheathing as a percentageof total displacement actually decreases with increases
in ship size. One could thus reasonably expect the sheathing of a vessel the size
of the Madrague de Giens ship to represent considerably less than four percent
of the total weight of the ship, despite the slightly greater thickness of the lead
commonlyfound on largervessels. Second, the even distribution of weight around
the perimeter and above the waterline negates much of any ballasting effect. To
be effective as ballast, dense material must be concentrated low in the hull, well
below the center of gravity. An appreciable amount of lead sheathing lies beside
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or above the center of gravity, cancelling out the ballasting effect of much of the
sheathing below. In the end, only a small part of a relatively small total sheating
weight has any effect on the stability of the ship.
Although lead sheathing has a long history in the ancient world, it can only
be said to have been really common in the Hellenistic/Republican period. The
earliest excavated example is from the Kyrenia ship, at the end of the 4th century
BCE21 Earlier hull remains are unsheathed22 or only patched.23 Most of the
excavated ships from the 4th and 3rd centuries BCE. in the Mediterranean and
Black Seas exhibit evidence of sheathing,24 but from the 2nd century BCE onward,
sheathing is less common and disappears from the archaeological record by the
end of the 1st century CE. The latest securely dated evidence is from the Nemi
barges, of the mid-1st century CE25 but there are deepwater vessels that may
have been sheathed and may date to the same period.26The apparent abandonment
may only be afluke of preservation and excavation -the "canon" of well-documented,
dated ancient wrecks is notably biased toward the centuries BCE, with virtually
no securely dated hulls from the 1st century CE - but the general trend does seem
to be away from lead sheathing.27 If it was succesful enough to warrant widespread
use in Hellenistic and Republican times (and perhaps into the early Empire), we
must ask what changes in shipbuilding or ship-owning conditions led to its
abandonment.
The simplest explanations are the development of more effective caulking
methods, or a significant rise in the cost of lead. The latter is the easiest to
discount, as lead was a cheap and plentiful material throughout the Roman
period. Short-term fluctuations in the price of lead are to be expected, but other
products that contained large amounts of lead, such as plumbing and anchors,
do not seem to have abandoned it in the same period.28The exploitation of new
mines in Spain and Britain probably led to a long-term drop in price, if anything.29
The development of alternative caulking methods is attested by some of the
written sources. Pliny and Vegetius both mention the use of wax in pitch-based
hull coatings, and these mixtures may have been less tacky and more durable
than pitch alone.30 Certainly there is archaeological evidence for pitch or pitchbased coatings on both the interior and exterior of unsheathed hulls. More
importantly. Pliny directly mentions the use of beaten reeds forcaulking interiecta
navium commissuris("inserted in the joints [seams?] of ships") in the 1st century
CE3I Strabo, however, describes the caulking driven into the seams of the heavy
ships of the Venitii in such away that implies that such construction was contrary
to Mediterranean practice.32 Driven or clamped seam caulking has been a
characteristic of northern European craft since the Bronze Age, so it is at least
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possible that theconcept was imported into the Mediterranean after the Roman
conquest of the northern rivers. The Port Vendres I vessel shows that driven
caulking may have been in Mediterranean use by the4thcenturyCE33.Still, lead
remained the preferred material for a multitude of terrestrial and marine
waterproofing jobs, such as patching leaks, cappign exposed and grain and
sealing repairs, throughout the Roman period and into our own times.34 It is
difficult to imagine that an unprotected surface coating could be superior in any
quality other than cost. Once edge-to-edge mortise and tenon joints were
abandoned, driven caulking could be employed more easily. This is a superior
general caulking method, as it strengthens the hull, is less subject to damage
through abrasion and less trouble to apply.35
Lacking good evidence for a significant long-term rise in the cost of lead or
the widespread adoption of driven caulking before the end of the Empire, we must
suppose achange in the economic environment that would render lead sheathing
an expensive luxury. In this regard, Lionel Casson has suggested that economic
pressures in the form of growing labor costs (due to the decline of slave labor)
during the early Middle Ages stimulated the abandonment of mortise and tenon
joinery in hulls and the growth of "frame-first" shipbuilding.36 I believe that the
roots of this trend can be observed in the early Imperialperiod, and offer a serviceable
explanation for the demise of lead sheathing.
Ancient shipbuilding reached a peak of sophistication (or complexity) in the
1st century BCE or CE. Large vessels pushed traditional mortise and tenon joinery
to its limits. Double planking, complex backbone structrures (such as the sternpost
of the Madraguede Giens ship37), recurved hull sections, large and closely-spaced
tenons, and lead sheathing all reflect a classical approach to structure in which
stresses were shared more or less equally among shell, frame, and shape. Later
vessels relied increasingly on internal timbers for strength, with acorresponding
decrease in shell strength and complexity along with greater variation in hull
form.38 Large vessels from the later Imperial period, such as the merchantmen
from Caesarea Maritima39 and the Bourse at Marseilles,40 as well as the marble
carrier at Torre Sgarrata,41 have a single, thick layer of planking reinforced by
massive, closely-spacedframes and are characterized by a greater overall simplicity
of shape and construction. The exaggerated hollow garboards of earlier ships
were reduced until they eventually disappeared in straight deadrise or flat floors.
The Nemi barges are considerably simpler in hull structure than the Madrague
de Giens ship, yet no expense was spared in their construction and they are
admirably suited to their purpose.
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It is possible that the growing reliance on heavier internal structures and
more frequent connections between keel and frames increased the stiffness of
ancient hulls. Stiffer hulls work less and are thus less prone to leak. Driven caulking,
if properly applied, contributes to hull stiffness, a property of which at least some
Romans were aware. Tighter hulls have less need of extensive surface caulking,
so it is conceivable that lead sheathing was abandoned because it was no longer
necessary. If this is the case, one could expect to find its use increasingly restricted
to larger ships, which are more difficult to build with adequate rigidity. The
archaeologicalrecord (althoughthe sample is too small to be statistically significant)
seems to support this, as the known and possible 1st-century CE examples (Nemi
and Caesarea) are enormous ships.
An economic explanation will also serve. I believe that economic pressure
for reduced capital costs is largely responsible for the growing overall simplicity
of mortise and tenon construction, just as it later prompted the abandonment of
such joinery all together. The ships of the Empire were cheaper to build because
they tooksomewhat less material but substantially less labor is not free. The labor
of skilled slaves, such as shipwrights and tutors, is especially valuable and not
spent needlessly. The single-planked, unsheathed ship also has maintenance
advantages; planks in need of repair are detected and replaced more easily.
In return for savings on the initial investment and some operating expenses,
the Roman owner was apparently willing to sacrifice the extra amount of working
life the Kyreniaship's ownerwas trying to obtain. On the other hand, any decrease
in ship life was probably more than compensated for by the initial savings if an
average cost per ton of cargo is figured. In an environment where marine life is
hard on ships, an extremely long working life is unlikely in any case. Still, one
would expect to find lead sheathing lasting the longest in the construction of large
ships, which depended more than small vessels on external caulking for
watertightness.
As for the cause of such a change in the economic climate, that is a topic too
immense for this paper. Perhaps the reorganization of provincial administration
under Augustus streamlinedand stimulated long distance commerce, thus creating
a greater demand for cheap tonnage, especially in bulkcargoes. The long distance
transport of bulk goods is only profitable as a regular endeavor where supplies
and markets are relatively steady and transport costs are minimal. Low transport
costs (freight) depend on ships that are relatively cheap to build and cheap to
operate. In such a climate, lead sheathing, which was never ubiquitous, became
one of several costly options.
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What this change represents is adistinct step in the evolution of the western
economy. Where ships of the Classical Greek and Hellenistic eras had been built
expensively, even lavishly, in terms of the labor involved, Roman ships were
increasingly subject to a wider range of economic influences. Craftsmanship had
a more tangible price. Comparing ships separated by a millennium, the Kyrenia
vessel and the 7th-century ship from Yassiada,@the difference in the level of
craftsmanship is startling. The Byzantine ship is acrude but efficient packing crate
next to the yacht-like Hellenistic ship. In this context it is tempting to see the
growing simplicity of Roman construction as a decline in quality, but it should
instead be seen as a rise in economic consciousness and sophistication.

Frederick Hocker
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of water even under extreme conditions of hull stress (Richard Steffy, pers. comm.)
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(supra n. 4) 86, n. 27; Nemi: Ucelli (supra n. 4) 152-53. Steffy notes ([supra n. 41 98) that pitch
may have ben laid into the garboard seams before assembly of the garboards to the keel.
Bernard Liou, "L' epave romainede I'Anse Gerbal a Port-Vendres," ComptesrendusdeI'Academie
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (July-October, 1974) 422.
J.D.C. Boulakia, "Lead in the Roman world," AJA76 (1972) 142-44.
Cynthia J. Eiseman and Brunhilde Ridgway, The Porticello Shipwreck(College Station Texas,
1987) 16.
Honor Frost (supra n. 4) 263 suggested that this was the purpose of the lead sheathing on the
Nemi barges.
Indeed, bare pitch was originally used on Kyrenia I1 but was abandoned in favor of modern
marine anti-fouling paints due to the amount of disgusting harbor refuse that became attached
to the sticky goo (Richard Steffy, pers. comm.)
Frost (supra n. 4) 262-63.
Frost (supra n. 4) 278.
Athenaeus 5.207a. The relavant passages concerning this ship were translated with commentary
by Lionel Casson (supra n. 2) 191-99.
For example, the wrecks at Madrague de Giens: Tchernia, Pomey, and Hesnard (supra n. 4)
85; Grand Congloue: Benoit (supra n. 2) 152; and wreck A at Dramont: Claude Santarnaria,
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- Commune de Saint Raphael)," CahArchSubaq2 (1 973) 133.
This aspect of lead sheathing was not originally addressed in this paper, but was brought up by
Avner Raban after the paper was delivered. As Prof. Raban's point was well taken, I hope he
will forgive me if I take the liberty of responding to his question here in the text.
J. Richard Steffy, pers. comrn.
The replica Kyrenia I1 was weighed, with spars but without sheathing, when launched at 8.7
tons. The amphora cargo (if full of wine) plus the millstones weighed in the vicinity of 22 tons;
J.R. Steffy, pers. comm.
Steffy (supra n. 4) 98. A wreck off the Crimean coast of the Black Sea has produced several
moderately-sizedsheets of lead and may date to the late4th century BCE - V.D. Blavatsky and
B.C. Peters, "Korablekrusheniye kontsaIV - nachala Ill vv. do n.e. okolo Donuzlava", Sovietskaya
Arkheologiya 1969 (3) 151-58, published in English as "A wreck of the late 4th or early 3rd
century BC near Donuzlav," D.J. Blackman, trans., lJNA2 (1973).
The Porticello wreck, dated to the 5th century BCE is only patched: Eiseman and Ridgway
(supra n. 11) 16. The Ma'agan Michael wreck, described elsewhere in this volume by Elisha
Linder and Jay P. Rosloff (see), dates to the late 5th century BC and has no evidence of lead
sheathing or patching, but it appears to have been a very new ship at the time of its loss.
Of Hellenistic wrecks, only the Seccade Capistello ship lacks evidence of sheathing: Don Frey,
Faith D. Hentschel, and Donald H. Keith, "Deepwater archaeology. The Capistello wreck
excavation, Lipari, Aeolian Islands," IJNA 7 (1978) 295. In addition to the more accessible
published material, Cemal Pulak reports that two Hellenistic wrecks ~ I J ~ e y by
e dthe Institute
of Nautical Archaeology off the Turkish coast, one off the southwest coast and one in the Sea
of Marmara, present convincing evidence of lead sheathing; Cemal M. Pulak, "Turkish coastal
survey yields wrecksite inventory," INA Newsletter 12.2 (1985) 2-3. See also Cemal Pulak and
RhysTownsend, "The Hellenistic shipwreck at Serce Limani, Turkey: Preliminary Report,"AJA
91 (1987) 35.
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Ucelli (supra n. 4) 153.
Chief among these is probably the large, single-planked vessel off Caesarea Maritime. While
no sheathing or tacks have been found on the hull remains themselves, large, crumpled sheets
of lead were found in the vicinity and much of the bottom of the hull remains unexarnined. Michael
A. Fitzgerald, "The Ship," in John Peter Oleson (ed.), The Harbours of Caesarea Maritima:
Results of the Gaesarea Ancient Harbours Excavation Project, 1980-1985 11: The Small Finds
andthe Ship, BAR lnternational Series (Oxford, forthcoming). I thank Mr. Fitzgerald for sharing
this information with me.
This trend has been noted by Casson (supra n. 2) 214-17, App. I, and forms part of a series of
general trends in Roman shipbuilding observed by Patrice Pomey, "L'architecture navale
romaine et les fouiles sous-romaine 5. Recherches d' archeologie celtique et gallo-romaine
(Paris, 1973) 41.
Lead-stockedanchors are extensivelycovered in the litetarure; see, for example, Piero Gianfrotta's
paper in this volume.
Boulakia (supra n. 10) 139-41, 143
Pliny, NH 16.56; Vegetius, 4.44
Pliny, NH 16.158. Casson (supra n. 2) 209-10, note 39, translates commissurisas "seams,"
and I see no reason to disagree.
Strabo, 4.1 95, as noted by Casson (supra n. 2) 209, n. 38.
Liou (supra n. 9) 422.
The Kyrenia ship was patched with lead on the interior Steffy (supra n. 4) 97; The keel-to-post
scarf of Port-Vendres I was sealed with a lead sleeve - Liou (supra n. 9) 417 and 421, Fig. 6.
Pliny was awareof theseadvantages; NH 16.158. By the 11th century CE, driven caulking was
certainly in use. Crushed fiber, possibly a tarred grass, was observed (and samples removed)
in the plank seams of the1 1th-century vessel from Serce Limani (Frederick van Doorninck,Jr.,
pers. comm.), and thisvessel also carried acomplete set of caulking ironsand reefing tools, the
earliest such set known (I am currently preparing the tools from this wreck for publication).
Lionel Casson, pers. comm.
Patrice Porney, "Le navire romaine de la Madrague de Giens," CRAl(1982) 137, Fig. 3.
Pomey (supra n. 36) 37-51.
Fitzgerald (supra n. 25).
Jean-Marie Gassend, "Decouverted'une epave antique," Archaeologia79 (February, 1975)72
and Jean-MarieGassendand Jean-PierreCuomo, "Un acquis recent des recherchesd'architecture
navale: La 'construction alternee' des navires antiques," in VI Congresso lnternational de
Arquelogia Submarina, Cartagena, 1982(Ministrerio de Cutrura, 1985) 343-50.
Peter Throckmorton, "The Torre Sgaratta Ship," in Harry Tzalas (ed.), Tropis I:Proceedings of
the 1st lnternational Symposium on Ship Constructlon in Antiquity (Athens, 1989) 264-65.
Frederick H. van Doorninck, Jr., "The hull remains," in George F. Bass and Frederick H. van
Doorninck, Jr. (eds.), Yassi Ada: A Seventh-Century Byzantine Shipwreck (College Station,
Texas, 1982) 32-64.

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE GREEK PENTEKONTER

Before the era of the trieres the Greek warship par excellence was the REv ~ q ~ o v ~ vauq,
~ p oso
q namedfor being propelled by fifty oars.' It is first mentioned
in the Iliad, and often in later literature. Thucydides (1, 14) states that prior to the
Persian War the Athenian navy also consisted of pentekonters. So we may
recognise this type in the many low-sided warships painted on late Attic blackfigure vases (cf. note 1). As far as may be judged by their silhouettes, they seem
to have been sleek ships for war and piracy, fast under oars but also carrying a
light mast for sailing. The bows bear rams, often similar to boars' heads in shape.
There is evidence of single-level (monokroto~)
as well as of two-level ships. I shall
leave aside the discussion about the latter ones being rjpioAiai or not2; at any
rate, two-level ships, 6iKp0~0iin Greek, existed. Some Greek states had large
pentekonter fleets in the 6th century, e.g. Samos who at the time of Polykrates
or a hypothetical predecessor owned no less than 100 ships of this type.3
At the same time, about the middle of the 6th century, the Phokaians used
pentekonters for their trade in the western Mediterranean4 and, earlier, Battos
took to sea in two pentekonters to found the colony of Kyrenes. Such voyages
would call for vessels much more seaworthy than the light inshore craft on the
Attic vases seem to be. It looks as if there were two different types of ships both
indiscriminately called pentekonters. The second should have been big enough
to carry a certain amount of cargo, as is implied by the use the Phokaian traders
made of their pentekonters.
Surprisingly enough, though, we learn that these same Phokaians, when
colonising Massilia about 600 BC, fought the Carthaginians in a real sea battle.6
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Apparently their high-seas pentekonterswere also efficient fighting vessels. The
same may be inferred from Herodotus' (I, 164) mention that the Phokaians in 546
BC evacuated their city, then under Persian siege, and sailed away to Alalia in
Sardinia with most of their population, their movable possessions, and even the
statues of their gods. A few years later their piracy became so menacing to the
Carthaginian and Etruscan shipping in the Tyrrhenian Sea that both powersjoined
forces against them to fight the famous sea battle somewhere near Alalia, about
535 BC7 There the Phokaians kept ramming their enemies until the rams of all
their own surviving ships had been "twisted offU.8I consider it likely that these
were the same ships with which Phokaia had been evacuated. The high-seas
pentekonterapparently was proficient in combat, too.
At about this time Polykrates of Samos had at his disposition a fleet of aapalvat, vessels beamy enough for use as merchantmen but also capable of
doubling as men-of-war.9 They are said to have had rams in the shape of boars'
heads - but this feature was so widespread in the 6th century that it hardly can
have been diagnostic for the aapaiva; see, e.g., Fig. 3,1.4 and even the Lycian
ship in Fig. 3,510 - In my opinion, these aapaivai were identical with the Samian
pentekonters mentioned before.
In the early 5th century the trieres became the standard warship of all major
naval powers. Poorer states retained the pentekonter, however - apparently mostly
in that type's inshore version. But also the bigger and stronger high-seas version
seems to have survived, as a mention by Thucydides indicates. When in 413 BC
the Etruscansdispatched an expeditionary force of hoplites to Syracuse in support
of the Athenians' assault on the city, the hoplites were taken there by only three
pentekontersll. Since at acritical moment of the fighting at Syracuse the Etruscan
corps proved able to save the Athenian ships from a determined attack, the
Etruscan force should have consisted of more than 150 hoplites - the number
arising if all these hoplites had sailed to Syracuse in the function of rowers on
single-purpose warship pentekonters. It seems these Etruscan ships had
complements far in excess of 50.
All these literary hints combine to indicatethat there were two rather different
types of ships that were both called pentekonters by landlubber writers: a light
inshore man-of-waron the one hand, and astronger high-seastype equally suited
for long-distance trade and for combat, on the other.
In the following I shall present a selection of archaeological evidence for
the high-seas pentekonter. It should be characterised by higher sides, and a
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deeperdraught, than may bededuced from the Attic black-figurevase paintings
(cf. note 1).
These features are best shown in an Attic early red-figure vase painting of
c. 490 BC of Odysseus sailing by the Sirens (Fig. 1,I); for this reason the artist is
called the Siren Painterl2. Since most of Odysseus' voyages were located in the
Far West, we may suppose the painter gave his ship some conspicuous features
of the type of rowing ship then used for long-distance voyages, viz. the high-seas
pentekonter. -The ship's side is rather high, with a pronounced sheer. The vessel
is under oars, arranged in a single row however, passing through round ports
somewhat below the gunnel. Above the gunnel the oarsman's bodies are visible;
so the hull was not decked. Fore of the mast, behind two rowers, there is a structure
looking like a tent-like awning rather than a raised foredeck. Whatever it is, it
cannot have spanned the whole width of the hull. There is also a mast, as high
and strong as those of sailing holkades. These features all indicate that the ship
was meant for rough sailing, presumably as the primary means of propulsion
during long-distance voyages.
One might think the artist had Odysseus travel in a merchantgalley, as shown
in an Attic bf. vase paintingls. But this hull differs markedly from that in Fig. 1, I .
Odysseus' ship has a high vertical stempost with a metal ram in boar's head's
shape jutting out at waterline level, whereas the galley prow's outline looks more
martial, but unequivocally has no ram. So the painter conceived of Odysseus'ship
as being able to fight by ramming whereas the merchant galley is only mimicking
fighting potential.-The high stempost and markedsheer of the hero's ship, differing
from contemporary single-purpose warships, should be meant to improve its
seaworthiness. This was a matter of minor relevance for pure warships since
fighting was avoided in foul weather until the closing years of the Peloponnesian
War.14
Giving Odysseus' ship 25 oarports three feet apart, leads to the reconstruction
in Fig. 1,2. Its high sides and ends imply seaworthiness. The gunnel may have
had some sheer all over, but since the oarports had to be at uniform height above
the water I preferred to reconstruct the gunnel as being horizontal too. The plan
is mere conjecture. Anyway a ship with so heavy a mast should have been rather
aide on the one hand whereas, on the other, her lines should have been fair in
3rder to allow high speed in combat.
Another black-figure painting of the sirens' adventure shows a two-level
-owing ship (Fig. 2,1)15. Its horizontal gunnel, and its bow, are like those of Attic
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inshore pentekonters (cf. note 1). But the sides seem to be higher, and in the
foreship there is again a raised structure behind an oarsman that in this case
looks like a narrow raised deck.

A source of a different kind is a stone foundation for a real ship, formed by
nine parallel walls, at Hera's sanctuary at Samos (Fig. 2.2), apparently dedicated
after some unknown naval featl6. It is dated to c. 600 BC. Since Herodotus (IV
152) states that at about this time the Samian shipowner Kolaios by chance found
his way to the kingdom of Tartessos in southwestern Spain, and returned with
incredible riches, the excavator, E. Buschor, tentatively suggested that the
foundation might once have carried Kolaios' ship. Herodotus does not mention
such a dedication, but at any rate the base exists, and may be expected to give
some idea of the measurements of the ship for which it was built.
What kind of vessel may this have been? A round-bellied holkas may be
dismissed right away: the base is too long and too narrow. At first glance it seems
to have supported avery sleek, streamlinedvessel. This impression is misleading,
however, since it would imply a shape of hull with a perfectly flat bottom resting
right on top of the foundation. Such a shape is not known from the ancient
Mediterranean. Instead, all of the many sailing freighters investigated up to now,
as well as the Punic warship from Marsalal7, display cross sections with the keels
jutting out prominently from the actual bottom. This is V-shaped on the Marsala
ship, and on many freighters. In fact, John Coates chose a similar section when
designing the trieresreplical8. In my opinion, the hull once placed on the Samian
foundation will also have had a cross section with the keel jutting out from its
bottom.
This implies that only the keel rested on the walls. To keep the hull in balance,
further supports were necessary. In my opinion, we should consider something
like stanchions that rested on the surface of the walls -that would have been the
easiest functional solution.
If we conceive of the hull having had a bottom V-shaped in cross section,
the stanchions by necessity would have had to be placed at an angle, pointing
inward in order to meet the ship's bottom at an angle, not too far from 90". In view
of the relatively short length of the walls, the hull would have been rather too
slender even for an inshore craft. Moreover, obliquely placed stanchions would
have exerted a lateral thrust bound to push the walls' ends outwards. Such
distortions, however, are neither mentioned in the excavation report nor are they
to be seen in the photographs.19
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Such damage should even be expected if another layer of stone blocks,
now missing, had once formed the surface of the walls. In my opinion, this situation
calls for a hull with a bottom more or less flat in part, but incorporating a keel
jutting out sharply, as is suggested in Fig. 2.2 as section B. In this case, the
Samos ship's midship could have rested on short vertical stanchions which
would not have needed any insertions and would not have pushed the ends of
the walls out of place.
What about the longitudinalsection of the foundation and the hull in question?
Fig. 2,2 shows the outline of the red-figure Siren Painter's ship, dealt with before,
togetherwith the black-figure dikrotos, drawn to the same scale and markedgrey.
It becomes apparent that the monokrotosship considerably surpasses in length
the maximal extension, c. 23,2 m. of the foundation. This difficulty is overcome
by the, as yet unpublished, suggestion by H.T. Wallinga that a dikrotospentekonter
might have stood on the foundation (cf. note 16). To test it I chose a scale drawing
of the black-figure dikrotosin Fig. 2,1. It indeed fitson the foundation well enough
in both sections (Fig. 2,2). Its wide beam was asurprise to me when reconstructing
its cross section, but it is indispensiblefor placing two rowers abreast at each side
of the hull. Such ashort and wide hull should be better fitted for high-seas sailing,
and more maneuverable in combat, than the much longer monokrotos. - The
necessity to place two rowers abreast has been my reason for suggesting that
the ship's sides turned outwards at the lower oarports' level, to serve as a kind of
outrigger for the oars on the upper level. The same feature is indicated in a large
terracotta model of a warship that was found in the sea off the Spartan port of
Gytheion (Fig. 3,2)21.The Gytheion model is thought to be Roman, but - as far as
my knowledge goes - it differs crucially from Roman ships known. This not only
holds true for the lateral rowers' compartments just mentioned, or for the narrow
central "fighting-deck" bulwark so similar to Phoenician warships of the late 7th
century BC22, but even more for the curious square fields at the sides of the stern
that, in my opinion, indicate some kind of cloth hanging down from the gunnel; I
propose calling them "stern blankets". They recur in a number of Archaic and
Classic pictures of ships (Fig. 3)23. The ram also looks definitely un-Roman. All
of this makes me think the Gytheion model is Archaic. If so, its sides turning out
like outriggers would precede the real outriggers of the first trieres, indicating the
path of development that lead to this trieres' feature.
To come back to the Samos foundation, I think the arguments named above
entitle us to believe it was built for a relativelyshort, and squat, dikrotospentekonter
that in its fore and aft sections would have provided some space for stowing cargo,
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and thus fits the specifications implied by Herodotos' mention of the Phokaian
dual-purpose high-seas pentekonters.
I would like to put another find into the same context, viz. a fragment of a
terracotta model found in a mixed context of the late 6th century at the acropolis
of Lipari (Fig. 4)24. At first glance the model's clearly indicated proembolion
reminded me of Classic triereis. But there is asheer that is absent from all warship
representations prior to the grave stele of the marine Demetrios, now at Munich,
from the early 3rd century25. I had thought at first it should be dated to this time.
But archaeological evidence, not only stratigraphical but also in its technical
execution and polychrome painting, leaves no doubt about its date at the end of
the 6th century BC.
The model's bow is considerably less sharp than of the Punic "Sister Ship"
sunk near Marsala in 241 BC26. On the other hand, it comes rather close to what
has been suggested above, on purely technical grounds, for both the Siren Painter's
ship and the one that once stood on the Samos foundation (Fig. 2,2). Both are
likely to be referred not to sleek single-purpose inshore warships but rather to a
more seaworthy dual-purpose type of ship. I thus dare propose the suggestion
that the Lipari model fragment should be taken as evidence of the high-seas
pentekonter's features just prior to the moment when this type was eclipsed by
the emergence of the triere.
To come to a conclusion, I hope to have been able to present arguments for
the idea that there were two constructionally different types of ships, both
indiscriminately called pentekonters by the ancient writers. They were no naval
architects and so will have been content with rather vaguely describing the types
of ships they talked about - not too different from present writers still speaking of
"steamers".
In my opinion, there is reason to thinkthat the high-seasdual-purposeversion
of the pentekonter might by naval people of Antiquity have been called kerkouro37.
The name goes back to Semitic "kirkarrah", meaning a kind of dual-purposevessel
fitted for trade and combat.28 Such Phoenicianvessels would have been perfectly
appropriate predecessors for the Greek type whose characteristics I tried to
demonstrate.
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ADDENDUM
When I prepared this paper, basing myself on archaeological sources only,
I did not yet know John Coates' paper "Pentekontorsand Triereis Compared", at
a later date most graciously sent me by the author and now published in TROPIS
11 (pp. 111-116). The technical, tactical, and economic advantages of the twolevel pentekonter over the single-banked one are neatly defined here. I am not
quite sure, though, if Coates does not underestimate the dual nature of this type
indicated by the ancient writers. The same applies to Sleeswyk's reconstruction
of the two-banked ship (n. 1).
If lateral "troughts" are reckoned with for accommodating the lower-level
oarsmen (in its turn leaving room for stowing the payload), beam data may differ
from those of a hull with straight sides. There even might be intricate variations
in the beam depending on whether the ship is on an even keel (only the central
hull being immersed)or is listing to one side. In the latter case the added resistance
of the one "trough" now immersed would seem likely to bring the ship off course.
Such bad habits are unfavourableforany kind of ship. Nevertheless, in my opinion,
our Figs 2 , l and 3,2 leave little doubt that lateral "troughs" actually existed.
Olaf Hockmann
Romisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum
Forschungsinstitut fiir Vor-und Fruhgeschichte
Ernst-Ludwig-PI. 2
D-6500 Mainz, W. Germany
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Attic early red-figure vase painting by Siren Painter (early 5th c.
BC): high-seats rowing ship with strong sailing mast and metal
ram. Ropes are dark red in original, grey sections are light
brownish (redrawn after GOS).
Hull of same, reconstructed as monokrotos pentekonter. Cf. note 12.
Attic late black-figure vase painting (late 6th cent. BC.): highseas rowing ship with oars at two levels (after AS).
Hull of the same, reconstructed as dikrotos pentekonter (light
grey), placed on stone ship foundation at Samian Heraion (dark
grey) together with monokrotosof fig. 1(outline only). In the cross
sections the left half refers to the latter, the right one (light grey)
to the former (foundation walls are dark grey). Drawing of
foundation walls provided by Deutsches Arch. Institut, Athens.
Cf. note 15.
Archaic representations of ships with "stern blankets" (cf. note 23).
Aryballos at Boston.
Terracotta model from Gytheion.
Terracotta model formerly at Zurich.
Vase painting of Dionysus 'ship cart.
Fresco from Kizilbel near Elmali, Lycia.
Vase painting from Tarquinia (redrawn after sources named in note 23; not to
scale). See also fig. 1. I .
Bow fragment of Archaic terracotta model (late 6th c.BC) from
acropolis of Lipari, Italy. Upper wales are rising towards stern,
forming kind of a proembolion. Grey sections are painted red in
original. Drawing provided by Museo archeologico di Lipari. Cf. note 24.
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Fig. 4

THE ORIGIN
OF THE EARLY MEDITERRANEAN PLANK BOAT
ADDITIONS

1. Reply to a critique of my first paper

A report on the last Symposium at Delphi mentions my paper as follows:
"Gerhard Kapitan produced a novel argument that early Mediterranean ships
were developed from log rafts rather than edge-joined extended dugouts, but
undermined his case by suggesting that such a vessel would not be watertight,
which explains why Egyptian reliefs show advanced ships with cargoes clearly
visibly on decks rather than in wet holds. A simpler explanation is that the artist
wished to show what the cargo was and therefore placed it on deck". (Illsley,
1987:261).
The famous egyptiologist Gaston Maspero writes "Merchant ships had no
hold, and the load was piled on deck. (Maspero, 1910:392). The same opinion
is expressed by experts in ancient Egyptian water craft, as e. g. by Landstroml,
Gottlicher and Werner2 and recently by Cheryl Haldane3.
What is behind the old cliche that cargo depicted on deck would be in the
hold? Among the countless models and pictures of ships discovered in ancient
Egyptian tombs and temples there are those illustrating types with a containerlike, box-shaped structure on deck. In reliefs and wall paintings Egyptian artists
depicted the cargo which actually was in the container on top of it in order to display
it. In other pictures cargo is shown on deck, and it was concluded by analogy that
this cargo was in the hold of the ship, also because one was convinced that this
had been so at all times. However, this is a fallacy, and the counter-question
"Where would the Egyptian artists have depicted the cargo, if it was indeed on
deck?", demonstrates that the mentioned deduction is not conclusive, but may
be wrong. At any rate, the container-shapedstructures on deck are an unmistakable
proof that deck loads were practised on Egyptian ships.
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Furthermore, from the archaeological evidence, although still scanty, it is
obvious that the hulls of Egyptian vessels, independent from what their use was,
were very low and therefore not suited for cargo stowage. This is the case in the
reassembled Cheopsship (Jenkins, 1980:fig.83; Lipke, 1984: Fig.53)4and in the
frameless Dahshur boats, as can be seen from reconstructed midships cross
sections (Fig. 1)s. A third find, the water craft which was found dismantled at elLisht,had a particular low hull. This is indicated by a single frame which was
uncovered togetherwith the planks. (See Fig. 6c and the third part of this study).
This archaeological evidence is largely supported by hundreds of ancient
pictures which almost exclusively depict vessels with low hulls. Some Egyptian
boat models seem to be exceptions to this rule; however, this is due to acharacteristic
feature of almost all models. This is their flat bottom beneath the central part of
the model which obviously is nothing else than a standing base which adds height
to the hull. With few exceptionse, the vessels represented in these models had
round hulls like the Dahshur boats. The rather trapezoidal cross sections of various
flat-bottomed models had conveyed the impression of fairly large and deep hulls,
however.

A third argument for deck loads are the deck beams of the vessels which in
frameless constructions substitute the function of the frames and therefore could
not be removed without endangering the stability of the hull. The archaeological
evidence indicates that deck beams were normally spaced rather close to each
other. The distances usually vary between 0.55 and 0.8 m*. Thus, they would
have been a permanent obstacle for stowing goods in the hull.
2. Ancient pictorial and literary evidence for rafts
Early pictures of rafts and references to them in ancient literature are not
rare. However, the depictions were usually interpreted as boats or dugouts.
Nautical researchers who examined early Scandinavian rock carvings of water
craft conclude that they represent rafts rather than boats (Koster, 1934; Halldin
1949 and 1950). There are also corresponding interpretations of early
representations of Near East watercraft, such as the Negadeh II potterypaintings
(Landstrom, 1974: Figs 30-45; Heyerdahl, 1978:21, Fig.1). Landstrom (1974:13)
mentions that papyrus rafts may be concerned, while Heyerdahl thinks that all
these pictures show reed rafts (Heyerdahl, 1978: 21 ff.). With his Tigris expedition,
as previously with Ra I and II, Heyerdahl has indeed shown that large reed rafts
can be seaworthy (Heyerdahl, 1980). In the marshes of Mesopotamia reed may
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have been the most suitable material for the construction of water craft, but
elsewhere trees existed and from these early man built log rafts for coastal fishing
and for navigation on the open sea. Strangely enough, this possibility has not
been considered, and I do not know of attempts to interpret the oldest pictures of
Near East water craft as log rafts.
However that may be, there is hardly any doubt that rafts are concerned.
They are sometimes shown with a single line only and in other cases with two
lines closely parallel to each other. The enclosed space may depict the logs seen
in side view. Bigger spaces may refer to reed bundles which on log rafts could
have been used for side shelter. Common to almost all depictions, single-line
drawings included, are the upward curved ends of these early water craft. These
extremities were as yet normally interpreted as the upward-lashed ends of reed
rafts, well known namely from Heyerdahl's replica constructions. We know,
however, that subsequently plank boats, e.g. double-enders, also had such highcurving bow and stem posts, and presumably these were made of wood. Accordingly,
such posts, could also have been affixed onto log rafts, no matter, whether they
were made of wood, consisting e.g. of bending branches, or whether they were
partly or entirely of reed or other rather soft material such as palm rips. In other
words, the curved ends do not preclude identifying these depictions as log rafts.
But then, why do not present-day log rafts have such high-ranked stem and stern
posts?Theexplanation is that raftfishermen in lndiaand Sri Lankaconsiderthem
to bedangerous. It happens now and then that a kattu-maramor teppamcapsizes
in the surf, tilted over by a big tumbling wave. For this reason, before the surf
girdles are passed, on departure as well as on return, the mast and sail are lowered,
and the rowing rail, too, is taken off from its supporting board or post. We do not
know, whether on prehistoric rafts towering-up parts had likewise been laid down
during dangerous approaches to the coast. Becauseearly man had certainly made
the same experience, these parts were probably removable.
In the Aegean, there was in a much later period a sea-craft which, in my
opinion, may have been a log raft rather than a boat. I refer to the 3rd millennium
BC Cycladicvesselswhich aredepicted in graffiti on so-called frying pans (Basch,
1987:figs.159 - 168). In September 1987, during a short stay on the island of
Naxos, I saw in the mountains in a small museum at Apeiranthos, aflat stone with
the hammered contours of this type of water craft; but this picture comprises the
figures of two men standing on it (Basch, 1987: Fig.152). (Fig.2). I was struck by
the similarity of this scene with that of Sri Lankan teppamfishermen standing on
their rafts while they prepare or watch the net (Fig.3).
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If this type of Cycladic craft were rafts, then the slightly raised end could be
the fore end, as its angle is very similar to that of the prow pieces of kattu-maram
which help the raft to pass through the surf. Consequently, the high post would
be at the stern. On log rafts this is usually the largest and most stable part and
therefore best suited for the erection of a post. I think, such a stern post could
have been used as a look-out, needed in certain methods of fishing and for the
navigation between islands. Islands may sometimes disappear under the skyline,
but can be seen readily from a point a little bit higher up over the craft.
According to Pliny (Nat. Hist. 7.57. 15), the ancestors of the Greeks "sailed
on rafts" which had been " invented by King Erythras between islands in the Red
Sea", and this refers to the time " before Danaos ( the mythical progenitor of the
Greeks) introduced the ship from Egypt". ( cf. also Basch, 1987:76). These
statements, expressed as a matter of course not needing references, testify for
three events: the sea-craft of the prehistoric Greeks was the raft; this originated
from the Red Sea, and theships used subsequently by the Greeks werestimulated
from Egyptian ship building techniques.
The last statement is already proved by evidence from marine archaeological
discoveries obtained over the past thirty years. Like early Egyptian craft, Greek
ships were built shell-first and assembled by means of mortise-and-tenonjoints
which originate from Egypta. These two features, which down to Roman Imperial
times remainedthe hallmarksof ancient Mediterraneanships, attest uniquivocably
Egyptian provenance.
The most complete list of references to ancient accounts and mentioning of
seagoing rafts has probably been compiled by Koster (1934: 125 ff.). Of these I
note here those referring to the Red Sea, as this, in my opinion, was the region,
where predynastic inhabitants of Egypt could have met with a type of log raft with
platform, from which they developed their earliest boat-shaped craft with deck
structure which then was gradually improved to the true watertight plank boat.
Pliny (Nat. Hist.12. 42) reports that goods were shipped on rafts over the
Straits of Bab el-Mandeb (cf. also Peripl. mar. erythr. 7. and Strabo 16. 769).
Strabo (1 6.177) mentions raft-basedpirate raids by the Island-Nabataensagainst
ships sailing from Egypt in the northern part of the Red Sea. In this context it is
interesting to read in Assman's treatise on the raft of the Odyssey that on the Red
Sea log rafts had still been seen in the 19th century (Assman, 1904:25).
One of the cited reports refers to a hunting excursion to an island named
Toalhut, near Massaua, where fishermen used a narrow lashed raft made from
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three or four light tree trunks with slightly raised fore ends. In order to avoid
capsizing, the raft was provided with outriggers on both sidesg. The fisherman
set astride on the raft centre, leaving his legs hanging in the water. For propulsion
he used a paddle with blades affixed to both ends of the shaft. One of the Europeans
had to employ such a raft for the recovery of the boat of the excursionists which
had drifted away from the shore (Anon., 1860:1001 f.). Because of this last
circumstance the report is certainly authentic.
Another short mentioning of rafts used by natives to reach the islands in
front of their coast refers to a tribe named Biscarians, said to be the neighbours
of the coastal Ababdhies - descendants of the ancient lchtyophags described by
Strabo - on the northwest coast of the Red Sea (Klunziger, 1877:253). This is
probably somewhere between Quseir and Hurghade. Unfortunately, the type of
raft is not reported.
I think it possible that still nowadays log rafts exist on some faraway shores
and islands of the Red Sea; however, as yet I could not find evidence for thislo.
In prehistoric times and down to Antiquity or even later, log rafts were probably
the most common sea-craft on the Red Sea. Presumably,asimilar situation existed
on the east coast of Arabia. In Oman, a 3-log raft called ramath, in shape and
lashing similar to 3-log kattu-maram ( now almost obsolete in India), was used for
fishing still in our century (Anon., 1977: 153)Il. The ramath may be influenced
from India; perhaps it originated there and may have reached Arabia already in
early times as a result of involuntary driftslz.
3. New archaeological evidence: the timbers from el-Lisht.

After the discovery of six boats at Dahshur and of two ships aside the Cheops
pyramid, one of them still to be examined, timbers from an Egyptian water craft
at el-Lisht are now known as the third nautical archaeological find in Egypt, thanks
to a study published by Cheryl Haldane last year ( Ward Haldane, 1988)13.
During excavations since 1902 by the New York Metropolitan Museum of
Art in the sands which surround the pyramid of Sesostris I, about 50 km south of
Cairo, a great number of dismantled planks and a single frame were uncovered.
The planks, having lengths and scarfs similar to those of the Dahshur boats, lay
buried in various distances from each other, but carefully laid down rather parallel,
and this may point to a type of ship burial. The context with the pyramid dates the
find to ca. 2000 BC. This means, it stands chronologically between the 450 years
older Cheops ships and the one-and-a-half century younger Dahshur boats.
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A re-examination of a part of the site in 1984-85 brought the known total of
the planks to 76. On this occasion the dimensions of 10 planks were recorded,
and when the timbers were reburied at the end of the 1985 campaign, three
planks remained stored in the excavation house, where Mrs. Haldane examined
them the year after. From this resulted the following details of their attachments
to each other:
In rectangular mortises, cut into the adjoining sides of the planks, flat tenons
are kept which are of double-trapezoidal shape, seen in plan. In contrast to the
dovetail tenons of the Dahshur boats these tenons have the largest width in the
centre which stands in the mortise where the planks join ( Ward Haldane, 1988:
Fig. 3). The tenons aregenerally less long and large than the mortises. Accordingly,
they would not provide a very rigid connection, but only keep the planks sufficiently
clipped in the positions of the intended assemblyl4.
The secondjoining system are lashingswith webbing passedthrough mortises
which meet at a 90"- angle inside the corners of the ends of the planks (Ward
Haldane, 1988: Fig.4). In my opinion, these lashings were not only the original,
but also still the basic mean from which the connection of strakes and single planks
to each otherdepended. The mortise and-tenonjoints would have pre-established
the composition of the planks and thus facilitated the lashings. In the assembled
construction they would keep the strakes in place. However, because the craft
was found dismantled, I think that a permanent assemblage of this vessel was
probably not yet intended by the Egyptian shipwrights. The planks should allow
to be dismantled when required, like the logs of a lashed or pegged raft and the
timbers of sewn plank boats, but unlike the Dahshur boats which obviously were
already vessels of a durably assembled type.
If the evolution of Egyptian boat building developed in this manner, it
indicates that mortise-and-tenon joints were at first only an auxiliary device for
joining the planks, experimented in orderto facilitate the lashing, but then would
have become the main and only device for joining the planks. Indeed,the mortiseand-tenon joints were gradually improved, and later - we do not yet know when
and where for the first time - treenails were vertically passed through them in
order to keep the tenons definitely in the mortises, when the older tradition of
dismantling the craft from time to time had been abandoned. Summing up: at
el-Lisht we are not only dealing with a new carpentry joining technique, but also
with a most interesting intermediate stage of the evolution from lashed to tenonjoined water craft.
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Other features of the el-Lisht timbers testify to an evolutionary stage between
advanced platform raft and true plank boat. First, there are the rather thick planks
which measure 12 to 15 cms. This is more than the thickness of the Dahshur boat
planks, but even more than is applied in the Cheops ship, if one also considers
the ship's size. The stated over-all length of the Cheops ship is 43.63 m and the
beam 5.66 m (Lipke, 1984:97),while the el-Lisht craft, according to calculations
which I shall explain measured probably not more than about 15 m and its beam
onlyslightly more than 3 m. Large ancient ships of the Classical period had planks
which were at most half as big as those found at el-Lisht. On the other hand, the
el-Lisht planks measure roughly 112 or about 315 of the thickness of shaped logs
such as in present-day kattu-maram rafts in India (Figs 4, 5 and 6A and 6B).
Indeed, the planks at el-Lisht (Fig. 6C) stand right in the middle between raft logs
and planks of large ancient ships, though they are made for a rather small vessel.
In other words, they are exactly the example for the conjectured intermediate
stage of the development which from big raft logs conduced to comparatively thin
boat and ship planks.
Furthermore,the hull of the el-Lisht craft wasobviouslyvery low, as revealed
by the frame found in 1924 which as yet remained the only one discovered. The
resulting cross section (Fig. 6C) is shallow-curving,similar to those of Indian kattumaram at their after end lashings, near the maximum beam (Fig. 6A and B). It is
true that we do not know in which part of the vessel this frame was, but it is very
likely that it was affixed to the strakes (by means of three big treenails) not far
from amidships on the fore end half of the vessel. Why?
On top, the curved frame timber is provided with two big beams between
which a gap of 0.5 m width is left. This gap is also marked by a shallow notch of
the same extension in the upper side of the curved timber. My explanation is that
the gap could have been occupied by the bipod mast of the vessel, when laid
down, as is shown in my preliminary reconstruction drawing (Fig. 7).
The elaboration of this drawing departed from the number of planks so far
known, taking into account that afew may be missing. In this way I obtained afirst
idea of the possible size of the vessel and the probable distribution of strakes and
planks (as shown in Fig. 7, in the small sketch above). Length and beam also
depend on the position of the frame's. Because this is unknown, I examined the
various mast positions shown in Egyptian works of art and decided to use the
position illustrated in a relief of the temple of Sahure (Landstrom, 1974: Figs 187,
191), although the el-Lisht craft is some hundred years younger. Pictures from
the Middle Kingdom usually show the mast either amidships or rather close to the
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bow. From the last position an essentially larger vessel would result which need
many more planks than the number as yet ascertained. On the other hand, with
the mast amidships, the frame would be at maximum beam and the vessel
somewhat smaller, i.e. about 12-13 m long. In this case, probably not all the
ascertainedplanks would fit into the hull construction. However, a length between
13 and 15 m is probably also in the range of the possibilities, while an essentially
larger size is only possible, if more planks exist 16.
Obviously, any reconstruction on the base of the present vague archaeological
evidence remains a non-committalattempt. The essential purpose of my drawing
is to show that the frame would have substituted the first deck beam behind the
mast, and that this arrangement fits, even if the mast is stepped at the bottom of
the hull (and not necessary higher up, as in Landstrom's reconstructionof Sahure's
ship, Fig. 199). It also shows that the frame may indeed have been the only one
in the vessel and that the vessel, apart from this one frame, may have been
frameless. Moreover, this argument suggests that an indispensable elimination
of a deck beam might have been one of the earliest motives for the use of aframe
in frameless craft. In other words, we may deal here with one of the first steps of
the development which led to constructions with inserted frames.
There is one more feature deserving attention; viz. the notches in the bottom
side of the frame. These are almost triangular and unusually deep (Fig. 6C; cf.
also the photo in Ward Haldane, 1988: Fig.7). Frames passing over the seams
of sewn planks whose stitchings embrace strands of sealing material or, as in the
Cheops ship, awooden batten (Lipke, 1984: Fig.53), have always rounded notches.
It is unknown whether the seams in the el-Lisht craft were closed in one or the
otherway; no stitching holes along the edges of the planks are reported.Accordingly,
three main possibilities might be considered:
a.

The planks were finished so carefully that the seams would have got watertight
when the wood was sufficiently waterlogged. (Idon't think that this quality of
execution had been already achieved at this time).

b.

Caulking material had been used in the seams; however, there is no evidence
for thisl7.

c.

The seams may have allowed the penetration of water, and the hull filled up
to the level at which the craft altogether would be buoyant. This situation
would have been the same as in a raft.

The deep notches in the frame are a hint in favour of this last presumption
or at least of a situation in which water penetratesfrom time to time. I have thought
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over this question for a long time, from the moment that I saw the published photo
of the frame for the first time, but I could not find another explanation. Indeed,
limber holes would have been indispensable, if there was water in the hull; they
had to allow the through-flow. Otherwise it could happen that the hull draws more
water in one part than in the other, creating the risk that the craft tilts with one
end. This had certainly to be avoided.
What were the conditions in the hull of the el-Lisht vessel? My feeling is that
there could have been a stage inbetween the two mentioned possibilities a and
c: the waterwould at first penetratethe hull, but when the timbers were waterlogged,
the penetration would diminish, allowing the crew to bail the water out in order to
obtain a minor draught and to navigate more efficiently. When bailingwas stopped
for some reason, e.g. because the voyage had ended, the water in the hull would
again rise. Sometimes the hull would be filled with water and, when this had been
bailed out, at least wet and unsuitedfor cargo storage. This situation would coincide
with the limber holes in the frame, but these do not prove that this was the situation.
There is the possibilitythat the frame was shaped according to a traditional design
or for emergency situations, or that it was a reused piece from another older type
of water craft.
Whatsoever might have been true, it is obvious that the el-Lishtvessel, even
if it had a tight hull, derivesfrom craft with awash-through situation; that is to say,
its roots were log rafts. This conclusion is supported by the following features:
-

-

it was an (almost) frameless shell-first construction,
it had very thick planks, presumably providing buoyancy to the vessel by
mere floatingla, and had no keel,
its cross sections were very shallow and rather similar to those of sidesheltered hull-shaped log rafts, and, accordingly, the low hull beneath its
deck was unsuited for cargo storage.

Concluding, Ithink that we are still very close to a type of boat-shapedfreighter
raft with deck structure, if not right in presence of onelg.
4. The evolution from platform log raft to plank boat with deck.

The evolution from log rafts to plank boats was largely determined by the
natural laws of gravity and buoyancy and by those of early man's social life. For
this reason the development was inevitable, cogent and irresistible. It started,
when log rafts with side shelter of hull-shaped cross sections were provided with
a platform on top of cross beams set athwart the outer logs.
229
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At least since the Neolithic migrationvoyages, platformson rafts were needed
for safer and more efficient sea transports of persons and goods. Load and platform
and all the other structures above water level add weight to the raft, by which
buoyancy diminish and draught increases. Early man had certainly noticed that
the raft logs dipped deeper into the water and that the speed of the raft diminished.
Experiments with loads of different weights taught him that the cargo had to be
kept in reasonable limits. He certainly had learned this already on simple rafts.
Accordingly, it did not surprise him that a platform also impaired buoyancy, and,
therefore, a rather large raft sufficiently buoyant had to be chosen for the mounting
of such an upper structure. At the same time, raftsmen would have concluded
that cross beams and "deck" hadto be made as light as possible,though of course
strong enough.
This last perception which could not be gained from using simple rafts only,
was the starting point for the development of a more refined carpentry work than
had previously been practisedwith the stone adze used for shaping the big floating
logs. A first important progress resulted when more sophisticated woodworking
tools were applied. Indeed, as soon as metal instruments began to substitute
those made of flint, obsidian and other hard polishedstone, the carpenters building
the platforms could increasingly produce suitable structures and, encouraged by
the results, began to specialise in refined woodworking. This enabled some of
them to gain a particular know-how and to be highly successful. These very
carpenters held the highest rank among the shipwrights, and this gave rise to a
new order: Refined carpentry work dominated and began to control the whole
production of this water craft. This is to say, refined techniques were now also
applied to the floating structures. Long raft logs were substituted by comparably
short timbers scarfed for connection in length. This was indispensable when
sufficiently long timbers were not available, but had its advantages also from
various other points of view. First of all, there was need to complete the hullshaped form of the raft over its entire length. This important development allowed
the mounting of cross beams from stem to stern, thus essentially enlarging the
surface of the platform. The result was aperfectly boat-shapedraftwith acomplete
deck structure which could satisfy the increasing demand for transport surface
both for passengers and cargo. At the same time this new shape of the craft
presented decisive advantages in navigation. The hull of this vessel, however,
was at first still through-flown bywater and not suited to be used as holdfor cargo.
Nevertheless,this problem,too, was gradually overcome by refinedcarpentry
techniques which were further perfected. The adjoining sides of the timbers, after
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the use of big logs had been abandoned in favour of thinner planks, were given
smoother surfaces better matching each other, and, even more important, the
original lashings and stitchings were gradually substituted by mortise-and-tenon
joints. These had at first been an auxiliary device during the assemblage of the
craft, but later increasingly became the standard type of joint, as is shown e.g. by
the Dahshur boats.
The building of the replica Kyrenia 11 has demonstrated that the use of
mortise-and-tenon joints of improved design in well fitting planks provide
watertightness to the hull, as soon as the wood is waterlogged. I now believe - in
revision of what I said on this argument in my first paper - that this may have been
already achieved in ancient Egypt; we cannot, however, say yet, at which period.
At all events, the development which led from the wash-through and, later, wet
hull to a hold sufficiently dry for stowing cargo, probably took place at first in the
Near East and in the Aegean, where it concludedduring the earlysecond millennium
BC, and perhaps somewhat later in the central and western Mediterranean.
Might caulking also have played a role in this process? Perhaps it did not,
but it may have been used to restore hulls when they began to leak. Only much
later caulking became indispensable, at a time when the planks were nailed onto
the frames of skeleton-first constructions,which beganto develop during the Late
Roman Empire.

1 wish to emphasise still the following point in this conjectured evolution.
Logic impliesthat the first step in improving platform log rafts was the development
of a type of entirely boat-shaped raft with deck structure, then followed by the
gradual transformation of this most advanced platform or freighter raft into the
true watertight plank boat which in the beginning had no frames or only a few
ones. Later, when the hull became the cargo hold, some deck structures were
abandoned again, orwere reduced. Shell-first construction continued, but frames
became indispensable, since the walls of the hull increased in height and because
of the necessity to omit some deck beams in order to obtain sufficient space for
handling bulky cargo and, generally, for the loading and unloading operations.
Gerhard Kapitan
V. le Tica 53 (v. Regia Corte 4)
I - 96100 SIRACUSA.
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Summary
The following arguments supplement the paper given at Delphi:

1.

A reply to a critique of the first paper presents the evidence and reasons for
deck loads on early Egyptian ships.

2.

Ancient pictorial and literary evidence for rafts in the Aegean and Red Seas
and reports on rafts used in the Red Sea in recent times are stated as references
for the conjectured evolution from log raft to plank boat in prehistoric Egypt.

3.

Recent archaeological evidence from water-craft timbers found at el-Lisht
suggests new interpretations for the development of early Egyptian planked
craft. The discussion includes the mortise-and-tenon joints and the purpose
for which they were originally intended, an interpretation of the thickness of
the planks and explanations for two unusual features of one frame found
among the planks. The illustrations comprise a preliminary reconstructionof
the vessel showing the position of the frame related to a lowered bipod mast.
Several features of the el-Lisht timbers point to a log raft origin.

4.

A new idea explains how the evolution of log rafts with platform led to the

construction of frameless plank boats with deck structures, and shows that
this was an inevitable development determined by the natural laws of gravity
and buoyancy and by the rules of early man's social life. Becausethe mounting
of a platform onto a raft adds weight by which buoyancy diminish and draught
increases, such addition must have given rise to the development of refined
carpentry work. This stage evolved when metal tools became available. The
new woodworking techniques were then also applied to the underwater
structures of the craft. The big raft logs were replacedby thinner plank-shaped
timbers which led to the construction of an advanced type of entirely boatshaped raft with a complete deck structure, as was needed for satisfying the
increasing demand of water transport capacity. As a result of the application
and current improvement of mortise-and-tenonjoints and of the subsequent
abandonment of lashings and stitchings, the planked boat-raft would have
transformed gradually into the true watertight plank boat which initially was
without keel and frameless.
NOTES
1
2

3

"Egyptian vessels probably carried most of the cargo on deck (Landstrom, 1974:60).
"The cargo as a rule was carried on deck, not in the hull". (Gottlicher and Werner, 1971:8).
In a letter of 19th May 1989 Mrs. Haldane, commenting shortly on my Delphi paper, agrees that
the hull of early Egyptian boats was not used for stowing cargo.
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Lipke (1984:97) states that his main drawings to scale on the fold-outs, i.e. fig. 52 included,
refer to a 1:20 scale model of the ship and not to the reassembled original. Therefore, they do
unfortunately not correspond to the dimensions of the reconstructed ship listed on pp. 79 ff. As
tothesheer height, thedifferenceinthecrosssection of fig. 52 is 17°/0tomuch. Thecorresponding
section published by Gottlicher and Werner (1971 :Tf. XLII, 3) seems to be closer to the facts.
Moreover, Ithinkthat the angle at which thesecond and the third strakesjoin is rather exaggerated
in Lipke's cross section of fig. 52.
5.
My drawings to scale of the midships cross sections of two Dahshur boats are only informative;
nonedoes exactly correspond to the evidence, since I could base myself only. on .published data
and on drawings-which by their reproduction may have become sightly distorted. In fact, the
stated measurements in no case correspond to those of the drawings; cfr. also the caption to
my Fig. 1. Of two other Dahshur boats, Cairo4926and theone in Pittsburgh, the data published
as yet is not sufficient for the elaboration of cross sections.
6.
There are exceptions. Types of boats with transom ends, i.e. punt-shaped vessels, seem to
have had a flat bottom not only in the centre but over their ent~relength (cfr. Gottlicher and
Werner, 1971: Tf. XIV. 1 and XXXI; Landstrom, 1974: figs 105-107, 127-128, 140-142, 183184). On the other hand there are some models with rather low hulls, but without a flat bottom
beneath their central parts (cfr. Gottlicher and Werner, 1971: Tf. XV, 1: Landstrom, 1974: figs
147,204,322).
7.
The measurements are those of the Dahshur boats and the rebuilt Cheops ship. On the latter,
however, some deck beams are set at much larger intervals, between about 1.3 and 2.1 m.,
over two hull sections at certain distances from bow and stern (Lipke, 1984:fig. 52). For the
largegap nearthe bow Lipke mentions (p. 107) an explanation,which would correspondto mine
given for the frame among the el-Lisht timbers (cf. part 3 of this study).
8.
1 referto the Kyrenia ship of c.300 BC. A much earlier example is the Bronze Age wreckof Ulu
Burun near Kas, Turkey, probably dating to the 14th century BC. The home country of this
ship is still uncertain. From the archaic period also sewn plank ships are known, as e.g. the
Bon Porte wreck from the late 6th century BC and now a wreck of the same period at Gela,
Sicily, on which afirst excavation campaign has just beencarried through by Dr. Alice Freschi.
Mediterranean sewn plank ships obviously derive from a ship-building tradition not using
mortise-and-tenon joints.
9.
The anonymous writer used the word "Ausrecker" which may be either an outmoded German
term unknown to meor awrong translation of the English word "outrigger". Perhaps the device,
instead of referring to a double-outrigger, was only a simple balance pole.
10. In this context, log rafts on the Nile may be of interest. Paul Johnstone mentions rafts made
from ambach logs which were used still in this century in the Bari region of Uganda for crossing
the river, and he describes shortly three other more advanced types of ambach rafts on the
White Nile made by the Dekkas and the Chilluk peoples, includingone with freeboards consisting
of bundles (Johnstone, 1980:7). Ambach rafts are probably not very large, as the branches of
this light wood are from shrubs growing during the Nile inundations and breaking off when the
river falls to its low level (cfr. thecatchword "ambach" in encyclopaedias).Whetherambach rafts
may also have played a role in ancient Egypt is not known to me; this could have been possible,
if ambach floatsam coming down the river after the inundation period remained buoyant until it
arrived in Egypt.
11. For this reference I am obliged to Mr. Bill Davies who examines traditional water craft in Oman.
A type of raft called shashah made of date palm sticks and other floating material is still used
by Omani fishermen on the sandy coasts of the Batinah (Anon. 1977:152).
12. As to drifts over large distances, which in a certain way are proofs of the seaworthiness of the

craft in question, I cite here the following occurances which obviously are common events on
the oceans since earliest times:
"Not long ago one read in Indian newspapers about a bamboo rafl that had drifted from Burma
and landed south of Madras with a couple of Burmese fishermen on board. Likewise Indian
fishermen have ended up in Burma and Bangladesh..." (Engvall, 1988:28).
Another interestingreportresultsfrom anewspapercutting which, togetherwith others, illustrates
thecover page of the No. 31 issue (Sept. 1988)of the BayofBengalNews. An US Navy helicopter
rescuedfour lndianfishermen who hadspent threedays floating in a large fishbox in the Arabian
Gulf, after their boat broke up and sank.
Iam most gratefulto Mrs. Haldane for various additional informationwhich she kindly communicated.
She also supplied me with a xeroxed copy of thedrawing to scaleof the frame, which was recorded
by the excavators when they had found it. Of this Ihave used the side view A-B forthe reconstruction
of thecrosssection of my Fig. 6C, and the measurements resultingfrom this, includingtwo more
hypothetical outer strakes beneath the outer ends of the timbers on top of the curved frame
timber, determined my preliminary reconstruction drawing of the vessel Fig. 7.
In some mortises Mrs. Haldane has noticed remains of small square-shaped pegs aside the
tenons; cfr. her fig. 3. These would have provided a more rigid connection. The pegs are obviously
an improvisation demonstrating that the Egyptian shipwrights intended to improve the mortiseand-tenon joints and that they were just experimenting with these pegs.
For my reconstructiondrawing I havealso taken inconsideration the proportionsbetween length
and width. These are about 1:4 or slightly
- . more in the Dahshur boats, but 1 :7.7 in the reconstructed
Cheops ship. Accordingly, a proportion of nearly 1 :5 may have been that of the el-Lisht vessel,
if its length was about 15m. An explanationforthe essential differencescould be that the lengths
of the deck beams had to be kept within reasonable limits. This would mean that Egyptian
frameless craft, the larger it was built in length, the more it had to be kept slender.
During the re-excavation campaign of 1988 no new finds of timbers seem to have turned up.
According to Mrs. Haldane's communication, the planks and the frame uncovered in 1924 (her
fig. 6) have not been found again, and it is unknown what was done with them at the end of that
excavation. Mrs. Haldane believes that at least the frame has been preserved, possibly in
magazines at Saqqara (letter of 29 May 1989).
In her letter of 29 May 1989 Mrs. Haldane emphasises that she has "never seen any indication
of caulking on an Egyptian hull".
The water level in the hull, the vessel floating filled with water, can roughly
- . be calculated from
the estimated volume of the floating planks with due regard to the approximate weight of the
structures above water level, such as the cross beams, deck boards,gunwales, mast and sailing
gear. The argument suggests that a scale model should be built for trials.
Cfr. the arguments discussed in the following chapter. The term freighter raft refers to rafts
used for all types of transports, of goods as well as of persons. Shapesand methodsof joining,
as met in the timbers of the el-Lisht vessel, would, in my opinion, just as well apply to craft on
the sea.
I had intended to present in this paper also adiscussion of James Hornell's ideas on the 'Origins
of the plank-built boats' published fifty years ago (Hornell, 1939).Perhaps apart from what he
has written on the junks of China, his statements require acareful revisal,some of his preconditions
now being outdated. Because the time forthis review is not sufficient here, Ideferthediscussion
to another occasion, but should like to mention that I agree with Hornell's references to worldwide evidence of plank-built boats developed from dugouts. However, all these cases seem to
date to relatively recent times, prevailingly to the medieval period and to modern times, and
none to prehistory, apart from the addition of washstrakes to a logboat (Ellmers, 1976: 10-1I ) .

THE ORIGIN OF THE EARLY MEDITERRANEAN PLANK BOAT
It is true that this is the first step of an evolution leading to plank boats, but no early complete
examples of plank boats deriving from a dugout are known to me.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Attempted reconstructions of the midships cross sections of two Dahshur boats (P = po
side, S = starboard side).
1.A Boat in the Chicago Field Museum, according to data in Ward Haldane, 1984: 8 ff
I.B. Boat in the Cairo Museum 4925, according to Landstrom, 1974: fig 275, basing o
Reisner, 1913: fig. 312.
1I.A. Boat in the Cairo Museum 4925, according to the drawings by de Morgan, 1895
Fig. 203, as reproduced in Gottlicher and Werner, 1971: Tf.XLIV.
1l.B. Boat in the Chicago Field Museum, reconstruction in the proportion of Cairo 492E
as drawn in 1I.A.
Hammeredgraffiti on the smooth surfaceof a stone showing acycladic water craft of th,
same type as depicted on the so-called frying pans, but here with two men standing 01
it. Find from Kophi t'Aroniou in the Museum of Apeiranthos, Naxos, 3rd millennium B(
(from Basch, 1987: fig. 152).
Tamil fishermen on their teppamrafts, watching and handling nets on the sea at Negombc
Sri Lanka, Febr. 1989. Near the skyline a sailing oruwa (Tele-zoom photo).
Large 7-log kattu-maram raft on the beach of Madras, India, Febr. 1988. This raft use(
for shore seining isequipped with two rowing rails. a. Port side. b. After end. To awooder
pole kept in holes on top of theouter logs the lashing rope is repeatedly fastened in orde
to pull it undertension. The pole providing stiffening and, togetherwiththe lashing, arigic
connection of the raft logs, corresponds functionally to the cross beams of platform raft:
and to deck beams of frameless plank boats.
Scale drawing of the 7-log kattu-maramof Fig.4, the dotted lines roughly reconstructt h ~
original log ends. A. Plan. B. Port side with rowing rail raised onto its supporting board.
and below, one of the rowing oars with blade stitched to the short oar pole. C. Cross
section at the foreend lashing embracing the prow piece timbers. D. Crosssection at the
after end lashing.
A. After end cross section and lashingof the 7-log kattu-maramasin Fig. 5. D. B. Simplified
after end cross section of a large sea-going 7-log kattu-maram rigged with crab claw sail
(cfr. Bengtson, 1988; drawing in Menon, 1980: 16-17, reproducedby Wiebeck, 1987: Tf.
3). C. Reconstructed cross section of the el-Lisht water craft, as results from the single
frame found with the planks. The dotted lines indicate a possibly missing outer end of
one of the upper frame timbers and the big treenails with which the frame was affixed to
three strakes. The thickness of the planks is drawn according to the statement in Ward
Haldane, 1988:143,and their widths correspondingto the distances betweenthe triangular
notches in the frame which roughly mark the positions of the seams of the strakes. (Cfr.
the statements in the text and in note 13).
Attempted reconstruction of the el-Lisht water craft as a frameless plank boat with deck
structure over cross beams and with a single frame which substitutes adeck beam behind
the bipod mast of the vessel allowing the mast to be laid down onto aforked support post
erected at the fore end.
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SMITHS ON BOARD LATE BRONZE AGE SHIPS

The question of whether smiths were on board Late Bronze Age ships is not
a recent one. As early as 1956, Hugo Muhlestein suggested that smiths appeared
to be an indispensable part of military Bronze Age vessels (Muhlestein 1956;
Bass 1967, n. 52). Basing himself solely on literary evidence, Muhlesteintheorized
that the oka-tablets from the Palace of Pylos refer to ships, saying that the word
q
a sailing vessel. If this is the case, then every military
oka or 0 h ~ d .designates
ship listed has as one of its leaders a man who is also a smith. In no case are two
smiths on board one ship.
The evidence from the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck

Muhlestein'ssuggestion gained substantial support and a more generalized
frame of reference from the discovery of the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck in the
early 1960's (Bass 1967). This ancient wreck excavated by George Bass and his
team on the sea-bed off the southern coast of Turkey, gives a vivid picture of the
last voyage of a sort of tramp ship that had sailed from Syria to Cyprus about 1200
BC and there collected the ingots of copper and tin and the scrap metal which
made up its cargo on its final trip westward. Only 11 meters long, this little ship
carried a ton of metal cargo which, at the time it was found, was the largest hoard
of pre-Classical copper and bronze implements ever found in the Aegean area.
The information embodied in the items she carried gave a new picture of trade in
the East Mediterranean and of the activities of Late Bronze Age seafarers.
On board the ship there appears to have been a merchant with his balancepan weights prepared to trade in any Eastern Mediterranean port, and perhaps
a smith with all the implements necessary for bronze-making. Beside the copper,

tin, bronze scraps and ingots for being recast, as well as many agricultural tools,
all the basic implements of a prehistoric smith were in the area of the wreck: two
stone maceheads which must have been part of perforated hammers used for
forging, six stone rubbers and polishers, a whetstone for sharpening tools, a
bronze swage block for shaping tools and three large, hard stones which would
have served as anvils. In the cabin area were also a bronze chisel and a punch.
All that was missing from a travelling smith's kit were molds, but these may have
existed in the form of soft clay which must have been washed away by the currents
after the ship sank (Bass 1967, 275). If only chisel and punch were aboard the
ship, one would assume that these were part of the cargo, since such tools often
appear in contemporaryfounder's hoards. But the existence of stone implements
such as maceheads, rubbers, polishers and a whetstone, makes this unlikely.
However, only hammering, sharpening and polishing must have been done on
board. Furnaceswould have been quickly made of stone and clay at various stops
along the route (Bass 1967,80).
The evidence from the Ugarit maritime texts

The idea of a travelling smith was also suggested by Elisha Linder in 1970
concerning a text from the city of Ugarit on the northern coast of Syria (Linder
1970). This tablet is part of a number of texts which cover the maritime activities
of the kingdom of Ugarit from ca. 1380 to 1195 BC. In an analysis of text 2056,
Linder compared the inventory of an Alasia ship at one of the harbours of Ugarit,
with the items hauled from the Cape Gelidonya wreck. The similarities were
striking. Both ships carried copper and bronze ingots, agricultural tools such as
shovels and picks, a number of bronze weapons and smith's tools such as adzes
and chisels (Linder 1970,26-7,216-7).
The evidence from the Ulu Burun (KAS) shipwreck

The finds of another Late Bronze Age shipwreck, the excavations of which
began in 1984 by the Institute of Nautical Archaeology (Bass 1986), also hinted
at the possible presence of a smith aboard the ship. This 16 meter vessel laden
with valuable commoditiesfrom aroundthe Mediterranean,sank near the promontory
of Ulu Burun in southern Turkey around the 14thcentury BC. The wreck's preserved
metal cargo included more than six tons of copper and tin ingots, and many bronze
weapons. There were also cutting tools, a set of tongs, a stone mace head and a
whetstone, all of which may have been part of a travelling smith's tools and utensils.
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There is evidence and a strong argument why at least some of the tools must
belong to a smith and not a ship's carpenter as the excavation team suggests
(Fred Hocker, personal communication, 26.V111.1989). George Bass indicates
that an Egyptian gold ring found with scrap gold "had been purposely cut in two
with a chisel" (Bass 1987, 28). Is it really possible that a carpenter would have
used a chisel to cut metal, even if it is soft metal? For here one sees the action of
a smith, not a carpenter. Together with the fact that this cut ring was found with
scrap gold, is proof of the presence of agoldsmith on board from activities actually
witnessed (cutting of a ring, putting it together with other scrap from the same
metal); the presence of a carpenter is just postulation for the time being, which in
any case does not exclude the presence of a goldsmith.
The Smith in ancient societies

Since the first smiths started their craft in the Late Stone Age, this mysterious
craft formed the center of abundant myths and legends and the smith grew to belong
to a singular social type associated with religious rites and taboos. The smith of
prehistoric times may be honoured or despised, but always held in awe. He is often
identified with the magician or priest probably because of the complexities of the
metallurgical processes he alone has mastered and his knowledge of the secret
manipulations and necessary rites to purify the new, unclean metal (Robins 1953).
The smiths's craft partook of the magician's rites, and until very recently in the
rainforest regions of Cameroon and Gabon in West Africa, the witch doctor of the
village was often also the smith (J. Phillipson, personal communication, 15.V1.1989).
Ancient Sumer in southern Mesopotamia provides an example of smiths
who were not free craftsmen but were persons linked closely to the temple-state
economy that characterizes one of the world's oldest societies, from about 30002000 BC (Limet 1960). However, later, during the reign of Hammurabi and his
successors, from 1800 BC on, temple-guilds seem to have declined and although
the smiths still had acertain religious prestige, they had adifficult time which grew
worse in the Kassite period from about 1600 BC, when temple-guilds broke up
into guilds of free crafstmen (Forbes 1964,90).
Not much is known about the smiths of ancient Egypt, but there is evidence
from Old Kingdom mural paintings that the Egyptians used many dwarfs as smiths
(Montet 1952, 1ff.). Whereas bronze-workers do not seem to have been much
respected,goldsmiths formed an exception. They were part of guilds that worked
under the supervision of the temples with the high priest of Ptah in Memphis
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presiding over as "high inspector of the artists" (Erman and Ranke 1923, 550;
Forbes 1964,84).
In the Aegean world, documents dated to about 1300 BC indicate different
types of smiths living together in small closedcommunities (Ventris and Chadwick
1962). The smiths on most of the tablets from the Palace of Pylos seem to have
been honored craftsmen who possessed slaves. But since the tablets do not call
these smiths dqp~oupyoi,that is those who work for the demos or the city, it
appears that these craftsmen were sent for or came from outsidethe local community
(Forbes 1964,95).
Still later, the dissolution of the Hittite Empire about 1200 BC seems to have
accounted for the wondering of many smiths over the Near East (Forbes 1964,
91). These smiths possessed a mass of lore and knowledge quite different from
that of the copper and bronze-smiths who had already been at home in the towns
of the Near East and the Aegean, and their superiority must have been largely
due to their knowledge of making iron. But the smiths from Asia Minor were not
allowed to immigrate everywhere. As far as can be judged from the meagre data,
states like Egypt, Assyria and Babylonia were officially closed against these
immigrants. Therefore the earliest signs of these Hittite smiths are found in Syria
and Palestine at the close of the Bronze Age. Otherwise the quick spread of the
working and use of iron in the area would be less intellegible. Smiths appear to
have remained valueable crafstsmen in the area of the Levant for many years
after that. The domination of Palestine by a handful of Philistines seems to have
been credited to their excellent smiths (1 Sam. 13. 19), and Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon mentions expressily that he carried off the smiths of Jerusalem in 587
BC (Isa. 24.1 ; 29.2).
Late Bronze Age shipping and trade

By the time the Ulu Burun ship sank in the 14th century B.C., it appears that
a vast trade network was well established between the Near East and the Aegean
region. The Late Bronze Age ships plied the Eastern Mediterranean in a circular
pattern, taking advantage of the westward currents along the shores of southern
Turkey, when sailing from Syria-Palestine to Cyprus and to the Aegean, then
back with the eastward currents of the North Africa shores to Egypt (LambrouPhillipson 1991, 11-19).
There is no longer much doubt that a large part of the cargoes of Late Bronze
Age ships which sailed from the Levant westward consisted largely of new metals.
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Some years ago W.F. Albright speculated that the Biblical Tarshish Ships were
not ships from the city of Tarsus, as had been one of the earlier suggestions (Bass
1967,16T n. 37). He believed that these were ships which carried metal acquiring
their name from the Akkadian word "tarshish" meaning smelting plant or refinery
(Albright 1965; Bass 1967, 16T n. 36). Although these references are from a
slightly later period, the Cape Gelidonya and Ulu Burun wrecks prove that such
ships, dealing almost exclusively in metals, did sail. Indeed, atextfrom Ugarit (UT
21 10) indicates that one ship carried over one hundred units of copper talents to
be distributed to various customers (Linder 1970,29-30).
Conclusion

It would appear from the archaeological data that Late Bronze Age vessels
are examples of a phenomenon of ancient shipping-that is ships, which not only
carried the raw metals, but also the smiths to produce the finished articles.
Unfortunately, there is little evidence at present to help understand the
factors and the conditions which could have prompted the smith to become an
itinerant specialist aboard Late Bronze Age vessels. Is it external pressures such
as social conditions and warfare which obliged smiths to ply their craft from
merchant ships? Or could it be the case that the merchant and the smith of the
Cape Gelidonya ship were one and the same person and therefore the trader's
mentality made an itinerant smith out of a previously sedentary craftsman? Or is
it perhaps in an age of non-standardized products, the high costs of metals might
have justified such customized service in the production of metal items?
Much light could be thrown on these questions by an exhaustive study of
the smiths of ancient societies. Afew attempts have been made in the past (Napier
1856, Robins, 1953, Eliade 1962, Forbes 1964), but the abundant archaeological
and historical testimony that exists is not collected. The few notes gathered here,
no doubt, demonstrate that much awaits the researcher who will deal with this
intricate subject.

C. Lambrou-Phillipson
P.O. Box 3771
Athens 10210
Greece
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PRIVATE FINANCING AND SHIPBUILDING
IN THE KINGDOM OF ARAGON AS SEEN THROUGH ITS LAWS

The union of Catalonia with Aragon at the beginning of the 12th. century
created a power able to expand commerce and dominion over the Mediterranean
Sea.
The Kings of Aragon soon considered the advantage of converting the
customs which since ancient times had regulated shipbuilding and maritime trade
in Catalonia into laws which would be observed all over their dominions. It was
Peter the Great who iniciated these proceedings in 1340. These laws, which are
known as 'customs of the sea' (cosfumes de la mar), are the extension of the
'ordinances of the coast' (ordinaciones de la ribera) of Barcelona of 1258 and
confirm ancient systems of financing private shipbuilding and regulating the
relations of all who were in the maritime trade. The central person of all these laws
was the shipowner, (senyorde la nau).
Here we are only interested in private financing and ship building. Therefore
we shall not consider the relations of the shipownerwiththe mariners,the merchants
who hired the ship, or the pilgrims who went in it. We have extracted from these
laws the paragraphs referringto shipbuilding and the means of financing it through
the partnership of several people, who put their trust in the one designed as the
shipowner (senyorde lanau) who would manage the construction of the ship and
conduct the freight businessgoing in the ship. The translation of these paragraphs
follows this paper as an appendix,the original style has been modernisedto avoid
the tiring repetitions of the ancient writing.
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These laws went into great details on the rights and obligations of the partners
who formed thecompany to build the ship to carry freight. The shipownerwas the
partner who promoted the business and always travelled in the ship as the
representative of the society, something similar to the roll of manager or delegate
of the partners. The Laws did not consider the case of a single proprietor of a ship,
as there were no relations between to regulate.
The first sentence of these Laws said:
When the shipowner begins to build a ship and wishes to offer shares, he
has to communicate to the partners how many shares he will offer and how big
the ship will be.
We can see from it that it was the shipowner who promoted the business
and sought partners whom he had to inform first of the number of shares he
proposed and which we know from documents at the Archiude la Corona dlAragon
(Barcelona) were usually 8 or 16, but with the possibility that two persons could
buy one share. Further he had to tell them the size of the ship: We would say the
value of each share.
The Law did not state who were the partners (par~oners)who, with the
shipowner formed the company, but it seems that there were many persons
interested in this business, which was therefore probably very profitable in spite
of the dangers of the sea and the pirates.
Once the shipping company was establishted, the partners were obliged to
fulfil what they had promised, and if someone did not want or could not pay what
had been agreed, the shipowner could demand payment by legal action. But this
obligation was so personal that it ceased if the partner died, and his heirs were
not obliged to fulfil what had been agreed if the deceased had not ordered it in his
will. In such acase the shipowner had to find another partner who would take this
share and pay out the heirs. These Laws established, even in an indirect way of
expression and by the example of the enlargement of the ship which was to be
built, the rule of majority (112): If the shipowner wished to make the ship bigger
than proposed at the beginning, he had to request the agreement of the partners,
or, at least, of the majority, and the decision of the majority was an obligation on
all of them.
All these conditions are the same, in meaning, as we have today with the
joint stockcompanies. Even the juridical person is there, represented by the ship,
which had to be sold, if necessary, to pay for damages or other demands, the
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partners not being liable for any higher amount than the value of the ship. But in
case the ship had to be sold, the wages of the mariners had to be paid first of all.
We see through these old laws opinions which we today consider very
modern, but they existed in those times, even expressed in a different way. The
difference of the nominal and the market value of a share was expressed in those
old laws through the following example (112): If the shipowner enlarged the ship
which was built without the agreement of the other partners, this did not oblige
them to pay more for their shares. They continued to have 118 or 116 of the ship,
but the value of the share was higher. The actual agreements which are usual in
Catalonia limiting the free sale of shares to third persons, may be an old custom
as the paragraph (11115) which regulated the transmission of one share to a new
partner, obliged the seller and buyer to inform the shipowner of their intention.
The shipowner could refuse the new partner until he returned from the
present voyage. But in all cases, the seller had to give the shipowner an option
to purchase. If he did not make use of this, the sale went through the shipowner,
who bought from the seller and sold publicly to the buyer with the knowledge of
the other partners.
In case the partners did not reach an agreement, the solution was simple:
If, for example, the partners did not agree with a proposal of the shipowner to
enlarge the ship, they could force each other to sell the shares, so either the
shipowner sold his share and the other partners kept the ship and selected another
shipowner, or the shipowner found other partners who bought the majority of the
shares and agreed with him.
From these Laws we deduce that the enlargement of ships in use was usual
as we can see from paragraphs 1191 and 11114 which refer to a situation from
enlargement during construction, which is regulated by 111.
1191 repeats nearly literally what 111 said about enlargement during constuctions:
that the shipowner had to ask the partners if these agreed, but 111144 refers to the
case of the ship being in a place where there were no partners, nor at least a
majority of them. In these conditions the shipowner could enlarge the ship, but
only in two cases: If he was expecting an important freight or a long voyage, and
also if he could forsee an important benefit for the society. Then the partners were
obliged to take into account the expenses for this enlargement; but if they could
prove that he had enlarged the ship out of vanity, to be the owner of a larger ship,
the case was to be put before two trustworthy men and what they decided had to
be accepted by all of them, shipowner and partners. We have here the arbitrators.
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The Law referred to enlargements of one quarter, one third and one half, which
are important changes in the ship.
To enable the shipowner to settle accounts with the partners, he needed
book-keepingand trustworthydocuments. Forthat purpose the Law providedthe
clerk (1/4), a very important administrator, whose function was unique in those
times. He had more power and responsibility under the A~agoneseLaw as his
equals in other Mediterranean ships as we can see through the Codex Amalfi.
His documents were to be believed, as if from a notary, for all matters related to
the voyage, even if they were written with the prow of the ship on the beach, or
written by the clerk on land.
The shipowner could hire a clerk with the consent of the partners, if he was
not a relative of him. He had to make him swear before the mariners, merchants
and, if these were present, the partners, that he would be civil and faithful to any
person on the ship and that he would only note in his documents the truth and
what, in case of dispute, both parts expressed, doing right by every one. This old
wording tells us, that he registered also the different positions expressed in case
of dispute.
He had a big responsibility, as he was the guardian of the case in which the
documents were kept under lock and key, and the keys of which should never
leave him, and which he should never leave open in a way that another person
could have access to them. In these cases, and if he wrote something which was
not true, the penalty was to lose the right hand, be branded with hot iron on the
forehead and to lose all he had.
11.5 obliged the clerk to be present during the time the ship was loaded. The
mariners could not load nor unload, nor move the cargo without his knowledge,
as he was responsible for all wares taken on board. If something taken on board
on his presence got lost, he had to pay compensation for it, and if he could not
pay, the responsibility was on the ship, which had to be sold if necessary, but the
wages of the mariners were to be paid first.
116 laid down that the clerkcould buy all that was necessary, but if he had to
buy sails or ropes, this he had to report to the shipowner and he to the partners
who made the voyage with him, as this was equipment of the ship. It was also the
clerk who paidwages and expenses from the ships account, even to the shipowner
(In) and kept the corresponding books, which he had to show on request to the
shipowner and the partnerson board, so that they knewwhat he had got for freight
and what expenses there had been. The expenses and wages of the clerk were
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also on the ship account and included shoes, ink, paper and parchment. The clerk
could even take merchandise from a merchant as guaranty of payment of the
freight.
These Laws specified the different elements of the mercantile society and
the function of each. The shipowner acting in asimilarway to an actual representative
of the partners, whose rights and obligations were comparable with those of today.
There was also the administration of the society through the clerk, who kept a
register of all commercial dealings and whose responsibility and importance was
greater than provided by our present laws, even through they are result of those
of the middle Ages or even earlier ones.
As we have seen, I F states that the clerk, on request, had to show his bookkeeping to the shipowner and partners who were on board. This can help us to
know something more about the partners, or, at least, some of them. We know,
from the part of the Law which regulates the relations of the shipowner with the
merchants, that these travelled with the ship and the merchandise. This makes
us suppose, that some of the partners, if not all, were merchants who were
interested in having preferential position for theirwares in the ship and their rights
as partners. We can even suppose, that the possibilityof buying half a share was
to permit a merchant to give half part to a son or confidential clerk, to enable him
to make the voyage as a partner.
Before we comment on the relations of the shipowner with those who were
to build the ship, we shall refer to some dispositions related to those times, but
which could have some parallels to our present. (1181) If the shipowner wished to
contract for a freight to the countries of the Saracenes, or a dangerous place, he
had to request in advance the agreement of the partners, or, at least, the majority
of them, if he was in a place where the majority was present, but he could decide
on his own if not enough partners were present.
(1182) He was not obliged to consult them in advance if the voyage was to
Christian countries, but if some partner asked for a guaranty, he had to give one,
following the usage of the sea. Also the partners could not sell the ship if there
was afreight contracted, and had to wait until it came back. The first sentence of
this paragraph is not quite so clear as we read it today unless we reflect that in
those times there was no quick way to communicate with the ship on voyage and
therefore the voyage had to be planned before sai1ing.A partner could demand a
guaranty that the voyage was not extended or changed, because perhaps this
partner was waiting for the return of the ship to use his right to sell.
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(1190) This paragraph obliges the shipowner to settle accounts with the
partners at the end of each voyage. If he does not do so, he has to give all the
profit made to the partners.
This allows us to suppose constant changes in the compositionof the society.
Perhaps this changed for each voyage, if some merchants going to the same
place were interested in buying the shares necessary to have the majority of the
society, so to be able to decide anything during the voyage.
For the construction of the ship there were two possibilities provided by the
Law: that the shipowner hired shipwrights and caulkers, or that he ordered the
ship from a wharf.
In the first case (113) the shipowner was obliged to pay daily the expenses
and wages, if there was no agreement to pay every week. It was not necessary
to fix a wage, as if this was not fixed, he had to pay the wages customary at the
locality.
The Law provided that, if the artisans made a mistake and the ship was
bigger than ordered, they had to pay half of the resulting expenses, and lost also
the wages for the added time of the work. Nothing is said if the ship was smaller,
as this could be enlarged easily.
The artisans building the ship had to inform all the partners about the size
contracted with the shipowner and whether the ship should be strong or light. In
this way the law provided information for the partners which, at present, does not
exist any more, as the suppliers are not obliged to inform all the partners about
the extent and the quality of the materials. If the shipowner decided to build himself
with shipwrights and caulkers he had to consider labour regulationswhich we find
very modern in tone, even if expressed in ancient terms.
Supposing there was afault during the constructionof the ship (11113).It made
a difference whether or not the artisans were capable and of good repute. If they
were capable the shipowner could not dismiss them and had to come to an
agreement with them. Neither could he dismiss them, if others offered to do the
work for a lower price. If the shipowner dismissed them, no other shipwright or
caulker should work on the ship before he had come to an agreement with the
former employees.
The problem was different if the artisans were not able to built the ship. In
that case they could be dismissed and the new crew was not obliged to consult
them. If he ordered the ship from a dockyard, prudence obliged him to inform the
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artisans who worked there, that the ship was produced on order (11114). If the
shipowner did so, the artisans could not embargue the ship if the proprietor of the
dockyard did not pay them.
In both of two possibilities, penalties could be fixed, if the ship was not
delivered in time. If the penalty was fixed, the shipwrights had to pay as provided,
but if there was no penalty agreed, they had to compensate the shipowner for
losses. On the other hand, the shipowner also had to reemburse the artisans for
damages or losses, if he delayed payments to them. The Law insisted that in that
cases equity had to prevail.
These old laws of the Catalan coast, referring to the activity of shipping
companies reveal ideas which we consider very modern, but which confirm the
antique roots of all our laws. Most of the details of the regulations of relations of
the shipowner with his partners, or with the artisans who build the ship would be
accepted to-day.

Summarizing,we could say that the financing and shipbuilding in the Kingdom
of Aragon was done through companies following ancient customs, resulting from
the necessity of gathering the necessary capital in all those little towns or villages
in the many coves of Catalonia which traded at sea. That these customs were
unifiedfirst by the most important of the towns of Catalonia - Barcelona - and later
confirmed as Laws of the Kingdom was logical. Further, the spirit of these laws
lives today, not only in the regulations for joint stock companies, but also in those
for labour relations.
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CONSOLAT DE MAR

AS COLLECTED AND REVISED BY FERRAN VALLS Y TABERNER AND
EDITED BY "EDITORIAL BARCINO" 1930 BARCELONA
EXTRACT AND COMMENT OF VOLUME 1 "COSTUMES DE LA MAR"

Referring to
"The building of a nao or Ileny"
(Nao and Llenywere Catalan merchantmen)

Extract of the Law, volume 1, "customs of the sea"
The financing and building of a ship

111

When ashipownerwants to build a ship with partners, he has to agree with
them of how many shares are to be and how it shall be build; how large,
how wide and of what draught, and the extent and depth of the hold.
If his partners are convinced by him and promise to participate, what they
have promised, they must fulfil. If a partner is unable or unwilling to do what
he has agreed, the shipowner can force him to do it, or can be credited with
the sum his partner was obliged to provide.

112

If the shipowner who begins to build the ship on a certain scale and then
gives her more depth in draught, and in the hold, and greater extend of
surface in the hold, and makes the ship larger by one third, one quarter or
one half before giving information to his partners, then no partner is obliged
to increase his contribution but only to give for what the information has
been given at the beginning. If he enlarges theship in any way, the partner's
share will be as if he had contributed to the enlargement which has been
made. But if the shipowner wishes to enlarge the ship, he must go to each
partner and ask who wants it to be done and who is opposed, and even if
two or three or four or five partners are in opposition, so long as they are
in a minority, the objection to the enlargement shall not be valid, and all the
partners must accede to the request.
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113

The shipowner is obliged to give each shipwright who works on the
construction three diners (Catalan coin. 12 Catalan diners are 1 sou, 20
sousare one Iliura, the Catalan pound) every day for bread and drink, and
also the wages he has agreed with them, if the shipwrights do not wish to
give him grace to wait for their wages from one Saturday to another. But if
the shipwrights work with the shipowner at will and no wage is fixed, the
shipowner is obliged to give them the same as other shipwrights have on
other constructions, according to the times and the region of the country.

114

Theshipowner may hire aclerkfor the ship with the consent of the partners,
if he is not his relation. He has to make him swear before the mariners,
merchants and the partners, if there are any in the place, that he will be
civil and faithful as much to the merchants, as to the shipowner, mariners,
pilgrims and to any person who goes in the ship, and that he will keep the
documents case and write nothing in it but only what is true, and what he
hears from each of the parts in a discussion, and that he will do right to
every one.
And if the documents have been held by someone other than the clerk,
nothing written there shall be believed.
And if the clerk writes what he should not, he shall lose his right fist and be
branded with hot iron on the forehead, and shall lose all he has, whether
he or an other has written it.
Further, the shipowner has to make the clerk swear that he will not sleep
on land without the keys of the case in which are the documents, and that
he will never leave the case open under penalty mentioned above.

1/51

The clerk has such authority, that the shipowner may not load anything
into the ship, except in the presence of the clerk, and no mariner shall take
goods on board, nor unload them on land, nor move them without the
knowledge of the clerk. And if anything is lost in the ship, may it be bale or
bundle, other goods or merchandises, which the clerk has noted or was
present when it was loaded, the clerk has to pay for it, and if the clerk has
nothing to pay with, the ship must pay for it, even if it has to be sold, saving
the wages of the mariners.

116

The clerk may buy and sell all things, that is to say, tools, food or nets without
informing the shipowner, but for rigging he has to inform the shipowner
and the shipowner the partners who go with him.
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In

All expenses, such as food and drink are to be paid from the ship account
to the shipowner and the clerk and also the clerk has to be paid for shoes,
ink and parchment.

118

The shipowner has the same wages as any of the other pilots who go in
the ship ... And the clerk has to pay this to him and to note it down as well
as payments to any of the others who are mariners ...

1110

The documents in the case are to be believed and regarded more than any
other documents, even if the ship has the prow on land, or the clerk was
on land when writing in them.

1/66

If a shipowner rents rigging for a voyage and the rigging is lost through no
fault of his, he is not obliged to compensate the person who rented it to
him, but to pay only the rent which both had fixed. But if the rigging is lost
by the fault of the shipowner, he is obliged to pay compensation for as much
as the rigging was worth at the moment he took or rented it, or to return as
much rigging as he took.

1/81

A shipowner who contracts his ship to go to the countries of the Saracens,
or to dangerous places, if he is in a place where there are his partners, must
ask their consent before he confirms the contract for the voyage.
And if he consults them and the partners agree, he may make the contract,
and no partner can continue to oppose him. And if he makes the contract
without consulting them, the partners can oppose it and can make him buy
theirshares, since he had not asked them. If he had asked them, the partners
can not make him buy their shares, nor put them on sale under any
circumstances, before he is back from the voyage.
And if the partners buy out the shipowner who has contracted to carry
cargo without their knowledge, and he disposes of the ship by sale or
other means, and the partners keep the ship, it has to continue thevoyage
for the merchant who had made the cargo contract, for the price or freight
forwhich the merchant had agreed with the shipowner with whom he had
made the contract. But if the shipowner is in a place where there are no
partners, he can make a contract for cargo and go to any place he wishes,
and if the ship suffers any damage nobody can demand compensation
for this action. But if he took any risk or chance, or the ship was lost by
any act for which he was responsible, the partners can demand redress
from him.
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1/82

A shipowner who contracts for cargo to go to Christian countries is not
obliged to ask the agreement of any partner, if he does not wish to do so.
No partner can sell out after he has contracted for the cargo until the ship
is back from the voyage. But the shipowner has to give guaranty to his
partners if any ask for it, that he will not change the voyage until he has
returned the ship into the possession of the partners. The guaranty he
gives need not be official, but only in the usual form following the customs
of the sea.

1/100 Every shipwright or caulker who promises to work for any shipowner is
obliged to do the work, whether or not the wage has been agreed, since
he has promised to do it. And if he will not do it, he is obliged to answer for
any loss or damage which the shipowner for whom he had promised to
work, can show that he has suffered, and also expects to suffer, except if
the said artisan had been prevented by Act of God or by the Authority.
And every shipowner who promises to give work to one or several of the
said artisans and does not do so, is obliged to pay them the wages he had
fixed with them. And if per chance no wage was fixed, the shipowner who
failed them, is obliged to give all the equivalent of what other artisans get
in the construction on which they work, consideringthe worth and reputation
of the said artisans.

III/1

If any person promises to join in the constructionof aship and hedies before
the ship in whose construction he has promisedto participate is constructed
and completed, the heirs of those who hold the goods of the man who has
died, are not obliged to do anything for the shipowner to whom he who had
died had promised partnership if he had lived, if this matter had not been
ordered or instructed to be introduced in his will. And if the one who died
had given some money as part of the share in the partnership which he
had promised to bring, and if this money is so much as to amount to the
whole share he had promisedto contribute, this share has to be sold before
the ship sails out of the place where it has been built. And if per chance the
money he gave was not enough to complete hisshare, the shipowner must
look for some one else to provide the amount which the one who died had
promised to contribute.
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11112

If any shipwright makes the ship larger than had been agreed with the
shipowner, he has to pay half of all the cost of the enlargement and lose
the wages of as many days as he had worked on it. Further the shipwright
is obliged to inform each one of the partners of the dimensions he has
agreed with the shipowner,and also is obliged to state the type of construction,
strong or light.

11113

If any shipwrights or caulkers work with any shipowner, they are obliged
to do good solid work at which they are masters, and are able to carry out
the construction, or even one better and greater, and the shipowner had
given them the management of the construction, they had accepted and
following his wishes had begun it, and while working there happens some
misadventure to the said artisans, thesaid mastersdoing well anddiligently
all that the construction demands, and the shipowner wishes to dismiss
them because of this misfortune, from which he will suffer through them,
or if perchance he findsothers who will do it for a better price, the shipowner
can not dismiss them; neither can they leave it, since they have begun the
work, until they have finished it, so far as these masters are good and able
to carry out this construction and even one better and greater. And if the
shipowner dismisses them, even though they are good and competent
workers and doing well and diligently all that is necessary for the construction,
no other shipwright or caulker shall participate in the construction, so long
as the shipowner does not or had not come to an agreement with the artisans
who had begun the work, and they shall not be discharged, on the word of
the shipowner, but the newcomers shall be brotherly towards the artisans
who had begun the work. But if the shipwrights and caulkers who begun
the work had not sufficent knowledge how to do it, the shipowner can
dismiss them and give the work to other shipwrights who know how to do
the work. And those shipwrights who know how to do the work are not
obliged to ask for information from the artisans who had begun the
construction if these did not know how to do or finish it.

11114

If any shipwright or caulker agrees to carry out any construction on contract,
he isobligedto pay all the other masterswhoworkwith him in the construction
he has promised to carry out on contract which he has agreed. And if the
artisans who work with him do not know that he is doing the work on contract,
the shipowner must state it and tell them, because the shipwright may be
a swindler or insolvent, and not have the wherewithal to pay the artisans
who work for him, so that they will not be decieved, not knowing that he is
doing the work on contract.
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And if the shipowner does not tell them when they begin work on the
construction and the shipwright who is doing the workon contract does not
want to pay them or does not have thefunds, the artisans who have worked
on the construction may act and take over the constructionthey have made,
and the construction has to be sequestered until the artisans are
recompensedfor all their injuries, damage and discomforts, and all expenses
for food and drink which they have suffered.
But if the shipowner had stated and told them that the shipwright was
working for him on contract and the shipwright might or might not pay them,
they may not and shall not sequester the construction they have made,
since the shipowner had told them at the beginning of the work, that he
had given it on contract.
And if the shipwrights or caulkers who are building on contract agree with
the shipowner for whom the construction is undertakenthat they will deliver
it finished on a fixed day or in a known time, and between them has been
fixed and set down a set penalty, if the said artisans have not finished the
construction as they had promised,the shipowner can demand the penalty
from them, which was set between him and the artisans, and the said
artisans are obliged to pay it without excuse. But if betweenthem no penalty
has been set or deposed, the said artisans are obliged to compensate the
shipowner for any prejudice or damage he has suffered and all expenses
for food and drink which he has had or will have, for the amount of which
he is to be believed under his oath. But if the shipowner does not honour
the payments he has agreed with the artisans and they have expenses for
food and drink or suffer other losses, the shipowner is under the same
obligations and compulsions to the artisans as they are to him, so that there
is justice and equality between them.
11115

If any partner wishes to sell the share he has undertaken to pay for the
construction of the ship, he has to inform the shipowner, and similarily has
the buyer to inform the shipowner; but if the shipowner does not want a
new partner, the buyer can not participate until the ship has made the
voyage. And when the ship has completed the voyage, the partner can sell
his share to the shipowner and this by shipowner to the buyer.

But the selling partner must give the shipownertheopportunity to surrender
it or to acquire it, and the shipowner has the right to surrender his share or
to buy from the partner, if there is no public sale.
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If the shipowner is in a place where there are all of the majority of the
partners, the shipowner has to ask them to agree to the enlargement of
the said ship he wishes to make, and if the said partners, all or the majority
of them do not wish it, the shipowner cannot force them to agree or carry
it out. But the said shipowner can compel the said partners and these
partnersthe shipowner to sell their respectiveinterests. And if the shipowner
should be in a place where there are none norwill be any of the said partners
- none nor the majority of them and the shipowner wishes to enlarge the
ship he can do it. But it is to be understood that the shipowner may enlarge
it for only two reasons: In case he finds a great cargo or a long voyage, or
he sees or expects there could be a great profit for himself and also for all
the partners.
And if the shipowner enlarges the ship for either of these two reasons the
partners are oblidged to take into account all expenses for food and drink
and other things which the shipowner had to pay for the enlargement, as
long as the partners cannot show any reason for the contrary.
But if the partners can show a contrary reason to the shipowner, that the
shipowner has not made the enlargement for the said reasons, but has
done it by his authority or out of vanity, so that people will say he is owner
of a great ship, then these expenses which have been incurred for the
reasons given above, the partners are not oblidged to take into account,
unless they wish to, but those expenses which have been incurredas before
are put before two good men of knowledge, perspicacy and prestige and
what these decide to say should be accepted, the partners are oblidged to
take into account with the shipowner.

TIMBER CUTTING FOR SHIP CONSTRUCTION IN ANTIQUITY

SUMMARY
During the 18th century a revival of the ancient tradition of the Timber cutting for
naval construction tookplace at the Arsenal of Venice.
This revival whichgave us the opportunity to learn a lot about theprinciples of Timber
cutting during the ancient time, was based on the information provided mainly by Vitruvius
and Pliny.
These principles were abandoned after the 9th centufy AD when the Northern
invaders arrived in Southern Europe.

After the Venetians made peace with the Turks in 1718, any activity of ship
constructionat the Arsenal of Venice ceased. The boats under constructionwere
finished so slowly that one of them was launched after having spent fifty years
at the docks.
Although the decline of the Venetian Republic continued, a vigourous
expansion of commerce and ship constructiontook place due to important reforms
in 1736.According to these, custom rightsfor the import and export of merchandise
were considerably reduced, and the policy of the state favored the construction
of the boatscalled "active boats" (naviatte), meaningvessels able to travel alone,
without the escort of state convoys. The characteristicsof these boatswere quite
consistent having a minimum overall length of 70ft and 24 cannons, and they
were considered able to defend themselves from the pirates. To implement the
reforms, adequate laws provided fora state subvention, which mainly meant the
possibility of work at the Arsenal, where the technicians were available for three
months and the materialsfor ship construction and their armament were offered
at favorable prices.
Although the riforma did not revive Venice's former merchant prosperity,
the expansionof the fleet wasconsidered as felice,so that in 1746,some Venetian
ships sailed over to Petersbourg and America via London.
In this period, Venice profited from the wars of the so-called "Spanish
succession",the French Revolution,the Russo-Turkishwars and developedthe
"neutral transport", which only ceased with Napoleon's intervention and the end
of the Republic.

The start of this new era was also accompanied by two important events:
first the updating of theold structures at the Arsenal, and secondly,the development
of a high quality level of Venetian ship construction.
In 1738 a new building called Palad alle seghe was under construction,
followed two years later by the construction of another building for storing and
cutting public timber, called the Tezzone alle seghe. The reason for the latter
that important construction was that for the first time, after the elimination of
storing wood in piles or keeping it submerged in water, the patronsand supervisors
of the Arsenal intended to use the scientific agronomic rulesfor the conservation
of wood for naval carpentry.
As far as naval science is concerned, an experiment of historic value was
the institution in April 1745 of the first chair for the study of Nautical theory and
Naval Architecture at Padova. It should be noted that at the same period the
general interest in Greek and Roman Architecture influenced a whole scientific
approach. For example, the architect of the above mentioned building Tezzone
alle seghe, Giovanni Scalfarotto, was known for his classical studies and his
direct contact with Roman Architecture. This also became obvious in the
architectural solutions he gave to the building, which maintains the structural
principles of ancient Romans acqueducts.
On the other hand, regarding Naval studies, Nautical theory and ship
construction, a very strong scientific preparation was guaranteed through the
study of mathematics, mechanics, Hydrostatics, and general nautical theory.
The study of the classical treatises of Vitruvius, Pliny, Serlio, etc, was the basic
preparation and included most wellknown works of that period like the Nouveau
cours de mathematique the Architecture Hydraulique of Bernard Forest de
Belidor, and also the Elements de Architecture navale by Duhamel du Monceau
and the Traite du navire by Pierre Bouguer.
During the final and more complex phase of reorganization of the naval
force, a large number of decrees were approved, regarding the protection and
the disposition of natural resources like wood, forests, etc. New institutions like
supervisors and representatives for the forests were inaugurated among the
local nobility,and following the proposals of the Agrarian Academy, acompilation
of tables and statistics began to offer an overall view of the state of the forests
and the wood supply.
Although one of these decrees was concerned with prescriptionof the lunar
phases considered opportune for timber cutting, on the 16th of April 1758, a
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Venetian citizen, Paolo Garbiza, presented to the supervisors and Patrons of
the Venetian Arsenal a project regarding the way to preserve the proper element
of any type of wood, describing all the preparation stages considered necessary
before the final felling of the timber. According to his text, preserved in a manuscript
in the state Archives of Venice, no one had previously considered the question
of the perfect dryness of the wood before being used for ship construction.
With this project, Paolo Gradiza proposed to the patrons of the Arsenal his
unique method for obtaining perfectly dry wood before storage. According to
the manuscript, his method consisted of starting to cut the trees with some
"preparatory cuts" some months before the final felling.
These cuts should take place at the base of the trees and not only at the
exterior surface but also to a certain depth in the trunk. Leaving the trees in that
condition for a certain amount of time, the plant would be kept alive, conserving
all its natural strength but without the excess sap. This would happen, as he
says, because the trees slowly lose most of their moisture, without cracks of
termites.
He did not specify the time necessaryfor this operation, nor even how deep
the "preparatory cuts" should be, because that mainly depends on the type of
tree and on the quality and type of soil on which the tree was growing.
With his method (as he claims), the question of the time of year that the tree
should becut became negligible. For example, aftera season of rains more time
might be necessary for the tree to lose all the excess sap than in a "dry" season.
Fora final demonstration of his project, Paolo Garbiza proposedto distinguish
the timbers cut according to his method with a stamp. Later, when the timbers
were assignedto the shipbuilders at the Arsenal, for the different parts of construction,
the stamps would easily identify the difference between the timbers in use.
Before the end of his text, Garbiza proposed to the Patrons of the Arsenal
to communicate his project to professorinaturalisti, Mathematicians, and Periti
Publici, so they can confirm whether his project agrees with what ..Esimio
Proffessore Vitruviowrote in his chapter nine part two about the use of materials.
The Patrons of the Arsenal communicated this project to Giovanni Poleni,
who was professor a d mathesim, nauticae teoriam, e d experimentalem
philosophiam at Padova, who was involved in Naval science, but mainly about
architecturae navalis principia.

At the same time G:Poleni was a kind of consultant at the Venice Arsenal
and had to supervise any scientificapplications as for example the construction
of replicas of the S. Carlo boat, purchased from the English.
On the 9th of November 1758, Peloni responded to the Arsenal's Patrons
regarding the Garbiza project, with a twelve page text, which is also preserved
at the state archives of Venice. He started with references mainly of historical
interest followed by contemporary scientific explanations of each question. First
he discussed Garbiza's reference to Vitruvius's theories, and analysed the
relevant chapter using the 1567 edition of Daniel Barbaro.
According to that, and from Morgan's translation, "Timber should be felled
betweenearly Autumn and the time when Favonius begins to blow. For in spring
all trees become pregnant , and they are all employing their natural vigour in
the production of leaves and the fruits that return every year" (Poleni, f. 19v)
and that "In felling a tree we should cut into the trunk of it to the very heart, and
then leave it standing so that the sap may drain out drop by drop throughout
the whole of it. In this way the useless liquid which is within will run out through
the sapwood instead of havingto die in a mass of decay, thus spoiling the quality
of the timber. Then and not till then, the tree being drained dry and the sap no
longer dripping, let it be felled and it will be in the highest state of usefulness".
(Poleni, f. 20).
Then, his next reference is to the sixth book, chapter thirty, of Pliny's Natural
History,edited by Harduinoin 1723,which alsoconfirmsthat "preparatory cuttings
were in use in antiquity. (Poleni, f. 20r). A similar reference is to the Palladio
Rutilio, who around the third century, writes that the trees should remain with
the preparatory cuts until "drains away all the sap that the tree has".
At the end, Poleni makes similar reference to an anonymous source of
about the ninth century AD called Compendium Architecturae (Poleni. 20v.),
concluded in this first part of this text that the preparatory cuts were in use until
the ninth century.
After that he has no other historical evidence, but accordingto him during
the dark ages that intervened, in most of the countries that system was forgotten.
In the second part of his text, he addressed the scientific aspect of the
problem, the ragioni as he says, with the use of a great number of texts which
demonstrate also the level of science inthe 18thcentury. Books like the lnstitutiones
Philosophicaeof Purchotius,the chapter of Anatome Plantarumin Opera omnia
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by Marcelli Malpighi,the entry for Pianta in Chambers'sdictionary, the Philosophia
of Du Hamel, the Oeuvres of Mariotte and of Claude Perault, The La Statique
des Vegetauxof Hales and at the end with the Histoireof Renceaume. All these
sources were used to analyse scientifically the problem of circulation of liquids
in timber, which Poleni applies to discuss the mechanism for their nutrition and
their life.
After that, the proposed preparatory cuts, will stop the rise of new liquid
from the roots to the leaves, and also will arrest the part of the liquids that descend.
According to his opinion, the application of that system will help to keep the
trees dry, and in better condition for construction.
Before finishing his report, Poleni returns one more time to the argument
about the period of the timber cutting. He consider that the two most important
things that the supervisors should take into consideration are: first the phase of
the moon and second the month of the year.
For the first question, he refers to the common belief that changes of the
moon have a big influence on the trees. This happens because as was assumed,
the full moon gives to the trees plenty of sap, so they are less durable when cut.
So according to his opinion, the cut should take place with the old moon, which
means from the 18th to the 3rd of the next moon.
About the second question, he considers that the sun also has a great
influence on the plants. Thus it is betterthat the cut take place during the months
with minimum sunshine to minimize the flow of liquids.
He concludes it that, the ideal time for cutting new timber should be during
the wintertime. Among those months special interest should be given to December
which approaches springtime.

Conclusions

The proposal of P. Garbiza, shows the revival during the 18th century of
the ancient tradition of timber preparation before felling.
This technique was commonly used until the 9th century AD. With the
beginning of the northern invasions and of the dark ages, this method was
forgotten.

The revival of that ancient technique, observing the month of the year, the
phase of the moon, and making preparatory cuts, took place in connection with
the 18th century interest in classical Architecture. Both contributed to the high
quality naval construction technique developed during that century at the most
famous European arsenal.
Nikos Lianos
22 Eressou Str., 106 80 Athens, Greece
APPENDIX
All' I. lllustrissimi ed EccelentissimiSignori Proveditorie Patroni all' Arsenal
Poleni.
9 Novembre 1758.
1.

II fine, cui spetta la ricerca fattami per una venerata Commissione dell'
Ecc:ze vostre, e un tale taglio degli Alberi, quale faccia si, che gli Alberi
tagliati riescano di maggior durata ed all' uso perfetti. Confacente a questo
fine fu Loro presentato dal Sig. e Paolo Garbiza un suggerimento, intorno
a1 quale io, ubbedendo Loro, esporro il parer mio.

2.

A questo fine molto contribuisce I' asciugare gli Alberi; ed il sig. r Garbiza
si dichiara, che su questo solo ed unico punto versa il suggerimento suo:
che per maggior lume alle cose da dirsi io cui trascrivo.

3.

Qualche, scriss' Egli, Mese prima di gittar a terra I' albero di qualungue
genere siasi reputo necessario far nel piede alcuni tagli attorno la pianta,
li quali tagli nonsolo abbiano da intaccar la Corteccia, ma da penetrare
ancora in una parte del (19v) vivo legno. Lasciato cosi per alcun tempo
discreto a proporzione del bisogno, si conservera viva la Pianta, ma
discendendo la sua umidita superflua restera il legno perfetto nella naturale
sua forza, perche lentamente scolando si renderra asciuto. Fin cui Egli.

4.

Verso il fine poi del suo Suggerimento lo stesso Sig. Garbiza, con una
commendevole ingenuita, scrive, uniformarsi 'I progetto suo alla Dotrina
da Vitruvio in questo proposito esposta. lo ebbi in altri tempi occasione di
considerare il luogo di Vitruvio, che a quest' affare appartiene: ed e esso
luogo nel Capo nono del second0 Libro dell' Architettura di quell' esimio
Autore, che fiori ai tempi d' Augusto. Le parole di Vitruvio (volgarizate dal
dottissimo Monsignor Daniel Barbaro) sono le seguentil. La materia si deve
tagliare il principio dello Autunno, che sara fin a quel tempo avanti che
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Favoniocominci a spirare (cioe innanzi la primavera) perche da Primavera
gli Alberi, sono pregni et tutti mandano la virtu della loro proprieta nelle
fondi, et nei frutti ......2 Et per6 se con quella ragione, et a quel tempo, che
detto hodi sopra, si taglieranno gli Alberi, sara utile et opportuna (20r) cosa.
Ma cosi bisogna tagliarli, che ci vadi fin a mezzo la midolla, et lasciato sia
il taglio, fino che stillando peressosi secchi I' umore, peril che quello inutile
liguore, che in essi si trova, uscendo per lo suo tuorlo, non lasciera in quelli
morire la putredine, ne guastarsi la qualita della materia: ma quando poi I'
Albero saraseccato, ne stillera piu, bisongera gettando a terra. Eta questo
mod0 si trovera perfetto all' uso.
5.

All' autorita di Vitruvio aggiungere si potrebbe quella di Plinio, il quale nel
trentanovesimo Capo del Libro sesto della Natural istoria sua (composta
circa al tempo di Vespasiano) narro, che3 alcuni non inutilmente lasciano
gli Alberi tagliati all' intorno sinoalla midolla (non per0 tantoche non restino
in piedi) acciocche, stando essi ancora in piedi, tutto I' umore fluisca ed
esca. Similmente Palladio Rutilio, Autore che circa il terzo secolo scrisse,
nel suo Mese di Novembre insegno, che4 gli Alberi da tagliarsi recidansi
priacolle mannaie sin0 alla midolla, e che quando sono cosi recisi, si patienti
che restino per alquanto tempo in piedi, accioche per quelle parti scorra I'
umore (20v) se nelle vene dell' Albero se ne contenga. E I' Anonimo Autore
dell'opera, intitolatacompendium Architecturae, il qua1scrissecirca il nono
secolo (come esser probabile mostrai nelle nie Vitruviane Esercitazioni)
propose, nel suo duodecimo Capos, che gli alberi da recidersi, siano prima
mentre stanno in piedi tagliati sin0 alla midolla, ma non interamente recisi
accioche in tal mod0 si scoli I' umore inutile, e la rarita delle vene seccata
si consolidi. Ma dopo quel secolo essendo sopravenuti li secoli barbari,
non e da maravigliarsi, che nel corso del loro tempo, o in tutti, o in alcuni
Paesi, possa esser andato (principalmenteper I' uso) in dimendicanza quel
precetto de suddetti Autori.

6.

Ma dalle Autorita passer0 alle ragioni. Delle quali io non saprei dire, se
prima non esponessi com'e da riflettersi, che6 gli Alberi sono organizati, e
costano di molte partiche mirabilmenteservono allaformazione de medesimi,
ed alla loro nutrizione. Primo fu il celebre'. Malpighi, che diede alla sua
Natomia delle Piante; indi anche altri dotti uomini hanno nella stessa con
industriose ed ingegnose ricerche (21r) versato: ed hanno pur concepito,
che qualche analogia siavi tra il* meccanismo intero degli Alberi, e quello
degli animali. E ci resero noto, che gli Alberi sono formati e di sottilissimi
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cannellini, e di vasi spirali, e di urticoli, e di altre solide parti. Ma non solo
sono composti di solide parti, che da alcuni diconsi vasi, anche di fluide;
conciossiacche crescono e si alimentano cogli umori (o diconsi succhi)
cheg dalle radici ascendono ai rami ed alle foglie, e dagli estremi rami e
dalle foglie sino alle radici ritornano; e circolando (per dir cosi) si concuocono,
e si trasformano variamente; e non sono gia senza i loro losali, ed altro. Di
pih molti degli umori negli Alberi ad un cetro modos' impinguano, ed hanno
della spessezza; ondell sevo degli Alberi anche sono chiamati.
Si dee anche awertire, che per quellacircolazione degli umori nei vasi degli
Alberi hanno molta influenza il calore, e I' aria; e questa pur 12 riesce ben
utile all' avvanzamento della vegetazione degli Alberi medesimi; i quali
sono anche dotati della facolta di traspirare. Traspiranola alcuni
insensibilmente, come molte sperienze hanno dimostrato; ed altril4
sensibilmente tramandano degli umori; alcuni de 'quali umori esciti all' aria
aperta (21v) si condensano,come avviene (per esempio) nella produzione
delle Resine, e delle Gomme. Ma, dopo queste or qui tre altre aggiungerne
debbo pur importanti al proposito nostro.
8.

La prima si 8, chel5 le foglie degli alberi contribuiscono alla perfezione del
nutritivo succo. E cio viene provato dal vedersi, che gli Alberi, i quali abbiano
fiorito, ma immediate poi gli siano state dai Bruchi (da noi chiamati Rughe)
corrose le foglie, non hanno, per dir cosi, che degli aborti.

9.

L' altra si (3, chel6 del succo nutritivo degli Alberi una parte passa per i vasi
della corteccia, nelli quali e ben probabile, che riceve una nuovadigestione.
Di fatto si osservano alle volte degli Alberi internamente scavati e guasti,
che della parte legnosa non hanno se non se quanto basta per mantener
la corteccia in piedi, e che non ostante e vivono, e danno delle produzioni:
dal che si pub dedurre, che la corteccia per la nutrizione degli Alberi sia
importante piu della parte legnosa.

10. La terza parte poi consiste nell' osservazione seguente. In alcuni Alberi,
de 'quali siastata tagliata all' intorno la corteccia, net fine della tagliata parte
superiore, dopo qualche tempo (22r) si osserva formato e prodotto un
grosso labbro (a guisa di un annello) che rende ingrossata quella parte.
Quindi egli e da agromentarsi che negli Alberi quantita d' umore per la loro
corteccia all' in giu ritorni: onde nel proposto caso ne nasca, che quell'
umore, il quale discende per la corteccia, se in parte non trovi de escire per
il vasi d' essa tagliati, si fermi, e quell' ingrossamento produca. II quale si
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puo considerare come sia pure un indicio della natura inclinata ad andare
anche negli Alberi cicatrizando le loro ferite: ne une tale considerazione
dee pretermettersi.
11. Poste tutte le suddette notizie, dalle quali apparisce essere organizati gli
Alberi, ed essere ragionevolissimo il credere, che perentro essi nell' indicata
guisa circoli I' umore che li nutrisce e mantiene; ne segue, che stante que
'Tagli proposti dal sig.r Gardica, (li quali, comecche gli Alberi restano in
piedi, si possono chiamare Tagli preparatori) ne segue, dico, che rimanga
inutile quella parte d' umore, che principiando ad ascendere trova tagliati
i vasi per cui dovrebbe progredire, e rimanga pur inutile la parte d' umore
che discendendo sbocca per i vasi tagliati. E rimanendo inutili quelle parti,
e da credersi, che al tempo dell' (22v) intera recisione degli Alberi debbano
essi restare pih asciuti, e per la durata in condizione migliore di quel che
sarebbero di piu favorevole il consenso di que 'dotti Antichi, egli e a mio
credere lodevole il suggerimento d' esso sig.r Garbiza, e da parsi in uso.

12. Giasuppongo,che il sig.r Garbica intenda di fare il taglio preparatorioandando
fin a mezzo la midolla, come propose Vitruvio, Autore cui si rapporta esso
sig.r Garbiza, che citandolo scrisse cosi: si uniformail mio progetto all' Articolo
second0 all' uso de Materiali prescritto dall' esimio Professore Vitruvio. E
suppongo che, fatti li Tagli preparatori, se ne osserveranno con diligenza i
loro effetti, per lo scarico de succhi per la durata di questo, per le cicatrici
che in alcune parti si formassero, per le alterazioni che nella vegetazione
degli Alberi nascessero, o per altro che apparisce: ed eziandio suppongo
che delle osservazioni tenirassi chiaro registro.Onde cio che si apprendesse
possa somministra delle regole convenienti al Pubblico serviggio. In verita
(non ostante lefavorevoli autorita e ragioni) mi sembra, che trattandosi d'un
opera, i di cui effetti saranno in massima (23r) parte dipendenti dalla Natura,
sia per giovare I' osservarla anche quanto che agisce.
13. E qui avend' iogia espresso il sentimento mio sopra I' affaredelSuggerimento,
di cui I'esposozionesta nelle Carte, per ordine dell' Ecc: ze V. re trasmessemi,
sembrerebbe ch' io avessi finito. Ma sia lecito all' attenzion mia riverente
d' aggiungere qualche breve riflessione ad un altro affare, si strettamente
con quel primo congiunto, che assendosi detto dell' uno egli e affatto naturale
il dire dell' altro.
14. Quest' altro affare spetta al tempo di recidere gli Alberi (ed in tale proposito
diro, che per recidere intendo il taglio, con cui gettarsi a terra) e di questo

pure (come per0 incidentemente) nel second0 suo scritto~7qualchemotto
it sig.r Garbiza ne fece. Esporro dunque, che due cose per la recesione
degli Alberi vengono considerate: L' eta della Luna, ed il Mese dell' Anno.
15. Ella e un antica opinione, che gl' influssi della Luna abbiano negli Alberi
molto potere: e questa opinione non solo dagli Uomini Volgari, ma eziandio
da molti dotti Uomini viene sostenuta e difesa. Suppongono questi, che la
Piena Luna renda (23v) gli Alberi piu abbondanti d' umori , onde meno
durevoli se si taglino; ed al contrario che gli umori pel decresceredella tuna
decrescano, e gli Alberi in questo tempo tagliati piu durino. Di questi tali
effetti cagionati dalla Luna ini pero sogliono addurre ragioni, ma piuttosto
ricorrono ad occulte virtu. E se qualchel8 Valentuomo ha voluto spiegarli,
egli e ricorso al calore, che dalla Luna Scema.
16. Cio una buona spiegazione ci avrebbe somministrata, se fosse stato ben
provato, che dalla Luna si propaghi ne 'terresti corpi calore. Ma di un tale
propagazione non sono state recate prove constanti. II Montanari'g narra,
che con uno Specchio ustorio grande, ed un Termometro assai delicate,
s'era scoperto del calore proveniente dai raggi della Luna.20 E Hooke, de
la Hire, Vilette, Tschirnhausen, valenti nell' arte di spiare le opere della
Natura, con esatte sperienze, praticate pure con grandi specchi ustori,
Genti, e delicatissimiTermometri, hanno cercato il valor della forza Lunare,
ne hanno trovato indicio di calore proveniente da essa.
17. Comunque pero siasi di quelle Sperienze (benche io propenda alla parte
dell' Hooke, (24r) e di quegli altri, ed cio che in tale proposito il Padre Belgrado
ne ha recentementescrito) reputo, non essere nel nostro caso da trascurarsi
I' eta della Luna: se non altro, accioche diffetti de 'legni provenienti da altre
cagioni non si possano attribuire ai negletti riguardi per quel Pianeta.
Secondo i quali riguardi parmi, che si possa seguire I' opinione de quelli,
che21 propongono il taglio degli Alberi a Luna vecchia, cioe dalli 18 avrei d'
un giorno o meno.
18. Passo dalla considerazione d' un Luminare alla considerazione dell altro,
e vengo all' importantissimo. II sole e quegli de corpi celesti, che ne 'terrestri
ha la grande influenza. Trovo che questa senza dubitazioni si dee riguardare:
e ben conviene pel taglio degli Alberi scegliere que 'Mesi, in cui la minor
forza del sole meno aiuti I' ingress0 de 'fluidi nelle vene degli Alberi. Onde
ne nasca, che minor quantita d' umori ricevano li Cannellini, e gli Urticoli,
e gli altri vasi; e che compressi dal freddo abbiano evacuato molto d' umori;
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e che le traspirazioni (delle quali di sopra s' e detto) abbiano prodotti li
maggiori loro effetti.
19. lo certamente fo con quelli, che per questo importantissimo punto della
scelta de'Mesi prediligono i Mesi dell' Inverno. Nei quali Mesi come da
principio si puo comprendere il Dicembre, cosi sul fine egli e ben guardarsi
dal tempo, in cui gli Alberi principiano i moti della Primavera.
20. Cosi resta espostoall' Eccelleze Vostre il sentimento mio giusta levenerate
loro Commissioni asprimenti, che da me fosse esibito quanto credessi nel
proposito. Elle si degnino di gradire I' ubbidienzamia, ed il profondoosseguio,
con cui sono.

Di Vostre Eccellenze
Padova 9 Novembre 1758

U.mo Div.mo 0bbl.mo servitore
Giovanni Poleni.
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THE MA'AGAN MICHAEL SHIPWRECK

Part 1: General description of thefindsfollowed by reflection on lifeon board
and trade patterns in the middle of the first mill. BCE.
The site is located apr. 75 m offshore the swimming beach of Ma'agan
Michael, a Kibbutz situated 35 km south of Haifa, Israel. The shipwreck lies under
a layer of fine sand, 1.5-2 metres thick, in less than one metre of water deep (in
normal sea conditions). A chain of reefs and a small island line up parallel to the
coast 200 metres westward in a north south direction. This last feature affects
the currents and sedimentation process which bare on the coastal morphology
and has to be counted on when analyzing the history of our ship's wreckage.
The story of the discovery,with its dramatictouch on the beginnings of Marine
Archeology in Israel 30 years ago at Ma'agan Michael, has already been publicized
before. Our excavation methods and all the difficulties encountered because of
the shallow depth in a surge zone are a subject to be taken up while discussing
techniques in under water excavations. I shall therefore confine myself to a brief
description by category of the various finds discovered and retrieved during the
past two seasons of excavation in 1988 and '89. Then add short comments on
the significance of the finds for the study of ancient shipping when touching on
topics like Life on Board or Trade Patterns in the Mediterranean.
The main cargo:

We still ponder what comprised the main bulk of cargo considering the fact
that by now over five and a half tons of ballast stones were cleared off the ship's
hull and at least the same weight awaits to be removed. Since the midship was
not yet excavated, we may still find evidence for the characteristic commodity
possibly hiding under the ballast, if the cargo was not salvaged in antiquity in its
totajity, Or, we may have to look for another clue a s wilJ be suggested later.
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The ballast is a category in itself and required a close analysis which indeed
was carried out by the Geological Survey of Israel which reached the preliminary
conclusions: among the seven rock types examined, the 'blueschists facies rocks
are predominant and considering the collective evidence from all the rock types
analyzed, and based on the examination and review of the geology of the
Mediterranean, the Tyrrhenian Sea coasts around Corsica or Calabria, are the
most likely of origin for the ballast stones found on the MM ship.
The ceramic ware consists of a fair number of complete vessels in an excellent
state of preservation and many sherds which later in the laboratory were restored
into semi wholesome vessels. From the stern of the ship we retrieved a cooking
pot, a large footed bowl, pinch nozel lamps, rounded lippedjugs with high handles,
bowls of different sizes, black glazed miniature cups, juglets, trefoil mouth jugs
and large fragments of amphoras, some decorated with a palm tree motif.
The assemblage should be divided roughly into 3 categories for dating and
parallels as to origin. Firstly, the usual wares one would expect on any ship plying
the Eastern Mediterranean during the middle of the first milenium BCE which
include the cooking and storage ware, lamps etc. These are easily dated to the
5th century BCE, more probably to its second half. Second, the high handledjugs
which have their parallels in Cypriote tombs where they are defined as representing
non local type; these are usually associated with typical Phoenician ware of the
second half of the fifth century BCE. Third, the miniature glazed bowls, which
originate from an area north west to our coast, possibly eastern Greece, where
glazing was much in use already in the endof the fifth century BCE. The decorated
amphora could well be of Cypriote provenance.
The organic materials represent a basket, several kinds of ropes ranging
from 1-3.0cm in diametre, three ply left handed twist; Dunnage in fairly large
quantities identified as pistachio branches. Avariety of foods which were analyzed
by archaeobotanical laboratories of Bar-llan University, consist of barley, grapes,
olives and figs. A preliminary pollen examination pointed to the summer season
of the sailing.
The wooden objects turned out to be the most exciting small finds. These
are divided into two principal groups: The artistically carved palettes, one "heart"
or "leaf" shaped with three circular chambers and a pivoting lid and the fiddle
shaped palette of which two specimen were found. Whether these were used to
hold cosmetics, or served other purposes cannot presently be defined because
of lack of parallels.

THE MA'AGAN MICHAEL SHIPWRECK

The second group belongs to the carpenter's tools

During the first season of excavation in the Autumn of 1988, just before
winding up the operations at sea, several wooden artifacts were discovered in
one small area which turned out to belong to the carpenter's tool kit: a handle with
iron traces on one edge, an awl, adeformed mallet, a bow drill, a whetstone. When
returning several months later, the excavation was resumed around the same
area and turned out more items which unquestionably belonged to the complex
of the shipwrightstools like a perfectly preserved carpenter's square, spare tenons
and treenails in hundreds!
Since the metal forming the tools disintegrated almost completely, we could
not at first define their shapes and exact functions. However when examining
closer some suspicious concrete lumps found around the wooden handles, the
results of the x-ray 30 KV photography were astonishing. Almost every lump of
concrete engulfed an object the out line of which is clearly visible. Once these
lumps will be carefully dissected and the negative cavities recast, we shall be able
to reconstruct several of the iron tools.
Another category of the finds, belongs to the metals. We discovered iron
and cooper nails used in the construction of the hull, an iron object resembling a
cultic scoop and a barshaped ingot, which after the analysis by atomic absorption
method, was identified as tin of 95% purity.
When piecing together the evidence from a preliminary study of the small
finds and after taking into consideration the results of the meticulous analysis of
the hull construction by Jay Rosloff, we get the first glimpse into the ship's history,
its possible route and trade patterns.
The wreckage may have occured when the ship, which lies in a perpendicular
position to the coast with its prow landward, missed an opening in the sand bar
while heading to a l a g o h behind it or trying to make the Crocodile River Estuary
some 2 km to the south.

A natural calamity or hostile human interference are not discounted although
presently no signs of any damage to the hull or fire traces were observed. The
parts of the ship excavated were found in a perfect state of preservation, not
damaged by marine bore, its tools and ropes almost unused, with fresh chips of
carpenter waste found in its bilge, which suggested that the ship was possibly on
its maiden voyage.
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The heavy ballast load did not leave too much displacement for a large volume
of cargo. Indeed, besidethose single itemscharacteristic to commercialtransactions
carried out by the crew, we have not found as yet any clues as to the identity of
the major bulk of the cargo.
Is it possible that beside the usual functions of a merchantman, our shipwas
engaged in selling the expertise in woodworkcraftsmanship and shipwright skills?
In such a case it would follow the pattern of the seafaring Merchantsmith whose
presence was attested by the Cape-Gelidonya Shipwreck cargo and supported
by the interpretation of a maritime text from Ugarit.
Which was the home-port of our ship and what was its cultural affiliation?
The ceramic ware points to Cyprus and Eastern Greece as probable stopovers.
The ballast stones and their origin could serve as another criterion although we
know little about the handling of ballast, its reuse and storing. However, the
temptation is big in suggesting the Central Mediterranean as a possible area for
the location of the ship's homebase. This could be supported by certain features
in the hull construction but much is still left to conjecture. The forthcoming season
of excavation in the Autumn may add important clues to our inquiry.
Elisha Linder /Jay Rosloff
Centre for Maritime Studies
University of Haifa
Mount Carmel Haifa 31905
Israel
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SOME QUESTIONS OF MEDIEVAL NAUTICAL TECHNOLOGY
IN KAMENIATES' "SACK OF THESSALONIKI" (904 AD)

The chronicle of loannis Kameniates which recountsthe sackof Thessaloniki
by the Arab fleet of Leo of Tripolis in 904 AD provides valuable information on
Byzantine and Arab nautical technology of the early tenth century. The questions
raised by Kameniates' narrative concern the type, size, and rig of the ships used
by Byzantines and Arabs as well as the methods of warfare employed by the two
adversaries.
The tenth century is one of the best documented periods in the history of
the Byzantine navy and Kameniates' chronicle is on the whole a reliable guide on
contemporary nautical technology. Some doubt has been cast on the authenticity
of the chronicle as a genuine tenth century source.1 However, even if we accept
the view that the chronicle is a later (perhaps fifteenth-century) reworking of an
earlier story, the text as it has come down to us contains a number of eye-witness
observations that are unmistakably authentic tenth-century information and are
invaluable as such. For example, the mention of the use of greek fire and the
absence of any reference to cannon or gunpowder (both common since the
fourteenth century), the detailed description of Arab and Sudanese warriors, the
accurate reporting of the itinerary of Leo of Tripolis through the Aegean Sea, who
exhibited particular care in avoiding confrontation with the Byzantine fleet, show
that at least a core of the narrative must be an authentic tenth century work.2
Kameniates gives us significant information on the type and size of Arab
and Byzantine ships. The general remark to be inferred from his narrative is that
the ships of the two adversariesdid not greatlydiffer. He informs us that the Arabs
captured many Byzantine ships, both warships and merchant vessels, some of

which they hauled up from the bottom of the harbour by means of a winch-like
machines. Therefore, knowledgeof both merchant ships and warships was shared
between the two peoples. Kameniates himself was among those captured and
along with other slaves boarded one of these ships, a Byzantine warship. He
informs us that the ship had two "decks" (~aO&bpal)
and actually calls the ship a
dieres (blrjpqq); the top deck (rrjv avw ~aB&bpav)
was occupied by the Arabs
and the bottom one, which was "very dark and foul smelling", was occupied by
the slaves4.
This description of the Byzantine warship raises a few problems. It is certain
that the ship had two "levels" or "banks", since Kameniatescalls it a birjpqq which
can only mean "a ship with two rowing levels"5; on the other hand, the term "deck"
which Kameniates uses is misleading since it is highly improbable (and impractical
for rowers in the hot Mediterranean conditions) that a ship would have closed
decks, in the manner of later Western galleys. It is most probable, therefore, that
by "bottom deck" Kameniates actually means the hold of the ship since only the
hold fits the above description as being "very dark and foul smelling" and is an apt
place for the prisonersto be hoarded on a long voyages. In Kameniates'terminology,
the two banks (or "rowing levels") of the ship could be designated by "top deck"
and the hold by "bottom deck". This is borne out by the fact that in a later passage
he mentions that the Arabs spread hides over the ships thereby depriving the
slaves of light;' this could only be the case if the sunlight penetrated the place
where the slaves were placed from above, and the hold of the ship which presumable
had no side-openings fits this description best.
It is interesting, in connection with the above, that the thirteenth Arab author
and official in Mamluk Egypt Ibn al-Manqali states that the lower bank in Arab
ships sometimes served as a hospital.8 It is doubtful here whetherthe lower bank
or the hold of the ship is meant. Ibn al-Manqali's passage shows, however, that
it was common practice among the Arabs to allocate the lower part of the ship to
an auxiliary service, be that hospital facilities or slave-storage.
As for the size of Byzantine and Arab ships, Kameniates states that there
were 200 Moslems and 800 Christian slaves in a Byzantine warship,g and more
than 1.000 (Moslems and slaves) on another ship, which however was nearly in
danger of sinking from the weight ( h q r o a o u ~ o v ~ n & ~ ~ ~ v ~ a ~nr~j ~l0ohBK~
d .v- a l
~ O ~ & T ~ O V & D T L"SO
V , that the ship was only onepalaiste
ba o o o v p ~ d naha~orfiq
q
awayfrom the water"10- the measurepalaisteis equivalent to four fingers' breadth,
or a little more than three inches). Unfortunately, in neither of the passages does
Kameniates provide the information of how many rowers there were. It seems,
however, that a complement of 200 men (rowersand soldiers) was almost standard
in both Arab and Byzantine ships, a number which agrees with the Byzantine
sources (Leo Vl's 10th-century Naumachicaand Constantine Prophyrogennitus'
12th-century De cerimoniis).
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Kameniates' perceptive observations also shed some light on the rig of
Byzantine and Arab warships. It was a characteristic of Arab and Byzantine
warships that they were equipped with superstructuresto enhance the fortification
of the ships and the effective waging of battle from the deck. Leo VI mentions11
that the forecastle (<uAo~ao~pov)
was the wooden construction rr&pi rop&oov
is usually translated "half-way up the mast"l2 but is very
roU ~ a ~ a p r i (which
ou
improbable). It has been suggested that this should be corrected to n&piTOP&oov r ~ v ~ a ~ a p ~ i w v ( " h a l fbetween
- w a y the masts") or n&pi~ o p & o o v ~ a ~ d p ~ i o v
("aroundthe middle mastV)'3.These readings, however, point to the fact that there
must have been more than one mast. The second emendation of Leo's text (i.e.
of aforecastle situated aroundthe mast) is favoured by a thirteenth century arabic
translation of Leo's guide by Ibn al-Manqali who translates the same passage
as: "in every ship there is a forecastle by the mastV.l4
The fact that there was indeed more than one mast is corroborated by
Kameniateswho speaks of ~ a r d p r i a
("masts"), in the plural, which are moreover
bap&oourrpopEphqp&va("projectingfrom the middle [of the ships])l5. Furthermore,
the fact that the foremast slings ( K ~ Tnp@pav&<Upna)are
U
specifically mentioned16
shows that a foremast existed which must have been placed as far forward as
possible in the ship.
Acelebrated passage in the narrativedescribes theway in which the Arabs
joined the ships together and constructed a kind of makeshift wooden tower in
each ship in order to reach the fortified walls of Thessaloniki which had been
especially strengthened (and thus were higher) in anticipation of the Arab siege.
The passage provides significant information on matters of nautical construction
(e.g. that the ships possessed big and sturdy steering oars, that the mast
amidships was the biggest, the foremast slings are specifically distinguished)
all of which have been dealt with at some length by Dolleyl7. The passage also
indicates, however, the tactical plan of the Arabs which was to approach the city
walls with the stern of the ships and construct the towers well aft (this points to
the fact that the ships were probably higher aft). It is very interesting that we find
an exact parallel of the same tactical plan in the way the Crusaders took
Constantinople after the siege of 1204. Villehardouin, one of the chroniclers of
the siege, informs us that the Crusaders "devised further that the ships that
carried the scaling ladders should be bound together, two and two, so that two
ships should be in case to attack one tower"l8 and Robert de Clari tells us of a
similar method being employed, namely, that the Crusaders used bridges
swinging from the masts of the ships to approach and fight the Byzantines on
the city walls.19Thus, this piece of evidence shows us that three hundred years
after the sackof Thessaloniki by the Arabs the Crusaders used similar methods
of fighting to capture Constantinople; in this way Kameniates' narration of the
Arab plan acquires even greater credibility.

A point which should be particularly clarified, in itself remotely connected
with nautical technology but clearly showing the nautical contact between Arabs
and Byzantines, is Kameniates' use of the adjective "black for Arab soldiers and
the actual presence of blacks in the Arab army.
We know that the Egyptianarmy containeda large number of black Sudanese
soldiers; indeed, the last ruler of the lkhshidid Arabs of Egypt, Kafur, was black.20
Sudanese soldiers were renowned for their skill in archery and their general fighting
prowess and were regularly employed in military campaigns. Therefore, Kameniates
mentions blacks in his narrative because he actually saw blacks among the Arab
army and not because the Byzantines used the adjective "black" "proverbially, as
a symbol of darkness" to characterize warriors that they particularly feared, as
Kazhdan suggests.21 There is no doubt from Kameniates' narration and from
contemporary historical evidence22 that the army of Leo of Tripolis actually
numbered black Sudanese soldiers among its ranks; in fact Kameniates' narrative
is a corroborating source for the presence of such soldiers in the Arab army of
Leo of Tripolis.

G.K. Livadas
Efpalinou 16
Athens 1 12 53
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1.

As he [Petronas] knew that the entire southern part of the city
is surrounded by the sea and that if the battle were to start
in that part it would be easy for the barbarians'to do whatever
they wished there, since no one would obstruct their climbing
over the construction on the castle wall (for it is close to
the shore and low in height) and as the ships' sterns would be
much higher they, being at a certain height, would be able to
lethally wound the men in the bulwarks, he decided to hide some
kind of obstacle and well-prepared trap in the water.

2.

They lit lamps on every side, and yoked a11 their ships together in pairs, one alongside the other, binding the sides of
each pair with stout hawsers and chains and so lashing them
that they might not easily be parted.
Then by means of the
formast slings they hoisted aloft those poles projecting from
their middle which in nautical parlance are celled yards. Next
they used tackle to hoist to the masthead the steering-oars of
the vessels, their blades running forward and outboard of the
ships. In this way they acquired a new and different contrivance by this trick.
Having, as I said, hoisted aloft the
steering-oars, they laid across long planks side by side, placing them so as to bridge over the intervening space in this
most ingenious contrivance.
The ends [of the platform] were
provided with a screen of planks, and the [inboard] extremities
of the steering-oars were made fast by more very strong chains
carried well aft. By this fabrication they constructed towers,
On
more useful than the ones in land, on the castle walls.
those towers they mounted armed barbarians, distinguished for
their bodily strength and natural audacity, to perpetrate the
last and final attack against us. Some of them could thus hit
with bows those who were inside the castle walls, and some with
hand-held stones, while others with a kind of prepared fire
which was placed within clay jars, and they ordered them to
throw it on the face of anyone coming towards them.
And all
this was effective and well-suited, for they were not doing
this being on the ground but, with the afore-mentioned evil
trick, they were standing higher than even the construction on
the castle wall itself.
(32, 5-11)

3.

And each pair of those [ships] bore that pre-figured construction of towers made of wood, which exceeded by far the height
of the construction on the walls, and on top the barbarians, in
a frenzy like raging bulls, about to bring destruction to all.
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John Caminiates: On the Sack of Thessaloniki (904 A.D.)

And the barbarians, having gathered the ships of the city which
our merchants once used to carry the wheat, and having even
heaved up, by some contraption tbey thought-out, those ships
which we had sunk at the entrance to the port (which they did
by turning-wheels set up on the wall bulwarks - showing a
tedious effort - and which they turned by some means, lifting
up the ship with its brails hanging out).
Having in this way
acquired many more ships they boarded everyone in, so as not to
leave anyone who was destined for this purpose [slavery] outside.
(61,3)
And all of us who they kept for exchange and who were still
scattered, the barbarians gathered and imprisoned on a warship
of the ones they had hoisted up from the port [...I and we
were all, as was mentioned, in a Greek warship which was twobanked (dieres).
The top deck the barbarians who happened to
be with us chose for themselves while the bottom one, which was
very dark and foul-smelling, they left to us.
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In this way having been violently separated from each other
they [the prisoners] were thrown mixed up in the ships which
were wide and could fit lots of people. Nor, as someone could
imagine, did each one of those who were brought in take his
place according to his bodily size and was allotted the appropriate space, but at random was every one thrown in and that
was his only gain, for in all the days that were to come he
could not find even a little space to lie down and give his
body some, even a short, rest.
(60, 7)
Like lifeless bags we were sitting one on top of the other on
the seats and being squeezed and pricked by the wood on which
we were tied, we suffered the unspeakable and indescribable
hardship without being able to turn around or to stretch and
rest, but only by lifting our heads a little could we, perhaps,
breathe some free air so as not to let our last breath not from
some other evil but from the present stink.
(68, 9)
At nights they spread covers of hide over all the ships and
shut
poor us
all of us inside, so as to deprive us of
light, too, together with everything else.
,..
..
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Zn the ship that w e were, alone, the number of .prisoners was
eight hundred souls, without the barbarians on board who were
two hundred in number.
(67, 1)

10. It was said that in that ship there were more than a thousand

souls, both barbarians and prisoners who boarded her in Crete
as well as those from the aforementioned cause [saving another
ship] so that the ship was nearly in danger of sinking.
( 7 6 , 6)
1 1 . And [the barbarians were hitting us] with hurls of stones from
the stone-throwing machines (~etroboloi), the whistling noise
of which alone, carried by the air, drove the barbarians to a
frenzy.
(26, 6)
12. Some of them [the barbarians] used bows while others a man-made

roar of stones; others sitting on the stone-throwing machines
petroboloi) were throwing from above this great hail of stones
against the mentioned gate alone they set up seven stonethrowing machines covered all over, which they prepared for
this use when they were passing from Thasos. Also, by bringing
wooden ladders opposite them, they tried to climb up the castle
walls, covering themselves safe from the stones hurled by the
stone-throwers.
( 2 9 . 3-6)
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NOTES ON SALAMlNlAN HARBOURS

Kara TOUTO &ur1ZaAapiq vrjooq
~ arroAlq
i
~ aAlprj
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Introduction
My contribution' to this Third InternationalSymposium on "Ship Construction
in Antiquity" aims at giving us the chance to visit some of the ancient harbours of
Salamis, land of King Ajax and birthplace of Euripides, an island favoured by
Geography to be &uAip&voq(well-harboured), not 6uaoppoq vauaiv, as the
ancient Greeks would have said.
Among the bigger islands of the Saronic Gulf, Salamis, with an area of 93.5
km2, lies nearest to Attica. Its fame derives mainly from the great sea-battle that
tookplace in the historic Straits in 480 BC. Yet, that naval battle, however crucial
for Greek History,was one of many events in a long and at times turbulent Salaminian
history in which ships and seamanship, harbours and sea-communication played
a major role.
The nautical tradition is still very much in evidence in Salamis today. A
substantial part of the income of many of the modern Salaminians derives from
activities associated with the functioning of the Naustathmos i.e. the Arsenal of
the Greek Fleet in the northeastern part of the island and of a sizeable fleet of
fishing boats harboured at Koulouri, the island's capital; and also with the existence
of a series of small and medium-size shipyards and ship-repair units around the
Bay of Ambelaki in the eastern part of the island and at Perama on the opposite
Attic coast, which is linked to Salamis by ferry.
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As its title suggests, my paper is acompilation of working notes and observations
on Salaminian harbours made during recent field research for a larger project
concerning Prehistoric Salamis with particular reference to its southern part2, a
project on which I have been fortunate to embark in collaboration with Professor
Demetrios I. Pallas, an indefatigable explorer of his native island's past.
I had originally wanted this paper to focus on the Prehistoric Period and
examine, in particular, the relation of some prehistoric settlement sites to specific
natural harbours in Salamis. Very recent field research, however, has shown it
preferable to devote due space to the presentation of the evidence for Salaminian
harbours in use in historicaltimes and then move backwards to Salaminian harbours
in prehistoric times. To the latter I shall refer only in summary fashion at the end
of my communication and reserve for them a full treatment in a second paper in
the future.
Let me say at the outset that I am not a harbour archaeologist. Here, I should
only like to present to you and brieflycomment on the relevant evidence identified
in Salamis; I believe, however, that its full interpretation at some later stage will
be seen to have adirect bearing on our inquiry into the internal Salaminian history
and also on the study of the maritime history of a central part of the Greek World.
Ambelaki (Figs. 1-12)

Before we go to the southern coast of Salamis, let us consider the harbour
of the Classical and Hellenisticcity of Salamis. This harbour is located in the small
bay of Ambelaki in the eastern part of the island (Fig. 4), the plausible point of
assembly of the united Greek fleet in 480 BC.
An idea of how the landscape in this part of the island might have looked in
Antiquity is given bya water-colour, aview of the village and bay of Ambelaki from
west, executed by the German painter Carl Rottmann3during his stay in Greece
in 1834-1835 (Fig. 2). As in other parts of Salamis and Attica, the landscape has
been changing rapidly as is shown by a photograph of the area of Ambelaki taken
in 1989 from near where Rottmann was painting (Fig. 3).
Despite its proximity to Athens, this historic ancient harbour is not frequented
by visitors today. For a period in recent years it served as a graveyard for ships,
while its waters are today among the most polluted in Salamis.
The small bay of Ambelaki is a fine natural harbour, always calm, with its
mouth measuring c.450 m. It is well protectedfrom the north winds by the peninsula
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of Kamatero or Pounta (the ancient Kolouris, site of historical Salamis), rising to
a height of 39 m above the sea, and from the south winds and the waves of the
Saronic by the long peninsula of Kynosoura whose highest points rise 60 m and
56 m above sea level (Figs 4,5).
The inner bay of Ambelaki served as the harbour of Classical and Hellenistic
Salamis, the city that emerged as the capital of the island following its annexation
to Athens shortly after 600 BC. In Strabo's words "the city of to-day is situated on
agulf, on a peninsula-like place which borders on Attica" (...~rjv68 v U v & v ~ o A n + ~
KEI~&VT]V &niX E ~ ~ O V T ] O O E L ~TOOU~~O UO U V U I ~ T O V T O ~I7p0q T ~ A
VTTl~fiv)~.
Parts of the city of Salamis including a fortification wall with gates were
brought to light in 1918 by Antonios Keramopoullosand more recently by members
of the Greek Archaeological Service at various points on the peninsulaof Kamatero
and below it at Ambelaki.
The port of historical Salamis is referred to by Pausanias in his Description
of Greece: Atticas and also by Skylax, the geographer, in his work Periplous, who
reserves a Laconic phrase for it: "Salamis is an island, a city and a port" ( K a ~ a
TOOTO 8ari Zahapiq vflaoq ~ a17oAiq
i
~ aAiprjv)6.
i
Large parts of the port-installations in the bay of Ambelaki now lie underwater
due to the rise of the water level in the Straits since Classicaltimes and to subsequent
changes in the shoreline in the bay.
The ancient harbour-works in the bay of Ambelaki have been reported or
indicated on maps by several scholars of the 19th century and of the early 20th
century including H. Schliemann (1875), H. Gerhard Lolling (1884), E. Curtius
and J.A. Kaupert (1895), J.G. Frazer (1898), Usslar (1900), P. Rediadis (1902,
191l ) , H. Raase (1904) and C. Rados (1915).
Remnants of harbour-installationsin the innermost part of the bay of Ambelaki,
apparently more of what is visible today, are clearly marked on a rare map of
Salamis7 prepared by German surveyors between 1889 and 1891 (Fig. 1); also
on J.A. Kaupert's archaeological map (1:25.000) of Salamis published in 1893
(see Karten von Attika, Dietrich Reimer, Berlin, 1893, BI. XXI; and here Fig. 5).
Remains of port-installations, represented by blocks of varying size, can be
seen today on all three sides of the inner bay of Ambelaki, especially along the
west (Fig. 6). They include moles, rectangular constructions and other works
whose exact character, nevertheless, cannot be recognized without excavation
and underwater exploration (Figs 7,9).
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Of particular interest and very probably of Classical/Hellenisticdate is a long
row of blocks on the west side of the bay, lying mostly underwater and running
roughly W-E (Figs 6,8,9).
A mole, largely dismantled, is found on the south side, immediately below
the Mamais House (Akti Themistokleous 17). It runs NE-SW and has a visible
length of 37.30 m (Fig. 10).
A mole, arguably of much later date, in use today on the north side of the
bay, just southeast of the old Kriezis House in Salamis Avenue, is built with
ancient square blocks, the largest of which are 1.20 to 1.30 m long. It runs N-S
and is traceable for roughly 54.50 m, with a width ranging from 1.40 to 1.60 m
(Figs 11, 12).
At a short distance west of this mole and close to shore are the submerged
stone foundations of an apparently rectangular construction oriented N-S and
consisting of three walls measuring 20 m, 11.40 m and 3 m respectively. These
foundations are seen only at certain times of the year when the water recedes.
Segments of stone-walls are preserved on land at various points in the
northern and western parts of the shore of the bay, close to the shoreline or at
short distances from it. Some of these are likely to belong to the port-installations
or to constructions whose functions were linked to the port.
On the basis of the testimony of old people at Ambelaki there also exist
underwater what seem to be stone-paved platforms or corridors on the western
side of the inner bay. Could these represent remnants of dry docks for shipmaintenance? Shipsheds perhaps?
Finally, evidence for the floruitof the port of Salamis is provided by the surface
pottery which we have observed in the northern and western parts of the shore
of the inner bay. It is mainly Classical and Hellenistic containing a high proportion
of black-glazed sherds of the finest Attic quality.
Kolones (Figs 1,13-17)

Still in the historical period, we shall now move on to the southern coast of
Salamis and stop at the small bay at Kolones, which has a mouth measuring c.
455 m and is agood anchorage for small boats (Fig. 13).The place-nameKolones
may well refer to "columns" which stood here in the past; in fact two (column)
capitals, a Doric one and an Early Christian Ionic one, have already been reported
from this area by Prof. D.I. Pallas.
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The visible ancient remains at the site of Kolones including a tower, afortress
and remnants of harbourworkswere first reported by Edward Dodwell early in the
19th century8 and were later to be dealt with to varying degree by a number of
Greekscholars including I. Rizos Rangavis (1854), S. Stouraitis (1901), I. Dragatsis
(1920), and E. Vranopoulos (1972), and most recently by Prof. D.I. Pallasg.
While the harbour at Ambelaki is basically associated with a city and its
commerce, the smaller harbour at Kolones gives access to an inhabited area of
an arguably different character.
Here at Kolones, the probable existence of an ancient mole or quay is
suggested by a number of worked blocks of stone ranging in length from c. 75 cm
to 1.20 m, which are found scattered on the shore by the sea, at the western end
of the main beach and further west (Fig. 14).
A large block, 1.05 m long, and still in situ, is seen a few meters east of a
modern cement ramp used for hauling boats ashore. Eight other blocks, almost
all of them apparently displaced, can be spotted at points along the shore up to a
distance of c. 75 m west of the large block in situ. The ceramic material lying around
in this part of the shore included fragments of tiles, among them three of Early
Christian type, and a quantity of unpainted sherds, mostly ranging in date from
Classical to Late Roman timeslo.
At a distance of c. 400 m north of the harbour is a small acropolis on which
are preserved substantial remains of walls, defensive or otherwise. Certain of
these walls have been incorporated into an old farmhouse, (e.g. Fig. 15) the
Vassiliou House.
A stretch of wall, on the south side of the acropolis, built of large worked
blocks, is impressive (Fig. 15). It runs for c. 15 m, with a maximum preserved
height of 2.40 m. The few black-glazedsherds seen on the acropolis, immediately
north of the Vassiliou House, point to a Classical/early Hellenistic date for our
fortress.
To the northwest of the pebbly beach at Kolones, at the top of a hill rising to
a height of c. 38 rn and overlooking the harbour, are the remains of a round tower
(Figs 16,17).The tower, still preserving its entrance (width on the outside:l.50 m)
on the north side with its lintel (2 m long and 55 cm wide) still in situ, has adiameter
of 10.70 m and is built of large blocks ranging in length from 80 cm to 1.50 m and
exceeding 50 cm in height. As with the fortress, a number of fine black-glazed
sherds from inside the tower are assignable to Classical/early Hellenistic times.
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Towers similar to the one at Kolones are known from Attica, the Megarid,
the Argolid and other areas and from several Aegean islands, notably Siphnos,
Thasos and Ceos. The theories as to their purpose were discussed by John Young
in 195611. These towers have been invariably interpreted as forts, watchtowers,
lighthouses, beacon-towers, and refuges from pirates. It is possible, however,
that in many cases they had more than one function.
Our example may have been a watchtower, backed by a fort. It may also
have been a lighthouse, standing, as it does, at the highest point of the harbour
and at one of the southernmost points of Salamis, a deliverance for ships and
sailors. If so, what we have here is the predecessor of the modern stone-built
lighthouse on the nearby Cape Kochi (Fig. 18).
Prehistoric harbours (Figs 1,19)

Still in the south, it is worth pondering for a while on the conditions in the
southern part of the island in prehistoric times. The occurrence of natural harbours
on the southern coast may help us to explain the presence of an impressive ring
of settlement sites in Southern Salamis which on the evidence of surface pottery
cover the period from at least as early as the beginning of the Early Bronze Age
to the end of the Mycenaean.
Most of these sites have been identifiedby Prof. D.I. Pallas':! and are currently
under scrutiny jointly with the author. Of special interest, is a series of fortified
sites including Satirli: Kastelli, Ginani: Kastro, Maliza: Aspri Rachi, Mikri Kiapha
and Sklavos, found at varying distances from the southern coast of Salamis. All
are fine acropolis sites, with remnants of substantial fortification walls or simpler
peribolos walls, and having a commanding view towards the sea. Each one of
them can be shown to have been associated with at least one natural harbour on
the southern coast. Their strategic locations may well have been selected by the
inhabitants to share in the control of sea-routes using the passage between
Salamis and Aegina in the Saronic Gulf. The economy of these settlements must
have depended to aconsiderabledegree on fishing, sea-trade and other maritime
activities possibly including piracyl3. The special topography of the fortified sites
identified and the locationsof possible harbours on the southern coast of the island
are bound to give rise to several questions concerning security, defence and
contact in the Bronze Age Saronic. The role of piracy, an aspect of prehistoric
economic life often neglected among the more conservative prehistorians, but
which is plentifully documented in ancient sources for both historical as well as
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prehistoric times, will inevitably have to be reappraised. Even Ajax, a figure of
great size and strength, represented by Homer as the Ares of the Greeks, did not
remain indifferent to the temptations of piracy, within the district of the Saronic
and the Argolic Gulfs, to judge from a passage in Hesiod's Catalogues of Womenl4.
Having mentioned Ajax and the Mycenaeans of Salamis, let me finish, by
saying that I very much look forward to explaining in afuture paper, the following:
Firstly, why we expect three sites in Southern Salamis to form a major
Mycenaean triangle: the harbour of Peristeria (with its two islets) east of Kolones,
the finest anchorage in the southernmost part of the island, known for centuries
(Fig. 19); the site of Ginani, at about a 45 minute walk (or c. 2 kms) north of the
eastern beach at Peristeria,a habitationsite of some size, where we have succeeded
in identifying Late Mycenaean sherds, certainly including LH lllC among the
surface pottery; and the site of a rather extensive Mycenaean cemetery of chamber
tombs in the area of Chaliotils at a short distance northeast of Peristeria which
included burials belonging to Late Helladic lllA - IIIC1.
Secondly, Iwill attempt to demonstrate how Strabo's crucial phrase that the
old capital of Salamis "faces towards Aegina and the south wind" (...&ELb'opdvupov rroniv, rrjvpBvapxaiav&pqpov rrpoq Ai'yivav rcrpappi'vqv~airrpoq vorov ...)Is, seen against the new evidence emerging from Prof. D.I. Pallas'scontinuing
work in Southern Salamis, now seems to assume a new meaning.

Yannos G. Lolos
Special Secretary
Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology
Alexandrou Soutsou 4
106 71 ATHENS
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NOTES
1.

An extendedversionof this communication,with fuller bibliographicalreferences,will be published
in a larger work on Salamis that is being prepared by the author.

2.

This project, entitled "Ajax: A Project on Salamis", has recently received substantial financial
assistance from the Institute for Aegean Prehistory, New York (March 1990).

3.

E~KOVEC
TOU EAA~VIKOU
xLi)Pou MET^ T ~ An&h&ue&p~uq
V
(Aquarelles and drawings by C.
Rottmann and L. Lange, Text by Marinos Kalligas), Commercial Bank of Greece, Athens, 1977,
p. 56, PI. 20.

4.

TheGeography, 9.1.9. See TheGeographyofStrabo(with an Englishtranslation by H.L. Jones),
Vol.lV, London, 1954, pp. 250-253.

5.

The Description of Greece (Attica), 1. 35.3. See N.D. Papachatzis, flouuaviou Ehhd.60~
I7&plqyqul~:
A T T ~ KAthens,
~,
1974, pp. 457-459.

6.

Scylacis Caryandensis Periplus, 57. See C. Muller, Geographi Graeci Minores, Vol. I, Paris,
1861, p. 46.

7.

Karte vonAttikain 1:100.000, Sect. Salamis NO^), Verlagvon Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Vohsen),
Berlin S.W. Wilhelmstrasse 29.

8.

Edward Dodwell, A Classicaland TopographicalTour Through Greece, During the Years 1801,
1805and 1806, London, 1819, pp. 576-577.

9.

D.I. Pallas, "Ap~a1ohoy1~bq
&n~aqpavo&tq
a ~ Iahapiva",
q
Archaeologikon Deltion42 (1987)
A (forthcoming).

10.

A number of diagnostic surface potsherds and tiles found at Kolones have already beendeposited
in the Museum of Salamis.

11

See John H. Young, "Studies in South Attica: Country Estates at Sounion", Hesperia XXV
(1956), pp. 131 ff.

12

See D.I. Pallas, op. cit. (n. 9, above); also relevant information contained in D.I. Pallas, "Bpo~ri
< Bo~KI~:
Iahapivoq T O ~ ~ V U ~ I K ~ - T ~ ~ O ~ Athena,
~ ~ ~ ~
VOl.
K 80
~ (1
- 988),
~ U pp.
T O99-1
~ ~35.
K ~ " ,

13

See Y.G. Lolos, "Piracy in the Prehistoric Aegean: Some Evidencefrom South Salamis", ENAAIA:
Annual 1989, Vol. 1, 1990, p. 43.

14

Catalogues of Women and Eoiae, 68.55-62. See Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and Hornerica
(with an English translation by H.G. Evelyn-White), William Heinemann Ltd., London, 1967, pp.
196-197:
~)
her to wife, and
"And from Salamis Aiaq blameless warrior (apojpqroq n o A & p l u ~ r jsought
offered fitting gifts, even wonderful deeds; for he said that he would drive together and give the
shambling oxen and strong sheepof all those who lived in Troezen and Epidaurusnearthe sea,
and in the island of Aeginaand in Mases, sons of Achaeans, and shadowy Megaraand frowning
Corinthus, and Hermione and Asine which lie along the sea: for he was famous with the long
spear (Eyxcr p a ~ p ~ ) " .

15. On the Late Mycenaean chamber tomb cemetery at Chalioti see: P. Parthenis, "Iahapiq"
'EA&u9&pouba~q
~uyxpovo
Ey~u~AonaidEla,
~
VOI. 11: Supplement, Athens, p. 738 (1126);
D. Lazaridis, Archaeologikon Deltion22 (1967) B, PI. 1lOa; N.D. Papachatzis, op.cit. (see n.5,
above), p. 457; W.G. Cavanagh, Attic Burial Customs, ca. 2000-700 BC, Ph. D. thesis, Bedford
College, University of London, vol. 11, 1977, p.94.
16. The Geography, 9.1.9. See also note 4, above.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

Map of Salamis (1:100.000)

1: Arnbelaki;
2: Kolones;
3: Peristeria
Fig. 2

Bay of Ambelaki, from W. Water-colour by Carl Rottrnann (1834-1835).See n.3, above.

Fig. 3

View of village and bay of Ambelaki, from W. (1989)

Fig. 4

Mapof thevillage and bay of Ambelaki, with the peninsulaof Pounta (theancient Kolouris)
and part of the peninsula of Kynosoura. See NUUUTU@~OS
IaAapivoq Kal 'Oppoq
Map ( 1 :10.000) prepared by E. Angelidis, A. Chrisanthis, P. Roussen and
K~paruiviou:
I. Bouboulis, Athens, 1916.

Fig. 5

Bay of Arnbelaki, with Kolouris and Kynosoura. See A. Ch. Chatzis, "Ta apxaia ovopaTa TQS v j a o u Iahapivoq", Archaeologike Ephemeris 1930, p. 67, Fig.1.

Fig. 6

Ambelaki. Inner bay, from N. (1989).

Fig. 7

Ambelaki. Ancient harbour-works on the west side of the inner bay, from N.W. (1989).

Fig. 8

Arnbelaki. Ancient harbour-works on the west side of the inner bay, from W. (1989).

Fig. 9

Ambelaki. Ancient harbour-works on the west side of the inner bay, from S.1S.W. (1989).

Fig. 10

Arnbelaki. Mole on the south side of the inner bay, from S.1S.W. (1989).

Fig. 11

Ambelaki. Mole on the north side of the inner bay, from N. (1989).

Fig. 12

Ambelaki. Mole on the north side of the inner bay, from S. (1989).

Fig. 13

Kolones. lnner bay, from W.1N.W. (1989).

Fig. 14

Kolones.Western end of beach,where several worked blocks of stone have been spotted
(1989).

Fig. 15

Kolones. Part of wall, incorporated into the Vassiliou House, from S. (1989).

Fig. 16

Kolones. Round tower, from S./SE. (1989).

Fig. 17

Kolones. Entrance of round tower, from N.1N.E. (1989).

Fig. 18

Point Kochi. Modern stone-built lighthouse (1989).

Fig. 19

Peristeria. Mycenaean harbour, from N.E. (1989). An anchorage for Ajax?

(All photographs are by Mr. Nicholas Zervoglos)
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A ROCK ENGRAVING IN LEMNOS
(Preliminary study)
"Next they reachedthe slopes of Pallene, beyond the headland of Canastra,
running all night with the wind. And at dawn before them as they journeyed rose
Athos, theThracian mountain,which with its topmost peakovershadows Lemnos,
even as far as Myrina, though it lies as far off as the space that a well-trimmed
merchantship would traverse up to mid-day'. For them on that day, till darkness
fell, the breeze blew exceedingly fresh, and the sails of the ship strained to it. But
with the setting of the sun the wind left them, and it was by the oars that they
reached Lemnos, the Sintian isle ... nor yet at dawn did they loose the ship's
hawsers to the breath of the north wind"*.
"It was dark when we rounded Cape Mourtzephlo, the north-western point
of Lemnos, and an hour before midnight we caught sight of the glimmering lights
of Kastro, the chief town, which is situated near the middle of its western side. As
soon as our vessel had cast anchor in the little harbour, and we were rowed ashore,
we obtained practical evidence that Lemnos is but little visited, for we could hear
of no inn, and a long-debate ensued among the officials at the landing-place as
to where we could pass the nightV3.
This is how Apollonius of Rhodes and Henry Fanshawe Tozer described
arriving at the port of Myrina4 (Fig. I ) , as it is known by its ancient and present
name, or Stalimene, the italian versions, or Kastro, as it was still called in the last
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century, because of the fortified enclosure of its medieval castle. This is built on
a rocky penisula "which projects westward into the sea from the recesses of a
bay, and rises steeply in its centre to a height of 400 feet. On either side of the
narrow istmus which joins it to the mainland there is a rather exposed harbours,
and that which lies towards the north is flanked by the Greek, that towards the
south by the Turkish, quarter ..."7.
This rocky peninsula is probably Homer's "well built town of Lemnos"8 where
Apollonius's Argonauts entered as guests of the Lemnian women and their queen
Hypsipyle. In the XVlth century when Belon visited the island, Turkish guardians
kept watching from the top of the castle in order to catch sight of approaching
pirates in good time and prevent any Greek revolts. Even in Tozer's time "the
approach to the fortifications was very striking, for the granite rocks of which the
peninsula is composed rise steeply and stand out in the most fantasticforms, and
in many places are stained bright yellow by patches of lichen ... The isthmus
between the two harbours forms a ridge where it abuts against the rocks, and at
the back of this there is a conspicuous knoll, which falls abruptly on its eastern
side toward the level ground where the Greek and Turkish quarters meet one
another. Close to this ridge, and not far from the entrance gate (of the medieval
walls), stand the only remains of the ancient city of Myrina - a splendid piece of
cyclopean masonry, occupying a steep position on the hillsidelo.
Tozerdid not notice that on the same sideof the peninsulathe rock has been
carved in several places forming steps, concavities and right-angles (cf.Figs 45). A local historian, Pantelidis,described them in 1876. He also spoke about the
port, situated on the south side of the peninsula, still called Emporio at this time
and where there was also the bazarll. Belon had already noticedthat in both bays
the wind blows and boats are not secured'*.
From this exact spot you can see on one of the rocks a kind of engraved
drawing (Figs 2, 3). Unfortunately some meters higher someone has recently
painted the initials of a football team on it. Beside the same rock is also carved on
the rear side to form one of the right-angled structures mentioned above (Figs 4,
5). The face on which the drawing is engraved (Figs 6, 7) has a height of
approximately 102 crns and a width of 190 crns. The surface is quite eroded and
it is very difficult to tell which part of the incisions is artificial and which is not.
However, it seems that its maximum visible length is 165 cm and its maximum
height at least 70 cm. Underneaththe drawing, about 23 cm from the last horizontal
groove, the surface of the rock projects to form a kind of step. On the upper part
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of the rock surface, at a distance of about 20 cm from the top of the upper visible
incisions and at a distance of 19 cm between them, you can see two square
cuttings13 of 8 and 9 cm; another one is situated to the rightl4. It is not known
whether these cuttings are related to the rest of the engraving. The horizontal
grooves which compose the drawing have been set with a distance of 43-6 cm
between them. There are at least eight horizontal grooves and ten oblique ones
on the lower part. The horizontal grooves curve upwards towards the right. It
seems that on two or three from the bottom, there is a ripple before the curve.
At least three of the oblique grooves reach further up than the lower horizontal
incision; At least two reach the third and one reaches the second parallel line.
One of the horizontal incisions is only visible on the right half of the drawing and
two of the oblique lines are not parallel with the others. There are more grooves
and cavities but it is not sure yet whether they are accidental or not.
It isvery tempting to interpret this sketch as an oared ship, stern and steering
oar to the right. The horizontal grooves would represent the planking and the oars
could suggest an oared boat, we could even imagine that they belong to a trieres.
However there are a lot of problems which do not allow us to be dogmatic. First
of all, the bad state of preservation of the rock surface's. Second, there are very
serious problems concerning dates. The peninsula has never been investigated
properly. Surface finds on the south side of it show an occupation from the geometric
times up to Roman times16 and the entrance to the ancient acropolis is situated
higher up to the same side of the peninsula, the medieval ones being on the
northern and eastern sides. On the other hand, the nature of the representation,
primitive as it is, could be compared either to some Delos ship graffiti or to XVlth
century ones (church of Prophet Avvakoum in Paradissi, Rhodes)I'.
Considering the various carvings on the rocks of the Myrina peninsula as a
whole, despite the fact that as yet there is no proof that they are connected, it is
possible to find possible parallelson similar hights, for instance in Syros18,a rocky
acropolis in the bay of Galissas; or on several fairly inaccessible hills in the region
of Western Thrace, at Roussalg, Monastiri Lofos, Aghios Georgios of Maronia,
Aghios Georgios of Petrota20. In all these cases however the rock engraving
represent humans, animals and abstract "symbols". Similarities are found with
the other indications of human action, that is cavities, "niches" and steps carved
in the rock. Further rock engravings with human or animal representations do
exist on the Pangaion Mount21, in Naxos, Euboia or Delphi and Crete22 as well
as in the Bulgarian part of Thrace23, in Albania, in Yougoslavia24 and of course in
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Italy or the Alps, to mention the more well-known examples. Some of them have
been identified as ship representations25. In most of these cases, the problem of
dates remains unresolved for the moment, as scholars hesitate somewhere
betweenthe 12th century BC and the medieval period. All the same, in most places
in Western Thrace the surface finds or small soundings have revealed Iron Age
sherds26.
It is true that Lemnos as an island has always been related to ships and
sea travel: the Argonauts, Philoctetes, the Athenian expedition and conquest
by Miltiades, even the Cabeirian mysteries: a ship had to go and bring back the
holy flame once a year27. The Cabeiroi were sea gods. The religious nautical
community of the Lemniastaiunder the protection of the Lemnos and Samothrace
gods, protectors from the dangers of the sea, existed up until the time of Christ.
Venetians, Turks and Greeks or Russians have sieged the island many times
and they came by ship. In any case, this actual port of Myrina was most probably
the archaic, classic, roman and medieval one28. A more ancient bronze age
occupation is attested at another site in the surrounding area, near another
peninsula separating two bays. It is therefore more probable that the ship
engraving belonged to one of the occupations following the geometric age. It
could be pre medieval occupation, since the latter is attested by surface finds
as well as constructions (walls and buildings) on the other (the northern) side
of the rocky peninsula.
Regardless of the problem of dates, ship graffiti on walls, particularly on
sanctuary walls and house walls are well known: MaltaTarxien29,Kition in Cyprus30
and Delos31but also several kinds of ship ex-votos from all periods need no further
comment. It is true that the position of the Myrina engraving in the port, some
meters higher that the spot where ships still moored at the beginning of the 20th
century (Figs 8-10) and in a conspicuous position for people in the port, but not
really visible from a great distance when you arrive of sail away (Fig. 1 I ) , could
also indicate a kind of prayer or exhortation to non-human powers for protection
against the dangers of the sea32, naufrages, pirates, etc. It seems that the original
position of these structures and drawings might have been nearer to sea-level.
A tectonic uplifting could be involved33.
In any case, it is necessary to proceed with further investigations on this
quite promising site, make an inventory34 and drawings of all the engravings and
structures and if possible trial soundings. A geological study is'also needed. This
would be the only way of acquiring more satisfactory results.
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Finally, leaving the port of Myrina, where so many oared ships cast anchor
through the centuries, we could recall, like Hypsipyle recalls the song she sang
oq
rrapapue~a
Arjpv~a35,
as mistress of the house at Lemnos ~ c p ~ l b io-ro~ovou
the Argonauts'departurefrom the port of Lemnos: "He (Jason)spoke and mounted
the ship first of all; and so the rest of the chiefs followed, and, sitting in order,
seized the oars; and Argus loosed for them the hawsers from under the seabeaten rock. Whereupon they mightily smote the water with their long oarsn.36
As the local saying goes in Lemnos: one experiences sorrow twice upon
arrival and upon departure37.
Christina Marangou
Aegean Prohistory,
University of Paris I, Le Pantheon - Sorbonne

NOTES
1.

Cf. Belon 1578:58-59. Cf. Delage 1930:292 about geographical errors in the Apollonius's
Argonautica.

2.

Apollonius of Rhodes Argonautica A, 598-608,651-652 (translation: Seaton 1921 2).

3.

Tozer 1890:240. The description is of a trip to Lernnos in the spring of 1889

4.

Lernnos island, north-east Aegean. Some decades ago one still had to be rowed ashore, because
of the shalowness of the water.

5.

Belon 1578:57

6.

Cf. Belon 1578:58

7.

Tozer 1890:24 1

8.

V
..."
Homer 8283: " . . . A ~ ~ v o& Uv K, T ~ ~ & V OnroAla8pov

9.

Belon 1578:57

10.

Tozer 1890:246

11.

Pantelidis 1876:37

12.

120.1578:58

13. Width 3 and depth 4,5 and 5 cm. length 5, width 2, and depth 1 crn.
14.

In any case it will anyway be necessary to carry further studies of all the grooves and marks.
The architect of the K' Ephorate of Antiquities, Mrs. Meropi Frangou, is currently preparing a
sketch of the engraving.

15. Oral information by Mr. Chr. Boulotis.

16.

1 am grateful to Mr. L. Basch (letter 2.7 1989) for suggesting these parallels: Delos: Basch
1987:376, nos 32. 34-36; 377, no 41 ; 378, no 45. Pr. Avvakourn: Karakatsani 1972, fig. 155.

17.

Manthos 1979:39-40.
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Triandaphyllos 1973, 1987.
Idem 1985.
Moutsopoulos 1969, Papoutsakis 1977.
Papoutsakis 1972 and 1977.
lbidem:374. Cf. Doumas 1990, Mikov 1928129.
Ibidem.
Crete, Asfendou (Sfakia); Papoutsakis 1972:113-114. Cf. bid em n.32on p. 114about Spanish
examples.
Triandaphyllos 1985:135, 137; Manthos 1979:42.
Cf. Moschidis 1907:115, 117, according to Philostratos, Her. 740.
Professor L. Basch, oral information (summer 1989).
Woolner 1957.
Basch and Artzy 1986.
Basch 1973.
Basch 1981.
Oral communication by Mrs. Olga Psychoyos.
There are several pictures of the engravings and other structurestaken by Tr. Marangosbetween
1958 and 1980. He also made some sketches of the peninsula indicating their location and
publishedseveral articles about the castle in the local newspaper "H AQpvoq"and in "KaBqp~p\vQ";
in one of them he published the picture in fig. 7.
Euripides frgt. 11-13, Bond 1963.
Apollonius Arg. A,910-914, translation: Seaton 1921.
I am grateful to Mrs. Aglaia Archontidou, Ephorof Antiquities and to the Counsil of Monuments
of the islands for kindly permitting me to publish this engraving, as well as to Miss. Honor Frost
and Olga Psychoyosand Mss Lucien Basch, Luigi Beschi and Christos Boulotisfortheir invaluable
help and advice. And finally, toTryphon Marangos who identified aship in thissketch more than
thirty years ago.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1

The actual port of Myrina in the early seventies (photo Tr. Marangos).

Fig. 2 & 3

The rock engraving from the actual road (1989).

Fig. 4 & 5

The engraving and connected(?) right-angled carvings (photo Tr. Marangos).

Fig. 6

The rock engraving in 1989.

Fig. 7

The rock engraving in the late fifties (photo Tr. Marangos).

Fig. 8-10

View of the spot in the first decades of the 20th century (photo from the Tr. Marangos
archive). Photo no 10: enlargement of no 9.

Fig. 11

Actual view of the spot from the port (1989).

(photos by the author, except if otherwise stated)
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LESSONS FROM THE TRIALS OF OLYMPIAS
When I submitted a summary of this paper I was intending to discuss a
number of lessons which might be drawn from the Greek and British Trials of
Olympias in 1987 and 1988. But, as the Mock Turtle in Alice in Wonderland
observed, lessons are so called because they lessen every day. And so it has
turned out.
It seems now to be accepted by nearly everyone that the trieres as
reconstructed in Olympias is no Adventure Playground toy, as the 1987 article
review in the Mariner's Mirrorsuggested it was, but aserious essay in experimental
archaeology, an oared ship which works satisfactorily but not perfectly. And in
the BAR International Series Report 486 (May 1989) we have made abundantly
clear where the imperfections lie.
The 1987 MMreviewer made two reservationswhich may be briefly mentioned.
The first was that we had assumed the length of the ship from the length of the
Zea shipsheds whose lower end had not been properly surveyed. That is not the
case. The length of the Zea shipsheds is a good rough guide, but the true length
of the ship is determined by the length of the "engine room" ie. the fore-and-aft
files of oarsmen, the longest of which is the thranite file of thirty-one oarsmen,
and the basic unit of the file is the distance between one tholepin and the next,
the "room" or interscalmium which I shall discuss later.
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The second reservation which the reviewer made was that the oars were
wrongly assumed to be of the same length in any one part of the ship. He argued
that the oars are shown by epigraphical evidence to be distinguishable by sight,
and that this must mean by length. The argument is plainly unacceptable, since
there are several other ways by which they could be distinguished, e.g. marking,
colour, and the shape of the blade. The last is actually requiredon practical grounds.
The most powerful, and at the same time the most elementary, argument
for the oars of the trieres to be, where possible, of the same length is that the aim
of the designer of the trieres must have been in antiquity, as it is now, to produce
a ship which would make optimal use of the manpower available. Consequently
the naval architect would take, at the outset of his design, oars of a length which
fitted the physique of the average contemporary oarsman, and only depart from
the length for very good reason. In the 4th century BC 9'12 cubits seems to have
been adjudged the optimal length and all the oars were made of that length except
those at bow and stern where there was a good reason, the converging hull, for
a small reductionof the loom (for which in fact Aristotle and Galen provide evidence).
If we had had no epigraphical or literary evidence, we should have reached
the same conclusion, starting with the oars of length suitable for the average
human physique and onlydeparting from that length in the parts of the ship where
shorter looms were necessary.
More cogent perhaps than both the theoretical arguments for the oarsystem
adopted in Olympiasis the sight of her in action under oar, as the video will remind
you. There is still a lot of fine tuning to be done if the high speeds and endurance
attested in antiquity are to be achieved. But I do not think that there can be any
doubt that the system itself, embodying equality of oarlength in any one part of
the ship, is the one used (in the reviewer's words) by "the trireme that was the
glory of Athens".
Two things are needed before a trieres reconstructed on the design of
Olympias can reach the higher levels of performance attested in antiquity, both
acceleration in battle conditions and endurance at a high average speed on voyage.
They are:
1

lighter oars of an improved design and

2

a longer stroke. The former is achievable when funds are avilable, the latter
needs further investigation to which I shall devote the rest of this paper,
since it now appears to be the most important point to have emerged from
the trials.
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The long stroke, on which speed, and probably endurance as well, has in
the trials been seen to depend, was there inhibited byvariousfactors, in particular
by the thalamians' lack of room between the thwart at the back of their heads as
they lean backwards in the stroke and the thwart in front of their foreheads as
they lean forward. The stroke of the other oarsmen can plainly be no longer than
the stroke of the thalamians. So that this inhibition affects the stroke as a whole.
There seems to be no obvious remedy forthis state of affairs. The thalamians'
seats cannot be set more than a very little lower. The thwarts (zuga) cannot be
removed or reduced in thickness since they are vital to the structure of a hull which
has no real deck. Further, the zygians' seats are on them (hence the name), so
that they cannot be set significantly higher without upsetting the oarsystem and
disturbing the equilibrium of the ship.
Thedistance between one thwart and the next, the shortness of which causes
the trouble, is determined by the passage in Vitruvius. He wrote in Latin on
architecture at the beginning of the last quarter of the first century BC in Rome.
He says (1 2 4): [In] ships the working-out of harmonius designs (symmetriarum
ratiocinatio) is found to derive [from] the interscalmium [i.e. the space between
the tholepins (Gk. skalmo~)]which is called +dipheciaca+. In the same way the
working out of the design of other manufacturedthings (opera) is found todepend
on certain parts (membra).
In this passage the words (in) and (from) have to be supplied since the text
is corrupt; and dipheciaca has been recognised as a corruption of a Greek word
in Latin form which does not occur elsewhere, dipechiaca (Gk. dipechiake fem.sing.
or dipechiaka neuter plural), with the meaning of "something (singular or plural)
two cubits long". ("Dipechus" (of two cubits) occurs in Herodotus). Similar words
of nautical slang are thalamax, stuppaxin Aristophanes, and ta biacha, "the works"
i.e. the ram, in Polybius.
That interscalmium, itself a mixture of Latin and Greek, should have a Greek
equivalent is not surprising in view of the contemporary bilingual label of the Alba
Fucentiagraffito, navis tetrerislonga. Most of Rome's sociinavales, who manned
her fleet, were probably Greek speaking, but the Greek word dipechiake is likely
to derive not from them but from the shipbuilders, Sicilian or mainland Greek, from
whom the Romans learnt how to build their oared warships. If that is the case, it
is not surprising that the word does not turn up in Greek literature (the ship
Odysseus is described as building in the Odyssey was a broad merchantman),
since the shipbuilding tradition is otherwise entirely oral, and shipbuilding does
not feature in comedy, our best source of maritime slang.
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If dipechiake then belongs to the oral shipbuilding tradition, it may go back
a very long way. There is no reason to connect it with triereis only, still less with
the bigger ships the Romans used. It may originate with the first oared warships
which had files of oarsmen one behind the other on each side of the ship, at the
moment when the powerlweight ratio became important with the development
of the ram, and the minimum possible distance between one oarsman and the
next began to be recognised as the crucial design feature and be given a name
declaring that minimum distance...
This consideration suggests that we must look for the length in modernterms
of the dipechiake, not in Rome or in Athens of the classical period but in archaic
Greece, when the ships depicted on Geometric pottery and on the Dipylon vases,
with their fore-and-aft files of oarsmen, were being built.
The length, in modern terms, of the cubit (11'2 ft) is derived from excavation
of buildings of various periods and from stadia. Doerpfeld's excavations on the
Acropolis at Athens in the last century revealed the foundations of the earlier
temple of Athenawhich epigraphy showed to have been called the Hecatompedon
(i.e. the Hundred Foot Temple), and when the Parthenon was built the name was
transferred to its eastern cella. The former was measured as accurately as possible
and the length of 33 m established, while the latter measures 32.8 m. The foot
accordingly at the early period is to be taken as measuring 33 cm (the Old Attic
foot) and slightly less later. The cubit, which is always 11'2 ft, was accordingly 49.549.2 cm. The Old Attic foot is the same as that which lies at the basis of the
Aeginetan (and Peloponnesian),and is identicalwith the Babylonian, measurements
of length. From the stadion at Olympia (600 ft) is derived a foot of 32 cm and a
cubit of 48 cm and from a stadion at Samos a longer foot of 35 cm and a cubit of
52.5 cm. it is an interesting fact that in the tables attributed to the Alexandrian
mathematician Hero the lonian cubit (52.5 cm) is called "the stonemason's or
wood sawyer's cubit", (lithikos, xylopristikos pechus), indicating the sort of
connection with a craft tradition which we have suggestedthat the term dipechiake
had with the craft of ship-building.
There seem then to be two candidates for the cubit of the dipechiakeeither
the Old Attic cubit of 49.5 cm or the lonian, wood-sawyer's cubit of 52.5 cm. The
first would give our cramped thalamians 10 cm, and the second give them 16.2
cm, more room. They would be grateful for either. A longer dipechiake would of
course bring with it a longer "engine room" and hence a longer ship. In the case
of the Old Attic cubit the additional length would be 3.1 m and in the case of the
lonian cubit 5.2 m. The overall length of a reconstruction on the lines of Olympias
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in the former case would increase to about 40 m, making longitudinal bending
strength an even more critical matter. In the latter case the length would increase
by another two metres making it a more doubtful possibility both from a practical
point of view (viz. the trieres' length) and in view of the Zea shipsheds).
The trials seem to have directed attention to a point no one would have been
likely to think of without the direct experience of rowing Olympias. The logic is
cogent. The ship cannot achieve her proper speed without a longer stroke at all
levels, but that is not possible unless the thalamians are given room to swing their
bodies a few inches further back and further forward. This additional room could
only be provided by evaluating the two cubit "room" more generously. There is
someground forthinking that the term, dipechiake,expressing the basic element
in the design of oared warships, may go backto the period of warshipconstruction
when the Old Attic foot was in use. Employment of the Old Attic foot would increase
the "room" by 100 mm and the total length of the ship by about 3 m. The thalamians
stroke would be 10 cm longer at the cost of making the longitudinal bending
strength of the ship more critical. The measurements recorded there would have
been certainly in the cubits employed in contemporary Athens. The uncertainty
as to the precise length of the slipway of the Zeashipsherds removes any objection
on their account to 3m of additional length for the ships they were built to house.

J. S. Morrison
Granhams, Great Shelford
Cambridge CB2 5JX, England.

LEGENDES ET RITES MARlTlMES REFLETES DANS LES DESSINS
GRAFFITI DES EGLISES DE NESSEBAR (XIVe XVllIe S.)

-

L' enormecollection dedessins-graffiti medievaux des eglisesde Nessebar
(plus de 230 representations) reflete de fason globale la vie des habitants du
littoral pendant les "siecles obscurs". Ils demontrent un nombre de constructions
navales typiques, etant souvent I'unique temoignage de ces types de bateaux.
Les dessins possedent un caractere votif - par ces representation on visait a
assurer la protection des forces divines dans les rudes conditions de lamer Noire.
Ces croyances religieuses se manifestent de maniere assez evidente dans
quelques dessins - graffiti caracteristiques (Fig.1-2).
L' un de ces graffiti presente le dessin d' un bateau medieval sur la vergue
duquel est placee I' ic6ne d' un saint homme. Le reste des images interessantes
appartiennentaux personnagesfeminine.Ce sont deuxfigures en bustedessinees
juste au-devant d' un bateau. Les femmes aux longs cheveux eparpilles sont
demontres maladroitement. L' une des figures est comme un allongement de la
proue du bateau. Enfin nous pouvons mentionner aussi une figure feminine
dessinee toute entiere. Elle a un long habit, sur la tete porte une sorte de chapeau
allonge et dans les mains - quelques objets imprecis.
L' image masculine represente sans doute un pretre ce qui est confirme par
I' etole sur sa poitrine. En comparant ce detail avec les mains rangees devant le
corps et le large front chauve il devient evident que sur le dessin est reproduit le
buste de St Nicolasl (Fig.3).
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Sa presence sur le bord du bateau n' est pas une surprise. Selon les donnees
hagiographi ques I' une des principales fonctions du Saint ne en Lycie vers I' an
370 fut de secourir les pecheurs et les marins. Des sa tendre enfance Saint Nicolas
fut I' exemple de la vertue et d' un tel ascetisme, qu' etant bebe il refusait le lait
maternel mercedi et vendredi. Toute sa vie le Saint negligeait les biens materiels
et les distribuait aux pauvres (meme son propre heritage). Ses possibilites d'
effectuer des actes vertueux accroisserent apres sa nomination pour eveque de
lavillede Myre, situeeen Asie Mineuresud-occidentale,d'ou provient son epithete
le plus populaire - Saint Nicolas de Myre. Dans la tradition ecrite iI existe plusieurs
episodes refletant I' activite de Saint Nicolas - le sauvetage de trois citoyens, qui
bien qu' innocents furent condamnes, des trois generaux accuses injustement
par I' empereur, etc. Ce n' est que plus tard qu' on commence a attribuer a Saint
Nicolas des fonctions soterologiques plus generales et il devint le protecteur des
paysans, guerrisseur et sauveteur des marinsz.
Laveneration de Saint Nicolascomme protecteurdes marins et des pecheurs
se propagea initialement parmi les marins grecs. Le saint acquiert son pouvoir
sur les forces maritimes apres le pelerinage en Palestine. Ses facultes nouvelles
devinrent le sujet de plusieurs episodes. Au Moyen Age elles furent souvent
interpretees dans I' art surtout dans la region de la Mediterranee (des marins
grecs le culte se repandit en ltalie et en Espagne). Sur I' un des tableaux d'
Ambrogio Lorenzetti (1319 - 1347) est represente le miracle le plus important
de St. Nicolas lie a lamer. L'action se deroule dans laville de Myre qui fut devoree
par la faim. Saint Nicolas de Bari (c' est le nom sous lequel il devint celebre A I'
Ouest) supplia les marins d' un bateau byzantin de distribuer aux citoyens
affames leurs reserves de cereales. Les marins aiderent les citoyens en leur
laissant ses vivres. Arrivant a Constantinople ils decouvrirent que leurs vivres
furent restitues.
Un autre tableau d' un maitre espagnol anonyme de XlVe - XVes, demontre
par quelle maniere St. Nicolas secourit les marins au cours d' une tempete. Les
rescapes de I' equipage sont deja condamnes - le bateau est submerge par les
vagues, le m8t est casse, les objets nagent tout autour. Alors inertvint le Saint, il
recolla deux parties du mat et sauva le bateau3.
Le culte envers Saint Nicolas comme protecteurdes pecheurs et des marins
se repandit tres vite dans les terres bulgares. II vient de s' imposer la conception
que le saint est le maitre de la mer, le dompteur des tempetes et des ouragans.
On le represente sur un bateau d' or, navigant dans la mer. Le bateau est toujours
a I' endroit oh on avait besoin de lui. Les fonctions maritimes s' imposerent vite
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dans la tradition ecrite et orale. Ce fait est confirme par la chanson populaire dont
le refrain est: "Lesort tombaa Saint Nicolas de marchersur lamer, sur le Danube,
les bateaux de secourir."4
Une enquete ethnographiquecontemporaineeffectuee dans la partieorientale
du littoralbulgare de la mer Noire off re quelques donnees interessantesconcernant
I' etat contemporain du culte. La legende qu' au cours de la construction d' une
nouvelle barque on doit inserer une icdne de Saint Nicolas, s' est conservee jusqu'
a present. L' icdne consolidera la construction et gardera la barque des tempetes
maritimes. Une place particuliere dans la veneration du saint appartient aux
femmes des marins. Ellesdevaient prierdevant son icdne au cours des navigations
de leurs epoux. Dans le passe on n' allait pas $I la peche sans prier devant I' ic6ne
du saints.
II n' ya aucun doute qu' avec le dessin y presente on avait cherche une telle
protection. "L' ic6ne" representee est disposee sur I' une des places les plus
importantes du bateau - le mat. Nous pouvons faire une analogie interessante
avec les fonctions de St. Christophe, considere comme protecteur par les marins
occidentaux. La legende dit que si I' on voit son image au cours d' un danger on
peut se sauver de la mort. "Les feux de St. Christophe" devinrent celebres - c' est
la lumiere particuliere phosphorisante sur les extremites des mats juste avant la
tempete.
Dans le cas concret les fonctions de Saint Nicolas sont renforcees par la
protection du Christ, lui-m6me. La composition de la peinture murale ou le Saint
secoure les p6cheurs est dessinee juste au-dessus d' un dessin-graffito. II s' agit
d' un ideogramme-priere complexe qui est caracteristique pour le Moyen Age.6
D' autres donnees de I' enquete ethnographique effectuee se rapportent a
la veneration du bateau lui-meme. Cette veneration est une manifestation des
croyances paiennes fortes qui parfois s' entremelent de maniere bizarre avec le
culte chretien. Selon les enquetes chaque barque est un 6tre vivant et possede
une &me. L' Ame de la barque s' appelle tchouniou bien tsouniet son cri perqant
peut-6tre entendu dans le grincement du bateau au cours d' une tempete'. La
representation de plusieurs bateaux et d' un nombre restreint de gens sur les
dessins-graffiti dans les eglises de Nessebar s' explique par cette veneration du
bateau. Pour les dessinateurs les bateaux etaient des 6ntres vivants de qui en
plus dependait lavie et le gagne-pain des hommes. Tandis que les grands bateaux
occidentaux (y representes de meme) furent consideres comme des geants
inconnus, arrives de terres lointaines.
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Les survivances des croyances pa'iennes apparaissent le plus fortement
dans les representations feminines ou la cohabitation du christianisme et du
paganisme se manifeste de la f a ~ o nla plus evidente. Deux Saintes chretiennes
sont considerees le plus etroitement liees a la mer - Sainte Pelagie et Sainte
Agaline. Elles protegent encore les marins au cours de la temp6te. Pourtant les
habitantsde Sozopol, Pomorie, Nessebar connaissent des legendes dans lesquelles
il est question de belles jeunes filles habillees en blanc et aux longs cheveux neragdesou nerajdes. Elles jouent au-dessus des vagues et protegent les vents
et les ouraganss.On ne doit pas avoir une perspicacite particuliere pour decouvrir
derriere ces personnages les nereides antiques, les filles de dieux marin Neree
et les oceanidesde Doris. Cefurent de m6me desfemmes fblatres bienveillantes
envers les marins qui symbolisaient la profondeur, I' inconstance et les habitudes
de la mer.
L' enqu6te ethnographique demontre aussi I' existence d' une deesse de la
mer, nommee Kyrie Thalassa (Madame la Mer). Selon son aspect exterieur elle
est semie-femme, semi-poisson aux longs cheveux. Les habitants des petites
villes du littoral I' appellent encore "Mere de la Mer". Elle est la protectriceprincipale
de la mer et de ces elements. Les nerajdes sont ses subordonnees. II n' y a pas
longtemps que la tradition de mettre une figure feminine en bois sur la proue de
chaque bateau, recemment construit, existait encore sur le littoral bulgare de la
rner Noireg.
Ce n' est pas difficile de poursuivre le lien synchretique entre cette deesse
feminine et la mythologie grecque antique. Amphitrite, I' epouse du dieu marin
tout puissant Poseidon, de m6me acquiert une grande puissance apres son
mariage. Ces dieux eurent plusieurs enfants, d' ordinaire cefurent des monstres.
Pourtant I' un de leurs enfants se detacha des autres - ce fut Triton, le dieux des
profondeurs maritimes, semi-homme, semi-poisson. Cette trinite est un phenomene
assez carcteristique pour les mythologies anciennes exprimant la diversite de la
nature et en m6me temps son integralite, illustree par les liens de parente. II
devient evidentque plustard ces divinites furent unifieesdans un dieu synchretique,
possedant tous les traits principauxde sescomposants. Ainsi des plusieurs etres
divins habitantselon les croyances des grecs lamer se furent conservees seulement
les nereides et une divinite feminine synchretique Kyrie Thalassa. Pourtant on
devait faire un compromis avec les nouveaux personnages divins - les Saints
chretiens. C' est ainsi qu' apparait un interessanttahleau heteroclite des croyances
sur.le littoral bulgare de la mer Noire.
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L' illustration indubitable de ces cultes est observee sur I' un des dessins
situe au-dessous de la composition pittoresque "Le Christ aidant les pecheurs"
de I' eglise "St. Stephane". II n' y a aucun doute que I' une des images feminines
en buste se rappporte a la proue du grand bateau y represente (Fig.4). Comme
il a ete deja mentionne a cet endroit on disposait la figure de Kyrie Thalassa. Audessous le I'image feminine nous pouvons dechifrer une abreviation ou bien une
fausse transcription du nom de Sainte Pelagie, c.-a-d. du nom de la Saintechretienne protectrice des tempetes et de la mer. En ce cas ce fut de meme une
divinite synchretique unifiant les images de Kyrie Thalassa (cheveux longs et
absence de la partie inferieure de corps), pourtant la denomination est celle de
la sainte chretienne. Quant a autre image feminine il n' est pas exclu que ce soit
I' image d' une nerajda.
En difference de ces deux images feminines, la troisieme representation de
femme ne peut pas &re liee de fason directe aux dessins des differents bateaux.
Les habits de la femme sont completement reels - I' habit est du type saja - serre
a la taille, aux bords larges, la femme porte sur la tete un chapeau ou bien une
couronne. Les bords de la saja sont decores de dentellaslo. II est evident que le
dessinateur avait represente une femme reelle.
Avant le debut de la saison de peche et la sortie des bateaux en mer, on
effectuait sur le littoral de differents rites. Les bateaux devaient &re par exemple
arroses avec le sang du premier poisson attrape. Un autre rite interessant etait
execute par les femmes des pecheurs. Parees et en habits de fete elles allaient
sur le littoral avec une poele et un long trepied, pour effectuer quelques rites
particuliersll. L' analyse attentive du dessin demontre que dans sa main droite
la femmetient un objet rond a longue manche, et dans sa main gauche - un objet
tres long et courbe. On a deja mentionne les habits de fete. II est fort probable
que sur le dessin eut ete representee I' execution d' un rite feminin, effectue avant
le commencement de la peche.
Les exemples mentionnes sont suffisants pour qu' on puisse distinguer la
diversite des croyances maritimes qui avaient existe dans le passe sur le littoral
bulgare de la mer Noire. La profession meme des pecheurs et des marins creait
des conditionsfavorablespour ladiffusion de superstutions etde tabous differents.
Les dangers incessants de la mer et la peche incertaine favoriserent lacreation
de plusieurs croyances, ainsi que leur elargissement. De meme la tradition de
la profession accumule plusieurs couches religieuses. Lescombinaisonsobtenues
s' averent extremement interessantes et importantes quant a science. Ces
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couches religieuses peuvent etre decouvertes dans toutes les mers
europeennesl2. La riche histoire de la mer Noire forma un veritable kaleidoscope
de croyances.

Nikolaj Ovtcharov
lnstitut Archaeologique
Sofia 1000, Bulgarie
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THE GREEK CREW TRIALS WITH OLYMPIAS IN 1988

The second series of trials for OLYMPIAS started in the beginning of June
1988.
The ship was commanded by Lieutenant Demetrios Papadas and manned
by a permanent deck crew of naval petty officers and ratings. The oarcrew were
students of the petty officers academy at the ages of 18 and 19. These young
men had never before been in the ship except of a short visit during the winter for
educational purposes. Most of them were not familiarwith rowing except of some
lessons they had taken with the training "Sixteens" of their academy. Although
the commanding officer and some men of the deck crew had participated in the
trials of 1987 this new oarcrew mostly unfamiliar with rowing imposed the main
difficutly for the planning of this second series of trials.
Until the 18th of July that the ship would be handed over to the oarcrew
raised by the Trireme Trust we had one month and a half at our disposal excluding
weekends and short vacation periods to train the crew, perform trials and take
measurements for speed under oar, accelaration and manoeuverability under
oar, effectiveness of steering oars, various trials under sail and last but not least
a voyage of 140 miles around various towns of the Saronic Gulf with festivities in
each town which made our schedule on arrivals and departures rather tight. So
it was decided that the crew would be training in the ship until June 17th and then
one week of trials and measurements out of the harbour under construction in
Neon Phalironwould follow. Ashortvacation would begiven after that to the crew
until the 2nd of July that the preparations for the Saronic Gulf voyage would start.
After one weekof training a remarkable progress in the oarcrew performance
was evident. Although during the first three days we were rather disappointed
regarding the synchronizing of oarstroke and the endurance of the crew, at the
end of the week they would row for one hour continuously at an average of 30
strokes per minute giving to OLYMPIAS a maximum speed of 4 knots in good
weather conditions.
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On the 17th of June that the trials with measurements began, 11 men out
of 200 that originally was the number of the oarcrew were out of the team because
of lacking the necessary strength, and fittness to handle the heavy oars. The
remaining 190 continued, most of them with blisters in their palms and chaffed
bottoms but rather proud of what they had achieved up to that time, expecting
with great interest the adventure of the Saronic Gulf voyage.
The Manoeuverability - Speed and Acceleration Trials

For the accurate measurements of the speed under oar, and
manoeuverability, the ship's course was tracked by a shore based measuring
instrument called a Geodimeter using an infra-red laser beam reflected from the
ship on which was mounted an omni-derectional reflector. This instrument
converted measured distances and angles into cartesian coordinates with great
accuracy. The instruments and staff for the measurements were provided by
the Hydrographic Service of the H.N. Except of the above mentioned
instrumentation that was used for measurements, there had been installed in
the ship during the winter of 1988 a digital log, adigital wind speed indicator and
a wind direction indicator.
These trials tookplacefor 5 consequent days from 17th to 21st of July in the
hours between 8.00 and 15.00 in the area between the harbor of Neon Phaliron
and theyaughts harbor in Paleon Phaliron.The trials began with the turning circles
which is a fundamental ship trial manoeuvre that provides quantitative data on
the ship's transient and steady state turning behavior. In all the tests initial speed
was gained with the ship moving in a straight line and with equal numbers of
rowers at work on each side; in some tests these rowers all continued working
after the rudders had been applied but in others the rowers on the inside of the
turn ceased work when the rudders were activated. Large protractors were used
for measuring the rudder angles and to ensure that both rudders were applied
equally.
Effect of rudder angle

The main yard was lowered for these tests. Angles of 22.5, 45 and 67.5
degrees were used, and the ship was propelled by the 62 oarsmen at the thranite
level, although in the test with a 45 degrees angle they were men who normally
rowed as Zygiansor Thalamians. The diameters of the turning circles were 225m,
124m and 84m, i.e., they were inversely proportional to the rudder angle. The
initial speeds were 4.5 knots, 3.8 knots and 3.8 knots and the loss of speed in the
turns was 25%, and 20% respectively.
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Effects of number and location of oarsmen during a turn

The main yard remained lowered for the first of these tests. By increasing
the number of oarsmen in action from 62 to all 170 the initial speed was increased
from 3.8 to 5.9 knots, and the diameter of the turn with a rudder angle of 67.5
degrees was increased from 84m to 110m. The loss of speed in turning was
increased from 20% to 25% i.e. the speeds on leaving the turns were 3.0 knots
and 4.4 knots respectively. After the main yard had been hoisted, the sail being
brailed up to it, two tests were made to discover the effect of making the rowers
on the inside of the turn (the port side) cease work when the rudders were put on,
and the effect of increasing the number of rowers on the outside. In the first of
these tests the 62 Thranites rowing at 29spm had attained a speed of 3.4 knots
when the rudders were activated to an angle of 45 degrees and the port side
Thranites stopped rowing. The diameter of the turn was 103m, whereas when all
the Thranites had rowed throughout the turn it had been 124m. The comparison
may not be quite fair because the yard had been hoisted and the initial speeds
differed. In the second test the whole crew rowed at the outset to attain a speed
of 5.3 knots before the rudders were activated and the port side rowers ceized
rowing. The rudder angle was again 45 degrees and the diameter of the resulting
turn was 105 m. The greater torque from having all the starboard oars rather than
only the starboard Thraniteoars in action during the turn evidently compensated
for the greater resistance to turning that arose from the higher initial speed.
Several more turning circle trials were attempted at various speeds which
confirmed the very good manoeuverability of the ship although also several of
them could not be considered as accurate and were discarded because of the
severe drifting of the ship during the turn when the wind speed was above 8 knots.
The conclusion of these turning trials is that the rudders are very effective
although they increase appreciably the resistance of the ship especially when
they are working at angles above 30 degrees. The rudders are correctly balanced
and easy to use. Their best position for a quick turn is at 67 degrees whereupon
the rate of turning of the ship at a speed of 4 knots is 2.6 degrees per second.
One turning trial was performed with the port Zygians and Thranitefiles of
oars backingwater and the respective starboard files pulling ahead. It took several
training turns in order to master the syncronisation of the port and starboard oars
when the first were backing water and the second were pulling ahead. During this
trial turn the ship turned at a rate of 3.5 degrees per second with 23 strokes per
minute rowing rate staying virtually in the same place. In order to complete the
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manoeuverability measurements we had planned zig-zag trials for the last two
days of this phase.
The wind speed during these days exceeded the ten knots and the drift of
the ship made it impossible to take the accurate measurements needed for this
particular trial.
The results of the speed under oar trials can be summarized as following.
The maximum speed attained by the ship in Phaliron measured by geodimeter
regarding the course and distance and by stop-watches regarding the time was
7.2 knots. This speed was kept constant for a distance of 600 meters which was
covered within 2 minutes and 42 seconds. The ship's log measured a speed of
8.02 knots during the last day's trials when the ship was in Poros which is
questionable because of a + or -10% log's error. During these trials both rudders
were fully immersed and the yards of both brailed with the sails furled. Given that
the rudders increase the resistance of the bare hull of the ship in this high speed
region by about 80%, one more knot in maximum attained speed with the rudders
immersed by only 113 is reasonable to expect.
Maximum speed with only the Thranitesfile rowing was 5.8 knots with the
Zyggiansfile 5 knots and with Thalamiansfile 4 knots.
Now some brief comments concerning the crews and ship's performance
in the speed trials under oar. During the first two weeks of training of these novice
oarsmen and the trials under oar impending, we concluded that they could reach
a good synchronization but they rowed with little body swing with a short stroke
(about 40-50 centimeters instead of the 80-90 cm available) using almost entirely
their arms. Effordsto increasethe body swing had adverse effects on synchronizaton
because of lack of rowing experience.
Given that in propulsion by oars the power equals the force applied to the
oartimes the length of the stroke times the rate of stroke per minute (P=F*S*spm)
and length of stroke could not be further increased, in order to increase P we
decided to increase by practicing the force applied and the number of strokes per
minute without loosing the synchronization. Of course with this technique we
would loose in duration of the output since a significant part of the energy output
of each oarsman per unit of time would be waisted in the efford to raise the heavy
oar out of the water, make a backswing and start catching the water again.
The above were confirmed later by the speed measurements where the
ship reached high values of speed but with the rather short duration of 2 min.
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and 42 seconds at maximum instead of 6 or7 minutes that an oarsmen physique
makes possible. On theother hand these synchronized short and strong strokes
with the oars should be the technique to achieve the highest values of acceleration
in the ancient naval battles for ramming or avoiding the enemy ships in short
distances.
It is also proven by statistical modelling that the synchronization of oars is
better kept in the short crested and with short period waves of head seas that are
met in Aegean and a Trieres can afford to sail, if shorter stroke is kept, because
more oars are simultaneously in the water that with a longer stroke. So because
of reasons of necessity so to speak OLYMPIAS was tested by the Greek Crew with
the short stroke technique while later it was tested by the Trireme Trust's Crew
with the long stroke technique.
As far as oars are concerned it was clear that although well balanced they
were rather too heavy to handle especially for novice oarsmen. It took a lot of
efford to deal with their high mass momemtum during their pulling out of the water
or at the sudden change of direction from backswing to the catch during each
stroke. The beams at the height of the head of Thalamians seemed disturbing
them psychologically rather than actually, since they were afraid to hit at the end
of extreme body swings.
The rudders although very efficient seemed to induce an unecessary drag
at high speed because of turbulence caused by their bluff shaft cross section and
their hydrodynamically poor blade shape which nevertheless is archaeologicaly
justified. This makes it almost certain that in Antiquity at high speeds the rudders
would be raised out of the water leaving immersed a percentage of the blade area
which because of the increasedspeed would keep the maneuverabilityof the ship
still at high standards.
The acceleration from stop was measured with all three rows of oars rowing
and it took 32 seconds to reach a speed of 7 knots that gives an average value of
acceleration of 0.1 mlsec. This value is greater if it is measuredfor smaller speeds
from stop. The detailed results of the above mentioned trials as well as the results
performed by the Trireme Trust crew in Poros will be given in detail in a report
which is expected to be published until the end of this year.

I will now proceed with the trip of Trieres in the Saronic Gulf giving it as a
summary of a diary togetherwith the most important observations that can tell us
a lot about the ship's performance and the crew's life not in so to say "laboratory
conditions" but in actual and demanding voyages where the duration, the weather
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conditions, the crew's level of training, the physique and stamina play their part
which is not to be underestimated at all.
On Saturday June 9th at 7.50 in the morning, OLYMPIAS departured from
Neon Phalironwith destination to Salamis where it was expected at 17.00 to begin
the festivities of the farewell for the Saronic Gulf voyage.
There was a cross head breeze blowing with a speed of 4 knots. The rate of
rowing was 32 strokes per minute and the ship's speed 3.2 knots. The speed
remained constant at 3 knots for the next 4 hours. Thalamianoars men interchanged
position with Thranites when OLYMPIAS had already covered 11.2 miles. There
was an increased need for potablewater and the two inflatable service boats brought
new bottles from the landing ship of the Navy that was accompanying OLYMPIAS.
At 12.00 the ship anchored at the Kanakia bay and the crew took its lunch.
At 12.30 and after a half hour lunch and rest the ship departed. The wind
hadturned Southwardwith aspeed of 13 knots. The relativedirection to the ship's
course was 155 degrees and the main sail was unfurled giving to the ship aspeed
of 3.5 knots. This lasted only half an hour and afterwards the wind fell. The thranites
file started rowing keeping the speed at 2.5 knots. The wind changed direction
very often. We observed that the ship could sail when the apparent wind angle
was above 75 degrees abeam. Ashort in duration South gentle breeze of 16 knots
gave to the ship the speed of 6 knots and at 15.00 we arrived in Salamis having
covered 21.5 miles.
OLYMPIAS sailed from Salamis with destination to Aegina on Monday July
1Ith on 7.40 in the morning for the part of the voyage which turned to be the most
pleasant and easy because of the helpful wind. A breeze from north eastern
direction with a speed of 12 knots was on the starboard beam of the ship. The
sails were hoisted and brailed before casting off from the quay and proceeding
clear under oars. After that both sails were unfurled and trimmed giving to the
ship a speed of 3.5 knots.
The wind turned into gusty changing often direction within a range of 40
degrees and although the wind direction indicator was showing 90degrees abeam
the sails could not be regulated in a steady position going limp and frequently
backing. These sudden gusts reaching sometimes the speed of 17 knots caused
appreciable rolling of the ship. To reduce it the boat sail was furled leaving the
mainsail to draw the ship at a speed of 6.5 knots. At 8.50 hours the ship tacked
getting the wind which had weakened to a speed of 7 knots from the port beam
and attaining a speed of 4.5 knots.
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After one hour the boat sail was unfurled and Zygians and Thranites files
started rowing increasing the ship's speed from 4.5 to 6.6 knots. This went on for
30 minutes.
Although the rowing efficiency was reduced because of the increased relative
velocity of the water, it showed clearly that sails and oars could be used
simultaneously in antiquity if the circumstances would call for that. During this
leg of the voyage were present the arcaeologist Mr. Spondilis and Mr. Timothy
Shaw as observers. Only the port rudder was used during this part in order to
reduce induced drag and observe the performance of the vessel under this condition.
The ship sailed balanced and stiff behaving in the same way as if both rudders
were used but with the speed increased by 9%.
At 11.30 after 3 hours and fourty minutes OLYMPIAS arrived in Aegina
covering the 16.18 miles distance from Salamis at an average speed of 4.6 knots.
The conclusions of this leg of the voyage are very useful and confirmed the first
impressions about sailing performance of the shipwhich we had from the previous
year.
The leg from Aegina to Poros started the next day July the 12th at 6.40 in
the morning. Alight North-eastern breeze blowing with a speed of 7 knots from
the port beam of OLYMPIAS gave hopes for an easy voyage. Professor Morrison
and Mr. Timothy Shaw were abroad as observers. The ship attained with both
sails unfurled and trimmed a speed of 5.5 knots and with the wind abeam at 90
degrees it crossed the Moni Straights.
At 8.20 hours the wind weakend to a speed fo 2.2 knots being on the port
quarter of the ship which sailed at a speed of 2 knots, indicating that the sailing
efficiency of the sail rig was about 90% at this moment. A problem to the hauling
halyard of the main yard on the masthead appeared at this time and one man of
the deck crew was hauled using the halyard up to the top of the main mast to repair
it. This repair work lasted 15 minutes.
The ship turned slightly its course having now the wind abeam at 70degrees.
The sail rig after the necessary trimming performed without any backing in this
close angle to the wind defining its limits and capabilities. The ship's speed was
2.7 knots and the wind's velocity 4.7 knots. This course of the ship continued for
three more hours with frequent changes fo the wind direction which oblidged the
deck crew to deal very often with the trimming of the sails keeping an average
speed of 3 knots.
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As soon as the ship entered the Poros Straights both sails were furled and
OLYMPIAS was rowed by Thranitesand Zyggiansat a speed of 4.3 knots with 32
strokes per minute. In a small bay close to the Poros harbour the ship anchored
and a trial of quick abandoning of the ship with all crew jumping with order to the
sea took place. The oarcrew jumped from the outriggers in an orderly way, by file
Thranites first, then Zyggians and lastly the Thalamians. In this first trial it took
70 seconds for the oar crew to abandon the ship.
The ship remained at anchor for 6 hours and the crew rested and swimmed.
After this trial the ship sailed again at 18.30 for it's mooring in the quay of Naval
School in Poros where it arrived at 19.20 hours.
The next day July the 13th at 6.30 the ship sailed with destination to Hydra.
In the ship were present Prof. Morrison and Dr. Vichos as observers. At 7.1 0 hours
both sails were unfurled in order to catch the morning breeze of speed 3.3 knots
blowing from the starboard quarter which gave to the ship a speed of 2.9 knots. At
8.10 the ship approached the Tselevinia Straight with a speed of 4.0 knots. Some
observations about the resistance of the rudders took place at this point with the
port rudder pulled out of the water and then immersed again. At aspeed of 4.0 knots
each rudder contributed to a 10% decrease of the speed of the ship. At 9.15 the
ship was 3.1 miles away from the harbour of Hydra. At this point the wind had
gradually diminished to a speed of 1.0 knot so the sailes were furled and the ship
was rowed by all files of oars at a speed of 4.0 knots. A short sprint was attempted
where the ship reached a speed of 7.8 knots as measured by ship's log. At 10.20
the ship arrived in Hydra having covered 13 miles in 3 hours and 50 minutes.
On Thursday 14th of Julyat6.45OLYMPIASsailed for Poros. Getting a Nothern
breeze of 3.3 knots ahead the ship was rowed by Thranites only reaching a speed
of 3.3 knots. The pulling out of the rudder oars by 213 gave a small increase to the
speed making it 3.7 knots indicating again that their drag in these low speeds is about
10% while it is greatly increased at higher speeds because of the wave making
resistance of the rudder shaft. A short sprint with the Thranitesoars gave to the ship
a speed of 5.5 knots. After one hour of rowing the Zygians took their turn to the
Thranites oars. At 8.20 the breeze coming from ahead picked up to a velocity of 12
knots and the ship's speed dropped to 2.2 knots with only the Thranitesrowing.After
one hour the Thalamians who were resting up to that moment took their turn to the
Thranitesoars and the ship reached a speed of 3.2 knots with 32 strokes per minute.
The ship arrived in Poros at 11.30 covering the distance of 13.3 miles in 4 hours and
45 minutes at an average speed of 2.8 knots by oars in a head wind of 12 knots.
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The next morning at 6.30 the ship sailed with destination to Epidaurus. The
relative velocity of the morning Northern breeze was 7 knots having a direction
10 degrees to the port of the ship's bow. Only the Thraniteswere pulling and the
ship's speed was 3.2 knots. After two hours of rowing the morning breeze pickedup to a gentle breeze of velocity 13 knots steadily increasing and the ship's speed
fell to 1.9 knots. The wave height increased to 0.6 meters. The ship was rowed
now by Thranitesand Zyggians reaching a speed of only 2.8 knots. At 10.00 and
with OLYMPIAS sailing under the same conditions with a wind speed of 15 knots
18 degrees from the starboard side of the bow a drifting fo about 10 degrees was
recorded. The files of oarsmen interchanged positions every hour with one file
resting at a time. At 10.30 the course was altered westwards and having now the
wind at the starboard beam both sails were unfurled and trimmed and the ship
attained a speed of 3.5 knots. The OLYMPIAS arrived in Epidaurusat 15.00 covering
adistance of 22 miles in 8 hours and 10 minutes at an average speed of 2.7 knots.
On Sunday the 17th of July at 6.30 the ship sailed for it's last length of the
Saronic Gulf voyage from Epidaurus to Poros. The poor wind conditions prevailed
in the greatest part of this leg where the ship was rowed by two files of oars for 4
hours reaching the average speed of 3.5 knots. At one part of this voyage we had
awave height of 0.8 meters from the bow and useful observations about the rowing
conditions in rough water were made.
It was really difficult for the oarsmen to synchronize their stroke along the
length of the ship since therewere sections of the ship that the oars were catching
water being at the crest of the wave while at others the oars were in the air being
at the trough of the wave. The speed under these circumstances was reduced to
about 2 knots. The part of the distance that was covered under sail was 7 miles
at an average speed of 4.0 knots.
The total distance of this length which was 22 miles was covered in 7 hours
at an average speed of 3.1 knots. The ship arrived at the bay next of the Poros
harbour at 13.30 and stayed there at anchor for half an hour. New trials for quick
abandoning of the ship took placethere and the time was shortened to 24 seconds
that took the whole oarcrew to abandon the ship in order.
With this arrival in Poros ended the first part of 1988 trials and with this
occasion I want to express once again the thanks of the International Committee
of Experimental Archaeology for OLYMPIAS and of me personally as the Trials
Master to the crew of the ship and especially to the young oarsmen who made it
possible to have all these results despite the difficulties.
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After the voyage in Saronic Gulf we were able to draw useful conclusions
about the performance of the ship's sailing rig. The observations of log speed and
apparent wind speed and direction have been plotted after resolution into true
wind speed and direction relative to ship's head on polardiagrams.Thesediagrams
show, irrespective of wind speed the ratio of ship speed to true wind speed in
various wind directions what is called the sailing efficiency. As we can see in the
polar diagram the speed ratio is decreased with increasing wind's speed because
sail is shortened in stronger winds and the resistance of the hull in the water
increases as the cubic power of ship's speed. Maximum speed recorded was 8.5
knots in winds of 15 to 18 knots 30 to 40 degrees abaft the beam.
Ship's windward ability as observed showed that she can be sailed as close
as 70 degrees into the apparent wind. Speeds of more than seven knots were
often reached in quartering and following winds of around 15 knots apparent
speed under full sail. In ideal conditions OLYMPIAS may exceed 10 knots under
sail. Tacking and wearing can be carried out easily with little loss of speed owing
to the ship's owing to the ship's resposiveness to the helm.
The lightning of the mainmast and main yard made for easier handling of
the main sail although there is still some extra weight in the main yard that could
be trimmed down. A view is also expressed that the main sail could safely be
increased in area by increasing it's breadth and the length of the main yard.
The ship answered the helm well in all conditions of sailing yet met. The best
combination of rudders and their degree of immersion when under sail has so far
not been fully investigated. However during the trials good steeringwas experienced
with only the leeward rudder in the water.
The excellent sailing performance strongly indicates that triere is made
passages routinely under sail whenever the wind served and under oar only when
pressedfor time and worthwhile progress was possible by that means. That passages
under oar were the exception rather than the rule could explain why explicit references
in ancient literature are all to passages under oar while there are not to passages
under sail. Such a predominant use of sail by fighting ships on passage would not
in any way reduce the need for good performance under oar, essential to tactical
mobility in combat before the invent of more efficient rigs and sailing warships. Until
the fifteenth century AD ships needed to be equipped with both oars and sails to
enable them to be deployed over appreciable distances while oars were equally
important in minimising delays.
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Behaviour in Waves

The behaviour of the ship in waves was very much what would be expected
in aship whose length was more that eight times the waterline breadth. The sense
of pitching was especially felt among crew members stationed near the ends of
the ship. No slamming of the bow to waves was experienced, presumably because
whenever the forward part of the hull did emerge from the water when pitching,
its sections were steep enough to prevent impact on reentry. When pitching,
particularly on a head wind, longitudinal flexing of the hull was quite evident as
waves passed under the vessel. In these trials the ship proved to be safe within
the conditionsforwhich it was designed, that is, in waves of up to about one meter
in height.
In anchoring, the need was felt to put weights on the anchor ropes to obtain
the same effects as those normally nowadays achieved by the use of chain in
place of rope, mainly a horizontal pull on the anchor and "spring" in the cable which,
hanging in adeep catenary would prevent sudden tightening should the ship pitch
in waves while at anchor. Pulling the author by hand, proved slow and laborious
owing to the limited working space and therefore the small number of men on the
ropes. This needs further consideration in future operations with the reconstruction.
The main question that I had when we held the first discussions about the
construction of OLYMPIAS in Greece came naturally to me once again after six
years of common living experiences so to speak with her:
- Is it p'ossible that such a ship could be seen sailing in Aegean 2500

years ago?
The answer now came unforced.
- Yes, OLYMPIAS is a Trieres that could be existing in Antiquity. Yes,

there are areas that this ship can be improved as far as sailing rig-oarsinternal arrangenment are concerned and it is worthwhile to continue
the trials and improvenents in order to exploit and improve her limits, a
process that without question was followed by ancient Greeks as well.
Commander Stavros Platis H.N.

SHIPS IN THRACE DURING THE BRONZE AGE
The Bronze Age in Thrace started at the end of the 4th millennium BC and
ended at the end of the 2nd millennium BCI. These two millennia in the history of
Thrace have not been uniformily studied. This is particularly true of navigation
and of the marine culture along the coasts of the Black Sea, the Sea of Marmara
and the Aegean Sea, synthesized in the term Thracia Pontica. We have not
excavateda ship from Thracia Pontica, but there exist other facts which may serve
as a basis not only for the formulation of this problem, but also for its initial
investigation.
Thus, for example, for the end of the 4th and throughout the entire 3rd
millennium BC, i.e. during the Early Bronze Age, the Circumpontic cultural
community* can be explained most logically in terms of the existence of active
overseas contacts. The observed similarities of the archaeologicalcultures around
the Black Sea cannot be due to mere coincidence, they must have resulted from
contacts. It is quite another matterwhat the reasonsfor these assumed overseas
voyages were. This problem will be discussed further below. These observations
are even more valid for the cultures on both sides of the Sea of Marmara3. And if,
nevertheless,the communications of Thrace by land were possible for part of the
lands around the Black Sea, contacts with the northwestern part of Asia Minor
were parexcellence by sea. These two observations are supported by the predating
of some of the stone anchors with holes found along the western Black Seacoast
from the 2nd to the3rd millennium BC, as proposed by Honor Frost4. These seem
to have been the anchors of the ships that sailed at that time. However, these
ships carrying many tons did not sail for the pleasure of their crews, as is the case
with the yachtsmen of today. Navigation during the antiquity was for the needs
of trade and was directly linked with production. In my opinion, one of the most
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important reasonsfor navigation was the search for and the supply of copperores
or copper for the production of bronze. It should be pointed out that bronze was
not used for making tools, because tools made of wood, bone, horn or stone were
still effective, being at the same time much cheaper. Copper and its alloys were
used for making weapons and cult objects (actually weapons were also objects).
This can be accepted even after a cursory glance at the archaeological material.
Then the search for cooper as the basic product for the production of bronze
becomes easily explainable. Whoever had copper could possess the modern
weapons for that time, he could be victorious and he could rule over lands, wealth
and people. Moreover, it is well known that the ancient Thracian lands were an
extremely well developed metallurgical centre even from the Chalcolithic Ages.
This suggests that copper was mined in the Thracian lands and was exported to
lands where it was lacking. Ancient Thrace exported both to the Nothern Black
Sea coast and to the south.
In Bulgarian archaeology there is an attempts to see models of Early Bronze
Age ships in some of the clay vessels found at Ezerovo II near the Varna Lake.
In my opinion, these elongated plates are not sufficiently convincing evidence
and we should wait patiently until a real model is discovered or - better still - an
Early Bronze Age ship from Thracia Pontica. An indirect evidence about the use
of navigation vessels - but for fishing - are the bones of dolphins and of belted
bonito discovered during excavations of the Early Bronze Age settlement near
Urdoviza7 because dolphins and belted bonito can be caught only by means of
boats and ships.
Anyway, we still do not know what the ships of Thracia Pontica looked like
in the 3rd millenium BC. However, on the basis of indirect evidence we may also
assume the existence of ships both for fishing and for overseas contacts.
Data are considerably more abundant for the 2nd millenium BC, and especially
for its second half. I shall start with the evidence found in the ancient authors
concerning Thracian navigation. This evidence is the memory on which the
archaeologicaldata can be superimposed to come to life. Even Homer (11. XI, 220230, Monro; Allen) told about the Thracian nobleman Iphidamas, son of Antenor,
who sailed with a fleet of twelve ships during the Trojan War to fight on the side
of Troy. According to (Pseudo-)Euripides (Rhesos 1, 430-435, Ebener), it was
again Homer who sang about the legendary Thracian king Rhesos who sailed
with his ships in the aid of Troy. Another author to tell us again about the second
half of the second millennium BC was Diodoros (Vlll, frg. 1 1, Vogel), who reported
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that after the Trojan War (13th century BC) the sea (i. e. the Aegean Sea - K.P.)
was ruled over by Lydiansand Maioniansfor 92 years, by Pelasgiansfor 85 years,
by Thracians for 79 years, etc. Although Diodorus was a later author, he was
known to have copied conscientiously earlier evidence that has been lost to us.
This is why, the maritime supremacy of the Pelasgians and Thracians can be
dated with much greater probability to the 12th and 11th century BC. Apollonius
Rhodius (Argonautica1,580-930, Merkel), who also adhered faithfully to the most
ancient variants of the narratives, mentioned that the women on the island of
Lemnos recognisedthe Argo ship as Thracian and were afraid of a piratic invasion.
It is known that the myth about the "golden fleece" and the "voyage of the Argonauts"
connected with it are dated approximately to the end of the 2nd and the beginning
of the 1st millenium BC. Here I shall not dwell on the problem of the "golden fleece",
but nevertheless I shall mention in passing that such a "golden fleece" was
discovered in the waters near the present-daycape of Kaliakra (the ancient Tirizis)
along the present-dayBulgarianBlack Seacoast. This was a metal ingot resembling
a taut sheepskin or even oxhide, weighing nearly 1.5 kg and containing 32% gold,
18% silver, 43% copper, etc. The ingot is dated to the second half of the 2nd
millenium BC, more specifically around the 14th century BC8.
Thus, according to the brief information of the written sources, it can be seen
that the notion of Thracian navigation existed even in the most ancient myths.
Consequently, we are faced with a fact: the Hellenic historical memory reflected
the ancient maritime culture of the Thracians. Therefore, we are to expect some
material confirmation.
The stone anchors with holes are among the most reliable arguments in this
respect. They are from the Western Black Sea coast and the majority of them are
dated to the 2nd millennium BC and especially to its second halfg, another part as I said earlier - is dated even to the 3rd millennium BC. Stone anchors number
a total of 150. Petrographic studies have shown10 that 90% of them were locally
produced, 10% came with foreign ships, for the time being it is not known where
from. According to Honour Frost, their size and weight suggest beyond any doubt
that they were used on ships of 200-300 tons, i.e. ships like the ones in the fleet
of the Thracians from the Western Black Sea region. There are no grounds for
ruling out the hypothesis that similar ships, made by the indigenous Thracian
population, sailed in the Sea of Marmara and in the Aegean Sea. Quite on the
contrary, the evidence of Diodorus and Apollonius Rhodius, cited above, concerns
precisely the Thracians in the Aegean region.
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Stone anchors from the Bulgarian Black Sea coast can give us yet another
important notion about the Thracian ships from the 2nd millennium BC. Very
important in this respect is the place where they have been foundll. Almost all of
them have been discovered near anchorages which are usually localized in very
calm bays, close to the land, unlike the stone and lead stocks which are usually
found in the waters around the capes. In my opinion, this fact suggests indisputably
that stone anchors were used for ships that navigated with oars or with sails,
whereas stone and led stocks were used on sailships. The ships with oars and
sails with stone anchors could come in and go out of any bay using their oars only,
approaching the shore and even reaching it. The sail was probably rather simple
and was used only with suitable winds. According to the information available so
far, such were the ships in Thrace during the Bronze Age. Sailing-craft began to
be used later, during the Early Iron Age. It is the sail-craft that used wooden
anchors with stone or lead stocks that anchored near the capes and did not enter
deep into the bays. This was a common practice so that they could manoeuvre
with their sails both in good and in bad weather. But this is quite a different topic.
In support of my conclusion Ishall cite two more facts from the Late Bronze
Age. These are the clay models of navigation vessels (boats) discovered in
Northwestern Bulgaria in necropolisesclose to the Danube river12and the image
of a ship on a stone plate from Southwestern Bulgaria (in the present-day town
of Razlog), dated to the 14th-13th century and originating from a cult place's. In
both regions this is indisputably an image of the "solar bark" which is associated
with the religion of the ancient people. However, it is important for us that the
navigation vessels were either boats or ships with oars. Although idealized, the
notion of the "solar bark apparently reflectedto a great extent the actual navigation
vessels used at that time.
In conclusion, the ships in Thracia Pontica were with oars, or rather with
oars and sails, similar to the Late Bronze Age vessels found near Cape Gelydonia
and Cape Kas on the western coast of Asia Minor. It seems that for two millennia
they sailed in the waters of the Black Sea, the Sea of Marmara and the Aegean
Sea. It is through these forms of navigation that Thracia Pontica performed the
role of a contact zone for the Thracian civilization with the peoples in the rest of
the Mediterranean world.
Kalin Porozanov
Institut de Thracologie
13, Rue Mosconska
Sofia 1000 Bulgarie
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ANCIENT SCANTLINGS:
THE PROJECTION AND CONTROL OF MEDITERRANEAN HULL SHAPES

It has been eighteen years since Lionel Casson combined most of the known
literary and archaeological sources to produce Shipandseamanshipin the Ancient
World,' still a basicsourcebookfor our discipline, and nearly that long since Lucien
Basch wrote his thought-provoking article on the state of nautical archaeology
that introduced the first volume of IJNA.2 We have recorded a lot of frames,
planks, nails, and mortise-and-tenonjoints since then, but our research has added
virtually nothing concerning the methods by which ancient Mediterranean ships
were designed, the ways in which shipwrights controlled hull construction, the
techniques that permitted large fleets of warships to be built as quickly as literary
sourcesclaim, or aclear understanding of the economics of shipbuilding. In short,
we have documented a lot of trees these past two decades, but we still have to
find the forest.
Part of our problem might be attributed to the limited number of extensively
preserved wrecks that have been excavated, while economic, political, or other
constraints affected some of the projects. Nevertheless, we must concede the
fact that our recording of hull details also has been generally insufficient and our
avenues of researchtoo narrow and unimaginative. Now archaeology has entered
the computer age, bringing with it expanded possibilities for examining data and
analyzing hull structures. More than ever before, we must document our finds
more completely to take advantage of this new medium. At the same time, we
must reevaluate the ways in which we have been considering our hull remains
and take new approaches to these old problems.

